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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF

THE LANKAYATARA SUTRA
1. The Chinese Translations—2. Comparison of the Contents of the

Three Chinese Translations and One Sanskrit Text—3. Examples of the

Textual Differences—4. A Further Examination of the Sutra as to its

Inner Connections—5. The Lanlcavaiara and Bodhidharma, the Father
of Zen Buddhism in China—6. The Study of the Sutra after Bodbi-
dharma in China and Japan—7. An English Translation of the Intro-

ductory Chapter from the Sanskrit Edition.

I. The Chinese Translations

Altogether four Chinese translations of the Lankavatara

Sutra were made between about a.d. 420 and 704, of which

we have at present three still in existence. The first, in four

fasciculi, was by Dharmaraksha, whose title was,
4

'Master of

the Law, Teacher of the Tripitaka, of Central India.” Ac-

cording to f$ K$k<
1 this was done from the same text which

was later used by Gunabhadra, Bodhiruci, and &ikshananda.

But this statement is not quite exact. "The same text” here

undoubtedly allows of a wide latitude of interpretation as we
shall know below when a comparative study of the different

translations is made. He came to China in 412 and settled

in Ku-tsang the capital of the Northern Liang. He
spent eight years in translating the Mahdparinirvdna-Sutra

in forty or thirty-six fasciculi, which he revised three times.

Though it is not exactly known when the Lankavatara was

translated by him, it is likely that the work was taken up

after the Parinirvdna-Sutra,
that is, between 412-433. He

was assassinated in 433 when he was forty-nine years old.

Roughly speaking, the first Chinese translation of the Lan-

kavatara was produced about fifteen hundred years ago.

1 Kai-yiian Lit, Fas. IV, 38a (KSkyo Shorn edition). This is a

catalogue of the Buddhist Tripitaka compiled in the Kai-yiian era

(713-741, a.d.) , of the T'ang dynasty.
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Unfortunately, this is lost. The title was simply, The

Lankd-Sutra

The second translation, also in four fasciculi, which

appeared in 443 hears the title, The Lankdvatdra-Treasurc-

Sutra and the translator is Gunabhadra,
<£ The Law-teacher of the Tripitaka, of Central India.”

Tie came to China by sea in 435. On his way the wind

ceased, the ship could not sail on, the supply of fresh water

was exhausted, and the sailors did not know what to do.

The situation, however, was improved by the mystic rites

performed by Gunabhadra
;
for the wind began to blow more

favourably and a pouring rain saved them from dying of

thirst. Among his translations we may mention the Srimdla,

Anglimdla , Samyuktdgama, etc. He died in 468 at the age

of 75.
2

The Lankdvatdra Sutra which is recorded as having been

handed by Bodhidharma to his disciple Hui-lde was prob-

ably this Gunabhadra translation in four fasciculi. It is

strange that the first translation became lost so early as 700

when the fourth translation was issued. At the time of

Tao-hsiian’s Catalogue of Buddhist Literature in Great

Tang which was completed in 664, mention

is made of the first one. In Fas. VIII of this Catalogue

under the heading, “ Those sutras which have been trans-

lated under the former dynasties and at present are kept

among the Tripitaka collection” ( he

refers to the “Lankdvatdra Sutra in ten fasciculi, kept, in

one case,” which is evidently that by Bodhiruci; and a little

further down there is another entry: “The Lankdvatdra in

four fasciculi, two sutras in one case.” This must be the

ease for the first and the second translations, as they were

both compiled in four fasciculi. In the Kai-yilan Catalogue ,

1
(Tai-fang Nei-tien Lu, a Catalogue of the Buddhist

Books Compiled in the T'ang Dynasty), Has. Ill, 64a (the Kokyo Shoin
edition). This is an earlier compilation than the Kai-yilan Lu, as the
preface is dated the first year of Lin-t§, 664.

2 The Kai-yilan Lu, Fas. V, 45b et seq. (the Kokyo Shoin edition).
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however, which was finished in 730, Dharmaraksha ’a Lan-
kdvatdra is mentioned as lost. The loss must have taken

place even earlier as I stated before; for Fa-tsang (gfejR)

who had much to do with the fourth or T c

artg translation

(done in the years 700-708) makes no reference whatever

to the first. This was only forty years after the compila-

tion of Tao-hsxian’s Catalogue . It is quite unfortunate that

we now have no means ef seeing how far the agreements go
* between the first and the second translations, as they are

both in four fasciculi and it is likely that they were made
from the same original. Fa-tsang1 criticises the second (or

Sung) translation as being not quite good as a translation,

for it retains to some extent the original Sanskrit diction

which puzzles even the intelligent Chinese reader adequately

to understand the sense.

The third one (X^ftflfS) in ten fasciculi is by Bo-

1 He died in 712, one of the greatest scholars in China and a
most eminent figure in the history of the Avatamsaka school of Bud-
dhism. He was a contemporary of Hsiian-chuang (;£#§), I-tsing

iff), Hui-neng 0S;{f£), Shen-hsiu (#^), Siksliftnanda, Dlvakara, Bod-
hiruci (all of the 'Fang dynasty), etc. When Hsuan-chuang came
back from India, Fa-tsang was one of the learned scholars chosen by
Hsuan-chuang to be his assistants or co-workers in converting the

Sanskrit texts into the Chinese language. Fa-tsang, however, disagreed

with Hsuan-chuang in the interpretation of the texts and withdrew

from the translation bureau. Later, he worked with Sikshananda in

the translation of the Avatamsaka Sutra and the Lankavatara Sutra,

and illuminating lectures were given by him on the teachings of the

Avatamsaka for the edification of the Empress Tse T £ ien (HU3c), who
was one of the great women-rulers of China. His A ft? fftl *£> («7w

leng-chia hsin Jisuan-i ) is a short expository treatise on the Lan-

Tcavatara Sutra throwing much light on the understanding of the text

and its philosophy, and in this he complains of the second translation

being difficult even for men of superior intelligence to understand it

thoroughly, not to say anything about the ignorant and unlearned who
are apt to give wrong interpretations to the text. This being really

the case, as was confirmed later by Su Tung-pei and Ch f iang Chih-eh‘i,

noted Chinese scholars of the Sung dynasty, the understanding of the

Lankavatara must have caused a great deal of trouble among scholars.

So far, however, in China and Japan the four fasciculi one has had a

far wider circulation than the ten or the seven fasciculi one.
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dhiruci, “the Law Teacher of the Tripitaka, of Northern

India.” It was finished in 513, about one hundred years

after the Sung translation. Fa-tsang ?

s remarks are: “Al-

though this translation is fuller than the preceding one, the

original meaning is not fully expressed and errors are more

apt to creep in.” This may be true to a certain extent,

but as we now have no original text of this third, or Wei,

translation, there is no way to verify this criticism of Fa-

tsang. There are, however, some points in it which are in

better agreement with the Nanjo edition than with the others.

It may not be quite fair to say that Bodhiruci put in his

own words to help the reading of the text
;
the fact may be,

perhaps, that his original was largely mixed with gloss and

that he was not discriminating enough to reject it as such.

This fact partly shows that the Lankavatara Sutra, being a

difficult text to understand, not only textually but doctrinally

as well, was already in bad condition from a literary point

of view when it was brought into China by these early Indian

missionaries.

The fourth Chinese translation, entitled The Mahayma
Lankavatara Sutra ( ) in seven fasciculi, was

produced in 700-704, and the chief translator was fSiksha-

nanda. More details are known of this translation than of

all preceding ones as regards the circumstances and persons

concerned. The preface by the Empress Tse-t‘ien Wu-hou
( tells how it came to be translated once more by
Sikshananda and others,* and, moreover, Fa-tsang, who was
one of the Chinese scholars who were engaged in revising

the translation by Sikshananda, wrote a sort of commentary-

introduction in which is given not only an analytical resum6
of the Lankavatara Sutra

,
but a full account of the work

itself. The following is quoted from the book (

Si)

:

4

4

With regard to the translation: the four fasciculi one

was done by Gunabhadra, Master of the Tripitaka, of India,

at Chih-huan Ssu Tang Yang (#g§), in the
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Yiian-cMa (3£|g) period (424-453) of Sung; Pao-ylin (g
|jjg) the monk took down the master’s dictation and Hui-

kuan (£flg) Pu^ ^ inf° writing. 1 The ten fasciculi one

was done toward the end of Wei by Bodhiruci, Master of

the Tripitaka, of India, who was engaged in the work at

Yung-neng Ssa (yfc^p), Lo-yang ($£ggr).2

“As to the present one, (that is, the seven fasciculi

one), Sikshananda, Master of the Tripitaka, of Yii-t
c

ien (<=f

Hg), is the translator, who, after finishing the translation

1 ® Chuan-yu literally means ‘ 1 to transmit words, * 9

and pi-shou means * i to receive -with a writing brush. 9
-
9 As Gunabhadra

who came from India probably could not speak Chinese well enough to

make himself fully understood, Pao-yiin acted as a kind of interpreter ; or

Gunabhadra gave a literal translation of the original, which was done

into literary Chinese by Pao-yim, and this in turn was put into writing

by Hui-kuan. When the Indian translators were not complete masters

of the Chinese language, there was always a * f transmitter ' * who acted

as a ct go-between .
9 9 In some cases there .were other scholars engaged

in the work, whose office it was to see if the original meaning was cor-

rectly understood, or to put the translation into better classical style,

or to see that the translation fully expressed the original ideas. This

more or less round-about way was inevitable, seeing that the translator

did not have a complete command of the two languages, Sanskrit and

Chinese. But it was in this way, too, that the Chinese translators so

well produced the sense of the original, and it helped a great deal

towards making Buddhism strike root firmly in the native soil. From
the linguistic point of view, however, there might have been something

missed in the Chinese versions which is retained in the Tibetan texts.

So we read in the life of Hsuan-ehuang as recorded in the Kai-yuan

Catalogue (fas. VIII, 73a) that f< in the former days the sutras were

translated in this way: first, the original text was translated literally

word by word, and this was turned round to adapt itself to the Chinese

style of diction, and finally the words and sentences were rearranged

and revised by those especially skilled in writing. Thus, while going

through so many hands, the original writing suffered much alteration,

sometimes something added, sometimes something taken away. But
now in the case of Hsiian-ehuang everything was managed single-

handed ; as words came out of his mouth they were at once written

down and made a perfectly readable translation.
9 9 Literary accuracy

was thus gained, but the strange fact is that some .of these older

translations are still in far better circulation than the newer ones.
a According to the Kai-yugn Catalogue (fas. VIII, 56a), S&ng-

lang ({MU) and Tao-chan (IS®) put the translation into writing.
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of the Avatamsaka at Fo Shou-chi Ssu of the

Eastern City, in the first year of Chiu-shih (/\j|g, a.d. 700),

was ordered by the Empress Tse-t‘ien to take up once more

the task of translating the LanMvatdra. Before the work

was completed, Sikshananda returned to the Capital and was

given residence at the Chin-clTan Ssii The

translation was roughly finished here, but before he had time

to revise it he was allowed to return to his native land, by

Imperial order. In the second year of Chang-an ( 702)

,

Mi-t‘o~shan (jJjfPElil), [a Master of] the Tripitaka, came

from Tii-huo-lo (thj/clt)? who, before coming to China,

had spent twenty-five years in India, thoroughly mastering

the Tripitaka, and he was especially learned in the Lan-

kdvatara , By Imperial order he was requested to revise

SikshanandaY translation, aided by such monk-translators

as Fu-li (fSUft)> Fa-tsang (f-fejfU), etc. Fu-li was engaged

in giving final touch to the revised Chinese version, and an

Imperial preface to the sutra was written, in which its

merits were extolled.

“As to the four fasciculi translation, the rendering is

not perfect, the wording is after the "Western grammar (

f

I® ©Ilf)? which makes even men of superior intelligence

confused, not knowing how to read it, while the ignorant

and unlearned are apt to give wrong interpretations.

“The ten fasciculi one is somewhat fuller in paragraphs
and chapters [than the preceding one], but the sacred sense

is not adequately expressed. When words are added and
sentences are mixed in, the meaning grows murky, frequently

causing errors, and the result is that the truth, bright and
clear, becomes obstructed in its course on account of the
local dialect. 1

3
This is the translation of Jf, fang-yen

., but what it really
means is hard to deeide; for the ten fasciculi version of the Lanhciva-
tdm was not surely written in any other language than the Chinese
just like the other translations. May it, however, mean that Bodhi-
ruei's original was well mixed up with gloss written in the local
dialect of his native Northern India?
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‘‘The Empress regretting this inadequacy ordered

another translation to be made. The present one was made
by comparing in detail five Sanskrit copies, and after ex-

amining the two Chinese translations. What was in ac-

cordance with [the true sense] was adopted, while what
was not properly done was corrected. Many years of labour

have thus ended in producing this splendid work, in which
it is expected that the [original] sense is accurately repre-

sented and scholars may thus be saved from committing

further errors.
7 ’

The preface by the Empress Tse-kien
,
which is usually

found attached to the T £ ang edition, generally agrees with

the account given by Fa-tsang, but there is one point that

is not quite clear and seems to disagree with Pa-tsang.

Among other things we have the following in the preface

which . concerns the translation itself :

‘
‘ Originally this

sutra was brought here from the Western country Cgtfgll),

in the era of Yiian-chia. Gupabhadra translated it, but it

had not a wide circulation. Bodhiruci’s version came out

in the era of Yen-chang, but it misses the original meaning

in many respects. Pull of reverential thoughts about the

transmission [of the Good Law], I earnestly wished for its

prosperous condition. In the first year of Chiu-shih, which

corresponds in the cyclical commutation to the year of heng-

tsu} and in the sixth month of the year, during the summer
season, I went to Chi-feng (3! jf~) to escape the heat and

enjoy the cool air by the river Ying-shui (U|7jc), when at

the San Yang palace another translation was produced.

The essentials of the three copies were inquired into and

the finished teaching was compiled into seven fasciculi. The

Very Reverend Sikshananda of Yii-tfien who is a learned

monk of the Tripitaka, and Pu-li, a priest of Tai-fu-hsien

Ssix and others [partook in the work ]

;

they

have all the reputation equal to that of Tao-an ) and

Hui-yiian and virtues like those of Ma-t £ eng (Jgf

0) and Pa-lan ($£j§J) ;
they are again all worthy to succeed
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in the steps of Nagarjuna, and have deeply delved into the

secrets of Asvaghosha; they are equally great in the fra-

grance of their moral conduct and in the flower of their

enlightened minds; the jewel of their intelligence and the

moon of their spiritual essence are both perfectly full : there-

fore, they are capable of thoroughly understanding the

mystery [of Buddhism] and manifesting the deepest signific-

ance of it. The final copying [of the translation] was com-

pleted on the fifteenth day of the first month of the fourth

year of Chang-an.”

In this flowery composition by the Empress Tse-t‘ien,

the phrase “ to enquire into the essentials

of (the) three books (or copies ?),” is somewhat ambiguous.

Does “san pen” refer to the three preceding translations, or

to three Sanskrit copies which they utilised! As the first

translation was already lost at that time, the
11
san pen

”

must mean three original Sanskrit copies which they then

had at hand. If so, the number does not agree with that

mentioned by Pa-tsang as already quoted, for he says dis-

tinctly five copies instead of three. Could the character

“ three ” be an error of the scribes? Pa-tsang who was a

great scholar and an actual participant in the production

of the seven fasciculi Chinese Lankavatara translation, has

a better claim for authority, if choice is to be made between

the literary remains of the time concerning the original texts,

etc.

However this might have been, it is clear that the seven

fasciculi translation is apparently the best of all the Chinese

translations of this important Mahayana sutra, seeing that

it was produced by the joint labour of competent scholars

both Indian and Chinese. But, strangely, almost all the

commentaries written seem to be based on the four fasciculi

one by Gunabhadra, which is regarded as Bodhidharma’s
copy handed over to his disciple, Hui-k^e.

To sum up: the first Chinese translation of the Lan-
kavatara Sutra was completed between a.d. 420 and 430, a
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second one appeared ten or twenty years later and each was
made into four fasciculi. It took over a hundred years for

the third in ten fasciculi to appear, while over two hundred
years elapsed before the fourth in seven fasciculi was pub-

lished, which means that the latest one came out over three

hundred years after the first.

II. Comparison op the Contents op the three

Chinese Translations and one
Sanskrit Text

A detailed comparison of the three extant Chinese trans-

lations and the Sanskrit text of the Lankdvatdra Sutra has

not been attempted yet, except as to chapter-divisions and

other general aspects. Before I present my own views con-

cerning the result of such comparison, a tabular view of the

contents as regards chapter-divisions of the four texts will

be given below. (See page 10.)

This table shows at once (1) that the Gunabhadra

version1
is very much simpler and shorter than all the others

;

(2) That Sikshananda agrees with the Sanskrit as regards

chapter divisions; (3) That Bodhiruei has more chapter

headings, i.e., is cut into shorter sections; (4) That in Guna-

bhadra, the first and the last two chapters are missing

altogether; (5) That Gunabhadra has practically no chapter-

divisions whatever, and that while “ Sarvabuddhapravaca-

nahridaya” has the character “pin” (g,) suffixed which is

the usual Chinese term for the Sanskrit “parivarta” (divi-

sion)
,
this title is almost like a sub-title to the Lankdv.atdra

itself, as if it were another name for the sutra.

What do these plain facts indicate? The first logical

1 Of the three existing Chinese translations, Griinabhadra *s is con-

veniently called the Sung version, Bodhiruei ’b the Wei, and Siksha-

nanda's the T'ang. Or, according to the number of fasciculi into

which each version is divided, the Sung is often called simply the Four

Fasciculi, the ,Wei the Ten Fasciculi, and the T'ang the Seven Fasci-

culi. In this chapter the translators ’ names will be used to designate

the different versions.
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Table Showing Chapter-divisions in the Different

Texts of the Lankdvatdra.

G-unabhadra
(Sung),
a.d. 443,

in 4 fas.

Bodhiruei
(Wei), aj». 513,

in 10 fas.

SiksMnanda
(T'ang),

A.D. 700-704,
in 7 fas.

Sanskrit,

ed. 1923

(wanting)
1. Ravanadhye-

shana
1. R&vanadliye-

sliana

1. Rdvapadhye-
shand

Sarvabuddha-
pravacana-
hridaya

1

2. Prasna
2. Sarvadliarma-

samueeaya

2. Shattrim6at-
sdhasra-
samidharma-
samueeaya

8. Sarvadharma-
samuccaya

4. Buddhaeitta

3, Anityata 3. Anityatd

5. Lokayatika

6. Nirvana

7. Bharmakaya

8. Anityata

9. Abhisamaya 4, Abhisamaya 4. Abhisamaya

10. Tathagata-
nityanitya

5. Tath&gata-
nityanitya

5. TathSgata-
nityanitya

11. Buddhatd

6. Kshanika 6. Kshanika
12. Pancadliarma

13. G-anganadn
valuka

14. Kshanika

15. Nairmanika 7. Nairmanika 7. Nairmanika

16. M&ihsabha-
kshana

8. Mamsabha-
shaita

8. Mamsabha-
shapa

(wa ^

17. Bharani 9. Bharani 9. Bharani

\ VV Pii-lg /

18, “Sagatliakam” 10. “Sagathakam” “Sagathakam”
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inference is that Gunabhadra being the oldest translation

represents a more primitive Lankavatara than the others.

Possibly the later texts had these three extra chapters added
during the one hundred years that elapsed between Guna-
bhadra and Bodhiruci. That they were mechanically added
is shown by their having no organic connection with the

older parts. As they have nothing new to propose, if they

were not found in the text, we would not have missed them.

The first chapter where Havana, the Lord of Lanka, asks the

Buddha to deliver a discourse on his inner perception of

truth, may superficially appear to be a sort of introduction

needed for the development of the sutra; but there is no
doubt that it was added later to supply this need, though
really there was no such need from the beginning. The
Havana chapter was prefixed when there was a need on the

part of the later Mahayanists to get the sutra connected with

the story of Havana and Ramacandra as told in the Rama-
yana when the latter came to assume a definite form as an
epic, which, according to scholars, took place probably in

the third or the fourth century of the Christian era. As
the Gupabhadra text stands, the interpolation of the Ravana
incident has no special help to offer in the understanding

of the sutra. The chapter of Dharani is a very short one,

occupying about three pages of the Nanjo edition. This

was also added when Dharani began to enter into the body

of Mahayana literature, which took place much later in the

history of Mahayana Buddhism in India. That the “Saga-

thakamM was also a later attachment is easily shown from

the examination of its contents, but for this I will devote a

special paragraph later. The Sanskrit text and Sikshananda

are in full agreement as to chapter-divisions, * which un-

doubtedly points to one original; but a more detailed ex-

amination will reveal that the Sanskrit is more frequently

in accord with Bodhiruci. A safe conclusion may be that

the texts were all different; while Bodhiruci belongs to a

later redaction and is to a great extent mixed with notes
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and glosses, which fact makes it roughly 1.4 per cent, larger

than Sikshananda.

As I noted elsewhere1 the whole Lanhavakara is just a

collection of notes unsystematically strung together, and,

frankly speaking, it is a useless task to attempt to divide

them into sections, or chapters (parivarta) , . under some

specific titles. Some commentators have tried to create a

system in the Lanhavakara by making each paragraph some-

what connected in meaning with the preceding as well as the

succeeding one, hut one can at once detect that there is

something quite constrained or far-fetched about the attempt.

If this, however, is to be done successfully, the whole ar-

rangement as it stands of the paragraphs must be radically

altered; and this redaction is possible only by picking up

and gathering together cognate passages which are found

promiscuously scattered throughout the text, when for the

first time a kind of system would be brought into the text.

As the present form stands, passages of various' connotations

are juxtaposed, and a heading indicating one of the ideas

contained in them is given to the whole section, thus arti-

ficially separating it from the rest. Gunabhadra has done

the wisest thing by simply designating the entire sutra as
u The Gist of the Buddha’s Teaching” (buddhapravaca^

nahridayam)

.

The chapter-divisions in Bodhiruci are sometimes more
or less rational, while we find four or five sub-divisions made
into one chapter in Sikshananda as well as in the Sanskrit.

In this case, one Bodhiruci section expounds generally one
main idea in one prose portion which is abridged at the end
into one metric form. To be exact, the chapter entitled

“Anityata” (Impermanency), which makes up the third

chapter both in Sikshananda and in the Sanskrit text, is

sub-divided in Bodhiruci into five sections or chapters. The
first subdivided chapter on “Buddhacitta” (Buddha-mind)
treats of fifteen different subjects, none of which make any

1 Essays in Zen Buddhism

,

Vol. I, p. 75.
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direct reference to “Buddhacitta.” This title, therefore,

does not at all indicate the contents of the chapter except

in a most comprehensive way. The fifteen subjects treated

in this Bodhiruci chapter on “Buddhacitta” are as follows;

(1) The Will-body (manomayakaya )

;

(2) the five deadly

sins; (3) Buddhata; (4) the sameness of all the Buddhas,*

(5) that not a word was uttered for preaching by the

Buddha during his long life; (6) being and non-being; (7)

the experience-fact and preaching about it; .(8) false dis-

criminations; (9) language and meaning; (10) the three

kinds of wisdom; (11) the nine changes taught by the philo-

sophers; (12) the nine fetters and the true understanding;

(13) the relation between false discriminations and exist-

ence; (14) that the world is a mere name; and (15) such-

ness and preaching about it.
1 Bach subject treated here is

expounded in prose as well as in verse. Prom this the

reader can see how diversified are the topics treated and

yet there is something more or less common running under-

neath them. Of the rest of the five sub-chapters in Bod-

hiruci the one on “Dharmakaya” can be further divided

into two sections, each of which is composed of prose and

verse. Except these two sub-chapters on “Buddhacitta”

and “Dharmakaya,” all the chapters in Bodhiruci consist

regularly of prose and verse parts.

The sixth chapter in Sikshananda and the Sanskrit on
‘ 4 Momentariness” (kshamka ), Nirvana, etc., is divided in

Bodhiruci into four sub-chapters with the headings: “Bud-
dhata,” “Pancadharma,” 4 ‘ Gangananda, ” and “Kshanika.”

Bach of these consists normally of one prose section and

one verse, showing that one topic of thought occupies one

sub-chapter. Taking all in all, the chapter-divisions of the

Lankavatara in whatever version are, to say the least, arbi-

trary and of later elaboration.

A good practical way of reading the sutra without dis-

placing the contents from their original setting will be to

1 This is practically a repetition of (7),
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isolate in most cases one prose part with its metric repetition

from another such part; and this will naturally cut up the

text into many short independent sections .

1 There are some

prose paragraphs without any corresponding gatha-seetion,

for instance, in the earlier part of Gunabhadra and in the

second chapter of the other versions. Gunabhadra, when

thus treated, will yield a little over fifty separate, individual

chapters. The impression one gets after perusing the sutra

carefully is that such independent statements dealing with

the principal ideas of Mahayana Buddhism at the time when

the sutra was compiled, were notes taken down by the author

without any intention of arranging them in order. As was

the case with the Pali Nikayas, each of these independent

paragraphs was perhaps a complete sutra in itself. Later,

perhaps when there was a need for editing them under a

title, they came to be known as the Lanhavatdra
,
or the

Bttddhapravacanahridaya . So long as we do not know how
the Mahayana sutras were produced, all that we can say

about their compilation has the nature of conjecture.

"Were the sutras compiled one after another in time suc-

cession? Did one presuppose the existence of another, so

that we can definitely trace the development of ideas backed

by such documents? Or did they develop in different locali-

ties each one without knowing another ? Is it possible as a

matter of historical fact to arrange the Mahayana sutras in

time sequence? Does logical development always coincide

with historical events ? That is to say, are fact and syllogism

one ? Does the one always and by nature precede, or follow

the other ? Until these questions are historically solved there

will be many problems unsolved in connection with the

making up of the Lanhavatdra Sutra.

That the first introductory chapter in which Bavapa
1 Knmarajlva divides his Chinese translation of the Diamond

Sutra into thirty-two sections, each of which consists of an irregular
number of lines, sometimes of two or three lines only. This is quite
a rational way of reading the sutra. Perhaps Kokwan Shiren followed
Knmarajlva in his treatment of the LanJcdmtdra.
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invites the Buddha to Lanka to discourse on the truth

inwardly realised by him, is a later addition, is also shown
in the relation between the prose part and the verse. In

this chapter, there is no such relation whatever between the

two portions as is to be found in other parts of the sutra,

that is, there is here no verse part that corresponds and
repeats the sense of the prose : the whole chapter is one com-

plete piece, there is nothing fragmentary about it, it is al-

together different in tone and style from the other parts

of the sutra, the way the theme is developed and the style

of the writing are quite distinct. In this respect, the chapter

on meat-eating resembles this introductory one, although it

has the verse part in correspondence with the prose. The

meat-eating chapter may be a later addition, also, in spite

of its being found in Gunabhadra. It does not seem to fit

in perfectly with the main part of the sutra. Did the

author of the Lankavatara just put it in at the end as a kind

of appendix, not standing in any organic relationship with

the sutra proper, where highly metaphysical subjects are

treated ? And later did it accidentally get incorporated into

the body of the sutra as forming a part of itf

Now we come to consider the last chapter, entitled,

Sagathakam, ’ 9 which occupies a special position in the

structure of the Lankavatara . As the title indicates, it is

composed entirely of gathas. In the Sanskrit there are 884

couplets1 taking up about one fourth of the whole text. Of

these over 200 are found in the main text itself; therefore,

about 680 gathas are newly-added ones. In Sikshananda

these repetitions are systematically excluded from its gatha

chapter, while in Bodhiruci everything is thrown in and with

something more. There are 890 quatrains in Bodhiruci and

656 in Sikshananda, showing the relative amount of slokas

in each, as four Chinese lines are generally equivalent to one

Sanskrit Sloka.

As for the contents and their arrangement there is utter

1 The number includes occasional triplets.
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chaos in the “Sagathakam.” No doubt they chiefly concern

the same themes as treated in the main text, but there are

some original theses, and it is often hard to see why and

how they came to be thrown in here. To read the “Saga-

thakam” properly, therefore, it must be cut up into so many
small portions, somtimes taking just one solitary sloka as

expressing a complete idea, i.e., as a sort of aphorism. When
this cutting-up process is brought to an end, we see that the

“Sagathakam,” which appears on the surface as one solid

chain of gathas, is nothing but a heap of rubbish and gems.

How did this conglomeration come to be affixed to the

Lanhavataral Why do we find so many gathas taken from

the sutra proper and mixed up with the rest ? And the way
they are mixed is most strange, seeing that while some are

taken in bodily just as they are found in the sutra itself,

others are broken up and interspersed fantastically among

the rest. Was this done intentionally? Or did it happen

just so? Does the “Sagathakam” suggest an earlier origin

than the sutra, in which the gatha part was later elaborated

in the prose in the way of commentary ? But there is some

reason to suppose that the “Sagathakam” as a whole and

in detail is later than the sutra proper, partly because it

contains some historical matter which has no place in it,

but chiefly because the thought expressed here seems to be

more definite and developed than that in the body of the

sutra. Taking all in all, the relation between the “Saga-
thakam” and the rest of the sutra is a mystery so long as

we have as yet reached no sure ground in the historical study

of Mahayana literature in India. This much we may say

that the “Sagathakam” can . easily be made into an in-

dependent text expounding the principal truths of the Maha-
yana philosophy. It reminds one of a notebook in which a

student of the Mahayana took down some of the more im-

portant ideas as he learned them orally from his master,

and in which at the same time he also put some other matter
for his own benefit, though not necessarily in close relation-
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.Bihijp with, the main contents of the notebook. In this respect

the "Sagathakam 55 shares the characteristics of the sutra as

a whole. It may be noticed that Sikshananda calls this part

of the text the
4 'Chapter of Gathas 55 and Bodhirnei simply

"General Chapter 55

(&®pp), while the Sanskrit edition is

prefaced, "Listen to the jewel-made Gathas preached in the

Lankavatara-Sutra, and free from the net of the [erroneous]

views, [and containing] the wonderful Mahayana teach-

ing/ 5 and concludes with this: "Thus is completed the

Sagathakam, the Mahayana-sutra called 'Lankavatara, the

noble and orthodox Dharma. 5 55

Incidentally, reference may be made to certain lines in

the "Sagathakam/ 5 which are often quoted by followers of

Shin Buddhism as teaching Amitabha 5

s Land of Bliss. The

lines are as follows

:

"The matured (vaipakika ) Buddhas, and manifested

(narirmanika) Buddhas, and beings, and Bodhisattvas, and
[their] lands—they are in the ten quarters (G. 140).

"The flowing (nisyanda ) Buddhas, the reality (dhar-

ma

)

Buddhas, the transformed (nirmdna) Buddhas, and the

manifested ones (nairmanika )—they all issue from Ami-

t&bha 5
s Land of Happiness (G. 141).

55

Further: " 'My vehicle of self-realisation is beyond

the attainment of the philosophers. 5 [Asked Mahamati,]

'Pray tell me, after the passing of the Teacher, who would

keep this upf 5

" 'After the time when Sugata is passed away and no

more, 0 Mahamati, know that there will be one who should

hold up the eye [of the Dharma].
"

'In the southern part of this country called Vedali

there would be a Bhikshu of great and excellent reputation

known as Nagahvaya, who would destroy the onesided view

of being and non-being.
" 'He would, while in the world, make manifest the urn

swpassable Mahayana, and attaining the Stage of Joy, pass

to the Land of Happiness. 5 55
(G. 163-G. 166.)
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In the Sanskrit text we have, instead of Nagarjuna,

Nagahvaya, and of course we do not know whether they are

one person, or whether there is a mistake on the part of the

scribe. From these passages alone it is difficult to infer

anything historical concerning the age of the LanJcdvatara

as a whole, and also its possible relation to the doctrine of

Amitabha’s Land of Bliss (sukhdvatl).

In short, the LanMvatara-sutra may be divided as re-

gards its textual construction into the following six speci-

fically definable parts

:

1. The Havana chapter

;

2. The section devoted to the enumeration of the so-

called 108 questions and 108 terms

;

8. The prose section in which no verses are found

;

4. The prose-and-verse section, which may be sub-

divided :

a . The part devoted to a discourse carried on prin-

cipally in verse, for instance, paragraphs on the

system of Vijnanas;

b. The part containing ideas fully developed both in

prose and verse, for example, meat-eating

chapter

;

c. The part containing ideas fully discussed in prose

and supposedly recapitulated in verse, as in the

greater parts of the text

;

5. The Dharani section

;

6. The Sagathakam.

III. Examples op the Textual Differences

This is not the place to dwell extensively on the textual

differences between the various versions of the Lankavatara,
for to do so would involve many questions which properly

do not fall into an introductory part such as we intend this

article on the sutra to be. No doubt a detailed comparison
of the different translations with the Sanskrit text, as well
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as with each other, will he instructive from the point of

view of text-criticism and also from that of the history of

Chinese Buddhist literature as translations. But as the

writer wants to limit his attention chiefly to the inner

significance of the sutra as an exposition of Zen Buddhism,

and also as a most valuable text of the Mahayana, let us be

content with t.he following extracts from the three Chinese

translations and the Sanskrit text. A comparison of these

extracts
,

1 which may be considered as characteristic of each

text, though they have been selected somewhat at random,

will throw much light on the nature of the respective litera-

tures. I have tried to give a literal English translation of

the Chinese as far as it could be made readable.

1 Sung—the Kokyoshoin Edition of 1885, j$?\, —~t*^T a; Wei

—

a; T'ang—HAT b; Sanskrit Nanjo edition, pp. 228-229.
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SUNG
1.

Further, O Mahamati, the five 1.

categories (dharma ) are: Ap-

pearance, Name, Discrimina-

tion,
1 Suchness, and Right

Knowledge.

WEI

Further, 0 Mahamati, the five

categories are: Appearance,

Name, Discrimination, Sueh-

ness, and Right Knowledge.

2. O Mahamati, Appearance is

such as is manifested in

places, forms, colours, figures,

etc.,—this is called Appear-

ance.

3. As when having such and

such appearances, [things]

are called a jar, etc., and by-

no other designation,—this is

known as Name.

4.

Mind and what belongs to

mind, whereby various names
are set up and all kinds of

appearances are brought out

into view, such ^as a jar, etc.,

—this is called Discrimina-

tion.

5.

That Name, that Appearance
—they are ultimately un-

attainable; [when] there is

no intelligence from begin-

ning to end, [when] there is

no mutual conditioning in all

things, and [when] Discri-

mination which is not real is

put away,—this is known as

Suchness.

2. 0 Mahamati, what is Appear-

ance ? ' Appearance is what is

seen in colours, forms, figures,

which are distinctive and not

alike,—this is called Appear-

ance.

3. O Mahamati, depending upon

this appearing of things,

there arises discrimination,

saying that ‘‘this is a jar”,

‘‘this is a horse, a cow, a

sheep, etc.,” that ‘ ‘ this is

^ueh and such”, “this is no

other thing”—this, O Maha-
mati, is called Name.

4. 0 Mahamati, depending upon
these objects thus named,
their characteristics are dis-

tinguished and made manifest,

whereby such various names
are set up as cow, sheep,

horse, etc. This is called the

Discriminating of mind and
objects belonging to mind.

5. 0 Mahamati, when one sur-

veys names and appearances

even down to atoms, one

never sees a single reality, all

things are unreal; for they

are due to the discriminations

stirred np in one’s deceiving

mind.

1 For ViJcalpa
,
Sung has and not as in Wei and T‘a»g.
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TANG

T. Further, O Mahamati, the 1.

five categories (dharma) are:

Appearance, Name, Discrimi-

nation, Suehness, and Bight

Knowledge.

2. Of - these, by Appearance is 2.

meant that which we see,

—

each differs in colour, form,

figure, etc. This is known as

Appearance.

3. Depending on these Appear- 3.

ances, names such as jars,

etc., are set. up, saying, “this *

is such and such”, “this is

no other”,—this is known as

Name.

SANSKRIT

Further, O Mahamati, the five

categories (dharma) are: Ap-
pearance (nimitta), Name
(nama), Discrimination (vi-

Tcalpa), Suchness (tathata),
and Bight Knowledge (sam-

yagjnana )

.

Then, 0 Mahamati, by Ap-
pearance is meant that which
is known as form, shape, dis-

tinctive figure, image, mark,
etc. They are seen as Ap-
pearance.

From this Appearance, ideas

are formed such as a jar, etc.,

saying, ‘This is it % ‘This is

no other \—this is Name.

%

4.

By mind and what belongs to

mind, various names are set

up, all kinds of appearances

are brought out into view,

—

this is known as Discrimina-
• tion.

5.

That Name, that Appearance
[—they are all] ultimately

' non-existent: they are only

due to the discrimination by
a perturbed mind of [things]

mutually [related]. "When one

thus surveys the world' until

the disappearance of intel-

ligence takes place, one has

what is known as Suehness.

4. O Mahamati, what is known as

mind or as belonging to mind,
whereby a name is pronounced
as indicating appearance, or

objects of like nature [are

recognised]—that is Discri-

mination.

5. That Name and Appearance
are ultimately unattainable

[as realities] when intelli-

gence1
is put away, and that

these things are not rec-

ognised and discriminated in

their aspect of mutuality,

—

this is Suehness.

1 Buddhi in this ease is to be understood as “ vikalpa-lakshana-

grahabhivesa-pratishthapika” as is distinguished ©n p. 122.
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6.

7.

8 .

SUNG (continued) WEI (continued)

Reality, exactness, ultimate

end, self-nature, the unattain-

able,—these are the charac-

teristics of Suchness.

This is what I and other

Buddhas have conformed to

and entered into ; we uni-

versally, for the sake of

sentient beings, preach this

according to the truth; [by
us] this is set up and brought
out into their view.

When one conformably enters

into right realisation which is

neither discontinued nor per-

manent, no Discrimination

arises, and one is in conformity
with the noble path of self-

realisation, which is not the

state attained by all the philo-

sophers, iSravakas, and Pra-
tyekabuddhas,—this is known I

as Right Knowledge.

6. 0 Mahamati, what is known
as Suchness is non-emptiness,

exactness, ultimate end, self-

nature, self-substance, right

seeing,—these are the charac-

teristics of Suchness.

7. By myself and the Bodhisat-
tvas and [other] Buddhas
who are Tathagatas, Arhats,
and All-knowing Ones, it is

said that though names differ

the sense is one.

8,

0 MaMmati, these are in con-

formity with Right Know-
ledge, neither discontinuing

nor permanent and without
discrimination

; and where dis-

crimination does not prevail
one is conformed to the
superior wisdom that is real-

ised within one }
s inmost

self. This is different from
the false views entertained

9. 0 Mahamati, these are called
the five Dharmas (cate-

gories)
; the threefold Sva-

bh&va, eight Vijnanas, two-
fold Nairatmya, and all the
Buddha-teaehings are included
therein.

10. Therefore, 0 Mahamati, you
should discipline yourself in
your own way and also teaeh
others, but do not follow
others.

by all philosophers, Sravakas,
Pratyekabuddhas, and from
the incorrect views held by
the partisans.

9. 0 Mahamati, in the five

Dharmas (categories), the
three Dharmalakshanas, the
eight Vijnanas, the two Nai-
ratmyas, all the Buddha-teach-
ings are included in the five

Dharmas.1

10. Mahamati, you and other Bod-
hisattvamahasattvas should
discipline yourselves in order
to seek this excellent know-
ledge. O Mahamati, you know
the five Dharmas when you

Strangely, this is repeated.
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T‘ANG (continued)

6. 0 Mahamati, reality, exact- 6.

ness, ultimate end, source,

self-natue, the [un-] attain-

able,—these are the charac-

teristics of Suehness.

SANSKRIT (continued)

Suchness may be characterised

as truth, reality, exact know-
ledge, limit, source, self-sub-

stance, the unattainable.

7.

This has been conformed to

and realised by myself and
all [other] Buddhas and is

disclosed as it really is and
preached by us.

7.

This has been realised by
myself and other Tathagatas,

truthfully pointed out, rec-

ognised, made public and
widely shown.

8.

If one in conformity with this

has an insight [into the na-

ture of it] as neither dis-

continuous nor permanent, no
discrimination is stirred, and
one enters upon a state of

self-realisation which goes

beyond the realm obtained by
the philosophers and the two
yanas. This is known as

Right Knowledge.

9.

O Mahamati, in these five

Dharmas (categories), the

three Svabh&vas, the eight

Vijnanas, and the two Nai-

ratmyas, all the Buddha-teach-

ings are wholly included.

10.

O Mahamati, with these

categories you should by your

own wisdom be skilfully con-

versant and also make others

conversant therewith. Becom-
ing conversant therewith, the

mind is confirmed and is not

led away by another.

8.

When one, realising this,

rightfully understands it, nei-

ther as discontinuous nor

permanent, he becomes free

from discrimination, conform-

ing himself to the superior

wisdom in his inmost con-

sciousness, which is a state

other than that attained by
the philosophers and is not

the attainment of the Sra-

vakas and Pratyekabuddhas.

This is Right Knowledge.

9.

O Mahamati, these are the

five Dharmas (categories),

and in these are included the

three Svabhavas, the eight

Vijnanas, the two Nairatymas,

and all the Buddha-teachings.

10.

Then, O Mahamati, reflect

well in this by yourself and
let others do [the same], and
do not allow yourself to be

led by another.
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SUNG (continued) WEI (continued)

are not led by other teachings.

11. Then, wishing to reiterate 11. Then the Blessed One re-

this sense the World-honoured peated this in the gatha:

One preached the following

gatha

:

The five Dharmas, the three The five Dharmas, the Sva-

Svabhavas, bhavas.

And the eight Vijnanas, And the eight Vijnanas,

The twofold Nairatmya,

—

The twofold Nairatmya:

—

They include all the Maha- They include all the Maha-
yana. yana.

Name, Appearance, Discrimi- Name, Appearance, and Dis-

nation,

—

crimination

—

[These belong to] the twofold These three Dharmas are

aspect of Svabhava; aspects of the Svabhava;

Bight Knowledge and Such- Bight Knowledge and Such-

ness,

—

ness

—

They constitute the Perfec- These are aspects of the First

tion aspect. Principle.

Sung Text in the Original Wei Text in the Original

Chinese Chinese

i- iSBfc*;# li % fa l. mom. && ffl £ »m ®.4n

fti IE®. IE®.

a sm- ms mm 2 . *f? nmzms ® ms
mu mT'ta &%ms.

3. %'mfams SPifc# 3. ** m&nm iiyiJMffl ik&m
m -!w&

4. nwm& sasitti

MJt&W &

5. feRit* 5 .

8S5RK3F& -Jk& -riffl Sfr£*K
*d£b. m.
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T'ANG- (continued)

11. Then the Blessed One re-

peated this in the gatha

:

The five Bharmas, the three

Svabhavas,

And the eight Vijnanas,

The twofold Nairatmya,

—

[They] wholly include the

Mahayana.
Name, Appearance, and Dis-

crimination,

Are included in the two Sva-

bhfivas

;

Right Knowledge and Such-

ness,

—

They are Perfect Knowledge
(parinislipannalalcshana)

.

T'ang Text in the Original

Chinese

1. H9?c ffimw % ft

JalJ ^tn^n IE§.

2. j&tpmm

3. mm ^
n

4. msst& &
%ftM.

5.

ftm tmmmTbmmm
*D.

SANSKRIT (continued)

11. So this is said:

The’ five Bharmas and the

Svabhavas,

And the eight Yijnanas,

The two Nairatmyas,

—

They comprise * the whole

Mahayana.
Name, Appearance, Biscri-

mination :

—

These are two aspects of

Svabhava

;

Right Knowledge and Sueh-

ness:

—

These are aspects of Perfect

Knowledge (parinishpanna )

.

The Original Text
in Sanskrit

1. punaraparam mahamate pan-

cadharmo nimittara nama vi-

kalpas tathata samyagjnanam
ca.

2. tatra mahamate nimittam yat

samsthanakriti - vi§eshak§,ra -

rupadi-lakshanam dri^yate tan

nimittam.

3. yat tasmin nimitte ghatadi

samjnakritakam evam idam
nanyatheti tan nfima.

4. yena tan nama samudirayati

nimittabhivyanjakam sama-

dharmeti va sa mahfimate

citta-eaitta-samSabdito vikal-

pah.

5. yan nama-nimittayor-atyan-

tanupalabdhita buddhi-prala-

yad anyonyananubhfit&pari-

kalpitav&d esham dharmfinam
tathateti.
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SUNG (continued)

6. RK &S 614 ^BTff flt

7. nmsB mjia# &
Kant

8. »AIE® JflB** £*Hq& M
mat^sa —Witt SOT i&®

jymiffl ^£ie®.

9. ***«aqs sstttt a* =
iff$8% -tU'f*r£?SAJt'i’.

IE®&irt. AflaSdcffi.

WEI (continued)

6 . AS S'Sf-in# 9k&

rn%& 614 Hfflt -THJi Ritnffi.

7. % MMim MiES

3n St«M8-.

8 . AS AnAVttM IE®

ft^l) rS-SU^ffR MUMP)
ba® aisf—flj#ns mn
m$BfL WRTPE®^.

9 . AS =i£IB A®» —
m&M —SKia^AsiSf.

AS ifcZkJMP* *I«
® AS fjcteifc *
MSfcSfc.

asi^iBrS'rvKfg'i*

asiSitttH. MAil.

«fiia^)jij. =S6M.
jE®a.a*i.

10. *KAS If 6A1M-i iftfWA

11. jgi#M®utSJifc<i fflttRWl

r-ftnm gilsissm.

10 .

li.
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T'ANG (continued)

6. A# KK Htt

WBT#

7. ffeKfffs ®IMSA -ADSKffi^

TK'isfliS.

8. ^SSS-jifcMfgW «!» ^
ik^JJO A£S£# dVAMI-it-Ss

MW

9.

A# its.-?!® Sfi: a* &.-

10. A# iMI».at5-t-T5

as ifcfMtA^siis ass*

11. liustitS'BSstaw

Ett-Hgs.

«*0&m -asim

SANSKEIT (continued)

6. tattvam bhutam niscayo

nishtha prakritib svabbavo

bnipalabdhib tat tathalak-

shanam.

7. mayanyaisca tatbagatair anu-

gamya yathavad deSitam

prajnaptarh vivritam uttani-

kritam.

8. yatranugamya samyagavabo-
dMmicehedaiasvatato vikal-

pasyapravrittib svapratyat-

maryajnananukulam tirtba-

kara - paksba - parapaksba - §ra-

vaka- pratyekabnddhagatilaks-

banam tat samyagjnanam.
9. ete ca maliamate paneadbar-

mab, eteshveva trayab sva-

bbava asbtau ea vijnanani dve

ca nairatmye sarvabuddba-

dharmas eantargatab.

10. atra te mahamate svamati-

kausalam karaniyam anyai&

ca k&rayitavyam na para-

14 praneyena bbavitavyam.

11. tatredam ucyate:

pabcadharmab svabhava£ea

vijnananyashta eva ca,

dve nairatmye bbavet kritsno

mabayana-paxigrahab.

nama-nimitta-samkalpab
svabhdva-dvaya-lakshanam,
samyagjnanam tatbatvam ca

parinishnanna-laksbanam.
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A comparison of these four texts will give ns some

insight into the nature of each version; the variations are

not necessarily due to the translators' individualism; they

must have existed already in the original texts. Let me

give another parallelism, this time one in verse. The extracts

are from Chapter II, the opening gathas of Mahamati. The

comparison will be only between the T £ ang and the Sanskrit,

as the Wei more or less agrees with the Sanskrit, while the

Sung agrees with the Tang, though the Sung as well as

the Wei lack two verses corresponding to (4) and (5) of

the Sanskrit, The most significant disagreement between

Tang and Sanskrit concerns “the awakening of a great

compassionate heart." According to the Mahayanists, a

heart is to be awakened in one that is above all forms of

attachment and yet that feels, suffering in the world as its

own. In Sung and Tang this idea is emphatically pre-

sented, whereas in Wei and Sanskrit it is missing. From
this, can we not infer that there were at least two quite

different texts of the LanMvatara from the early days of its

existence as far as these gathas are concerned*? I do not

know how the present Sanskrit text could be made to read

like Sung and Tang. The philosophy of the Lankavatard

asserts the emptiness or the not-being-born of existence, and

it is quite right to say that the world is like a dream or

transcends birth-and-death, but we must remember that this

position is not one of absolute nihilism, because the sutra

teaches the reality of Prajna itself or the truth of mind-only

(cittamatra ) . So far the Sanskrit gathas here reproduced

accord well with the principal ideas of the Lankavatdra
,
but

there is another element in the Mahayana, which is love or

compassion, and when the world is surveyed from this view-

point, it is filled with sufferings, sorrows, and undesirable

events. These are also in a way dreamy happenings, but

compassion sees them in another light and strives to eradicate

them by all sorts of “skilful means." For this reason, Sung
and Tang are preferable here to Wei and Sanskrit.
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T‘ ANGr1

1.

The woxid transcends birth

and death, it is like the flower

in the air
;

[transcendental]

knowledge cannot be qualified

as being or non-being, and
yet a great compassionate

heart is awakened.

X.

2. All things are lijke the mirage,

they are beyond the reach of

mind and understanding

;

[transcendental] knowledge

cannot be qualified as being

and non-being, and yet a great

compassionate heart is awaken-

ed.

3. The world is always like a

dream. It is beyond nihilism

and eternalism. [Transcenden-

tal] knowledge cannot be

qualified as being or non-

being, and yet a great com-

passionate heart is awakened.

2 .

3.

4. The wise know that there is 4.

no self-substance in a person,

nor in an object, and that both

passions and their objectives

are always pure [in their na-

ture] and have no individual

marks; and yet a great com-

passionate heart is awakened
in them.

'5. The Buddha does not abide in 5.

Nirvana, nor does Nirvana in

the Buddha; it goes beyond

SANSKRIT2

When thou reviewest the

world with thy wisdom and
compassion, it is to thee like

the ethereal flower, and of

which we cannot say whether
it is created or vanishing, as

[the categories of] being and
non-being are inapplicable

to it.

When -tliou reviewest all

things with thy wisdom and
compassion, they are like

visions, they are beyond the

reach of mind and conscious-

ness, as [the categories of]

being and non-being are in-

applicable to them.

When thou reviewest the

world with thy wisdom and
compassion, it is eternally like

a dream, of which we cannot

say whether it is permanent
or it is subject to destruction,

as [the categories of] being

and non-being are inapplic-

able to it.

The Dharmakaya whose self-

nature is a vision and a

dream, what is there to

praise? Real existence is

where rises no thought of

nature and no-nature.

He whose appearance is

beyond the senses and sense-

objeets and is not to be seen

* This partly appeared in my previous article on “The Lan-

hanatara as a text of Zen Buddhism”, The Eastern Buddhist, Vol. TV.

Nos. 3-4 (1928), p. 288. The translation was made from the Sung,

but it mostly agrees with the T'ang as is observable here.

:
V 2 The verses are quoted in my Essays in Zen Buddhism, pp. 76-77.
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T'ANG- (continued) SANSKRIT (continued)

enlightenment and the enligh-

tened, also being and non-

being.

6.

The Dharmakaya is like a

vision, like a dream, and how
could it he praised ? When
one realises that it has no

substance, it is birth-less, this

is called praising the Buddha.

7. The Buddha has no marks
belonging to the senses and
sense-objects. Not to see is

to see the Buddha. How
could there be praising and
blaming in the Muni?

8. When one sees the Muni so

tranquil and detached from
birth [-and-death], this one

not only in this life but after

is free from attachments, has

nothing to grasp.

1.

2. —giifefoa

MU*®*

3.

4.

5*

mmfm

by them or in them; how
could praise or blame be pre-

dicated of him, 0 Muni?
6. With thy wisdom and com-

passion, thou comprehendest

the egoless nature of things

and persons and art eternally

clean of the evil passions and
of the hindrance of knowledge
because they both are without

signs [of individuality].

7. Thou dost not vanish in Nir-

vana, nor does Nirvana abide

in thee; for it transcends the

dualism of the enlightened

and enlightenment as well as

the alternatives of being and
non-being.

8. Those who see the Muni so

serene and beyond birth, are

detached from cravings and
remaih stainless in this life

and after.

1. utpada-bhahga-rahito lofeah

khapushpa-samnibhah, sad-

asan-nopalabdhas te prajftaya

kripaya ca te.

2. mayopamdh sarvadharmah
cittavijnana-varjitah, sad-

asan-nopalabdhas te prajnaya
kripaya ca te.

3. §&i§vatoccheda-varjata!§ ca lo-

kah svapnopamah sadA, sad-

asan-nopalabdhas te prajnayS
kripaya ca te.

4. maya - svapna - svabhavasya
dharmakayasya kah stavah,

bhavanam nihsvabhavanam. yo
hiutp&dah sa sambhavah.

5. indriyartha-visamyuktam ad-
riSyara yasya darSanam, pra-
samsa yadi va ninda tasyo-
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T fANG- (continued) SANSKRIT (continued;

6. scwwmm
7bzmmm

7.

8.

mwM&fm.

cyeta katham mune.
6. dharma - pudgala - nairatrayam

klesa-jheyam ca te sada,

viSuddhamanimittena prajna-

ya kripaya ca te.

7. na nirvasi nirvane na nirva-

nam tvayi samsthitam, bud-

dha-boddhavya-rahitam sad-

asat-paksha-varjitam.

8. ye pasyanti munim bantam
evam utpatti-varjitam , te

bhonti nirupadana iharnutra

niranjanah.1

IV. A Further Examination op the Sutra as to its

Inner Connections

Having finished what I wished to remark, though

sketchily, about those chapters which are wanting in Gupa-

bhadra, and which, therefore, can logically be judged as

later , additions, I proceed to make some general statements

about the sutra as to its form and contents and their inner

connections.

The text takes throughout a form of dialogue between

the Buddha and the Bodhisattva Mahamati. No other Bod-

hisattvas or Arhats appear on the scene, though the dialogue

is supposed to take place in an assembly of the Bhikshus and

Bodhisattvas as in other sutras. Gunabhadra fixes the scene

of the sutra at the summit of Mt. Lanka in the Southern

Sea, but in it there is no mention whatever of Ravapa, who,

1
This series of gathas reappears in the 1 * Sagathakam,

7 7
gg. 1-6,

except the gathas 4 and 5 which are missing in the < 1 Sagathakam ,?
;

and the order in the latter runs thus: 1, 3, 2, 6, 7, 8. The variations

are; i 1 visuddham-animittena 73 for * { visuddhamanimittena , . . . .
37

(6) ; “na nirvasi nirvane na nirvanam 33 for “na nirvasi nirvanena

nirvanam 33
(7); “te bhavantyanup&dana 33 for “te bhonti

nirupadana ” (8).
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in Bodhiraci and Sikshananda, plays an important role,

though in the first chapter only, as the initiator of the dis-

courses that follow.

Mahamati opens the dialogue by praising the virtues

of the Buddha, whose wisdom sees that the world is a shadow

but whose love embraces all suffering beings
;
Mahamati then

proceeds to ask the World-honoured One about one hundred

and eight subjects (ashfottaram pra&na&atam ) . The Buddha
answers: “Let sons1 of the Victorious One ask me, and,

0 Mahamati, you too ask, and I will talk to you about my
inner realisation (pratyatmagatigoeara) ”.

Now we ask, “What is the relation between the

Buddha’s inner realisation and Mahamati ’s 108 questions,

about which he wishes to be enlightened? Are all these

subjects concerned with the realisation itself?” There must
be some connection between the Buddha’s replies and Maha-
mati ’s questions. If not, they are certainly talking about

things of no concern to each other.

Let us see, however, what questions issue from the lips

of Mahamati now and what are the subjects he is interested

in. The questions are set forth in gathas 12-59 inclusive,

in Chapter II of the Sanskrit text. But what a conglomera-

tion! Some of them are, indeed, quite to the point as they
refer, for instance, to the origin of intellection (tarka) and
mental confusion ( bhrdnti ), and to their purification, eman-
cipation, Dhyana, Alaya-vijnana, Manovijnana, Cittamatra,

Non-ego, relative truth, phenomenality of existence, truth of

suchness, the supreme ' wisdom (aryajnma ), Buddha of

Transformation, Buddha of Recompense, absolute Buddha-
hood, enlightenment, etc. But at the same time there are
questions concerning medicine, certain mythical gardens,
mountains, woods, the capturing of elephants, horses, deer,
the gathering of clouds in the sky, rules of .prosody, the six

seasons of the year, racial origins, etc. These do not seem
to be properly asked of the Buddha, who is not a college

1
Jinaputra, that is, Bodhisattva.
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professor, or rather a primary school teacher, but the master

of spiritual enlightenment. Why are the contents of the 108

questions of such a mixed character?

What is more astounding are the answers—that is,

answers that are supposed to enlighten the questioner—given

by the Buddha. The gathas 61-96 (inclusive) are the words

of the Buddha, who is the wisest man in the world and who
is willing to disclose all the secrets of the Mahayana teaching

that have been taught by all the Buddhas. He states in

the beginning:
“ Birth, no-birth, Nirvana, emptiness-aspect, transforma-

tion,— [all these are] without self-nature (asvabhavatva ) ;

the Buddhas born of Paramita

;

“Sravakas, sons of the Victorious One, philosophers,

formless deeds (arupyacarina ) ;
Mt. Sumeru, the great ocean,

mountains, isles, lands, earths;

“ Stars, the sun, the moon; philosophers, deities, and

also Asura; emancipation, Self-control, the Psychic Facul-

ties, the Powers, Dhyanas, Samadhis,

“Nirodha and the miracles, the Bodhyafigas, and even

the Paths; Dhyanas and Apramanas, Skandhas, and going

and coming
;

“Samapatti and Nirodhas,—for they are mind-made,

only words. The mind, will, intelligence, non-ego, the five

Dharmas— [so are they too]/’ 1

So far, the answer, whatever be its exact purport, is

more or less cogent to the main ideas of the LanMvatdra
;

but what follows is strange not only from the doctrinal

point of view but from literary construction. They are

often not answers but questions, some of which are mere

repetitions of the questions themselves. For instance, the

Buddha is made to answer the 108 questions in this way :

1 How far this is a correct rendering of the gathas (62-66, pp.

29-30) is rather difficult to say; for the original merely enumerates all

these items, sometimes repeating, and the grammatical relation between

them is not to be definitely settled.
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“How are the elephant, horse, and deer caught ? You
tell me. How is the conclusion (siddhdnta ) drawn from the

combination of cause (hetu )
and illustration (drishtanta

)

?

(g- 69.)

“What is meant by doing and being done? by various

forms of mental confusion and the truth? They are both

of mind-only and are not visible, that is, not objective

( drisya ). There is no gradation of the stages (70).

“What is the turning of the imageless? 1 Tell me, what

about books, the medical sciences, artistic skill, the arts?”

(71).

A glance is sufficient to see what kind of an answer this

is. Questions and answers are curiously mixed up, and

trifles and grave matters, too. The gathas go on more or

less like this until the Buddha concludes thus

;

“0 Son, thou askest me suchlike and many other ques-

tions. Each is in agreement with the [right] form, having

nothing to do with erroneous views. I will tell thee right

here the perfect doctrine. Listen to me! According to

the teaching of the Buddhas I will make a declaration in

complete sentences of 108 clauses (padam ). 0 Son, listen

thou to me.” (gathas 97-98.)

With what [right] form are the questions proposed by

Mahamati supposed to be in conformation? From what

erroneous views are they to be regarded as free ? Whatever

we may say about them, one thing is sure that all these

questions and answers are incoherently strung together, and

we fail to find any logical interpretation to the whole body
of the gathas making up the first part of the Lankavatdra

Sutra.

Is some historical background needed to get a clue to

the solution? Another source of confusion is discovered

when we go on with Buddha’s so-called 108 clauses, which

1 Here is inserted the word “one hundred (3atam)*’ in all the

texts except Sikshananda. The insertion makes the confusion worse
confounded.
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are enumerated soon after. Evidently these clauses have

nothing to do with the questions, although the number, which

seems to be a favorite one, at least with the Buddhists, is

substantially the same. The 108 clauses preached by the

Buddhas of the past are a string of negations, negating any
notion that happened to come into the mind at the moment,
apparently with no system, with no special philosophy in

them. These negations are another example of the irra-

tionality of the Lankavatara.
44At that time Mahamati, the Bodhisattva-Mahasattva,

said to Buddha, 4 0 thou Blessed One, what are these one

hundred and eight clauses ?
?

4

4

The Buddha said:
4 What is termed as birth, is not

birth; what is termed as eternal, is not eternal; what is

termed as form, is not form; what is termed as abiding, is

not abiding V ?

The negations go on like this concerning varieties of

things not only religious and philosophical but of common
experience. They comprise such terms as self-nature, mind,

emptiness, cause and condition, passions, purity, master and
disciple, racial distinctions, being and non-being, inner

realisation, contentment with existence, water, number,

clouds, wind, earth, Nirvana, dreams, mirage, heaven, food

and drink, the Paramitas, the heavenly bodies, medical

science, industrial arts, Dhyanas, hermits, royalty, sex, taste,

doing, measuring, seasons of the year, plants and vines,

letters, etc. The number of terms, according to our calcula-

tion, seems to be a trifle less than 108, but this does not

matter very much. What does matter is the subject-matter

and the ultimate significance of the negations. Are all these

negations from the point of view of absolute Sunyata

philosophy? Why are the denials merely enumerated and

no explanations given? Is it meant that these subjects are

what engaged the attention of all the Buddhas of the past?

But for what? Are they all important notions for the

emancipation of sentient beings? Are they the subjects to
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be treated in the body of the Lankavatara ? If so, how is

it that the eight Vijhanas, which occupy a position of chief

interest in the sutra, are not at all mentioned here? In

short, the presence of these so-called 108 questions (prasna )

forming the first section of the Lankavatara proper, can

safely be cut off as not essentially belonging to the teachings.

A similar problem must have been in the mind of EV
tsang (£fe|§c), one of the helpers in the translation of Sik-

shananda and a commentator of great importance, when he

wrote the following in his ( hsiian-i ) :

“According to what I understand, the Lankavatara ex-

ists in three forms : the largest contains 100,00 slokas, which,

as is mentioned in the Kaihuang Catalogue of the Tripitaka,

is preserved in the mountains of Nan-ehe-chu-p'an

2|pg|), of Yii-t‘ien (^fK]), n°f on^ °£ the Lankavatara but

of ten other sutras, the largest of which consists of 100,000

slokas each. The second large edition of the Lankavatara has

36,000 slokas : of this mention is made in all the Sanskrit texts

whose translations we have here. In this edition a chapter

is devoted to answering in detail all the 108 questions : and

Mi-t‘o-shan Master of the Tripitaka from T c

u-

lmo-lo is said to have personally studied the text

while in India. It is also said that in the Western countries

there is at present a commentary written by the Bodhisattva

Nagarjuna on this 36,000 sloka text of the Lankavatara . The

smallest, the third text, contains only a little over 1,000

slokas, and is known as the Lankdhridya

,

which translated

means, ‘the substance of the Lanka \ The present text is

that. Formerly, it was designated as (ch‘ien-li-t* ai

or hridaya-hsin) . The Lanka in four fasciculi is the one in

which further abridgement was effected.”

The existence of the three kinds of the Lankavatara
text may be mjdhical as is the case with other sutras, of

which a tradition of similar nature is stated; but it is

probable that the Lankavatara which we have at present in

the three Chinese translations and in the Nanjo Sanskrit
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edition is an abridgement of a larger and fuller text, that

is, selections made from it by a Mahayana scholar who took

them down in his notebook for his own use,* and that in

the larger text not only the 108 questions (prasna ) but the

108 clauses (pada) are systematically answered and ex-

plained. In any event, something more than the present

text of the Lankdvatdra is needed to understand it thoroughly

and harmoniously.

The Lankdvatdra proper may be said to begin after the

these Questions’ ’ and * 4

Clauses ”, each 108 in number;

what follows here concerns the system of Vijnanas and their

functions. But this paragraph does not last long, and after

making some sketchy and not quite intelligible statements

about the Vijhana, it slides off into other subjects, such as

seven kinds of self-nature or category (bhdvasvabhdva )

,

seven kinds of truth (paramdrtha)
,
manifestations of self-

mind, the problem of becoming, the world-conception and

the religious life of certain Sramapas, who are evidently

Buddhists, etc. When these subjects have received barely an

outline treatment, the text returns to the Vijhana, and after

that a variety of subjects is discussed as is to be seen later

when an index of the contents of the whole sutra is given,

but always in reference to the attainment of the inner re-

alisation. Though the sutra makes frequent detours away
from the main subject, which is inevitable from the nature

of the textual construction, it revolves around the truth that

the whole system of Mahayana philosophy is based on such

notions as Sunyata (emptiness), Anutpada (being unborn)

,

Anabhoga (effortless), Cittamatra (mind-only ) f etc., and

that all these notions cannot be grasped and taken into one’s

life in their true perspective unless a spiritual insight is

gained, when there issues transcendental knowledge and

supreme enlightenment.

We can thus almost say that there are as many subjects

treated in the Lankdvatdra as it can be cut up into so many
separate paragraphs, each paragraph consisting sometimes
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of a prose part and its corresponding verse, but sometimes

in long or short prose part only, not accompanied by verse.

The same subjects are sometimes repeated more or less fully.

The Japanese commentator Kokwan Sliiren (jjgPfSiiii),
1

who is also the author of a history of Japanese Buddhism

known as the Genko ShakusJio in thirty fasciculi

divides the Gunabhadra version of four fasci-

culi into eighty-six sections including the last chapter on

“meat eating. ” This is the most rational way of reading

the sutra, as in each of his sections only one subject is

treated.

There is another thing which we must not let escape

attention here. It is the refutation of the philosophies of

other schools which were flourishing then in India. The

Lokayata, Sankhya, Vaiseshika, and other schools are cur-

sorily reviewed as not in agreement with the Buddhist teach-

ing, or as not to be confused with it.

V. Ti-ie Lankavatara and Bodhidiiarma,

the Father of Zen Buddhism

in China

That the Lankavatara Sutra is closely connected with

Zen Buddhism in China has already been noted in the first

volume of Essays in Zen Buddhism and also in my previous

article on the sutra; I wish to present here a more detailed

historical account of this relationship. According to Tao-

hstian’s Biographies of the High Priests (j|f j|[,

Bodhidharma handed his copy of the Lankava-

tara in four fasciculi to his first disciple, “ITui-lde (HYf)>
saying, “As I observe, there are no other sutras in China

but this, you take it for your guidance, and you will

naturally save the world. ” By the non-existence of “other

1 The commentary called the Butsugoshin Bon in

eighteen fasciculi was completed in 1325. He was a most learned

Zen scholar and died in 1346 when he was sixty-nine years old.
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sutras
,

77 Bodhidharma evidently meant that there were at

that time no sutras other than the Lankavatara in China,

which would serve as a guide-book for the followers of Zen
Buddhism. This idea will grow clearer as we come to Tao-

yiian’s Records of the Transmission of the Lamp
i*1 which the author states:

“The Master further said, 'I have the Lankavatara in

four fasciculi, which is handed over to you, and in this is

disclosed the essential teachings of the Tathagata concern-

ing his mental ground. It will lead all sentient beings to

spiritual opening and enlightenment. Since I came to this

country, I was poisoned about five times and each time I

took out this sutra and tried its miraculous power by
putting it on a stone, which was split into pieces. I have

come from Southern India to this Eastern land and have

observed that in this country of China the people are pre-

disposed to Mahayana Buddhism. That I have travelled

far over seas and deserts is due to my desire to find proper

persons to whom my doctrine may be transmitted. While

there was as yet no good opportunity for this, I remained

silent as if I were one who could not speak. Now that I

have you, [this sutra] is given to you, and my wish is at

last fulfilled/
77

According to this, it might seem that it was Bodhiharma

himself who brought the Lankavatara to China; but Tao-

lisilan and other records contradict it, and thus we have the

following note right under the above statement in the Trans-

mission of the Lamp
,
though the writer of the note is not

known. “The following is taken from the report of Pao-lin

Ghuan ( : “Hsiian, the Vinaya Master, who is the

author of the Biographies of the Sigh Priests

,

says under

the
4 Life of K‘e, the Great Teacher that in the beginning

Bodhidharma took out the Lankavatara and handing it to

K‘e said, ‘As I observe that there are no other sutras in

Ghina but this, you take it for your guidance, and you will

naturally save the world .

7

If this statement is correct, it
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means that it was before the second Patriarch attained to

the realisation of the truth that Bodhidharma handed the

Lankdvatara to him, telling him to go over it. But accord-

ing to the Transmission of the Lamp, the sutra was evidently

given to ICe after the Law was entrusted to the hands of

Hui~k‘e, together with the robe, Bodhidharma ’s further

remark that he had the Lankdvatara in four fasciculi which

he would now give to Hui-k‘ e, is probably quite correct.

However, the remark that he had the sutra with him, sounds

as if there never had been any Lankdvatara before his

coming to China. [This may not be quite exact.] The

remark made later by Ma-tsu (|§jf§) is to be regarded as more

likely, for we read [in one of his sermons] to this effect,

that [Bodhidharma] further quoted from the Lankdvatara

with which the mental ground of all sentient beings was

given the [authoritative] seal, this does not conflict with

the fact of the case.
’ ’

It is immaterial, as far as the historical relation between

the Lankdvatara and the father of Zen Buddhism in China

is concerned, whether the sutra was handed by Bodhidharma

to his disciple Hui-k‘e after his realisation of the truth of

Zen or before, and again, whether it was Bodhidharma him-

self or somebody else who first brought the sutra over to

China; what we want to establish here is the mere fact of

the relationship that historically exists between Bodhidharma

and this sutra. Now as to this, we have ascertained it to

be really so.

The reference to Ma-tsu (died 788) is important when
the position of the Lankdvatara in the history of Zen Bud-
dhism after Hui-neng is to be considered, though I do not

wish to enter into its discussion here. I just quote the

passage in question. Ma-tsu figures most prominently in

Chinese Zen after Hui-neng, for it was practically due to

him and his contemporaries that Zen came to strike root

most firmly in Chinese soil and grow up as a native product

of Chinese genius. The passage reads thus: “0 monks,
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when you each believe that you yourself is the Buddha, your

mind is no other than the Buddha-mind. The object of

Bodhidharma who came from Southern India to this Middle

Kingdom was to personally transmit and propagate the

supreme law of One Mind by which we are all to be

awakened to the truth.” He further quotes from the Lan-

kavatara, saying,
‘

‘ The mental ground of all sentient beings

was given the seal [authority], because he was afraid of

your being too confused in mind to believe that you your-

self are the Buddha.”
In Ma~tsu ?

s discourse, he does not expressly say that

the Lankavatara was given to Hui-k* e by his master, Bod-

hidharma, but simply that the existence of the Buddha-mind

in each of us is certified by the teaching of the Lankavatara.

The idea of the commentator who alluded to this passage in

Ma-tsu was to strengthen the fact that the Lankavatara and

Zen Buddhism wTere mutually related, not only historically

but doctiinally. However this may be, Bodhidharma un-

doubtedly attempted to authorise the truth of his teaching

by the Lankavatara, in which his unique method and the

fact of spiritual enlightenment are expounded as from the

Buddha's own “ golden mouth.” But the narrative in the

Transmission of the Lamp goes farther than that when it

refers to the miraculous virtue of the Lankavatara . The

belief in the magical power of an object considered to be

holy is universal. It may be superstition, but if so it is

of a wonderfully lasting character, as we find it throughout

the world, civilised or uncivilised. May, we not regard Bod-

hidharma ?

s belief in the magical Lankavatara to destroy the

effect of a poison, as indicating the fact that his Zen teach-

ing was very much opposed in his day by enemies, as not

being quite in agreement with the experience of Buddhist

life that they went through! If this were the case—and it

is proved by other facts—the uniqueness of Zen Buddhism

must have been quite a disturbing element in the Buddhist

world of those days.
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There was one noted Zen master of the Snng dynasty

who denied the historical relation between the Lankdvatdra

and Bodhidharma. His name is Ta-kuan T‘an-ying (H§|||

jj|jj, 985-1061). His standpoint is that of an absolute

transcendentalism ready to ignore anything relative and

historical. According to A^DUfl (jen-fien yen-mu, “The

Eye for the Gods and Men’ 5

), a monk once asked, “Tradition

says that Bodhidharma, the Great Master, brought along

with him the four fasciculi of the Lankdvatdra : is this really

so?” T‘an-ying replied, “No, that is a mere invention of

a busybody. Dharma simply transmitted the mind-seal

which is above all letters
;
directly pointing to the mind itself

he led people to see their real nature and attain Buddha-

hood. This being so, how could the Lankdvatdra have any-

thing to. do with Dharma?” The monk protested, “But
this is the story told in the Pao-lin-chuan.” The master

said, “The writer had not time enough to enquire penetra-

tingly. I will give my viewpoint. There are three trans-

lations of the Lankdvatdra : the first, in four fasciculi, was

done by Gunabhadra of Sung, who was a Tripitaka-master

from India. The next one in ten fasciculi was by Bodhiruei

in the Ytian-wei dynasty. The translator was a contem-

porary of Bodhidharma and it was he who poisoned Dharma.

The last one was by Sikshananda, who as a Tripitaka-master

of Yu-t‘ien came to China while the Heavenly Empress was

ruling in T‘ang. When these facts are put together, one

can readily understand what is true from what is untrue.

Yang-shan Chi (#li[$5t)> a great Zen master, too, had this

once fully discussed and made the matter clear.”

Ta-kuan ?

s idea seems to be this: The Lankdvatdra was
brought over to China and translated into Chinese by some-

body else than Bodhidharma, who thus had nothing to con-

cern himself with the sutra, and, therefore, it is evident

that he never handed this to his disciple Hui-k'e. Though
there is no express reference to Hui-k‘e, we can infer the

above from the way he writes about the translation of the
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sutra. From the very beginning lie had no thought of con-

necting the father of Zen Buddhism with the Lankavatara.

The writing of Yang-shan on the subject is now apparently

lost.

In one respect Ta-kuan’s view is even historically justi-

fied. During the Sung dynasty the relation between the Zen
and the T'ien-tai school of Buddhism was quite tense, and

each did its best to denounce the other as not being in

harmony with the spirit of Buddhism. This was due, on

the one hand, to T'ien-tai emphasising the intellectual study

of the sutras as steps leading to spiritual development,

whereas Zen, on the other hand, ignored all such literary

and i)hilosophical handbooks as altogether irrelevant to one’s

religious insight which is all in all in the realisation of the

inner truth. The latter did not stop at this, its followers

positively rejected all the literary authorities and treated

the sutras and other sacred documents as if they were a

mere heap of rubbish. This enraged the disciples of Chih-

che Tai-shili, one of whom writes disparagingly in his

History of the Orthodox Buddhism, fas. Ill, (^5P!JE$Cj

Shih-men Cheng-tung) :

4 'The school calling itself Ch'an

[that is, Zen] generally makes an all-sweeping negation its

main business. All that is expounded in the sutras and

sastras, all that is philosophically reasoned out, all that is

regarded as morality—all .such is put aside by followers of

the Ch'an as having no value except on paper. When they

are criticised for their extreme view, they declare, 'No dis-

ciplining, no realisation—this is the principle of our school.’

Why don’t they get cured of their diseases by studying our

T'ien-tai philosophy of the six identities?” In another

place (fas. VI), the author says, "The Zen followers declare

their principle to be something directly transmitted from

the Buddha outside his explicit teaching
;
but where can one

find his teaching outside the sutras bequeathed to us and to

them?” "If is really a pitiable sight to see a Zen master

in the pulpit, who, not knowing what is what, scandalises
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the ancient worthies, abuses the sutras and their teachings,

and confounds the minds of the ignorant and the genteel. ”

(Fas. VII.) The quotations show well how the Zen school

was evaluated by its intellectualist opponents during the

Sung.

The fact is, there are so many things in common with

Zen and T'ien-tai, and just because of this common ground,

one side when it goes to one extreme is sure to be denounced

by the other side. The writer of the Jen-fien Yen-mu pre-

faces Ta-kuan J

s apology in the following manner: “At the

time followers of the philosophical school [of Buddhism, as

distinguished from the intuitionalists] rose up strongly

against the latter and concocting various arguments and

reports scandalised the ancient worthies to the disparagment

of the Zen school.” Probably Ta-kuan was one of these

extremely impassioned apologists who tried hard to silence

his T'ien-tai opponents, but who at the same time only suc-

ceeded in stirring up their blood all the more. When Zen

insisted on its being above all fetters of discursive reasoning,

the T‘ien-tai pointed out the fact that there is the historical

fact of Bodhidharma handing the Lankdvatdra to his pupil

Hui-k‘e, and further argued that if this be the case, how
could the Zen followers justify their absolutism which

cannot be separated from a sutra. In point of fact, the

teaching of Zen is not derived from the Lankavatdra, but

is only confirmed by it. Zen stands on its own footing,

on its own facts, but as all religious experience requires its

intellectual interpretation, Zen, too, must have its philoso-

phical background, which is found in the Lankavatara, For
the sutra teaches, as was shown in the preceding article

and elsewhere, that the final goal of the Buddhist life is to

gain an inner insight into the truth underlying the relativity

of all existence. The reason for this particular sutra’s hav-

ing been brought by Bodhidharma to bear upon his teach-

ings can thus be easily understood. Ta-kuan went too far

in his assertion, but his spirit is not altogether against Zen,
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At the same time, the T‘ien-tai philosophers were not quite

right to think that Zen grew out of the letters of the Lan-

kdvatara. The transcendental intuitionalism of Zen and the

teaching of Pratyatmagatigocara in the Lankavatdra were

what connected the two so closely.

YI. The Study of the Sutra after Bodhidiiarma

in China and Japan

After Bodhidharma the study of the Lankavatdra went

on steadily as is shown in the history of Zen Buddhism.
According to Tao-hsiian, the author of the T‘ ang Kao Seng
Chuan we have under “The Life of Iiui-lde’’

the following: “Therefore, Na (JfjS), Man ($g), and other

masters always took along with them the Lankavatdra as

the book in which spiritual essence is propounded. Their

discourses and disciplines were everywhere based upon it

in accordance with the instructions left [by the Master].”

Na and Man were disciples of Hui-k‘e. Further down in

Tao-hsiian ?

s Biographies we come to the life of Fa-ch‘ung

who was a contemporary of Tao-hsiian and flourished

in the early middle of the T‘ang, and who was an especial

student of the Lankavatdra. Here we have a concise history

of the study of this sutra after Hui-lde.

“Fa-ch/ung, deploring very much that the deep signi-

fication of the Lankavatdra had been neglected for so long,

went around everywhere regardless of the difficulties of trav-

elling in the faraway mountains and over the lonely wastes.

He finally came upon the descendants of Hui-k'e among
whom this sutra was being studied a great deal. He put

himself under the tutorship of a master and had frequent

occasions of spiritual realisation. The master then let him

leave the company of his fellow-students and follow his

own way in lecturing on the Lankavatdra . He lectured over

thirty times in succession. Later he met a monk who had

been instructed personally by Hui-lde in the teaching of the
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Lankavatdra according to the interpretations of the Ekayana

(one-vehicle) school of Southern India. Gliung again lec-

tured on it over a hundred times.

“The sutra was originally translated by Gunabhadra

of Sung and written clown by Hui-kuan
;
therefore, wording

and sense are in good concord, practice and substance

mutually correlated. The entire emphasis of its teaching

is placed on Prajna (highest intuitive knowledge) which

transcends' literary expression. Later, Bodhidharma, the

Zen master, propagated this doctrine in the South as well

as the North, the gist of which teaching consists in attain-

ing the unattainable, which is to have a right insight into

the truth itself by forgetting word and thought. Later, it

grew and flourished in the middle part of the country.

Hui-lde was the first who attained to the essential under-

standing of it. Those addicted to the literary teaching of

Buddhism in Wei were averse to becoming associated with

these spiritual seers. Among the latter there were some who
had their minds truly enlightened by penetrating into the

very heart of the teaching. As time passed on the younger

generations failed to come to the real understanding of their

predecessors.”

Now we will trace the line of transmission from the

beginning, from master to disciple, and show that the Lan-

kdvatdra has its part in the history of Zen. Tao-hsuan con-

tinues: “After Bodhidharma there were his two disciples,

Hui-lde and Hui-yii; the Master Yli, after attaining the

truth, was absorbed in his inner life and did not take the

trouble to talk about it. K‘e the Ch‘ an-shih (Zen Master) was
followed by San Hui (JHiBiji), Sheng

Na-kuang Tnan Chang
Chen Yii They all orally discoursed

on the deep meaning of the sutra, and did not leave any
literature.

“After the Master K‘ e, Shan (|Efji|j) produced a com-
mentary in four fasciculi; Feng one in five fas.;
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Ming one in five fas.; and Hu-ming
one in five fas.

4 'Indirectly following the Master K‘e there were the

Master Tai-t
£ sung (/cfjS®) who wrote commentary in five

fas.; Tao-yin (58^®), who wrote one in four fas.; Ch4 ung
who wrote one in five fas.; An who

wrote one in five fas.; Chung (jfgjggfl), who wrote one in

eight fas.; and Tai-ming who wrote one in ten fas.
4 4 There was another line, independent of the Master K4

e

but depending upon [Asanga’s] Mahayana~samgraha; Chien

(SfilBSli) wrote a commentary in four fas.; and Shan-te

the Vinaya Master one in ten fas. After Na~

kuang there were Shih the Zen Master
( Jfjfii®),

Hui (Shi®)* K 4 uang (it®!®), and Hung-chih ( 3i^n £i[i

)

who is said to have been living at Hsi-ming in the

capital
;
after his death the line was broken. Ming the Zen

Master was succeeded by Chia Pao-yli

(*M), Pao-ying (f®Sp), and Pao-ying

whose line is still flourishing at present.
4 4 Cheung, since he began to study the sutras, made the

Lankavatara the chief object of his especial study and al-

together gave over two hundred lectures on it. He has not,

however, so far written anything about it. He went about

with his lecturing as circumstances directed him, and he

had no premeditated plans for Ms missionary activities.

When one gets into the spirit of the teaching one realises

the oneness of things; but when the letters are adhered to,

the truth appears varied. The followers of CMung, how-

ever, insisted on having him put tjie essence into a kind of

writing. Said the Master,
4 The essence is the ultimate

reality of existence; when it is expressed by means of lan-

guage its finesse is lost; much more is this the case when
it is committed to writing/ He however could not resist

the persistent requests of his disciples. The result appeared

as a commentary in five fasciculi, entitled Szu Chi

[private notes], which is widely circulated at present/’
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This detailed story relative to the Lankavatdra after

Hui-lde is illuminating in many ways; it not only gives an

insight into the historical relation between Zen and the

sutra, but it gives the reason why the relationship exists

between them. When the author refers to the specific fea-

tures of the LanMvatdra as consisting in attaining the un-

attainable, which is beyond the ken of reasoning, he at the

same time describes the peculiarities of Zen teaching brought

over to China by Bodhidharma. That the school of Dharma
was not favourably received by students of Buddhist philo-

sophy, that Hui-yli (SW) who is better known as Tao-yii

(j|f ), kept his mouth closed, knowing that the truth

realised in his innermost mind was something beyond the

phraseology of ordinary mentalities, that Fa-clfiung

refused to commit his thoughts to writing because by doing

so the exquisite colouring of his lively experience vanishes

;

—all these statements made by Tao-hsiian (.iHjt) who was

not yet acquainted with the later growth of Zen Buddhism,

so exactly delineates the characteristic point of Zen. The

study of the Lankavatdra

,

as especially related to Zen, was

kept up to the time of Fa-clfiung and Tao-hsiian, who were

contemporaries, and thjs was about the time of Hung-j&n

the fifth patriarch of Chinese Zen Buddhism.

Judging from these historical facts we know that the intel-

lectual study and the practical discipline went on side by
side, and that there were as yet none of the clear distinctions

which later developed distinguishing the Zen after Hui-

neng (§gfg), the sixth patriarch, from, what preceded. So

far none of all these numerous commentaries on the Lan-

Mvatdra have been recovered.

There is one thing in the foregoing account given by
Tao-hsiian of the history of the Lankavatdra that requires

notice: that there was another school in the study of the

sutra than the one transmitted by Dharma and Hui-k‘§.

This was the school of Yogacara idealism. The line of

Hui-kf

e belonged to the Ekayana school of
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Southern India which was also the one resorted to by
Dharma himself when he wanted to discourse on the philos-

ophy of Zen Buddhism. To this Ekayana school belong*

the Avatamsaka and the Sraddhotpanna as well as the Lan-
kavatara properly interpreted. But as the latter makes
mention of the system of the eight Vijnanas whose central

principle is designated as Alayavijnana, it has been used

by the Yogacara followers as one of their important authori-

ties. CflTien the Zen Master (ggf®®) and other teachers

“v^ere those among whom the Lankavatara received an inter-

pretation different from that given by Fa-clTung and his

party. Though Fa-clTung is not recorded in any historical

work on Zen in our possession at present, he was probably

one of the earlier Zen followers. That he was not an

ordinary scholar of the Lankavatara is proved by the fol-

lowing incident recorded by Tao-hsiian. When Hsiian-

chuang (^§|) came back from his long sojourn in India

his influence in the Buddhist world of the day must have

been immense. He was perhaps a little too self-confident

and somewhat too presumptive when he declared that all

the Chinese translations of the Buddhist sutras and sastras

prior to him were not exact and reliable, and no discourses

or lectures ought to be given on the older texts. When
Fa-clTung heard of this, he retorted sharply, saying, “You
are a Buddhist priest ordained according to the older texts

;

if you do not allow any further propagation of them, you
should first take off the priestly robe and be reordained ac-

cording to the newer texts. It is only when you listen to

this advice of mine that you can go so far as to prohibit

the spread of the older translations .

99 This protest from

one wandering monk-student of the Lankavatara in four

fasciculi against the most powerful authority of the new
translation school, whose reputation and influence must have

been almost overwhelming, shows what kind of a man Ea-

ch*ung really was. Everything recorded of him reminds one

strongly of his Zen training and understanding.
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The study of the Lankdvatdra after Fa-ch £ ung seems to

have declined, especially in connection with Zen Buddhism,

and its place was taken by the VcijracchecUkd
, a sutra be-

longing to the Prajnaparamita group. It is quite interest-

ing to enquire into the circumstances that brought about

this change. For one thing the Lankdvatdra is a very

difficult
* specimen of literature, and it requires a great deal

of scholarship to read and understand it intelligently.

Though Tao-hsiian remarks that its diction and sense are

well in harmony Su Tung-pei J
s

criticism, which appears in his preface to the Chin-shan

edition (^[II®) of the Sung dynasty (1085), is more to

the point: “The Lankdvatdra is deep and unfathomable in

meaning, and in style so terse and antique, that the reader

finds it quite difficult to punctuate the sentences properly,

not to say anything about his adequately understanding

their ultimate spirit and meaning which goes beyond the

letters. This was the reason why the sutra grew scarce and

it became almost impossible to get hold of a copy.” The

real difficulty of properly punctuating the Chinese text of

the Lankdvatdra in four fasciculi lies not necessarily, as Su
Tung-pei judges, in the classical terseness of style, but rather

in its adoption of the Sanskrit style of arranging words as

is remarked by Fa-tsang. It was no easy task even for a

most competent scholar to find exact Chinese expressions for

the original phrases, and frequently he was obliged to follow

the Sanskrit grammar. The Chinese translations, therefore,

had occasionally to be read, not after their native laws of

syntax, but after the Sanskrit. This is what Su Tung-pei

really means by “terseness of style”, and also the reason

for Chiang Chih-chi
?

s complaint that “I was much
distressed with the difficulty of reading this sutra.” When
even scholars of the first grade find the Lankdvatdra so hard
to read, the natural result was to leave it alone on the shelf

for the worms to feed on it. Hence its decline as a help

to the mastery of Zen. After Fa-ch'ung, who was con-
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temporary with Hung-jen, the fifth patriarch of Zen Bud-
dhism in China, the Lankavatara came gradually to be re-

placed by the Vajracchediha. This does not mean that the

former went altogether out of usage, but that the latter

came to be thought more of in connection with Zen, especially

as Zen grew to be more and more popular and appreciated

by the general public outside the cloister. It must, there-

fore, be said that the fifth patriarch was far-sighted enough

in this respect. The decline of the Lankavatara was, in

fact, inevitable. The statement made by Chiang Chih-chi

in his preface to the Chin-shan edition of the Lankavatara

sheds light on the history of the sutra and also on the state

of affairs in the Buddhist thought-world of his day (1085),

and we give the following extract in which the two tendencies

of Buddhism are referred to

:

“The sutras preached by the Buddha are classified

altogether into twelve divisions, which now make up as

many as 5,000 fasciculi. While the Right Law was still in

prevalence, the number of converts was beyond reckoning,

who fathomed the bottom of the Law by merely listening

to a half stanza, or even to one phrase of the Buddha’s

teaching. But as we come to the age of similitude and to

these latter days of Buddhism, we are indeed far away from

the Sage; people at last find themselves being drowned in

the letters; the difficulty is like counting the sands on the

bottom of the ocean, and they do not know how to get at

the one substance which alone is true. This was what

caused the appearance of the Fathers, who, directly pointing

at the human mind, told us to see here the ultimate ground

of all things and thereby to attain Buddhahood. This is

known as a special transmission outside the scriptural teach-

ing, If one is endowed by superior talents and an unusual

sharpness of mind, a gesture or an utterance will suffice to

make one have an immediate knowledge of the truth. There-

fore, Ummon (fjjF
1

!) treated the Buddha with the highest

degree of irreverence, while Yakusan forbade his

IX 351
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followers to even study the sutras, since they were advocates

of
4

special transmission.
'

“Zen is the name given to this branch of Buddhism,

which keeps itself away from the Buddha. It is also called

the mystical branch, because it does not adhere to the literal

meaning of the sutras. It is for this reason that those who

blindly follow the steps of Buddha are sure to deride Zen,

while those who have no liking for letters are naturally in-

clined toward the mystical. The followers of the two schools

know how to shake the head at each other, but fail to ap-

preciate the fact that they are after all complementary. Is

not Zen one of the six virtues of perfection? If so, how

can it conflict with the teaching of the Buddha? In my
view, Zen is the outcome of the Buddha's teaching and the

mystical issues from the letters. There is no reason why
one should shun Zen because of the Buddha's teaching,

nor do we have to disregard the letters on account of the

mystical teaching. When we realise this, we come nearer

to the truth. Jan-clfiiu asked, ‘Should I put every-

thing I learn into practice?' Replied Confucius, ‘Yes, do

so conduct yourself.' When Tzu-lu asked the same

question of the Master, the latter cautioned Mm, saying,

‘As long as your parents are still alive, how can you put

everything into practice as soon as yon learn it?' Ch/iu

was backward, so the Master urged him to go ahead, while

Lu was too pushing, so he was told to be more circumspect.

There is nothing cut and dried in Zen teaching, it is always

directed at the onesidedness of human character. The fault

of studying [scriptural] Buddhism lies in the danger of

becoming sticklers for the scriptures, the meaning of which

they fail to rightfully understand. Ultimate reality is never

grasped by such, for them Zen would be salvation. Whereas

those who study Zen are too apt to run into the habit of

making empty talks and practising sophistry. They fail to

understand the significance of letters. To save such the

study of Buddhist literature [or philosophy] is to be re-
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commended. It is only when these onesided views are

mutually corrected that there is a perfect appreciation of

Buddhist teaching.

“Of old when Bodhidharma was here from the West,

he handed the mind-seal over to the second patriarch, Hui-

k‘e, and afterwards said: ‘I have here the Lankdvatdra in

four fasciculi which I now pass to you. It contains the

essential teaching concerning the mind-ground of the Tatha-

gata, by means of which you lead all sentient beings to open

their eye to the truth of Buddhism.’ According to this we
know that Bodhidharma was not onesided, both the Bud-
dhist sutra and Zen were handed over to his disciple, both

the mystical and the letters were transmitted. At the time

of the fifth patriarch, the Lankdvatdra was replaced by the

Vajracchedikd which was given to the sixth patriarch.

When the latter [while peddling the kindling wood] heard

his customer recite the Vajracchedikd, he asked him whence

he got the text. He answered, ‘I come from Mt. Wu-tsu (3l

ffllU) east of Wang-mai
( ]!($§;) in the province of Chin (fff

$‘I) where Iiung-jen the Great Master advises

both monks and laymen to study the Vajracchedikd
,
which

will by itself lead them to an insight into the nature of

being and thus to the attainment of Buddhahood.’ Thus

the holding of the Vajracchedikd started with the fifth

patriarch, and this is how the sutra came into vogue and

cut short the transmission of the Lankdvatdra ”

This long passage is quoted from Chiang Chih-chi’s

preface to the Chin-shan edition of the Lankdvatdra, as it

is enlightening in more ways than one. First, we can infer

from it that there was a strong antipathy between the philos-

ophers of Buddhism and the Zen followei*s, each trying

to get the upper hand; second, that the history of Zen
Buddhism has been closely connected from the very begin-

ning with the study of the Lankdvatdra
;
third, that the

spread of the Vajracchedikd was coincident with the rise of

Zen under the mastership of Hung-jen; and fourth, that
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the Lankavatara ceased to be studied as much as before
7

being replaced by the Vajracchedika

,

but at the same time

showing that the Lankavatara and Zen were most intimately-

related in spite of the Zen followers’ general attitude of

aloofness from all the sutras of Buddhist teaching.

There is, however, one point in Chiang Chih-chi's ac-

count which requires revision. He says that the Lan-

kavatara lost its transmission after the adoption by Zen fol-

lowers of the Vajracchedika, but this is not entirely correct,

for not only are allusions to the Lankavatara Sutra found

in Ma-tsu (^H) but the line of Shen-hsiu seems

to have been more partial to the Lankavatara than to the

Vajracchedika, as we see in Chang Shuo’s stele-inscription

(5ll8;i?$$t) for Shen-hsiu .

1

As I remarked before, the chief defect in the Lankdva-

tdra which prevented its becoming popular, was its peculiar

style and diction, which is not altogether native Chinese,

and which made it difficult even for scholars to understand.

On the other hand, the Vajraechedikd, like other sutras of the

Prajhaparamita group, is easy to understand so far as its

diction and phraseology go; and besides it is short in spite

of its repetitious style. This advantage over the Ijan-

kdvatdra is sufficient to explain why the Vajraechedikd
superseded it as a guide book to the mastery of Zen teach-

ing. While the Lankavatara
,
according to my judgment, as

regards pointing the way to the realisation of the inner

truth, is nearer the mark, this advantage is easily upset by
its' unapproachability

;
and this advantage of the Vajrac-

chedikd is in many ways decisive if Zen is to be studied and

practised by a wider circle than scholars and specialists.

That the Lankavatara

,

in spite of its literary shortcomings,

3
Slien-sliiu is not regarded as the sixth patriarch By the fol-

lowers of Hui-n§ng, who have Been the transmitters of Zen teaching
down to the present day. The line led by Sh&n-hsiu was broken oft not
long after his death, and records regarding him and his descendants are

very scarce. But Chang-shuo’s inscription states that SMn-hsiu was
the sixth patriarch.
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kept up its tradition throughout the development and wide
propagation of Zen is proved by the existence still of a

number of commentaries written in the T‘ang, Sung, Ming,

and CITing, as well as in Japan. What, therefore, we can say

of the Lankavatara after the fifth patriarch, is that it did

not cease to be studied, but was not so much in vogue as

before, as for instance at the time of Fa-ch‘ung and prior

to him.

The supersession of the Lankavatara by the Vajrac-

chedikd has another reason in the nature of Zen about which

I wish to have a word here. Zen has no aversion to book-

learning necessarily, but in point of fact Zen can be grasped

more readily perhaps by the simple-minded and those who
are not stuffed with intellectual accomplishments, as is

proved, for instance, in the case of Hui-neng, who to all

appearance was not so erudite as his rival Shen-hsiu. This

practical tendency has produced another tendency to dis-

courage, sometimes to disregard, sometimes to even positively

slight, the study of the sutras. Hence the above remarks

of Chiang Chih-ehi. But here is the lurking-place for the

two divergent schools of Zen to start out without being

fully conscious of each other’s characteristic standpoint.

The one clings to the view that Zen is not controlled by the

intellect, while the other upholds the fact that Zen is not

by nature shy of erudition. The latter tends to be patro-

nised by those whose natural bent is for learning and intel-

lection; while the former is likely to be favoured by the

more practical-minded. Hui-neng belonged to the practical

school both by disposition and by education, while Shen-hsiu

was a scholar; for this reason Shen-hsiu held fast to the

Lankavatara, and Hui-nSng to the Vajracchedikd, while

both were being tutored by Hung-jen; for it is not true

that Iiung-jen was partial to the Vajracchedikd

;

indeed, for

him the one was of as much importance as the other. Seeing

that Hung-jen was about to paint the outside wall of his

Meditation Hall with pictures illustrative of the Lankdva-
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tara

,

Hui-neng inscribed Ms famous poem upon it .

1 What
•was a unity in the mind of the master, divided itself in the

minds of his disciples, each of whom, according' to his in-

dividuality, asserted one side more forcibly than the other,

although not necessarily consciously. When a tendency is

thus in the beginning given a strong impetus, it gains

momentum, opening up its own course of movement. The

Vajraocheclika school of Hui-neng proved to be more in

accord with the Chinese genius and consequently prospered

more than the Lankdvatdra school of Shen-hsiu, though the

latter was not entirely replaced by the former.

Hui-neng was not such an illiterate peddler as is made

out by his followers, only he was not so learned and scholarly

as Shen-hsiu. But it was more politic for them to contrast

their leader in this respect with his rival, who, was, indeed,

the head of all the monks under Iiung-jen not only in

learning but in the disciplinary side of Zen as well. By
emphasising this contrast Hui-neng came out to be the

greater Zen master, and the absolute aspect of Zen by which

it transcends all the intricacies of learning and intellection

received more emphasis than it actually needed. The Lan-

kdvatdra thus finally ceased to be legitimately appreciated

by the Zen followers of the present day. Some scholars of

Buddhism, chiefly modern Japanese, ignorant of the real

nature of Zen, yet knowing enough of the historical rela-

tion between Hui-neng and the Vajracchedika, which was

once edited by him with a preface, try to prove that Zen is

the outcome of practical training* of the mind to gain an

insight into its real working. But its absurdity is patent

to all serious students of Zen, for the Prajnaparamita is

the result of the intellectual elaboration on the Zen experi-

ence which alone was the object of Hui-neng ’s teaching in
1 Essays in Zen Buddhism, Series I, p. 192

:

"The Bodhi is not like the tree,

The mirror bright is nowhere shining;

As there is nothing from the first,

Where can the dust collect itself
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connection with all the literary endeavours of scholars. He
never took a dislike especially to the Lankdvatdra

,

his
4 ‘ ignorance ’

’ was altogether of a different order.

There are no records after Fa-clTung and after Hui-

neng as to the study by Zen followers of the Lankdvatdra

Sutra, except the commentaries that had been written on it

by scholars and that we are still in possession of. The fact

that during the Sung the sutra was much neglected has

already been made clear by the preface of Chiang Chih-ehi

and Su Tung-pei to the Ghin-shan edition of the sutra. But
four commentaries of the Sung dynasty are still extant

against tvro of the T‘ang, One of the T‘ang commentaries

was written by Fa-tsang, as was stated previously, and this

is a sort of general introduction to the study of the Lan

-

kdvatara and is the most valuable literature ever written

in connection with the sutra; for not only does it give the

author’s summarised interpretation of the Lankdvatdra as

a whole and of its position in the system of Buddhism, but

in it the reader can find Fa-tsang ’s view as a Buddhist

philosopher. Quite a few commentaries have been written

on this work of Fa-tsang ’s by Japanese scholars.

During the Ming dynasty the Lankdvatdra seems to

have been studied much, for we have seven commentaries

written on it during this period that are still in existence.

The ClTing dynasty has produced two, also extant. There

are altogether fifteen expository writings on the Lankdvatdra

from Chinese scholars, which are still in current circula-

tion, as they are all included in the supplementary part of

the Tripitaka compiled by Mr. Tatsuye Nakano, Kyoto,

1905-1912, and one is found in the main body of the Chinese

Tripitaka itself.

’ In Japan during the Nara era in the eighth century

the Lankdvatdra with other sutras and sastras was copied by
pious Buddhists as a deed of merit and also to have extra

copies of them, but how earnestly it was studied is not
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known. We have many interesting and at the same time

illuminating documents of this period, that is, of the first

half of the eighth century, in which detailed entries are

kept as to the various Buddhist writings that were copied

by the official scribes as well as the business side of this

pious undertaking which was constantly carried on during

those days. Among these old valuable papers are references

to the Lankavatara and its commentaries, and the most re-

markable thing is that two of the commentaries mentioned

are ascribed to Bodhidharma himself. How did such a

tradition come over to Japan? As far as we know there are

no records in China as to Bodhidharma ?

s authorship of any

such writings. If these were still in existence, they would

shed much light on the history of Zen Buddhism in China.

The first serious study of the sutra was undertaken by

a Zen monk called Eokwan Shiren (1278-1346) who was

also a learned scholar being the author of a history of Bud-

dhism known as The Genko Shahusho in

thirty fasciculi, as was mentioned before. His commentary

on the Lankavatara is called the Butsugoshinron

dhA^), “Treatise on the Essence (or heart) of the Buddha-

teaching,” and consists of eighteen fasciculi. His dividing

the sutra into eighty-six sections proves the keenness of his

intellectual and analytical acumen. Tokugan Y5son Q$||J|c

H^) who published another commentary in 1687 followed

Kokwan in the division of the sutra. His commentary is

quite an improvement on his predecessor’s. He mentions,

among the Lankavatara commentaries he consulted with, two

which are not included in the Supplementary Tripitaka of

Kyoto. I wonder if they are accessible now?
A third Japanese work on the sutra is mentioned by

Seigai Omura and Gisho Nakano who are the authors of the

Explanatory Notes to the Nihon Daizokyo (

completed in 1921; the title of this Japanese book is Ryoga-

kyd Kdyoku
,
by Kdken (3fe^ ) . Unfortunate-

ly the author of this article has not yet been able to see it
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himself. In the same Notes seven works are mentioned
written by Japanese scholars as commentaries on Fa-tsung’s

Introduction to the Lankdvatara.

Most recent Japanese works relative to the Lankdvatara

are S5gen Yamakami’s Japanese rendering of the Lankdva-

tdra by Sikshananda
;
Shoshi Mitsui’s concise exposition of

the Lankdvatara teaching; and Hokei Idzumi’s Japanese

translation of the Nanjo edition of the Sanskrit original.

Bach in its way is helpful to the understanding of this

neglected Mahayana literature.

VII. Introductory Chapter' of the
Lankavatara Sutra

In which Havana, King of the Bakshasas, requests the

Buddha to discourse on the realisation of the

inmost truth

This introductory chapter which appears in all the

Lankdvatara texts except Gunabhadra, the earliest Chinese

version now extant, is, as I have remarked before, no doubt

a later addition, and does not properly belong to the main
text

;
but as it pretty well gives a summary, if any such thing

is possible, of the Lankdvatara, I have decided to incorporate

its translation in this article. The translation is chiefly

based upon the Nanjo edition of the Sanskrit text, and

wherever it differs very much from the Chinese versions as

regards the sense, the differences are quoted in footnotes. 1

1 The following translation is far from being satisfactory, and
very likely it is laden with errors. Nobody can deny that the original

text is corrupt to a great extent and .requires for its complete revision

greater learning and more critical intellect than the present translator

can afford. But his over-zeal to have this important Mahayana sutra

more widely known not only among those who are interested in Bud-
dhism but among students of comparative religion will, he hopes,

condone his audacity in sending this partial and imperfect translation

of the Lankavatara to the public at large. He will be more than

pleased if critics will be kind enough to get him acquainted with what-

ever suggestions and corrections they may find in it.
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(l) 1 Thus I have heard. The Blessed One once stayed

in the Castle of Lanka which is situated at the peak of

Mount Malaya on the great ocean, and which is adorned

with flowers made of jewels of various kinds.2 He was with

a large assembly of Bhikshus and with a great multitude of

Bodhisattvas, who had come together from various Buddha-

lands. The Bodhisattvas-Mahasattvas, headed by the Bodhi-

sattva Mahamati, were all perfect masters3 of the various

Samadhis, the [tenfold] Self-mastery, the [ten] Powers, and

the [sis] Psychic Faculties; they were anointed by all the

Buddhas with their own hands; they all well understood

the significance of the objective world as the manifestation

of their own mind
; (2) they knew how to maintain [various]

forms, teachings, and disciplinary measures, according’ to

the various mentalities and behaviours of beings
;

4 they were

thoroughly versed in the five Dharmas, the [three] Sva-

bhavas, the [eight] Vijnanas, and the twofold Non-atman.

At that time, the Blessed One who had been preaching

at the palace of the King of the Sea-serpents came out at

the expiration of seven days and was greeted by an innumer-

able host of Sakra, Brahmans, and Nagakanyas, and looking

at Lanka on Mount Malaya smiled and said, “By the Tatha-

gatas of the past, who were Arhats and Fully-enlightened

Ones, this truth (dharma) was made the subject of their

discourse, at that castle of Lanka on the mountain-peak of
1 These numerals in parentheses refer to the pages of the Sanskrit

edition.
2 Much more fully described in Bodhiruci (Wei).
a

Literally, ** sporting" (dmlcndita )

.

* T‘ang: According to the minds of beings, they manifest a

variety of form and discipline them with [various] means.

Wei: [There are] various beings and various minds and forms;
in accordance with these various minds and various changing thoughts,

[the Bodhisattvas], by innumerable means of salvation, save [beings]

everywhere, make themselves visible everywhere, so that their manifesta-

tions are universal.

Sung: [There are] various beings and various minds and forms;
by innumerable means of salvation, [the Bodhisattvas] become variously

visible to all classes [of beings].
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Malaya,—the truth realisable by the supreme wisdom in one 7

s

inmost self, and not visible to the reasoning philosophers,

nor conceivable by the consciousness of the Sravakas and

Pratyekabuddhas.1
I, too, would here for the sake of Havana,

Overlord of the Yakshas, discourse on this truth/ 7

[Inspired] by the spiritual power of the Tathagata,

Havana, Lord of the Rakshasas, heard [his voice and

thought], “Certainly, the Blessed One is coming out of the

palace of the King of Sea-serpents, surrounded and accom-

panied by an innumerable host of Sakra, Brahmans, Naga-

kanyas; looking at the waves of the ocean and contempla-

ting the mental agitations going on in those assembled, [he

thinks of] the ocean of the Alayavijnana where the Vijnanas

revolve [like the waves] stirred by the wind of objectivity/
7

Then standing there, Havana uttered an utterance: “I

will go and request of the Blessed One to enter into Lanka,

which for this long night would probably profit, do good,

and gladden (3) the gods as well as human beings/ 7

Thereupon, Havana, Lord of the Rakshasas, with his

attendants, riding in his floral celestial chariot, came up to

where the Blessed One was, and having arrived there he

and his attendants came out of the chariot. Walking

around the Blessed One three times from left to right, they

played on a musical instrument, beating it with a stick of

blue Indra (sapphire), and hanging the lute at one side,

which was inlaid with the choicest lapis lazuli and supported

by [a band of] priceless cloth, yellowish-white like priyaiigu,

they sang with various notes such as Saharshya, Rishabha,

Gandhara, Dhaivata, Nishada, Madhyama, and Kaisika,2

which were melodiously modulated in Grama, Murehana,

etc.
;
the voice in accompaniment with the flute beautifully

blended in the measure of the Gatha.
1 The Sanskrit text is here certainly at fault; there ought to he

a negative particle somewhere in this passage, which is the case with

the Chinese translations.
3 Neither Bodhiruci nor Sikshananda refers so specifically to these

various notes.
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1. “The truth-treasure whose principle is the self-

nature of Mind, has no selfhood, stands away from reason-

ing, and is free from impurities
;
it points to the knowledge

attained in one’s inmost self; 0 Lord, showT me here the

way leading to the truth.

2. “The Sugata is the body in whom are stored im-

maculate virtues; in him are manifested [bodies] trans-

forming and transformed; he enjoys the truth realised in

his inmost self: may he enter into Lanka. Now is the time,

0 Muni!

3. (4) This Lanka was inhabited by the Buddhas of

the past, and [they were] accompanied by their sons who
•were owners of many forms. 0 Lord, show me now the

highest truth, and the Yakshas who are endowed with many
forms will listen.

J 9

Thereupon, Havana, the Lord of Lanka, further adapt-

ing the Totaka rhythm sang this in the measure of the

Gatha.

4. After seven nights, the Blessed One, leaving the

ocean which is the abode of the Makara, the palace of the

Sea-king, now stands on the shore.

5. Just as the Buddha rises, Havana, accompanied by
the Rakshasas and Yakshas numerous, by Suka, Sarana, 1

and learned men,

6. Miraculously goes over to the place where the Lord
is standing. Alighting from the floral vehicle, he greets

the Tathagata reverentially, makes him offerings, tells him
who he is, and stands by the Lord.

7. “X who have come here, am called Ravana, the ten-

headed king of the Rakshasas : mayest thou graciously receive

me with Lanka and all its residents.

8. “In this city, the inmost state of consciousness

realised, indeed, by the Enlightened Ones of the past (5)

was disclosed on this peak studded with precious stones.

9. “Let the Blessed One, too, surrounded by sons of
1

Said to be the ministers 9 names.
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the Victorious One, now disclose the truth immaculate on
this peak embellished with precious stones

;
we, together with

the residents of Lanka, desire to listen.

10. “The LanTcavatara Sutra which is praised by the

Buddhas of the past [discloses] the inmost state of con-

sciousness realised by them, as it is not founded on any
system of doctrine.

11. “I recollect the Buddhas of the past surrounded

by sons of the Victorious One recite this sutra; the Blessed

One, too, will speak.

12. “In the time to come, there will be Buddhas and
Buddha-Sons pitying the Yakshas; the Leaders will dis-

course on this magnificent doctrine at the peak adorned with

precious stones.

13. “This magnificent city of Lanka is adorned with

varieties of precious stones, [surrounded] by peaks, refresh-

ing and beautiful and canopied by a net of jewels.

14. “0 Blessed One, here are the Yakshas who are

free from faults of greed, reflecting on [the truth] realised

in one’s inmost self and making offerings to the Buddhas
of the past; they are believers in the teaching of the Maha-
yana and intent on disciplining one another.

15. “There are younger Yakshas, girls and boys, desir-

ing to know the Mahayana. Come, 0 Blessed One, who art

our Teacher, come to Lanka on Mount Malaya.

16. (6) “The Rakshasas, with Kumbhakarna at their

head, who are residing in the city, wrish, as they are devoted

to the Mahayana, to hear about this inmost realisation.

17. “They have made offerings assiduously to the

Buddhas [in the past] and are to-day going to do the same.

Come, for compassion’s sake, to Lanka, together with [thy]

sons.

18. “0 great Muni, accept my mansion, the company

of the Apsaras, necklaces of various sorts, and tjie delightful

Asoka garden.

19. “I give myself up to serve the Buddhas and their
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sons
;
there is nothing in me that I do not give up [for their

sake] 0 great Muni, have compassion on me!”

20. Hearing him speak thus, the Lord of the Triple

World said, “0 King of Yakshas, this mountain of precious

stones was visited by the Leaders of the past.

21. “And, taking pity on you, they discoursed on the

truth revealed in their inmost. [The Buddhas of] the future

time will proclaim [the same] on this jewel-adorned moun-

tain.

22. “This [inmost truth] is the abode of those prac-

tises who stand in the presence of the truth. 0 King of

the Yakshas, you have the compassion of the Sugatas and

myself.
”

23. The Blessed One granting the request [of the

King] remained silent and undisturbed; he now mounted

the floral chariot offered by Havana.

24. Thus Havana and others, wise sons of the Vic-

torious One, (7) honoured by the Apsaras singing and

dancing, reached the city.

25. Arriving in the delightful city, [the Buddha was]

again the recipient of honours; he was honoured by the

group of Yakshas including Havana and by the Yaksha
women.

26. A net of jewels was offered to the Buddha by the

younger Yakshas, girls and boys, and necklaces beautifully

ornamented with jewels were placed by Havana about the

necks of the Buddha and of the sons of the Buddha.

27. The Buddha, together with the sons of the Buddha
and the wise men, accepting the offerings, discoursed on the

truth which is the state of consciousness realised in the

inmost self.

28. Honouring Mahamati as the best speaker, Havana
and the company of the Yakshas honoured and requested of

him again and again,1 [saying],
1

G-athas 20-28 , inclusive, are in prose in T f ang.
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29. “Thou art the asker of the Buddhas concerning the

state of consciousness realised in their inmost self, of which

we here, Yakshas as well as sons of the Buddha, are desirous

of hearing. I, together with the Yakshas, sons of the

Buddha, and the wise men, request this of thee.

30. “Thou art the most eloquent of speakers, and the

most strenuous of practisers (yogins)
;
with faith I beg of

thee. Ask [the Buddha] about the doctrine, O thou the

proficient one

!

31. “Free from the faults of the philosophers and

Pratyekabuddhas and Sravakas is (8) the truth of the inmost

consciousness, immaculate, and culminating in the stage of

Buddhahood. 5 ’

32. 1 Thereupon the Blessed One created jewel-adorned

mountains and other objects magnificently embellished with

jewels in an immense number.

33. On the summit of each, mountain the Buddha
himself was visible, and Ravana, the Yaksha, also was found

standing there.

34. Thus the entire assembly was seen on each moun-

tain-peak and all the countries were there, and in each

there was a Leader.

35. Here also was the King of the Rakshasas and the

residents of Lanka, and the Lanka created by the Buddha
rivalling [the real one],

36. Other things were there, too,—the Asoka with its

shining woods, and on each mountaint-peak Mahamati was

making a request of the Buddha

37. Who discoursed for the sake of the Yakshas on

the truth leading to the inmost realisation
;
on the mountain-

peak he was delivering a complete sutra with exquisite voices

varied in hundreds of thousands of ways.2

1 From this point T'ang is in prose again.
' 2 Thus according to Bodhiruci and Siskh&nanda. The Sanskrit

text has: “hundreds of thousands of perfect sutras”.
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38. [After this] the teacher and the sons of the

Buddhas vanished away in the air, leaving Havana the

Yaksha himself standing in his mansion.

39. Thought he, “How is this? What means this?

and by whom was it heard? What was it that was seen?

and by whom was it seen? Where is the city? and where

is the Buddha?

40. “Where are those places, those jewel-shining

Buddhas, those Sugatas? (9) Is it a dream then? or a

vision? or is it a castle conjured up by the Gandharvas?

41. “Or is it dust in the eye, or a fata morgana, or

the dream-child of a barren woman, or the smoke of a fire-

wheel, that which I saw here ?
7 7

42. Then [Havana reflected], “This is the nature as

it is {dharmaia) of all things objectified in and by the

mind, and it is not comprehended by the ignorant as they

are confused by every form of discrimination.

43. “There is neither the seer nor the seen, neither

the speaker nor the spoken; the form and usage of the

Buddhist works—they are nothing but discrimination.

44. “Those who see things such as were seen before,

do not see the Buddha; when discrimination is not aroused,

then one indeed sees1 the Buddha; the Buddha is a Fully-

Enlightened One; when one sees him, it is in a world un-

manifested.
7 72

The Lord of Lanka was then immediately awakened,

feeling a turning (pardvritti) in his mind and realising

that the world was nothing but his own mind : he got settled

in the realm of non-discrimination; was inspired by a stock

of his past good deeds; acquired the cleverness of under-

1 The Hanjo edition has here na, but I have followed the T f ang.
2 T‘ang has: <r He who sees in the way as was seen before,

cannot see the Buddha; when no discrimination is aroused, this, indeed,

is the seeing.* ’ According to Wei: <( If he sees things and takes

them for realities, he does not see the Buddha. Even when he is not
abiding in a discriminating mind, he cannot see the Buddha.” Wei
evidently reads somewhat like the Sanskrit.
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standing' all the texts
;
obtained the faculty of seeing [into

things] as they were; was no more dependent upon others;

observed things excellently with his own wisdom; gained

the insight that was not of discursive reasoning; was no

more dependent upon others
;

l became himself a great prac-

tiser of discipline; was able to manifest himself in all ex-

cellent forms; got thoroughly acquainted with all skilful

means; had the knowledge of the characteristic aspects of

every stage whereby to surmount it skilfully; was delighted

to look into2 the self-nature of Oitta, Manas, Manovijnana;

got a view whereby he could cut himself loose from the

triple continuation
;
had the knowledge of disposing of every

argument of (10) the philosophers; thoroughly understood

the Tathagata-garbha, the stage of Buddhahood, the inmost

self
;

found himself abiding in the Buddha-knowledge

;

[when suddenly] a voice was heard from the sky, saying,

“It is to be known by oneself.”

“Well done, well done, 0 Lord of Lanka! Well done,

indeed, 0 Lord of Lanka, for once more! The practiser is

to discipline himself as thou doest. The Tathagatas and all

things are to be viewed as they are viewed by thee; other-

wise viewed, it is nihilism. All things are to be compre-

hended by transcending the Citta, Manas, and Vijnana as

is done by thee. Thou shouldst look inwardly and not get

attached to the letters and a superficial view of things; thou

shouldst not fall into the attainments, conceptions, experi-

ences, views, and Samadhis of the Sravakas, Pratyek-

abuddhas, and philosophers; thou shouldst not have any

liking for small talk and witticism
;
thou shouldst not cherish

the notion of self-substance,8 nor have any thought for the

vainglory of rulership, nor dwell on such Dhyanas as belong

to the six Dhyanas, etc.

“0 Lord of Lanka, this is what is realised by the great

1 This does not appear in T f ang, nor in “Wei.
2 T'ang: to go beyond.
3 Wei and T'ang; Do not hold the views maintained in the Vedas.
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practisers who can thus destroy the discourses advanced by

others, crush mischievous views into pieces, properly keep

themselves away from ego-centered notions, cause a turning

in the depths of the mind fittingly by means of an exquisite

knowledge
;
they are Buddha-sons who walk in the way of the

Mahayana; and in order to enter upon the Tathagata-stage

of self-realisation, the discipline is to be pursued by thee.

“0 Lord of Lanka, conducting thyself in this way,

let thee be further purified in the way thou hast attained;

(11) by disciplining thyself well in Samadhi and Samapatti,

follow not the state realised and enjoyed by the Sravakas,

Pratyekabuddhas, and philosophers, as it is due to the

imagination of those who discipline themselves according to

the practices of the puerile philosophers. They clnig to the

visible forms created by their egotistical ideas; they main-

tain such notions as element, quality, and substance; they

cling tenaciously to views originating from ignorance
;
they

get confused by cherishing the idea of birth where prevails

emptiness; they cling to discrimination [as real]
;
they fall

into the way of thinking where obtains the dualism of

qualifying and qualified.

“0 Lord of Lanka,* this is what leads to various ex-

cellent attainments, this is what makes one grow aware of

the inmost attainment, this is the Mahayana realisation.

One will accomplish and acquire a superior state of existence.

“0 Lord of Lanka, by entering upon the Mahayana
discipline the veils [of ignorance] are destroyed and one

turns away from the manifold waves of mentation and falls

not into the refuge and practice of the philosophers.

“0 Lord of Lanka, the philosophers’ practice starts

from their own egotistic attachments. Their ugly practice

arises from their adhering to the dualistic views concerning

the self-nature of the Vijnana.

“Well done, 0 Lord of Lanka! reflect on the significa-

tion of this as you did when seeing the Tathagata before;

for this, indeed, is seeing the Tathagata.”
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At that time it occurred t'o Havana: “I wish to see

the Blessed One again, who has all the disciplinary practices

at. his command, who has turned away from the practices of

the philosophers, who is born of the state of realisation in

the inmost consciousness, and who is beyond [the dualism

of] the transformed and the transforming. He is the know-

ledge (12) realised by the practisers, he is the realisation

attained by those who are enjoying the perfect bliss of the

Samadhi when there takes place an intuitive understanding

which comes through meditation. Therefore, he is known as

great adept in the mental discipline. 1 May I see thus [again]

the Compassionate One by means of his miraculous powers in

whom the fuel of passion and discrimination are destroyed,

who is surrounded by sons of the Buddha, wrho has pene-

trated into the minds and thoughts of all beings, who moves

about everywhere, who knows everything, who keeps himself

away from works ( kriijd ) and forms (lakshana)
;
seeing him

may I attain what I have not yet atttained, [retain] what I

have already gained, may I conduct myself with non-dis-

crimination, abide in the joy of Samadhi (meditation) and

Samapatti (concordance), and attain to the ground where

the Tathagatas walk, and in these make progress.

At that moment, the Blessed One recognising that the

Lord of Lanka is to atttain the Anutpattikadharmakshanti2

showed his glorious compassion for the ten-headed one by

making himself visible once more on the mountain-peak

studded with many jewels and enveloped in a net-work of

jewels. The ten-headed King of Lanka saw the splendour

again as seen before on the mountain peak, [he saw] the

Tathagata, who was the Arhat and the Fully-enlightened

One, with the thirty-two marks of excellence beautifully

adorning his person, and also saw himself on each mountain-
1 The original text here as it stands does not seem quite intel-

ligible to me. Hence I have followed the T c ang which generally gives

the best reading.
3 This is explained in my previous article on the Larikavatara in

The Eastern Buddhist, Yol. IV, Nos. 3-4, p. 222 et seq.
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peak, together with Malmmati, in front of the Tathagata,

the Fully-enlightened One, putting forward his discourse

on the realisation experienced by the Tathagata in his inmost

self, and, surrounded by the Yakshas, conversing on the

literary teaching, recitation, and story [of Buddhism?].

Those (13) [Buddha] -lands were seen with the Leaders. 1

Then the Blessed One beholding again this great as-

sembly with his wisdom-eye, which is not the human eye,

laughed loudly and most vigorously like the lion-king.

Emitting rays of light from the tuft of hair between the

eyebrows, from the ribs, from the loins, from the Srivatsa2

on the breast, and from every pore of the skin,—emitting

rays of light which shone flaming like the fire taking place

at the end of a kalpa, like a luminous rainbow, like the rising

1 There is surely a discrepancy here in the text. T'ang reads:

“In all the Buddha-lands in the ten quarters were also seen such events

going on, and there was no difference -whatever. ” Wei is quite different

and has the following: “Besides, he saw all the Buddha-lands and
all the kings thinking of the transitoriness of the body. As they are

covetously attached to their thrones, wives, children, and relatives, they

find themselves bound by the five passions and have no time for eman-
cipation. Seeing this, they abandon their dominions, palaces, wives,

concubines, elephants, horses, and precious treasures, giving them all

up to the Buddha and his Brotherhood. They now retreat into the

mountain-woods, leaving the home and wishing to study the doctrine.

He [Havana] then sees the Bodliisattvas in the mountain woods strenu-

ously applying themselves to the mastery of the truth, even to the extent

of throwing themselves to the hungry tiger, lion, and Bakshasas. He
thus sees the Boclhisattvas reading and reciting the sutras under a
tree in the woods and discoursing on them for others, seeking thereby

the truth of the Buddha. He then sees the Bodliisattvas seated under
the Bodhi-tree in the Bodhi-maiidala thinking of the suffering beings

and meditating on the truth of the Buddha. He then sees the vener-

able Maliamati the Bodhisattva liefore each Buddha preaching about
the spiritual discipline of one’s inner life, find also sees [the Bodhi-
sattva] surrounded by all the Yakshas and families and talking about
names, words, phrases, and paragraphs.” This last sentence is evident/
the translation of the Sanskrit de$anapathakafham, which is contrasted
in the Lankavatarci throughout with pratyatmaryajnanagocara (the

spiritual realm realised by the supreme wisdom in one’s inmost con-

sciousness).
2

Swastika.
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sun, blazing brilliantly, gloriously—which were observed

from the sky by Sakra, Brahmans, and the guardians of the

world, the one who sat on the peak [of Lanka] vying with
Mount Sumeru laughed a loudest laugh. At that time the

assembly of the Bodhisattvas together with Sakra and
Brahmans, each thought within himself

:

“For what reason, I wonder, from what cause does

the Blessed One who is the master of all the world (sarva-

dharma-vasavartin ) ,
after smiling first,

1 laugh the loudest

laugh ? Why does he emit rays of light from his own body i

Why, emitting [rays of light], does he remain silent, with

the realisation [of the truth] in his inmost self, and absorbed

deeply and showing no surprise in the bliss of Samadhi, and
reviewing the [ten] quarters, looking around like the lion-

king, and thinking only of the discipline, attainment, and

performance of Havana ?
9 ’

At that time, Mahamati the Bodhisattva-mahasattva

who was previously requested by Ravana [to ask the Buddha
concerning his self-realisation], feeling pity on him, (14)

and knowing the minds and thoughts of the assembly of the

Bodhisattvas, and observing that beings to be born in the

future would be confused in their minds because of their

delight in the wordy teaching (desandpatha) ,
because of

their clinging to the letter as [fully in accordance with] the

spirit ( arfha), because of their clinging to the disciplinary

powers of the Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, and philosophers,

—which might lead them to think how it were that the

Tathagatas, the Blessed Ones, even in their transcendental

state of consciousness should burst out into loudest laughter

—Mahamati, the Bodhisattva, asked the Buddha in order to

put a stop to their inquisitiveness the following question:

“For what reason, for what cause did this laughter take

place V 9

Said the Blessed One : “Well done, well done, 0 Maha-

mati I Well done, indeed, for once more, 0 Mahamati!
1 This is wanting in the Chinese translations.
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Viewing the world as it is in itself and wishing to enlighten

the people in the world who are fallen into a wrong view

of things in the three periods of time, thou undertakest to

ask me the question. Thus should it be with the wise men
who want to ask questions for both themselves and others.

Ravana, Lord of Lanka, 0 Mahamati, asked a twofold ques-

tion of the Tathagatas of the past who are Arhats and

perfect Buddhas; and he wishes now to ask me too a two-

fold question in order to have its distinction, attainment,

and scope ascertained—this is what is never tasted by those

who practise the meditations of the Sravakas, Pratyekabud-

dhas, and philosophers; and the same will be asked by the

question-loving ten-headed one of the Buddhas to come. ??

Knowing that, the Blessed One said to the Lord of

Lanka, thus: “Ask, 0 thou, Lord of Lanka; the Tathagata

has given thee permission [to ask], delay not, whatever

questions thou desirest to have answered, I will answer

each of them (15) with judgment to the satisfaction of thy

heart. Keeping thy seat of thought free from [false] dis-

crimination, observe well what is to be subdued at each

stage; ponder things with wisdom; [seeing into] the nature

of the inner principle in thyself, abide in the bliss of

Samadhi; embraced by the Buddhas in Samadhi, abide in

the bliss of tranquillisation
;
going behind the Samadhi and

understanding attained by the Sravakas and Pratyekabud-

dhas, abide in [the attainment of the Bodhisattvas] in the

stages of Acala, Sadhumatl, and Dharmamegha; grasp well

the egolessness of all things in its true significance,* be

anointed by the Buddhas [with the water] of Samadhi at

the great palace of lotus-jewels. Surrounded by the Bodhi-

1 The following sentence is done by the aid of T‘ang, as the

Sanskrit does not seem to give any sense. Literally translated it

reads: “ There by the becoming lotuses, by those lotuses that are

blessed variously by the benediction of his own person ” Wei has:
“0 King of Lanka, thou wilt before long see thy person, too, thus

sitting on the lotus-throne and continuing to abide there in a most
natural manner. There are innumerable families of lotus-kings and
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sattvas who are sitting on lotuses of various sorts each

supported by the gracious power of the Buddhas, thou

wilt find thyself sitting on a lotus and each one of the

Bodhisattvas looking at thee face to face. This is a realm

beyond the imagination. Thou shouldst plan out an ade-

quate plan and establish thyself at a stage of discii>line by
planning out such a plan as would include [all kinds of]

skilful means, so that thou comest to realise that realm

which is beyond imagination
;
and then thou wilt attain the

stage of Tathagatahood in which one is able to manifest

oneself in various forms, and which is something never seen

before by the Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, philosophers,

" Brahmans, Indra, Upendra, and others.”

At that moment the Lord of Lanka being permitted by

the Blessed One, rose from his seat on the peak of the jewel-

mountain which shone like the jewel-lotus immaculate and

glowing in splendour; he was surrounded by a company of

celestial maidens of all kinds; garlands, flowers, perfumes,

incense, unguents, umbrellas, banners, flags, neck-laces, half-

necklaces, diadems, tiaras —all in every possible variety, ( 16 )

and other ornaments too whose splendour and excellence were

never heard of or seen before, were created
;
music was played

surpassing anything that could be had by the gods, Nagas,

Yakshas, Rakshasas, Gandharvas, Kinnaras, Mahoragas, and

human beings; musical instruments were created equal to

anything that could be had in all the World of Desire

and also such superior musical instruments were created

as were to be seen in the Buddha-lands
;
the Blessed One

and the Bodhisattvas were enveloped in a net of jewels; a

variety of dresses and high banners were raised high up

in the air, as high as seven talanga trees, to greet [the

Buddha]
;
showering great clouds of offerings, playing music

innumerable families of Bodhisattvas there, each one of whom is

sitting on a lotus-throne, and surrounded by those thou wilt find thyself

and looking face to face at one another, and each one of them will

before long come to abide in a realm beyond the understanding.
9 ’
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which resounded [all around], and then descending from

the air, [the Lord of Lanka] sat down on the peak of the

jewel-mountain ornamented with magnificent jewel-lotus,

whose splendour was second only to the sun and lightning.

Sitting he made courtesy, smiling first to the Blessed One

for his permission, and proposed him a twofold question:.

“It was asked of the Tathagatas of the past, who were

Arhats, Fully-enlightened Ones, and it was solved by them.

0 Blessed One, now I ask of thee; [the request] will cer-

tainly be complied with by thee as it was by the Buddhas

[of the past] in wordy teaching.

1

0 Blessed One, duality,

was discoursed upon by the Transformed Tathagatas and

Tathagatas of Transformation, but not by the Tathagatas,

of Silencer The Tathagatas of Silence are absorbed in the

blissful state of Samadhi, they do not discriminate concern-

ing this state, nor do they discourse on it. 0 Blessed One,

thou assuredly will discourse on this subject of duality.

Thou art thyself a master of all things, an Arhat, a Tatha-

gata. The sons of the Buddha and myself are anxious to

listen to it.”

The Blessed One said, “0 Lord of Lanka, tell me what

you mean by duality?”

The Lord of the Ilakshasas, (17) who was renewed iiv

his ornaments, full of splendour and beauty, with a diadem,

bracelet, and necklace strung with vajra thread, said, “It

is said that even dharmas are to be abandoned, and how
much more adharmas (no-dharmas) ! 0 Blessed One, why
does this dualism exist that we are called to abandon ? What
are adharmas? and what are dharmas? How can there be
a duality of things to abandon? Does not duality arise

from falling into discrimination, from discriminating self-

substance where there is none, from [the idea of] things

1 That is, as far as the teaching coulcl be conveyed in words.
VeSanapatha stands in contrast with siddhanta or pratyatmagati in
the LanJcavatara .

2 In T'ang and Wei: “Original Tathagatas .
9

9

'
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created and uncreated, because the non-differentiating

nature of the Alayavijnana is not recognised? Like the

seeing of a hair-circle as really existing in the air, [the

notion of dualism] belongs to the realm of intellection not

exhaustively purgated. This being the case as it should

be, how could there be any abandonment [of dharinas and
adharmas] V 7

Said the Blessed One, “0 Lord of Lanka, seest thou

not that the differentiation of things, such as is perceived

in jars and other breakable objects whose nature it is to

perish in time, takes place in a realm of discrimination

[cherished by] the ignorant? This being so, is it not to be

so understood? It is due to discrimination [cherished by]

the ignorant that there exists the differentiation of dharma
and adharma. Supreme wisdom (dryajnana), however, is

not to be realised by seeing [things this way] . 0 Lord of

Lanka, let it be so with the ignorant who follow the par-

ticularised aspect of existence that there are such objects

as jars, etc., but it is not so with the wise. One flame of

uniform nature rises up depending on houses, mansions,

parks, and terraces, and burns them down; while a differ-

ence in the flames is seen according to the power of each

burning material which varies in length, magnitude, etc.

This being so, why (18) is it not to be so understood? The

duality of dharma and adharma thus comes into existence.

Not only is there seen a fire-flame spreading out in one

continuity and yet showing a variety of flames, but from

one seed, 0 Lord of Lanka, are produced, also in one con-

tinuity, stems, shoots, knots, leaves, petals, flowers, fruit,

branches, all individualised. As it is with every external

object from which grows [a variety of] objects, so also*

with internal objects. From Ignorance there develop the

Skandhas, Dhatus, Ayatanas, with all kinds of objects ac-

companying, which grow out in the triple world where we
have, as we see, happiness, form, speech, and behaviour,

each differentiating [infinitely]. The oneness of the Vij-
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wana is grasped variously according to the evolution of an

objective world
;
thus there are things seen inferior, superior,

or middling, things defiled or free from defilement, things

good or bad. Not only, 0 Lord of Lanka, is there such a

difference of conditions in things generally, there is also

seen a variety of realisations attained innerly by each reli-

gious practiser as he treads the path of discipline which

constitutes his practice. How much more difference in

dharma and adharma do we not see in a world of particulars

which is evolved by discrimination? Indeed, we do.

“0 Lord of Lanka, the differentiation of dharma and

adharma comes from discrimination. 0 Lord of Lanka,

what are dharmas? That is, they are discriminated by the

discriminations cherished by the philosophers, Sravakas,

Pratyekabuddhas, and ignorant people. They think that

the dharmas headed by Guna and Dravya are produced by

causes— [these are the notions] to be abandoned. Such are

not to be regarded [as real] because they are appearances.

It comes from one’s clinging [to appearances] that the

manifestations of his own mind are regarded as reality

(dharmaid ). (19) Such things as jars, etc., are products

of discrimination conceived by the ignorant, they exist not
;

their substances are not attainable. The viewing of things

from this viewpoint is known as their abandonment.

“What, then, are adharmas? 0 Lord of Lanka, what
we call dharmas are not attainable, they are not appearances

born of discrimination, they are above causality; there is

in them no such [dualistie] happening as is seen as reality

and non-reality. This is known as the abandoning of

dharmas. What again is meant by the unattainability of

dharmas? That is, it is like horns of a hare, or ass, or

camel, or horse, or a child conceived by a barren woman.
They are dharmas the nature of which is unattainable

;
they

are not to be thought [as real] because they are appearances.

They are only talked about in popular parlance if they
have any sense at all; they are not to be adhered to as
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in the ease ox jars, etc. As these [unrealities] are to be

abandoned as not comprehensible by the mind (vijnana ),

so are things (ihava) of discrimination also to be abandoned.

This is called the abandoning of dharmas and adharmas. O
Lord of Lanka, your questioning as to the how of abandon-

ing dharmas and adharmas is hereby answered.
“0 Lord of Lanka, thou sayest again that thou hast

asked [this question] of the Tathagatas of the past who
were Arhats and Fully-enlightened Ones and that it was
solved by them. 0 Lord of Lanka, that which is spoken

of as the past belongs to discrimination
;
as the past is thus

a discriminated [idea], even so are the [ideas] of the

future and the present. Because of reality (dharmata

)

the Tathagatas do not discriminate, they go beyond dis-

crimination and futile reasoning, they do not follow (20)

the individuation-aspect of forms, except when [reality]

is disclosed for the edification of the unknowing and for the

sake of their happiness. 1 It is by Prajna that the Tatha-

gata pei'forms deeds transcending forms; therefore, what

constitutes the Tathagatas in essence as well as in body is

.

1 This is one of the most important sections in this first intro-

ductory chapter, but singularly all the three texts, perhaps excepting

T'ang, present some difficulties for clear understanding. Wei: “

O

Lord of Lanka, what you speak of as past is a form of discrimination,

and so are the future and the present also of discrimination. O Lord

of Lanka, when I speak of the real nature of suchness as being real,

it also belongs to discrimination; it is like discriminating forms as the

ultimate limit. If one wishes to realise the bliss of real wisdom, let

him discipline himself in the knowledge* that transcends forms; there-

fore, do not discriminate the Tathagatas as having knowledge-body or

wisdom-essence. Do not cherish any discrimination in [thy] mind.

Do not cling in [thy] will to such notions as ego, personality, soul, etc.

How not to discriminate? It is in the Manovij liana that various con-

ditions are cherished such as forms, figures, [etc.] ;
do not cherish such

[discriminations]. Do not discriminate nor be discriminated. Fur-

ther, O Lord of Lanka, it is like various forms painted on the wall, all

sentient beings are such. O Lord of Lanka, all sentient beings are

like grasses and trees, with them there are no acts, no deeds, O Lord of

Lanka, all dharmas and adharmas, of them nothing is heard, nothing

talked. 0 Lord of Lanka, all things in the world are like maya ir
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wisdom (jndna ). They do not discriminate, nor are they

discriminated. Wherefore do they not discriminate in the

Manas! Because discrimination is of the self, of soul, of

personality. Plow do they not discriminate in the Mano-
vijnanaf [The Manovijnana] is meant for the objective

world where causality prevails as referred to forms, ap-

pearances, conditions, and figures. Therefore, discrimina-

tion and non-discrimination must be transcended.

“0 Lord of Lanka, and that which comes out in mani-

festation is [like] a figure inlaid in a wall, it has no

.sensibility [or consciousness]. 0 Lord of Lanka, all that

is in the world is devoid of work and action because all

things have no reality, and there is nothing heard, nothing

hearing. 0 Lord of Lanka, all that is in the world is

[like] an image magically transformed. This is not com-

prehended by the philosophers and the ignorant. 0 Lord
of Lanka, he who thus sees things, is the one who sees

truthfully. Those who see things otherwise walk in dis-

crimination
;
as they depend on discrimination, they cling to

dualism. It is like seeing one’s own image reflected in a

mirror, or one’s own shadow in the water, or in the moon-

T'ang: “0 Lord of Lanka, what you speak of as past is no more
.than discrimination, so is the future; I too am like him. [Is this to
be read, “the present, too, is like it”*] 0 Lord of Lanka, the teach-
ing of all the Buddhas is outside discrimination; as it goes beyond all

discriminations and futile reasonings, it is not a form of particularisa-
tion, it is realised only by wisdom. That [this absolute] teaching is

at all discoursed about is for the sake of giving bliss to all sentient
beings. The discoursing is done by the wisdom transcending forms.
It is called the Tathagata; therefore, the Tathagata has his essence,
his body in this wisdom. He thus does not discriminate, nor is he to
be discriminated. Ho not discriminate him after the notions of ego,
personality, or being. Why this impossibility of discrimination? Be-
cause the Manovijnana is aroused, on account of an objective world
wherein it attaches itself to forms and figures. Therefore, [the Tatha-
gata] is outside the discriminating [view] as well as the discriminated

.
[idea], 0 Lord of LankS, it is like beings painted in colours on a
wall, they have no sensibility [or intelligence]. Sentient beings in the
world are also like them; no acts, no rewards [are with them]. .So

<£ire all the teachings, no hearing, no preaching.”
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light, or seeing one’s shadow in the house, or hearing an

echo in the valley. People grasping their own shadows of

discrimination (21) uphold the discrimination of dharma

and adharma, and, failing to carry out the abandonment of

the dualism, they go on discriminating and never attain

tranquillity. By tranquillity is meant oneness, and oneness

gives birth to the highest Samadhi, which is gained by

entering into, the womb of Tathagatahood, which is the

realm of supreme wisdom realised in one’s inmost self.”

Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki



A STUDY IN THE PURE_ LAND DOCTRINE,

AS INTERPRETED BY SHOKU, THE FOUNDER
OF THE SEIZAN BRANCH OF

.

THE PURE LAND SECT

I

During* the latter half of the twelfth century, when

in Europe the Pope's influence was at its height and all

his followers were engaged fervently in the recovery of the

Holy Land, here in Japan the old institutional Buddhism

was in its course of downfall due to its own inner corrup-

tions, and a newly-grown spirit was waging war against it.

It was during this time of struggle that Honen (1133-1212),

destined to he the father of all the Pure Land schools in

Japan, founded an independent sect of Jodo, the Pure Land

sect.

Among the many works and sayings of H5nen, the

“Ichimai Kishomon” (One-Sheet Document), which was

given as the last message to Genchi(^^), one of his dis-

ciples, well expresses the central idea of his doctrine. It

runs thus: “By Nembutsu I do not mean such practice of

meditation on the Buddha as is referred to by the wise men
(if China and Japan, nor is it the invocation of the Buddha's

name, which is practised as the result of study and under-

standing as to the meaning of Nembutsu. It is just to

invoke the name of Amida, without doubting that this

will issue in the rebirth1 of the believer in the Pure Land.

Just this, and no other considerations are required. Men-

1 Rebirth throughout this article stands for the Japanese 6jo.

()j$ means (

c

to leave this world and be reborn in the Pure Land, or the

Tushita heaven, or the world of Kwannon, or some other worlds.”
There are many different views as to the nature of the Pure Land.
They are, however, commonly divisible into two: the one holds that

the Pure Land is reusable in the present life and exists as an idea or

as a higher ideal world
; the other thinks that the land is where we shall

be reborn after death.
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tion is often made of the threefold heart1 and the four

manners of exercise
,

2

but these are all included in the belief

that a rebirth in the Pure Land is most conclusively assured

by the Namu-Amida-Butsu . If one imagines something more

than this, one will be excluded from the blessings of the

two Holy Ones, Amida and Sakyamuni, and left out of the

Original Vow. Those who believe in the Nembutsu, however

learned they may be in all the teachings of Sakyamuni,

khall behave themselves like an ignoramus who knows noth-

ing, or like a simple-hearted woman-devotee : avoid pedantry,

*ind invoke the Buddha 7

s name with singleness of heart .’ 7

This document gives Honen 7

s idea in a nutshell, but

there are many points which are very likely to be disputed.

For example, Why is the Nembutsu the best of all works?

Why must we cast away all other good works? Even if

the Nembutsu is taken for granted as the best work, is it

necessary to invoke the Buddha’s name so continuously

throughout one’s life, or is it sufficient to invoke it just for

once? Towards these questions, Honen assumed a rather

liberal attitude, in which there was room enough for con-

troversy. In fact, he explained these points sometimes in

one way and sometimes in another. To him, as I interpret,

the invocation of the name of Amida without doubting that

it will issue in the rebirth of the believer in the Pure Land,

is the alpha and omega of Ms faith, and nothing else is

1 The threefold heart (sanjin, the spiritual preparations

for the rebirth in the Pure Land, recommended in the Meditation Sutra.

(1) The most sincere heart- (skijoskin, lllfiiCOj (2) the deep heart

(jinshin

,

and (3) the heart wishing for a rebirth in the Pure

Land (ekokotsugwanskin

,

As to the interpretation of

this threefold heart, see page 90 et seq.

2 The four manner of exercise (shishu Iff! HI:) or the four ways of

practising the Nembutsu are prescribed in Zendo’s ‘‘Hymn to the Bo-

birth” ( Ojoraisan ). (1) The practice with profound rever-

ence (kugyosku
, (2) the practice of the Nembutsu, and nothing

else (muyosku , (3) the practice of the Nembutsu continuously

'without interruption (mulcensku and (4) the continued prac-

tice throughout one’s whole life (jojisku
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needed* For it is in accordance with the Original Vow of

Amida, who vowed that those who sincerely believed in him

and earnestly desired to he reborn in his Pure Land and

invoked his name for once up to ten times, should assuredly

he reborn there
;
if they were not reborn, he would not attain

Buddhahood, Honen believed in this in the most simple

way and invoked the name of Amida, without being bothered

with such questions as were mentioned before. His faith

in Amida was a most practical one, and there was no need

for him to inquire into the why of his faith which is above

logic. This is where lies the mystical element of religion.

To his disciples, however, this was not enough. While

the master still lived and his personality was the truth of

his doctrine, it needed no interpretation. By his death, how-

ever, the doctrine became detached from its living back-

ground and was to be supported by argument. This was

the task of his disciples; and they did it each in his own
way according to his light and individual experience. In

this manner, there arose many different schools of the Pure

Land doctrine which with Honen had been one.

Of these many schools, we can distinguish six most

prominently standing out, three of which, however, died

away in course of time, but the remaining three are still

in a flourishing state. One of them, the Shin, under the

leadership of Shinran, became separated from all the rest,

forming an independent sect, while the other two came to

be known as different branches of the one J5do sect. One
of them going under the name of Chinzei was estab-

lished by Bencho ($£Je), and the other called the Seizan

(MlU) branch has Sh5ku for its founder.

The table on page 82 will help the reader to understand

the development of the Pure Land doctrine after Honen.
I intend in the following pages to sketch the life and

works of Shoku, and to give an outline of his doctrine chiefly

according to his “Book of Five Chapters, ” Godansho (3£
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II

Shoku, whose other name was Zennebo (#||;f§), was
: born in 1177 and entered the priesthood under Honen at

;

the age of fourteen. lie studied besides the Pure Land
:

doctrine other schools of Buddhism, the Tendai ) under

Gwanren and the Taimitsu1 (p*^) under Seishun

i'ikM) and Jien (HHI). He was ordained by Honen with

the rite called Bndontaikai2 and was given by

• Koen (^2r|ll) what is known as Baptism of Law-transmission,
' Denbo Kwaneho

In his twenty-second year, he -was employed by his

master as one of the revisers of the Senjakushv3
(

: the most important text-book of the Jodo sect, and lectured

! on it by the order of his master in the following year at the

! residence of Kujd Kanezane who was then

the prime minister. Some years later, he wrote the Kwan-

gjjo 8ho &ihiJci the “Private Notes on Zendo r

s

Commentary on the Meditation Sutra,” being entreated by

Fujiwara Michiiye another high court dignitary.

After his master’s death, he resided at 0jo-in in

the west of Kyoto; hence the name of Seizan, meaning

“western hills.”
:

It is said that he applied himself most diligently to

the study of Zendo J

s Commentary on the Meditation Sutra,

which’ he read day and night until he actually wore oujt

three copies of it. It is also said that his lectures were not

based on the literal meaning of the text, but singularly they

1 The Taimitsu is an esoteric part of the Japanese Tendai.
2 The Endontaikai, Great Spiritual Code of Morality in Maha-

yuna Buddhism. The ordination taken place according to this rite is

considered to qualify the ordqined as belonging to the order of Bc}-

dhisattvas. *

3 The Senjulcushu , a w<j>rk by Honen. The collection of the

selected passages from various; sutras, Sastras, and commentaries, with

his notes-, (hence the name Sehjaloushu arranged in order to

show why we must believe in fhe doctrine of the Pure Land and how
we must practise the Nembut^u.
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coincided with the teaching of the Hanjusan

1

which is one of the works of Zendo, but which was only

afterwards discovered in the library of Ninnaji (fufp^).
IShoku had a speculative turn of mind, gained many fol-

lowers from among the upper classes, and a temple called

Kwangishinin was founded for him by the order

of the Emperor Gosaga He wrote an expository

book on the Jodo doctrine, the Chinkwan Tojin

by the earnest request of Dokaku, prince-abbot of the Tendai.

The Empress Dowager was also interested in the Nembutsu,

and for her Shoku wrote several papers on the subject;

the book called Nyoin Gosho contains them,

besides some of his letters addressed to a noble disciple of

bis. He passed away in 1247 at the age of seventy-one.

The posthumous title, Kanchi Ivokushi was

given to him in the eighth year of Kwansei (j§£j£fc).

His chief works are

:

1. Kwammon Yogi Slid (®ER1?§§$^)> 43 vols., called

“ Jihitsusho
55 This is a commentary on Zendo 5

s

works.4 Here he tries to interpret the whole system of Bud-

dhism under three headings: (1) Gy6mon (2)

Kwammon (HR), and (3) Gugwan ($fjg). According to

him, (1) all the doctrines of Hinayana and Mahayana Bud-

dhism except the teaching of the Meditation Sutra are called

Gyomon (i.e., “Exercise Gate
5

') ;
for though they are diver-

sified, they are all one in trying to attain Buddhahood by

1 The Hanjusan, 1 vol., by Zendo. The full title is the Matiju-

sammai-gyddd-djdsan ), Hymn to the Rebirth by

the Continuous Samadhi, Pratyutpanna-samadM.
2 The Chinlcwan Ydjin, 1 vol., The Exhortation to find the Warn-

ings in the Practice of the Nembutsu.
3 The Nyoin Gosho , 2 vols., the Letters to the Emperor Dowager.
* Zendo's works are as follows: 1. The commentary on the

Meditation Sutra 4 vols.; 2. Hymns on the Adora-

tion of the Rebirth ( fid >
1 vol.; 3. Hymns on the Rebirtji

by the Continuous Samadhi 1 vol.; 4. On the Ways of

Meditating on Aniida ( ShfeSP1

!! ) > 1 vol.; f>. Hymns on the Religious

Rite 2 vols.
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one's own efforts. (2) The teaching of the Meditation

Sutra is called Kwammon (i.e., “ Illumination Gate")
;
for

it makes manifest Amida's merciful Vow by means of two

forms of good work and a series of sixteen meditations. (3)

By Gugwan is meant “Amida’s Vow of Boundless Mercy",

which is the essence of the Meditation Sutra. When the

teaching of Buddha is thus systematised, Shoku thinks that

the ultimate aim of Buddhism is to make us realise that our

own efforts are not strong enough for being reborn in the

Pure Land and that only by believing in Anaida's boundless

love can we all attain Buddhahood.

2. “Tahitsusho" ( ) ,
10 vols., is also a commen-

tary on Zendo's works. The lectures delivered in his later

years were taken down, so it is said, by one of his disciples

and made into a book, lienee “Tahitsusho" meaning a book

‘‘penned by another." Here he uses the new terms, Kengyo

(Hfif) and Jikwan corresponding to Gyomon and

Kwammon. There is another pair of terms, Shoin (JEgJ)

and Shogyo (5Eff ), which he uses in this text to express his

understanding of the relation between faith {anjin) and

4
works (kigyd). Shoin, the “right cause", is our faith in

Amida’s Original Vow, which is one in us all, while Sh5gyo,

the “right exercise", may vary with each of us according to

his capability.

3. Kwangyo Hiketsu Shu 2 vols., a

commentary on the Meditation Sutra.

4. Mandara ChiiJci (||pt;$$|g£ffB)> 10 vols., an explana-

tion of Taema Mandala

5. Senjakushu Mitsuyoketsu 5 vols.,

a commentary on the Senjakushu.

6. SMjuhachigwan Yoshakusho (® -f* ) >
2

vols., notes on the forty-eight vows of Amida,

7. Shugyo Yokeisu 1 vol., a brief com-

mentary on Zendo’s work.

Of these works, the first two are called Kyoso-bu-no-Sho

books of “theoretical" explanation, con-
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trasted to the other works known as “the Thirty-eight

Volumes” of “symbolical” explanation, Jis5bu-no-Sho (|pf.

There are, besides these, many other works also

treating of the Nembntsu.

. Ill

True to the spirit of Buddhism, Shoku’s doctrine starts

from the actual state of things, which is far from being

ideal and in which we are all suffering according to the law

of karma. Shoku first quotes a passage from the Medita-

tion Sutra :

£ ‘ This world is a world defiled with five kinds

of corruption1 (panca-kashdyah)
,
and filled with hell-dwel-

lers, hungry-ghosts, and animals, and nothing good is found

in it.” According to Zendo, a commentator of the Medita-

tion Sutra, we have: “This sahaloka (a world of patience)

is a world of pain, inhabited in confusion by all kinds of

wickedness, consumed like fire one after another by the eight

kinds of pain, always inclined to create mutual enmity,

smilingly practising a false friendship and always pursued

by the robbers of the six senses;2
it is like a burning pit

where the three evils2 are ready to devour all beings.”

1 The five corruptions (gojoku 35M) are: (1) the corruption of

the time (TcdjoTcu the degenerate age, full of calamities, Sk.

Tcalpa-lcashdyd. (2) the corruption of thought ([Tcenjoku JLyH), men
have wrong ideas and superstitions, Sk. drsMti-lcashayd. (3) the cor-

ruption of falling (bonnojolcu flW/i), men are full of passions evil

and defiled, Sk. Mc$a-1\ (4) the corruption of the person (shujdjolcu

ffe&'yl), men’s bodies become weak and their characters degenerate,

Sk. sattva-1c. (5) the corruption of life {myojolcu ^iH), man’s life

is shortened, Sk. ayus-lc. Gf. Max Muller Smaller SulcliaviU-vyUlia § IS

(S.B.E. voL XLIX).
2 The six senses. According to the Buddhist psychology, there

are six organs ( rolchulcon ^$0, six objects (rolcfculcyo and six

consciousnesses (rolcushiki AS6). Besides the ordinary five organs

(eye, ear, nose, tongue, and body), the organ adapted for recognising

the general aspect of object is added as the sixth. Corresponding to

these six organs, there are six objects, viz. the worlds of sight, of

hearing, of smell, of taste, or touch, and of idea. Also according to

these six objects, there are six consciousnesses, i.e., the consciousnesses
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Further, reflecting oil the brevity of this life and filled

with anxieties for the future, Sholni adds:
4

c

This triple

world is indeed a composite world. It is in its nature a

transitory existence, not waiting for one’s exhaling breath

to return; at every instant the three evils accumulate their

own rewards; and whatever form of the four existenees1

life may assume, there is no permanency in it. Whosoever

is born is sure to die. Alas! life passes like lightning and
it is like a drop of dew on the blade of grass, waiting to

dry up in the morning sun. Alas! the body is like a leaf

before the wind, and it is again like the morning-glory

which withers before the evening comes. In this temporary

abode of the five aggregates
,

2 the occupant is like a traveller

who migrates through the six paths of existence .

3 While

a spirit, wandering in the intermediate realm4 (the Buddhist

Purgatory), is left alone to find its transitory fate, the

of sight, of hearing, of smell, of taste, of touch, and of idea. Above
all the six objects are called the six robbers, for they rob us of the

light of wisdom.

The three evils, (sandoku H#) (1) covetousness (2) anger (3)

folly.
1 The four existences (shisho , PUfi- ) are as follows: (1) womb-

birth, e.g. animals. (Sk. jarayuja ). (2) egg-birth, e.g. birds. (Sk.

andaja). (3) moisture- birth, e.g. insects. (Sk. samsvcdaja). (4)

metamorphosis-birth, e.g. Bodhisattvas. (Sk. upapadulca). Kusharon,
vol. "VII.

2 The five aggregates (go-un 3£$I). Man is conceived to be

made up of the following five elements,—viz. matter, sensation, thought,

action, and consciousness. So long as these elements continue to com-
bine with one another, man's life lasts, but when they separate, man's
life comes to an end.

2 The six paths of existence (rohudd, In Buddhist cos-

mology, the worlds where one's soul migrates are divided into three,

viz., the world of desire, the world of form, and the world of no-form;
from another point of view these three worlds are divided into the six

paths of existence, namely, hell, the abode of hungry-ghosts, the
animal world, the asura world, the human world, and heaven. For
particulars see S. Beal, Catena of Buddhist Scripture, p. 18.

.* The intermediate realm (chyuu one of the four modes
of existence. (I) Birth (2) Existence proper (3) Death (4) The
intermediate realm, of which the last one is mentioned as the period
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decaying substances and bones are exposed in the wilder-

ness. Pleasure, human as well as celestial, passes away like

a dream or a vision. Sorrows due to the eight pains1 are

soon upon us, and woes from the five fadings3 lose no time

to assail us. Hell and the animal world wait upon us as

the reward of our evil deeds. There we suffer in the eight

scorching and eight freezing hells .
3 There a mutual enmity

when, one is dead in the past world and is not yet born in the next.

The body of one in this state of existence is as big as that of a child

five or six years old, and consists of minute elements of purity, invisible

to our physical eyes. There are various views concerning the duration

of this state : some say it lasts for a week, others say it lasts for forty-

nine days; some say it is only for a moment, others say that it is

indefinite.
1 The eight pains, pains in the human world. (1) Pain of birth

(shfiku Sk. jatir-duhkham
; (2) Pain of age (rolcu Sk.

jara-d.; (3) Pain of sickness ( byolcu Sk. vyadM-d; (4) Pain
of death (shihu ^E^), Sk. manana-d.; (5) Pain of parting with loved

ones or objects of affection, (aibetsuriku fESOU!^), Sk. priyavisam-

prayoge~d.; (6) Pain of meeting with what one dislikes (onzoelm jjRflf

Sk. apriyasamprayoge-d.; (7) Pain of not obtaining what one

seeks (gufutokJcu Sk. ycid apicchaya paryshamano na labliate

tad api-d.; (8) Pain of the five powerful elements, that is, the body

itself produces pain (goonjolcu Sk. samlcshepena panco-

padanaskandha-d.
2 The five fadings in heavenly beings (2cA.2lSS) who live in the

lower heavens. These signs appear when they are doomed to die. (1)

Defilement of clothes, (2) Withering of the flowers on their heads,

(3) Bad smell in the body, (4) Perspiration under the arm-pits, (5)

Dislike of the proper seat. There is another kind of the five fadings

smaller one as it is called, (1) Cessation of musical voice, (2) Dis-

appearance of the light from the body, (3) Sticking to the body of

bathing water, (4) Attachment to objects, (5) Blinking of the eyes.

3 The eight scorching and eight freezing hells. The scorching

ones are as follows: (1) tokwatsu Sk. sd'tiijiva; (2) kokujd

(MM), kalasutra; (3) shugd (M&)> samghata

;

(4) kydkwan (Hfrft),

raurava

;

(5) daikyokwan (AtUHil), maharauraba

;

(6) shonetsu (ift

$&),tapana; (7) daishonetsu pratapana; (8) muhen

avicL The eight freezing ones are as follows: (1) abuda

Sk. arbuda

;

(2) nirabuda (JEJMSKO, Sk. nirarbuda; (3) atata (W«B

U®), Sk. atata; (4) gogoba (JBt*S), Sk. hahava; (5) kokoba (/**

ft), Sk. huhuba; (6) upara (ft#jB), Sk. utpara; (7) guren ( tt*E )>

Sk. padma ; (8) daiguren (A&B), Sk. mahapadma.
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takes place and famine prevails. An iron rod crushes the

bones and a forest of swords cuts deeply into the flesh. The

hell-keepers and rakshas will keep their ever-watchful and

angry eyes upon us, and the prisoners cry out in utmost

agony. Ye, fools! that ye should suffer for ever the pains

of the three evil states of existence for the sake of worldly

gain and reputation. Ye, ignorant ones! unless ye get out

of the painful sea of birth and death while enjoying life,

how in the future do ye expect to reach the yonder shore

of enlightenment f Therefore, ye should loathe the triple

world and the six states of existence in order to enter the

gate of eternal bliss/
’

IY

Those who are weary of this world, would naturally

seek a world where there is no pain and suffering whatever,

an ideal world wrorth our living. The Pure Land is such a

world of values. Shoku. expresses the idea in the following

way: “To Yaidehl
,

1 who wished to abandon this world in

order to be reborn in a Pure Land, Sakyamuni showed her

all the Pure Lands in the ten quarters. But as all the Pure

Lands other than the western one do not permit those who
are contaminated with evil passions, Yaidehl chose the latter

as the place for her future rebirth. That Sakyamuni

specially disclosed the one which is situated in the west

beyond thousands of millions of lands, was due to his bound-

less mercy; for this enables all sentient beings to orient

their place of rebirth, setting their bewildered thoughts at

ease.”

Now, according to Shoku, there are three ways of con-

ceiving the western Pure Land. The first points to the one

in our inner minds, which is, however, regarded as in the
1 Vaidehi (Idai, :$:$!), the queen of Bimbishara (Bimbashara,

MS®SB). The heroine in the tragedy in the palace of Magadha..
Persecuted by her own son, she became weary of this world and
desired to be reborn in the Pure Land., To this. The Meditation
Sutra owes its origin.
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west; the second is this world itself; and the third is an
ideal world which, however, actually appeared to the visions

of Vaidehl. The Pure Land which is in our mind is the

conception of the Shingon sect, according to which this mind
is immediate knowledge itself, Myokwansattchi (

pnitycvveTisliimu^Mnani), and is represented by Amida, while

this body is the abode of the Buddha, not distinguishable

from his Pure Land, as no other Pure Lands are conceivable

than this body itself. The second Pure Land belongs to the

Tendai, where it is conceived as a world not actually ex-

isting in its ultimate sense but existing as a relative or pro-

.
visional one, that is, as the world of the Nirmanakaya .

1 The
third Pure Land is a land of compensation which has two

senses
;
according to the first it is one specially sought after

as the most splendid and glorious of all the Pure Lands,

whereas according to the other sense it is one produced by

the special Vow of Amida for the sake of defiled women and

sinful beings. This last is the land where all the Pure Land
followers desire to be reborn.

V
By what means can we reach the land of Amida?

Shoku says:
‘ 4 According to the Meditation Sutra, a three-

fold heart is needed, the most sincere heart/ the deep heart,

and the heart wishing for a rebirth in the Pure Land
;
and

those in whom the heart functions thus in threefold way are

sure to be reborn in the Pure Land of Amida. Both Zendo

and Honen are quite emphatic in their insistence on these

spiritual preparations as recommended in the Sutra.”

How is this threefold heart to be awakened! Shoku

goes on to say that the followers of the Pure Land doctrine

differ2 in their views as to the interpretation of what this

1 Nirmanakaya, Jap. 6jin jgc£, lit the adaptation-body, i.e. body

.transformed so as to be intelligible to human beings. One of the

Trikayas (Dharma-Jc Saml)hoga~lc., and the Nirmana-k.).
2 Generally speaking, this threefold heart shows that we must give

up the confidence in “ Self-Power ’ 9 and enter into the faith of the
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heart is, but the view presented below is in accordance with

that of Honen himself, which is explaind in one of Ms
epistles as regards the awakening of the heart towards the

Nembutsu.

By the first, the most sincere heart, we get away from

the dominating idea of “Self-Power/
5 which is cherished

by those who do not understand the futility of works as the

means of attaining to Buddhahood
;
for the Buddha is con-

ceived by them as one who keeps himself away from them

and to whom they do not stand in an intimate relationship

;

for this reason they want to win Buddha over to their side

by their own efforts. Shoku interprets : “The most sincere

heart means truthfulness, straightforwardness, and simpli-

city. It is said in the Sutra that Bodhisattva Dharmakara,

while he was yet in his disciplinary stage, practised six

virtues of perfection in their multitudinous aspects, and our

truthfulness consists in recognising that the Bodhisattva

practised all these deeds in perfect sincerity. We read

again in the Sutra that the Bodhisattva vowed that if those

beings in the ten quarters should believe in him with serene

thoughts, and should wish to be reborn in his country, and

should have thought of him [or repeated his name], say,

ten times, and if they should then not be reborn there he

might not obtain the perfect knowledge; our truthfulness

consists in recognising that the Bodhisattva vowed this with

“Other-Power.” So much is the same in all the Pure Land doctrines.

But the so-called “Other-Power” does not mean the same idea in all

of them. According to the Chinzei Branch, it is the help of Amida
which is given to the devotee to make him accomplish the good deeds

of his own efforts, in order that he may get into the Land of Amida;
for it is believed in that Branch that we are not so bad that we cannot

be converted, so we must strive to be sincere and good. According to

the other Pure Land doctrine, the Shin sect, it is the gift from Amida
to us by which we are capable to be reborn in that Land, as our own
works are of no purpose; for it is believed in that sect that we axe

so bad that we cannot be converted, so we cannot enter the Pure Land,
without Amida ?

s gift. Therefore, in the Shin sect, this threefold

heart is Buddha's heart which is to be given to us, while in Chinzei

this means our determination to be good by the help of Amida.
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serenity- of thought. By a heart being straightforward is

meant to perceive that all our works, however good they

may seem to us, are no means of rebirth into the land of

Amicla. Truthfulness is to admit honestly what is impos-

sible for us to accomplish as being really so. When we
know how truthfully the Bodhisattva vowed for our salvation,

we can get away from attachments and false judgments.

By attachment is meant our own human efforts to get rid

•of w7hat we consider a confused state of mind, to practise

good works with a heart we consider pure, and by these

means to wish to be reborn in the Pure Land. When we
find out that we are too weak to break a piece of vTood, we
stop taking further steps to accomplish the impossible; in

like maimer, when we find out that we are too weak to break

the stick of evil passions as the three poisonous desires are

too strong, we do not trouble ourselves any further about

them. To realise this fact on our part is truthfulness*

ITe goes on:
‘

‘ Untruthfulness on our part as mortal

beings though outwardly affecting to be wise, good, and ever-

striving, means the heart entirely false. We are false, avari-

cious, wrathful, and deceitful; we cannot stop wrong doing

like vipers and reptiles. Even if we endeavour to do good

works for all our lives and wish thereby to be taken up in the

Land of Purity we cannot attain the end. For we cannot he

truthful in its religious sense, as Zendo says, ‘Even when we

attempt to do good works throughout the course of our lives

with the utmost energy and in good earnest, as if putting out

fire on our own heads, wTe cannot call these truthful because

they are tainted with the poison of evil desire and false-

hood .

1 There is, however, a way to do away with false at-

tachments. When the latter are converted into the know-

ledge of Buddha as embodying absolute truthfulness we

participate in his truthfulness. The truthful heart means

the acknowledgment of evil deeds as due to the karma of

transmigration, and of the so-called good works as not really

so, and not to be led astray by mere words, good or bad.
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When this is truly understood we get into the truthfulness

of Amida 7

s heart. When we are thus made truthful and

sincere, we begin to loathe this world and desire the Pure

Land, ceasing from doing evil deeds and carrying out all

good works like Bodhisattvas. So we obtain sincerity of

heart.”

The second, the deep heart, is to get a new standpoint,

which is held by those who know their own impotence to

attain Buddhahood by performing any good works and who
realise how closely they stand towards Buddha and do not

keep, him away at a distance. The reason that makes us

stand closely towards Amida is this: Our rebirth in the

Pure Land is not possible apart from the fact that Buddha
attained Buddhahood, and this fact proves in its turn that

Buddhahood and rebirth are two aspects of one truth.

Both Amida 7

s enlightenment and our rebirth must thus be

said to have been accomplished simultaneously. Why is

this so? Because Amida, while he was in his Bodliisattva-

hood, vowed that we should be reborn in his Land, through

the merit of good works carried out by himself, and finally

through this iberit he attained enlightenment, proving that

our rebirth is thus made an accomplished fact. Therefore,

when we are sincerely devoted to him he enters into our

own hearts where he attains his enlightenment and where

our rebirth is assured at the same time. To be confirmed

in this belief is the deep heart.

Shbku says: “The second, the deep heart, is a heart

to believe firmly and devotedly in the Original Vow. When
we gain this belief, we realise what Amida first intended

in making his Vow. The belief is analysable into two com-

ponents. The one is to know “self
7

7

and the other is to

believe in Buddha. According to Zendo, we have*. ‘The

first belief is to know decidedly and believe firmly that we
are sinful mortals suffering the pain of birth and death

from time immemorial, wandering through the six paths of

existence, and knowing no clue whatever as to the way to
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escape from transmigration .

5 Even when we perform all

kinds of good works so called, we do not perform them with

a truthful heart, that is, an idea of selfishness is always

mixed in them, and thereby we are utterly unable to get

out of the round of birth and death. To believe thus that

we cannot get out of this transmigration by our own efforts

is to know 4

self .

5

“Next, the belief in Buddha is to know decidedly and

to believe firmly [as Zendo says], that Amida's forty-eight

Yows do really save us, and that when we, undoubtingiy

and without hesitation, board the boat of the Original Vow
we are most assuredly conveyed to the yonder shore of

enlightenment. It is to know decidedly and believe firmly

that the Original Yow of Amida is the Yow that saves us,

that the doctrine of Sakyamuni teaches this, that all other

Buddhas testify uniformly to this truth. It is to know
decidedly and believe firmly that Amida’s Yow will turn

us into those who enjoy the five wisdoms1 and five insights ,

2

even though we may be committing the five deadly sins3

1 The five wisdoms (3&1SO of Buddha: (1) Buddha-wisdom

(butcM (2) inconceivable wisdom (fusHgichi (3)

unspeakable wisdom (fulcashochi (4) unlimited wisdom

(daijoJcochi ^ ) , (5) culminating wisdom unequalled and un-

paralleled (mutomurinsaijoshoclli ).

3 The five insights (5ufill) of Buddha. (1) physical eye (nilcu-

gen Infill), (2) celestial eye (tengen 5^01), (3) dharma eye (hogen

JSlH), (4) wisdom eye (egen Hfll), (5) Buddha eye Cbutsngen #BI£).
8 The five deadly sins (gogyaku Sk. pancanantaryani:

£1) Killing one’s father (shifu pitrghata, (2) Killing one's

mother (s?iimo matrghata, (3) Killing an Arhat (shirakwan ^
MM) arhadvadha, (4) Wounding the Buddha’s body (suibushiriketm

W-ffijIlfiL) Sk. tathagata-syantike dusMacitta rudhirot padana, (5)

Breaking the peace of Brotherhood (hawagdsd Sk. sangha-

bheda .

There is another set of five deadly sins which are prohibited

in the Mahayana sutras: (1) Destroying temples, pagoda, scrip-

tures, or images; stealing things belonging to the Three Sacred Trea-

sures; making others do the same, and looking on with a glad heart;

(2) Reviling the Buddha’s laws, whether of the Lesser or Greater
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and the ten evil deeds
,

1 and though women may be labouring

under the five obstructions .

2 The Vow will turn the evil

passions into the marks of Buddhahood. The essence of the

Vow is Namu-Amida-Butsu .

“Namu means ‘to trust/ and Ho trust’ is to believe

in the power of the Vow, and that Amida will embrace

such a believer because Amida is Love itself. When this

belief on our part, which is Namu, is attained, the Buddha’s

mercy is realised in it, which is distinguished as Butsu in

the Namu-Amidc^Butsu. The attainment of belief and the

realisation of mercy are one, being two aspects of one ex-

perieuce. Further, Buddha means enlightenment, unfathom-

able wisdom. When this wisdom is realised in our hearts,

we are enlightened. Sakyamuni and all other Buddhas are

thus one in the attainment of Namu-Amida-Butsu. As
they are all one, thus of one and identical body of enlighten-

ment, we who get into this state, also participate in Amida ’s

own enlightenment. We are then said to be reborn in the

Land of Amida by the power of Amida ’s Original Vow,
and on the part of Amida we can say that his Buddhahood
is realised through our belief in him. It is, therefore, we
may say, that there is no Amida ’s enlightenment apart from
Vehicles,* (3) Persecuting the Buddhist priest; (4) Commiting any
of the five deadly sins (above-mentioned one) ; (5) Denying the laws

of moral causation, not only being addicted oneself to the ten evil

deeds, but also leading others to such sins.
1 The ten evil deeds, (jualcu ~h$I), Sk. daSakushalani: (1)

Killing (sessM (2) Stealing ( chyuto fe$&), (3) Commiting
adultery (jam 3J|5$£), (4) Lying (mogo $|g), (5) Using the hypo-

critical speech (Mgo ^i*'), (6) Equivocation (ryozetsu M1£), (7)

Slandering (alclcu MP), (8) Covetousness (tonyolcu ^80, (9) Anger
(shinni UB|t|), (10) Ignorance (guclri M$S).

2 The five obstructions of women (gosho £$?) : (1) She cannot

become Cakravartti-raja, Wheel King*, who rules over the four pro-

vinces of Sumeru; (2) She cannot become Sikhim, King of Maha 4-

brahman, who presides over the triple world; (3) She cannot become
Sakradevendra, Lord of the Trayastrmsah, who dominates over the

thirty-three heavens, protects Buddhism and conquers the king of

Asura; (4) She cannot become Mara, King of all the evil spirits; (5)

She cannot become a Buddha.
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our belief in him and that there is no rebirth on our part

when severed from Anaida’s Buddhahood. To attain such a

belief is called being reborn in the Land of Purity.”

The third, the heart wishing for rebirth, means to

dedicate one’s works towards the attaining of rebirth in the

Land of Amida. Good works so called were not good at

all so long as the most sincere heart was not realised: but

now that we have this heart, good works so called are

valued from quite a new point of view and are thus good

in the real sense of the work, and will surely be efficient

to carry us into Amida ’s own land. To attain such a state

of mind is known as the heart wishing for rebirth.

Shoku says, “The third heart, Eko-Hotsugwan-Shin

in Japanese, is to dedicate all good works in

previous lives as well as in the present to the attaining of

the Land of Amida, rejoicing at the same time at every

kind of good works that may be done by other fellow-

beings in their past and present lives. Amida performed

an innumerable number of good works for our sake, for

our enlightenment, in order that we may avail ourselves

of his work. To realise that Amida ’s work now directly

proceeds from his merciful heart, we obtain this heart

wishing for this rebirth.”

This threefold activity of the heart issues from the

belief that Amida ’s Vow does surely save us when, trust-

ing its power, we practise the Nembutsu
;
for when we trust

in his Vow, we have the most sincere heart, and when we

practise the Nembutsu trusting in the Vow, we have the

deep heart; and when we are assured of salvation, we have

the heart wishing for rebirth.

VI

Such is the meaning of the threefold heart which func-

tions as one as regards faith. The instant we attain this

faith Buddha enters into our hearts and embraces us, and

we are united with Amida inseparably. This state is
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technically known as Sesshu-Fusha, Sesshu meaning “to

take in
57 and Fusha “not to forsake.

77 When this state is

attained our works are Buddha 7

s works whether they are

done with the body, or the mouth, or the mind: conversely

all the works done by Buddha whether with the body, the

mouth, or the mind are all our own works. When this

state is expressed in the formula of Namu-Amida-Butsu,

when the dualism of Namu and Amida is unified, that is,

when we are absorbed in Amida, for there are no more two

things standing in opposition, one as “self
77 and the other

as Amida
;
there is now a perfect unity, which is rebirth.

Shoku explains this state of unity with the following

analogy. “When a piece of dry wood takes fire, the latter

speedily consumes the former: and when the wood turns

into embers, one cannot say whether these are fire or wood

:

one may call them fire just as well as wood. In this, the

dry wood represents mortal beings as they are unable to

do any good work by themselves, being only capable of

doing evils. But when they, relying on Amida, give them-

selves up to him, he enters into their hearts, and his en-

lightenment becomes their enlightenment. To give another

analogy, the moon reflects itself in water wherever there

is some: the moon and the water become inseparable here.

Therefore, it is said that the rebirth is attained when Amida
enters into our hearts and when thus our works are his

and his are ours: in the unity of Amida and ourselves,

Amida realises his Buddhahood and on our side rebirth is

attained.
77

According to Shoku, there is another kind of rebirth,

which is called Totoku 6jo rebirth to be at-

tained in the future at the end of this life, to which is

contrasted “rebirth already atttained,
77

of which mention

has already been made. As to this future rebirth after

death, it does not take place with us all in one way. It

differs with each individual according to what kind of merit

he accumulated while living. The realm assigned to those
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who are to be taken in to the Pure Land according to this

form of rebirth is divided into nine grades. (As to these
different grades see the Meditation Sutra).

These two kinds of rebirth, the one attainable here and
the other in the future, differ as to time, but essentially they
are the same. The realm assigned to those who have already
attained rebirth here is known as the Pure Land of Hossho
Hosshin which means the unborn Dharmakaya

:

whereas those belonging to the second form of rebirth get

into the Pure Land of Kuhon Kakubetsu ( ), mean-
ing the Pure Land of Nine Divisions. The Pure Land may
thus be conceivable as being twofold, but in reality it remains

one and the same.

VII

In this Land of Purity into which we get by absolutely

believing in the Original Vow of Amida, Buddha and we
are so interpenetratingly merged that no distinctions now
are obtainable between these two, all the doings of Amida
are our doings and ours are done through him. However,

this unity does not mean that in it no multiplicity is trace-

able. We, ignorant mortals, cannot avoid cherishing evil

passions, and Amida cannot be said to be altogether un-

connected with these evil passions on our part. Each

moment an evil desire is awakened in us we think of Amida,

and through this thinking, the evil itself is purified, result-

ing in the accomplishment of good works. Thus, we are

called Bombu (JLfe sk. bdla ), i.e., ordinary mortals, in

whom evil passions are inevitable however much we may
try to overcome them. But this does not hinder our being

reborn in the Pure Land : not that we may for this reason

the more indulge in desires evil and defiled, but that we

repent our sinful deeds and thoughts and grow all the more

confirmed in the power of Amida’s Original Vow.

Sh5ku advises us to convert all the evil passions we may
possibly cherish into opportunities of desiring the Pure Land.
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For instance, “when we covet material treasure, let ns turn

this desire into that for the seven treasures of the Pure

Land. When we crave for some particular food, let us

imagine all kinds of dainties procurable in the Pure Land.

When we desire fine clothes, let us turn our minds to the

divine raiments in the Pure Land. When we are affected

with heat and cold, let our hearts dwell on the climate of

that Land. When we long for a recreation, let us fancy a

stroll with Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. When we hear

music on earth, let us apply our minds to the celestial

music in that Land. When we see flowers, let us conceive

those made of the seven treasures in the Land of Amida.

When we see the sun, let us figure before our eyes the

moonlike face of Buddha. In this way, whenever we enjoy

anything pleasurable in this life, let us practise the Nem-
butsu, thinking of all the enjoyments in the Pure Land;

and whenever we experience anything painful, let us also

practise the Nembutsu, thinking of the eight pains suffer-

able in the three evil paths of existence. Let us thus practise

the Nembutsu all the time each according to his own capa-

bilities.

“As the result of this constant practice of the Nem-
butsu, our minds will be energised and Amida himself will

appear even to these physical eyes of ours. Namu-Amida-
Butsu is the point where Buddha appears to us and where

we meet him. So everybody who will practise the Nembutsu
through his life without interruption will assuredly come
into the presence of Amida himself.”

VIII

I hope in this brief exposition I have partially made
clear the meaning of the Nembutsu according to the doc-

trine of Shbkil, the founder of the Seizan branch of the

Pure Land sect. In short, according to Mm, the Nembutsu
means, first, the invocation of the name of Amida

;
secondly,

it is the name itself
;
thirdly, it is the substance of Amida

;
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fourthly, it is our knowledge of the substance; fifthly, it

means all sort of works done with and in the knowledge

of the substance of Amida; and lastly, the great universe

itself is the Nembutsu.

To recapitulate : The Nembutsu is the name of

Amida, the name represents the substance, and the name
and substance are unified in the Nembutsu, and when this

is practised there takes place the unity of Buddha and
ourselves. The knowledge of the substance of Amida is

the sine qua non of all works on the side of mortal beings.

The Nembutsu is the one work by which all good works are

really possible and without which whatever good works we
may think we are doing, are not so in the true sense of the

word. In one sense, therefore, the Nembutsu belongs to

Amida and in another it is our own. When the Nembutsu

is thus conceived it may assume another aspect and become

what is called technically the “Nembutsu of the Great Uni-

verse.
79 Here we have Shoku’s great philosophy of sym-

bolism, which is his unique way of explaining the symbolical

features of the universe. This, however, will require another

opportunity to be clearly elucidated.

ShIZUTOSHI SUGIHIRA



THE SUVAKNAPRABHASA SUTRA

Introductory Notes

The Suvarnaprctbhasa, which is one of the nine canonical

writings of Nepalese Buddhism, occupies an important posi-

tion in the develoiDment of Mahayana Buddhism. It has

been studied both by Chinese and Japanese scholars; many
commentaries are still extant, among which we may mention

one by Chili-che Tai-shih of the Sui dynasty.

As it contains some passages concerning the duties of the

king, it has been regarded with special attention by the

imperial family of Japan; and an elaborate rite has been

performed by them in connection with the recitation and

exposition of the sutra. When Prince Shotolcu built the

temple Shitennoji (Four Guardian-gods Temple), now
abbreviated Tennoji (5c3E^p), in Osaka, in 587 a,d. in

honour of this sutra, the name was taken from the chapters

in which the guardian-gods promise to protect those who
recite and practise the teaching of the sutra. When later a

state temple was established by the Emperor Shomu in each

of the provinces for the promotion of the national welfare,

a copy of the sutra was deposited in it.

Studies of the sutra have been pursued by almost all

the schools of Buddhism, but chiefly by the Tendai. There

are five Chinese translations, the first of which was made by
Dharmaraksha of the Liang dynasty (412-421 a.d.). As to

further details concerning the translations and also problems

in relation to the historical and doctrinal aspects of the sutra,

the present editor intends to write a special introduction

when the whole text is ready for the public.

The text edited here was first copied by the late

Reverend Dr. Bunyiu Nanjio in 1881 when he was studying

at Oxford, from a manuscript in the Biblioth&que Nationale

in Paris, and another in the Royal Asiatic Society, London,

which he later collated with one of the manuscripts kept in
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Cambridge University. After be came back to Japan, be

further collated bis own copy with the manuscripts in the

Tokyo and the Kyoto Imperial University. The work was
finished, according to the entry of his copy-book, in 1915.

When he died in 1927, the copy was left in my charge with

the idea that I should if possible produce a more complete

edition. Further comparisons were made by me with the

three Tibetan translations of the sutra, assisted by Mr. Bun-
kyo Sakurabe, of Otani University, and also with the Chinese

translations by Dharmaraksha and others.

I should be ungrateful were I not to acknowledge the

suggestions made from time to time by Dr. Unrai Wogihara

whose keen judgments have been of great help in disentangl-

ing many a difficult knot in the text.

I am very glad that I am now able to present to the

readers of this magazine a critical edition of the sutra in

which my late master’s labours are so much in evidence,

and if he had been allowed to live a few years longer, he

would have seen the text printed under his own direction.

23 October, 1928.

Hokei Izumi
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Abbreviations

A.—-MS in the Royal Asiatic Society, London.

C.—MS in the Cambridge University Library.

I.—an incomplete edition by Sarat Chandra Das and Satis

Chandra Acarya Vidyabhushana, at Darjeeling, India,

1900.

K.—MS in the Kyoto University.

P.—Photographic copy of the MS in the Bibliotheque Natio-

nale, Paris, taken by Professor D. T. Suzuki, in 1910.

T.—MS in the Tokyo University.

Tib. denotes the Tibetan translations, of which there are

three in four copies kept in the Otani University

Library, Kyoto:

(1) Translator not known, agreeing mostly with our

text;

(2) Translated by Jinamitra together with Silendra-

bodhi and Ye She De;

(3) The same; hand-copied manuscript somewhat

damaged; the last two seem to be made from
the same original Sanskrit text which was also

most probably used by I-tsing;

(4) Translated from I-tsing
5

s Chinese translation by
a Tibetan named Chos-grnb.

($jQ 0&) OHO are the three Chinese translations, respec-

tively denoting Dharmaraksha’s translation, Pao Keue’s

compilation, and I-tsing
J

s translation.
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1 In C. K. T. but^ left out in T.

2
’sft left out in C *T*L ^ VfJPTPT

W4WT° K.
8
Left out in A. *

Left out in C. K. * From

till sfturfsR: in T. only, but this also appears in thebeginning of the DaSabhumiSvara

where is replaced by 6 ^#1 in all MSS.
7

§ in all

MSS. 8
JITtIT in all MSS. 9

*JT: in all MSS.
10 The following eight

lines, with variants as marked, are wanting in the Tibetan version as well as Dhanna-

raksa’s Chinese translation. The introduction of Ananda here has no vital connection

with the context, and in fact interferes with the intelligent understanding of it. It may

he regarded as a later interpolation.
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2 fHqrafcfiff

qfT^rRT I fw ^ l <JsqT q HfTiJ=

I ftffaT ^ mf&rW\ \

ST^1
II 3PH*piTRT*F^ VFR=

TT^c^fNq. l f% rTTST
2 VPTW^f^rt Hf^TiftfW l

qrofa: i wr ^ sf'jppn

jrfrrftfPJ »

l%f ^ l

^qHT^w*rfa^ hr ii

rTrft qw^prifo I

f^J
8

^fT^f
9

-fltf^T^f^rT^ II? II

^«TU5T: 10

sffer^fiw U^H^T l

qf^HT^T^iTT^
11

<^fa^rc: H^ll

it Hq^TT^fqqM I

q^qTqfq^T^q ^qqiq^qq?^ h n n

1
?rnj*l left out in A. 2

HTST ^ K.
3 W left out in A. T.

4
*T *T left out in C. nTsjTfa: xf i..

6 sfa%¥Tt A. °sq^ a.

7 The metre is irregular, as is often met with in the Buddhist poems. “ Buddhist poets do

not obey the ordinary rules of metre, or rather their rules of quantity of pronunciation differ

from those of later grammarians. Vajracchedika p. 46. note. in ail MSS.

fan I-
10

TT^r: C. T. tT a. 11 Hf^WT*TfatTPto a.; and?

this quarter is of incorrect metre.
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3

^5 ll§»

% ftm ^t t

^ftf^FT
4

ff ^TrTT§ WSW

^t^rt Ww fmt f^Tf^frn:7
i

TOWf^f TT ^*bnw?frn: Iibll

R VR R*R R i

stf^w^’RT no.il

RTR} TOFT
11 R$12 ^RT3Sff^iT*f I

?N R1S H^on

Wf^r ^ ^5 >T^t I

jtei^it: *j*r*k
14

frr* «w
3*rf bW rRT farq^ra^fr. ^rem: \

FR3T ^ITR WW 3Wf*lRT*f \rn II

sftqRTcST* RHTrqT: ‘

1
*H3t C. a

fs left out in A.
8
Wc53fT m all MSS.

4
q|C/<J>*Jj^J Tib.

*
If C. K. If T.

6 Ex conject.; fsTWT: A. K. T. ftFT: c. f*TFT: L

7
°tfijHT: a- c. t. npc5»rr k. a ^rf^xt^T a. frpjTc. frecTu

9 3inr£r a. ^rqspS' k» ^rt»q¥fr t.
10 ex conject.; ^rtt^t a,

tftsjiqT spnjtffcT c. vrhrr q ^T^JT ?fT^?tt: i ^ftmT ^T k. tNtutt

T.
11 L 12

I-
18 Supplied for the sake of metre.

14 ^rT^^Twn jwwtwt: c. k. t.
15 siw i
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fwrcftw

F

ftwr mi n^w

BOTrft HfTftftt rTCT TOMlftnft '

fT^rft ^JrTHTrfT ^ ^ST tjfftfttftWT
2
l^8«

*ret%^r*TT wroftwfc n«tMM

ft ^ iNWot I

tNtw ^ft^rPa f^TU^T swiften: nq§n

gft JRRTfsrft »rwfti fvfrwi i

tgs* srft^Tnf sfisqsfitfftfa: wh
^fnT *? HW ft ^Tft ^T^tT ^ I

c\

ft ft ^ f*n ^dfftr ft mw
ft ^fftrTT vrf^frf ^ft%: ^^ftfftfvj: I

^OTf^Sf mil

ftftwf J?^rf vftfft fTT^SSTR UTfW^ IROII

Wjjigtm ^8

I

n»*fajflKfasr ftffwiNnN ^ nw

1
Restored from the Tibetan versions where we have: Nail'ajfiana Tib. (a)

Neratijana Tiii.(b) trtsrfr A- T. ’ST^iJ c. K. I.
So

iTT: k.

* The following two verses are left out in A. 4
V\ C.

6
C.

*
ft A. HT. 1 ± a. s

f|f^3!Tf^ff c. f^nifW: k. ,J

er ic.
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s

B^PJTTnr ^rT^HrTf^: IR*«

fago* f^wnTrUT^ g^ft^rfrT i

%riftrW fscgOTi «?»

^TPTif ^ *g* TO*t l

gqftftnTO 5Mfnr^ ^fnT ^frT<?ORtfM

BSfTOrftfrT II* Mil

sfrT PRpnflWt

rffH II

1
I.

2 f^W K. **T K-

* ft* L 6oti A.
7 *?TTnrPgT c.

9 In Tib. St which means HT 10 ^

3-^K C. SC.5J Tib-
C.K. T.

W ^5T T»T C.
15 ^t: IT A.

* fane* fV*rH a. c.

8 l * ^ir K-

A.
n^K A.

13^ left out in A.
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*5 mzm 1r wik^ vwjjk *tit-

rprt itfwsft Hiisrer:

1

nfrresfir

^rf^fWTfwd iffiiiW
figrrarTSfSlfmfm: rT^ltT^rt

4
I ift %Ht m

I*Pft IIIIrT: itfaHTfWT^ I^rTT=

fTO^TT^vr^ l ^ ^1 V(TO IT Iff IT 1
xnitr ^ITgWRT^ I UrTHT IT JTOTfWwtT=

*rai vifariu^Ti i ii m
Cs

TTOTfllTrT-

ifrTfwt I>JI I ITI^^cS3)4w OTTqra?*

ITIIIIrfT >^I?TTIT«ITfflR% ITUTfl I
M?rf iftrqwrfi i iRr'sj:

f^jfern: g*TT: %rrf%TT: IT^IT^R H>J=

%I I II

' 1
’T^TSW.* left out in G 5 °f^T left out in T.

a ft read ?T throughout

iri the prose portion,
4 °<5fNH. a. 5

a. % k. far left out in A. T.

left out in T.
7
*IT A. . .. ,

8
tpfi: C 9

“ijff in all MSS.

10 ^ left out in A. T.
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flrffa: 7

^ rT^f fqT^fqHqfaqqi&qT^#-
CTt f^nTT f^nPFTTTO Jjt fqgqj fq*M 3=

1 q^^q^qqrfq^rqirFp qqmfq=
qt f^qTfqqiT#R q^iq ^gzq; i qf^rq ^ ^h=

^«qTft fqsqijRHqT^TT^qTfq «

Sf fq^iq^qzq^HT*
fq 3iT^#Tfq q>j<j: i qf q^%f fq^T^qqj?rjj=

^mfq qqTqqfqqiffqr wrfq jn§%rfq i

q*f q
xrtf q^TO f*T vrw: qT^HrTT q^: i fCTf%=

%q q^^^nqTqq: qr^jrft qf^%q OT%g^ar=

qTnq: qT^[q: qf^qqifqqTi^rqiqq: qT^q ^w=

W ^fa^eqjqq: nT^q: i ^wqqRqT^q^
q

5

f^T .mq^irf fgftsfhi i qrq qTqqq Tjq’jt

qqiqqt HfqTqqT%qTqvjTfqfr qqq i qiqfq-

^Tq^qqiqTq^WdTHqkqm^T^^ f^T q^T-

qqtqTc^qqqqT qftqiqTqqjsrqTqvrr%q *jjzt q^r=

I-;
i fq^Tfq q gqnfqi qTqffq^Tfq

7 q igufm

j ’. '

.
. !

’

1
°^r in all MSS. Tib.

2 ^qf; A. C T.

3
3TTTftr in MSS. This is quite puzzling; hut the restoration has been made from Tib.

4 ijtra>A, gtferar?r c. t.
6
rfT^ c. Ht=rrsff p.

Tnwnjirt, t., a., 7 *raTfa a.
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8

WT fITfvji%rf W*n*mi qH=

f: i 5n*RTO bw unfair tparfeT ^r
2

i qfro^

^t: *r§r*T: ^Tfa wfcT i 'z^mm
^jffT UfrT(^vt% sfaf^HfaWH? ^jfrTH^rft *P£f: I

*WW TOTSftTOT|in *PJ|: I Csrqf^rTT^ S^TT:

qfti^TTWT I rjf^rrm ^T fwnj^T q=

^1* i drnjFra tot f^irrdnT ^jg: i ^^t=
nm TOT: I foe\ijr qgTOT=

T^rR^f m^vrf^ S^c

il

^rq TjHj ^fq^qffqTO* TOTO^T^T^fc
TOft igpsrfuTTft *Pjq < ggS ^q

Kgf^fTt qYrftRTO^ Vl'rr f3T vr=

nwirqTsrfc* WRTqiKq^T^T^qrft5g^R=
HTqft vtnqri: vprqff: ^JT=

WH^U^qqTqi^WWT fTOT fTOTOq: feq=

ffr qn;q i qre^fifi^flsi^qqrr: qtf=

iqTftqqra qgrrT^tfwqqffrr «

1 % C * In T. only. * sfTlfftr A. fsjTTfe T. 4^ A. T. ?C
‘to. 6

3>Jg A. K. *PJ<f T. 7 In A. only. * left out in K.

8
wraTRT: a. ^tt^t: c. 10 a. *P!rT-j%3jT$§ c *jijri"<j¥n: t t
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9

3R ^c§*rr mw: ^JrTT: HJRRHSr
1

^fq=

I *T it f f^?R
Ut Wffi: ^TO^RJIRR^3

I TOR
trfT: i *T it

4 TOfWTR
*rtc.% b*r% wwRrafarqrm nsrrof s^rt=

RRRffi: R¥R^^RR=
rTRT^WT^^WHf^R^ R^^UR^fzfvt: RT=

HfTOT TO^tfe 1 WTOd^fr
^RTOfifTf=

HT%*T 3TRTTOJ WWR ^WT: flf^frffiT

^f^^r^tfzf^frTTrrT^^Tf^ rTfR^f^HRfe
OTT*mT WR=f I ^R ft rRRrTT: slh

WfiT: HT^Tf^T?

WTHR^9

II

^TORtftf SRf
10 W^T f^RTOfqH^11

1

*T H12 WFTnftug: wi 3TOfaH Sif^ IR11

^ left out in & 2^ in all MSS. 8 ^IT^CWTW « put in before

H*nPTt in C.
4
IT T.

6 Left out in A. 6
jfrT^ A. jJHT ^ C.

f ^ T. 7 left out in A.
8
sffcnftc. t.

9 wvnfinr: a.

t:vjt^ c. k. t.
10 in c. only.

11 wt trfsTg a.

fa: T. 12
’T g left out in C.
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10

WTOt:
1

ff^T W xf *W?Rf I

^ H ^T^fg%Ui:
3W *wfaH mf^rl IRII

^t: ^tw: WTOT* iW ’rofag *nrr ?T 3 ^Tfffcrer t II? II

^r^rr^ *fft m %^if̂
5

i

^ 3 ^nsr^rcnp to* irafaH isf^ m
^pnt¥ ^ *r*rfa

7 ^q^r^rnft ^ »

U* frT>t ST§^: ^Trft ^ ft c3**fT liqil

*Wf| tiR%9

»T^J rflt fr * H*qifr !

fw: tfftSFIT
11

Wf tt * II §11

WTW^HfTWSq t^r^sTT * o5«m l

l^HTf*12 ^ trUTf* ^T*Ft W%f8 * HvSH

H'spft ft *T f4ftrf^ BWf I

* tfTf^^Ho5«TS lltll

1 ^ B^Ttr: a. H^’TTWf^r c.
2 From 3J3FT till ^T^*pfTT*J* left out in A.

’OTf^Tf.'ITTW C, and turnr A.
* This line is left out in C. while A. reads:

TfoTt WW 3m Jirtrfifg^ I ^ g SJTO^TT^: 5pW Wfafi fif^l)

#Tf=qrT A. ^fgf^frqfsii Sif^ T. ''HEWPRTftf A
7
Sp^TTf^T left out in T.

8
rf in all MSS. 9

HIT A. 10 HTH in all MSS

while in Tib. J^j(oj<3j'fl|
11

Iff A. C. HT: T.
12 ^rfr^Tf^ A.

13 W^TT

A. %wnn ^ fl^T C 14 A. reads this line: cWTfa

TiHnfr vfr t\m Ofif^rfcs i while C. puts in before sft f?

15 W«T a
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*TR flrfta: II

’®c§ rTfRWR rT=T TR^T^T^TTOfflTH:

^Tf^^ft
1

*TR WT^fi
1

vPRrf:

fSTHF? frTT rRFmR ^T
*f*iWrc VR^rP^O’ftfWf VRW^RTf l ^=

%f?fic* HfRiTCfcRl .f®*

^ H^TOFTT HTrtTf^^Jrft SSH^H^^rT W=
c^fa^d* ^TJRT^T^fclHSfr: I ^rt^WTd:
tlf(3 ^ BTOlfB ^ I VPRT=

«W 11

rTRf

RH RWR itfrTHRRW H W^“
aUTORTH •TPSTCI^WTS l f% =f ^ HIT”

wrercr vrn^a R^fa9
i w ir •

stmm wf i mu vr^t: fyffa=

WFTR VRcffi: sWficSFR R^fawfafF^faif

^THHfvtlR^^T^ F^OTTW Wtfa'S*

*rfw fw^TTf^ c3*Trf I ^ ^
1 ^Tfewt L 2

*T?T left out in C.
3
SWJjrHJ ^cSTTfaPIiTt c

^>JKT^ ^^TcStWCt T.
4
TTfw a. 5

^r is inserted in T#
6
fc5=

3gtf% ?
7 JffiMT^frqt A. jrfwviT*jm T.

8 H?T left out in C

9 # Ci
10 The phrase =fjfr m3*rfHini>nn*f is simply a repetition of the

preceding one, and introduces nothing anew; it may be an interpolation by a later hand.
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x3 rT^rTTf

ftOTfafHR ^^jjvrTH^HH^W <*f%q H^TH^r

wfaftvtf ^w^rFirf f%<?$

HHRftlH*JW HTHfwfiT
1

I 1?^ vft fofHfafHR

^TqfiW ^*§WTHT3HH5R I WlA
^nTflfWRT HRTCITHf HHHTOHTW mH 3R=

TR^Hf^dR3

I 3fO HT% ^T
h*tt: f^iRr ftr^nfwl irfrTWf^^ HfH^=

frT I Ft fac3 vft fafHf^fHR HWfi?SHTH ^TH

rTSTTHrTHl HTfdHR l HTH fHf^H *TT=

WT^5

HdH^TTHT ^rfteH I

TT^ TT3JT ^ vft fc*fHfafiHR Wm! »

^T FTTH fcSiHfafHR W^TH-

^T^RfRTH HRHTT HTCTfHWHTHrT II

*RT ^ftrTtR H^THT dtf fH^TfH ^ l

1 This sentence seems to have no connection with the preceding one. According to

the 2nd and the 3rd Chinese version a passage is inserted here, where the Brahman is

told to listen to the Suvarnaprabhasa with an intent mind in order to be reborn in the

heaven; this makes the sense clearer.
2
Left out in C. in

all MSS.
4
oSTfa T.

6 ^ f^rrm A. T. ^ f^H^T K. left out in C,

‘HA. TT C. w: T. K. 7 g;jq- in C only.
8 ef A. ^TTJ C. ?T«i T.

]

1 & TCH

is supplied from this Tibetan version.
9
c5fo in all MSS. 10

Left out in A.

11

G



rr firfta: 13

l^T:
1

^ftfeSTt IIQ. II

rT^T ^ VTf&fttarfff
8

nc)on

TfRTfe ^jft |

t*r#r trt ^rr^f^rffT uw
H'Sr^HT^TRT^^Tc^T^^7

\

Zt ^T^TOfR R rT^T ^THHf^frT il^H

*RT rftWT HCRR ^nrTT WRfnT TOfU: 1

^c^NjTRT ffe rRT ^THHfa'ZTfrT ll^ll

fa:^Y ^T I

^TTORT^T^fa FRT Wf^FTfrT liqgll

rfT f^:%ftl
10 ^ M^ffT

1

^Sfi: |

U| ^ rRT '^T^f^TfW 11=1 Mil

*RT HSR? -q^T Hf^qiT ^T^Tfw: l

WTR TR12

^TH^fq^rfw il^ §H

q^T n^vj: ^jfwt vj^ i

fl!r^ ^fSPffrTf rRT ^fSfa*rfrT il^u

1
Left cut in A. 2 T ^Sptf' A.

3
*Jio5 is inserted in A. T

W in C. only.
8

=Ef ^Rat srrairtiw c.
6 a. 7

ssrsrrcit

inr a. c5g% c t.
8 f^^nwrltrrT a.

^ G 9 In T. only.
10 In T. only.

11
sft T.

12 TT^W*: A. 13
frsrhr A. fipfflT G T.
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14

th% mimrs i

TT^T HTHVlfaqffT IRtn

H^T^WRlt R&4 fa fafR
3

vfarj; |

qfrTHTrnq fT^T qTHHfatqfrf HcjQ.ll

*RT HIT- HW: HHrTTfaiqiT: I

^HRST H^pgRT VTH^’sqfrf IROii

q^T ^c^-sjf^T: W TRIHRRq; 1

HqfaRTq ^TH^f^Tfrf IRcjh

HrTR HTqT: ^i^T^TW^WHTH: #fq5*qt

STOW: *rt cSfcfifaq^H fe^HfiTTTt HTqTfa:

HrqvTT^rT II

*T§ HT^ fHRTH ftRyi HSTpR I

^Tq^Wt 3fa
3

qTH^tqftWH:4

lR*n

*W fHR sjqftfa rTTfHH: I

rfqTHrTH* HTfTFR
5W qiHHfafaTrfq;

6

IR?H

^rf^nq f^fqqqHHHRST rf^T^rTT: I

faqT far* nff^T: hh-ru: iRtfii

h%st: hhwt hht fIf
8

i

1
WEt»nr: I.

2
*5f% A. 8 ^h: a. t. tIt c. * * *.

5
*t?t?*tfi a. 6

^?^qfqfirq a. ^nf^rnf^G 1 w% c.

*1% a.
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flrfta: 15

^ sbt mmm m*
ftf^Fnq^qi: 2

1

^Tft sW^RTW q qTH%TH IR§«

*¥TR frft qTH^fq^rffl I

^qTW^f^q: *r^TRT IR'SM

q^Vr^ft ft 1

f^sft vn^rr^ f^ff° sji^w iRbn

qrr^tT *rt qt *rt i

'TOFTT^ *T% fH^
7

HRQ.ll

^c$ rf^Tqrr^ q

WXHTItqHTRTf^^ ^T s^cgiuqf OTTO=

qftr fq^T^rqrf^rfTf^t UfW?C^WT UTOlr

Orqfqqr qT^THVUq-^ n

^ .f

m

qflf^qTfrr ^ q* nftttat

«

^T^T ^faH^TR «?OH

VRSjTsspft f^rqqiTq^f^TRrT: I

^frfafw^frewrtferrety «w
‘ffinft A. XC

2^r^A.C 8
Hie* is inserted in T.

4nj K. 6
n?fr: T.

6
fffr f^5ft T.

" This verse is wanting in the 3rd Chinese version.
8 From ,

?H*| till f^^fT"-rjrMT=

fipTTfsr left out in a 9 f^TiT^rMT0 A. C.
10 Hl^tT A. ^T*R a

wt. u,Mt% c*
12

5! A- ij c- ^ T-
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i6 flrfft:

*fti.%3fTft*rfrawf f^T^f ^mwi
rrift ^TO^u^:-
JFrrcrft^ ^fit he wih^tt: u^f^fT: nT=

3ltfrT^T^&^ *§Zt
2 S^ l

^MH^mgtwi^ft?^ ftf<^*rft sh£rt=

qrstf wreTHgwqt ft=

IHrqTftrT^ I % ^ TT^TT3lrfT ^FrrftfT
8

^frT W

^frT %ft^^J|VlT^^%^T% rreFTrTTf:WFU-
ft^ftmf *TR ferffa:

4
II

1
rJTf A. T.

2 IC 8 Here the chapter ends abruptly with a

word ^fnr: in all MSS., but we can ascertain from the Tibetan and Chinese ver-

sions that the original form must be like this. left out in A.

5

In the

2nd and the 3rd Chinese version we have a new chanter following this, which

discourses on the nature of Buddha’s Triple Body, while our text as well as the

Tibetan and Dharmaraksa’s translation gives nothing of it.
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BOOK REVIEWS AND NOTES

Buddhism, by Paul Dahlke. Published by Macmillan &
Company, London.

This notable book by Dr. Dahlke was published just

before his death last year. The full title of the book is,

Buddhism and its Place in the Mental Life of Mankind.

The book offers little of a philosophical nature and little of

doctrine, but as its name implies is strictly devoted to

elucidating the place that Buddhism occupies in the thought-

life of humanity. Being written by a German it is naturally

closely reasoned, and, if one is looking for easy reading,

he better pass it by. On the other hand, if he likes some-

thing worth while to ponder on, it is an excellent and pro-

fitable study.

Dr. Dahlke first points out that there are two common
ways of trying to approach reality : one by objectifying the

world and after the methods of science to approach the most

satisfactory hypothesis; the other way is by faith, that is,

to personalise one’s ideals and then seek to identify one’s

life with its transcendent divinity. Buddhism, Dr. Dahlke

points out, takes its characteristic Middle Path. Science is

everlastingly trying to analyse facts and concepts and

thereby makes finer and finer discriminations but never gets

beyond its bits moving in time and space. Science may make

life easier, it can never resolve its dissatisfactions and pain.

Faith, on the other hand, is ever trying to construct out of

its mental concepts, a picture, a scheme, an image, that it

can worship. Unable to get rid of its haunting feeling of

self-inferiority, it clings blindly to the infinite power, love

or mercy of its fetich or metaphysical idealisation.

Dr. Dahlke shrewdly points out that Buddhism avoids

both -of these extremes by seeing in the universe of matter

and mind and spirit an omnipresent principle of nutrition

by which mental concepts are neither analysed and classified
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and explained by each other, nor are they to be made into

a magical mosaic imbued with supernatural qualities. Ac-

cording to this law of nutrition concepts derived from the

senses or the intellect are to be considered as foo l, to be

masticated and digested and assimilated in the universal

process of growth, bridging the gap between matter and
mind. Gautama had clearly seen this eternal process of

growth through nutrition, and, by the seventh step of the

Golden Path, Samadhi, had provided for the transition from

the physical to the psychical plane
;
and, by the eighth step

of the Golden Path, Dhyana, to digest and absorb one’s ideals

and thus to bridge the way between the psychic realm and
the more unitive life of spirit in its pure significance.

Looked at in the light of this principle of nutrition all the

familiar conceptions of Buddhism—ignorance, karma, pain,

non-egoity, Prajna, Bodhi, Buddha, Nirvana, all take on a

new and convincing clarity. The book, is indeed, well

worth reading and owning to read again.

What is Buddhism? Compiled and published by the Bud-
dhist Lodge, London, 1928.

This small book of less than 250 pages is an honest and
earnest effort by the group of English Buddhists in London
to provide a simple exposition of Buddhism to meet the needs

of Anglo-Saxons as they become interested in the Dharma.
It seeks by question and answer to follow the natural work-
ing of the Occidental mind, and illustrates the replies by
frequent quotations from European sources as well as from
Buddhist scriptures. It tries to avoid dogmatism and seeks

to convince the reader by an appeal to rational and common-
sense principles. Its outlook is from a Ilinayana point of

view, generally, although some effort is made to do justice to

the Mahayana spirit of Buddhism. The Mahayana doc-

trine presented is only that of the Zen school. The wonderful
philosophies of the Kegon, the Tendai, and the Shingon do
not seem to be known, and the Amida doctrine of

4

'salvation
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by faith” professed by so many Japanese Buddhists is

characterised as degraded and the mystic formula of love

and devotion of Namu Amida Butsu is called a senseless

repetition. The compilers do not understand the deep philo-

sophy of the Mahayana and the great ideal of the Bodhi-

sattva. Until the Mahayana is better known and presented,

the answer to "What is Buddhism!” is only a partial one.

One misses something that to more advanced Buddhist

scholars would seem to be important, perhaps, but on the

whole, for the use of European beginners, and that is for

whom the book was intended, it is to be commended.

Was Jesus Influenced by Buddhism! by Dwight Goddard,

Thetford, Vermont, U.S.A.

This book is a very unusual one, in that it tries to

prove that Jesus the founder of Christianity had been

brought up in the semi-Buddhist sect of the Jews and was

really a Buddhist at heart if not intentionally so. Of
course the author is quite unable to definitly prove this

thesis, and that has been promptly pointed out by his Chris-

tian critics, but he certainly makes out a very strong ease

based on circumstantial evidence. He is right in asserting

that the historical and characteristic facts of the life and

teachings of Jesus, as far as they can be safely recovered

from the Gospels, all bear a very close resemblance to the

facts and teachings of primitive Buddhist monastic life.

But this resemblance is not proof. The author then under-

takes to trace some connection between Jesus during his

early life and the Jewish sect of the Essenes that existed at

that time in the Jordan valley as a celibate community.

Then he shows the likenesses in their practices to those of

the Buddhist monasteries, but the great difficulty is to show

any possible connection historically. This connection is seen

by the author- in the missionaries sent out by the great

Buddhist Emperor Asoka to Egypt and Asia Minor during

the second century B.C. But this is not
c proof 7

. Well,
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perhaps not, but it is certainly very significant, and until

Christian historians can offer something better to explain

the origin of Jesus’s characteristic ideas than that which

is generally suggested, namely, that they came to him by

direct inspiration from the Holy Spirit, that which the

author offers will bear thinking about.

In the course of the book the author offers a very careful

study of the rise and development of the Christian religion

showing plainly how the more theistic legalism of Paul

finding congenial soil in Greek and Roman mentality, finally

dominated and crowded out the ethical idealism of Jesus

that appealed more strongly to the Orient and that con-

tinued to spread there until the rise of Mohamedanism.

The author in his presentation of Buddhism shows an

unusually correct and sympathetic understanding of primi-

tive Buddhism. We would be glad to recommend the book

to our readers but are advised that it is already out of print.

The Buddhist Annual of Ceylon. Published by W. E.

Bastian & Company, Colombo, Ceylon, 1928.

The present issue is numbered Vol. Ill, No. 2 and as

usual is full of interesting selections covering a wide range

of subjects, new translations, of Pali sutras, elucidation of

particular doctrines, stories, poems and essays. Among the

many contributors are many names well known to English

readers. There is an abundance of illustrations, photo-

graphs, portraits, designs and so on. The annual has cer-

tainly kept up its record for presenting short, pithy but

well-thought- out essays and interesting articles.

The Gospel op Buddha. By Paul Carus. Published by The
Open Court Publishing Company, Chicago, 111., IJ.S.A.

This book was originally published in 1894 and has

been out of print for some time. It is now reprinted in a

much larger and more attractive form. To those who are

not familiar with the original editions, it may be said that
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it tries to present the essential teachings of the Buddha in

a popular style without losing any of their rationality and
moral discipline. In fact the bulk of it are free translations

of the old Buddhist Canon. Most of the original material

is in the introductory and concluding chapters, and seems
to be directed to set the reader thinking. Not the least

attractive part of the publication are the line drawings by
Miss Kopetsky.

While going over the old Chinese MSS donated by the

Bight Beverend Koyen Otani to the Library of the Otani

Buddhist College (Otani Daigaku), Kyoto, it was discovered

by Mr. Byusan Nishimoto, librarian, that one of the MSS
was in all likelihood the Chinese translation by Kumarajlva
of the Damdhyana-vinayarlhikshum-praUmoksha. Most of

the MSS ante-date the T'ang ranging between the fifth and
the sixth century, as they all belong to the Tun-huang
findings. It is a well-known fact that Kumarajlva trans-

lated the monastery rules for the Bhikshu, and this text

is in our possession, but so far there are no records that he

also translated the rules for the Bhikshunis, that is, for the

Buddhist nuns. Mr. Nishimoto ?
s discovery may be con-

tested on this ground, but he has made a most painstaking

study of the MS and has scientifically proved that the said

MS is one of the documents that were lost very early in the

history of Chinese Buddhism even within sixty years after

the translator’s death.

The Dasa-adhyanorvinaya-bhikshuni-pratimoksha is a

set of moral rules given presumably by the Buddha himself

to the Buddhist nuns, and there are four Chinese transla-

tions of such rules belonging to different schools of Indian

Buddhism, and this one ascribed by Mr. Nishimoto to Kuma-
rajxva is the text of the Sarvastivada school. Mr. Nishi-

moto recently published a facsimile reproduction of the MS
which is at least 1,400 years old judging from the style of

the script, the texture of the paper, etc. The scroll is ac-
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companied by a book in which the author advances strong

arguments for the MS being Kumarajfva’s work, and the

text itself collated with the other Chinese versions, and also

detailed explanations of each article regulating minutely

and intimately the behaviours of the nuns. The original

scroll is splendidly reproduced. The price of a facsimile

copy and the text with its explanatory notes, etc., is twenty-

five yen (¥ 25.00) including postage.

The one thousand and four hundredth anniversary of

Bodhidharma, father of Chinese Zen Buddhism, was cele-

brated last autumn by followers of the Rinzai school of Zen

in Kyoto. Public speeches were given at the Public Hall by

eminent priests and scholars of the sect, and the meeting

was attended by a large audience—so large indeed that the

big Hall was not spacious enough to take all in. Bodhid-

harma, who is known popularly and also in history simply

as Dharma or Daruma in Japanese (corresponding to

Chinese Ta-mo), has gone through the singular fate of get-

ting deeply involved in popular superstition and artistic and

religious symbolism. Though we hardly think that there is

any inherent necessity in the conception of Dharma as the

founder of a religious school to be so treated by the Japanese,

various accidents have contrived to see Dharma as a plaything

for children, as a sign-board for paper-hangers, as decorative

symbols of all kinds for industrial purposes. Mr. Chutaro

Kido, of Kyoto, has made a most exhaustive collection of

Dharma represented in every possible avenue of life. He
has already spent about twenty years for this work, and, still

anxious to enrich his collection, is ever ready to undertake

even long journeys for the sake of a new discovery. A
special hall was built by him to give a shelter to the collec-

tion, which may appropriately be called “ Dharma Museum.”
He is planning to write an elaborate book on the subject

fully illustrated. The figure of Bodhidharma as reproduced

here is the oldest sculptural representation in Japan of the
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father of Zen. It bears the date, 1430, when it underwent

a thorough repair. It is now kept at Empukuji, Yawata,

near Osaka. Originally it was in Daruma-ji, Nara, where,

according to tradition, Prince Shotoku found Dharma in

the form of a beggar. In fact, this temple is said to have

been erected by the Prince himself wishing to commemorate
this event—an interview between a royalty and a starving

mendicant. Howt this tradition started is difficult to ascertain

now. It is however very likely that even in those early days,

i.e., early in the seventh century, some Indian Buddhist

monks came over to Japan to propagate the doctrine of their

teacher.
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Preliminary Note
4 4 Thy way, not mine, 0 Lord,

However dark it be;

Lead me by Thine own hand,
Choose out the path for me,

Smooth let it be or rough,

It will be still the best

;

Winding or straight, it leads

,
Eight onward to Tliy rest.

Choose Thou for me my friends,

My sickness or my health

;

Choose Thou my cares for me,

My poverty or wealth.

Not mine, not mine the choice

In things or great or small;

Be Thou my guide, my strength,

My wisdom, and my all.” 1

The feeling of passivity in religious experience, so

typically given expression here, is universal and natural,

seeing that the religious consciousness consists in realising,

on the one hand, the helplessness of a finite being, and, on

the other, the dependability of an infinite being, in whatever

1 Homtius Bonar, 1808-1889.
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way this may be conceived. The finite side of our being

may protest saying, “Why hast thou forsaken me?” but

while this protest possesses us there is no religious experience,

we are not yet quite saved. For salvation comes only when
we can say, “Father, unto thy hands I entrust my spirit,”

or “Lord, though thou slay me, yet will I trust thee.” This

is resignation or self-surrender, which is a state of passivity,

ready to have “thy will” prevail upon a world of finite

beings. This is the characteristic attitude of a religious

mind towards life and the world; and we know that all

religious experience is psychologically closely connected with

the feeling of passivity. The object of the present article

is to see how this feeling rules and in what forms it expresses

itself in the Buddhist life.

I

The Doctrine of Karma

Superficially, passivity does not seem to be compatible

with the intellectual tendency of Buddhism, which strongly

emphasises the spirit of self-reliance as is seen in such pas-

sages as “The Bodhisattva-mahasattva retiring into a soli-

tude all by himself, should reflect within himself, by means
of his own inner intelligence, and not depend upon anybody

else ;” 1 or as we read in the Dhammapada :

“By self alone is evil done,

By self is one disgraced;

By self is evil undone,
By self alone is he purified;

Purity and impurity belong to one;
No one can purify another.”2

.

1 The Lahkdvatdra

,

p. 133, lines .10, 13. Bodliisattvo nmMsattva
ekilkl raliogatah svapratya.tmalm cldhya viearayaty apavapvaneyah.

Translated by A. J. Edmunds. The Dhammapada
,
105.

Attana ;va kataiii papnm attain! samkilissati.

Attain! akatain papam attain! *va visujjhati,

Ruddhi asuddlii pacoattaiii ml Tmo amiaiii visodliaye.
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Besides, the Four Noble Truths, the Twelvefold Chain of

Origination, the Eightfold Path of Righteousness, etc,—all

tend towards enlightenment and emancipation, and not

towards absolute dependence or receptivity. “To see with

one’s own eyes and be liberated” is the Buddhist motto, and
there is apparently no room for passivity. For the latter

can take place only when one makes oneself a receptacle for

an outside power. The attainment of passivity in Buddhism
is especially obstructed by the doctrine of Karina.

The doctrine of Karma runs like warp and weft through

all the Indian fabrics of thought, and Buddhism as a product

of the Indian imagination could not escape taking it into its

own texture. The Jataka Tales making up the history of

the Buddha vdiile he was yet at the stage of Bodlxisattvahood

and training himself for final supreme enlightenment, are no

more than the idea of Karma concretely applied and illus-

trated in the career of a morally perfected personage.

Sukyamain i could not become a Buddha unless he had ac-

cumulated his stock of merit (ktisalamula) throughout his

varied lives in the past.

The principle of Karma is “Whatever a man sows, that

will he also reap,” and this governs the whole life of the

Buddhist; for in fact what makes up one’s individuality is

nothing else than his own Karma. So we read in the

yiilindapanka : “All beings have their Karma as their por-

tion; they are heirs of their Karma; they are sprung from

their Karma; their Karma is their refuge; Karma allots

beings to meanness or greatness.” 1 This is confirmed in the

SamyuJcta-nikdya

:

“His good deeds and liis wickedness,

Whatever a mortal does while here;

’Tis this that lie can call his own,

This with him take as lie goes hence,

This is what follows after him,

And like a shadow ne’er departs,
1 Quoted from Warren’s ’Buddhism in Translations, p. 255.

- Loc. eit., p. 214.
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According* to the Vkuddhimayga, Chapter XIX, Karina

is divisible into several groups as regards its time and order

of fruition and its quality: (1) that which bears fruit in the

present existence, that which bears fruit in rebirth, that

which bears fruit at no fixed time, and bygone Karma; (2)

the weighty Karina, the abundant, the close-at-hand, and the

habitual; (3) the productive Karma, the supportive, the

counteractive, and the destructive. 1 There is thus a round

of Karma and a round of fruit going on all the time. And
who is the bearer of Karma and its fruit?

“No doer is there does the deed,

Nor is there one who feels the fruit;

Constituent parts alone roll on

;

This view alone is orthodox.

“And thus the deed, and thus the fruit

Koll on and on, each from its cause

;

As of the round of tree and seed,

No one can tell when they began.

“Not in its fruit is found the deed,

Nor in the deed finds one the fruit

;

Of each the other is devoid,

Yet there’s no fruit without the deed.

“Just as no store of fire is found
In jewel, cow-dung, or the sun,

Nor separate from these exists, .

Yet short of fuel no fire is known

;

“Even so we ne’er within the deed
Can retribution’s fruit descry.

Not yet in any place without

;

Nor can in fruit the deed be found.

“Deeds separate from their fruits exist,

And fruits are separate from the deeds

;

But consequent upon the deed
Fruit doth into being come.

1 Warren, j). 245 if.
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“No god of lieaven or Brahma-world
Doth cause the endless round of birth;

Constituent parts alone roll on,

From cause and from material sprang.” 1

The working of Karma is apparently quite impersonal as

is explained in these quotations, and it may seem altogether

indifferent for anybody whether he did something good or

bad. There is no doer of deeds, nor is there any sufferer of

their fruit. The five Aggregates or constituent parts

(skancllias) are combined and dissolved in accordance with

the inevitable law of Karma, but as loug as there is no

personal agent at the back of all this, who really feels the

value of Karma, it does not seem to matter what kind of

deeds is committed and what kind of fruit is brought forth.

Still the Buddhists are advised not to practise wickedness:

“If a man do wrong,
Let him not do it repeatedly,

Let him not take pleasure therein

;

Painful is wrong’s accumulation.’ 72

Why painful? Why pleasurable ? The Ilinayanist reason-

ing* is logically thoroughgoing, but when it comes to the

question of practical psychology, mere reasoning does not

avail. Is the feeling no more real than the mere bundling*

together of the five Aggregates? The combination, that is,

unity seems to be more than the fact of combination. What-

ever this is, as I am not going to discuss the doctrine of

Karma here in detail, let it suffice to give another quotation

from Nagarjuna’s MulamadhyamakaMrikas

,

Chapter XVII,

where the doctrine of Karma appears in a new garment .
3

‘
‘ All sentient beings are born according to their Karma

:

1 Warren, pp. 248-9.
“ The Dhammapada, 117, translated by A. J. Edmunds.
;i Edited hy Louis de la Vallee Poussin. Pp. 302 ff. For a

detailed exposition of the theory of Karma, see the Abhidharmakotia

(translated By the same author), Chapter IV; what follows is an

abstract.
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good people are bom in the heavens, the wicked in the hells,

and those who practise the Paths of Righteousness realise

Nirvana. I>y discipline himself in the Six Virtues of Per-

fection, a man is able to benefit his fellow-beings in various

ways, and this is sure in turn to bring blessings upon him,

not only in this but also in the next life. Karma may be

of two sorts: inner or mental, which is called vetana (Jg,
4

intention’)
,
and physical, expressing itself in speech and

bodily movement. This is technically known as Ivanna

'after having intended ’ vetmjitvd ) . Karma may
also be regarded as with or without

4

intimation
’
(or 'indica-

tion’ vijnapti
, ^ or ff~). An act with intimation is one the

purpose of which is perceptible by others, while an act

without intimation is not at all expressed in physical move-

ments; it follows when a strong act with intimation is per-

formed and awakens the tendency in the mind of the actor

to perform deeds of a similar nature, either good or bad.

"It is like a seed from which a young plant shoots out

and bears fruit by the principle of continuity; apart from

the seed there is no continuity; and because of this continuity

there is fruition. The seed comes first and then the fruit,

between them there is neither discontinuity nor constancy.

Since the awakening of a first motive, there follows an

uninterrupted series of mental activities, and from this there

is fruition. Apart from the first stirring of the mind, there

will be no stream of thoughts expressing themselves in action.

Tims there is a continuity of Karma and its fruit. There-

fore, when the ten deeds of goodness and purity are per-

formed, the agent is sure to enjoy happiness in this life and
be born after death among celestial beings.

"There is something in Karma that is never lost even

after its performance; this something called avipvanam
‘not lost’, or ‘unlosable’, or ' indestructible

?

) is like

a deed of contract, and Karma, an act, is comparable to debt.

A man may use up what he has borrowed, but owing to the

document he has some day to pay the debt back to the
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creditor. This ‘unlosable’ is always left behind even after

Karma and is not destroyed by philosophical intuition

(darsanamargu , JL£H). If it is thus destructible, Ivanna

will never come to fruition. The only power that counter-

acts this ‘ unlosable ’ is moral discipline ( bhavanamfirga , {jff

£H). Every Karma once committed continues to work out

its consequence by means of the ‘ unlosable ’ until its course

is thwarted by the attainment of Arhatship or by death, or

when it lias finally borne its fruit. This law of Ivanna

applies equally to good and bad deeds.”

While Nagarjuna’s idea is to wipe out all such notions

as doer, deed, and sufferer, in other words, the entire structure

of Karma-theory, this introduction of the idea “unlosable”

is instructive and full of suggestions. Taking all in all,

however, there is much obscurity in the doctrine of Karmaie

continuity, especially when its practical working is to be

precisely described, and theoretically too, we are not quite

sure of its absolute tenability. But this we can state of it

in a most general way that Karma tends to emphasise in-

dividual freedom, moral responsibility, and feeling of

independence; and further, from the religious point of view,

it does not necessitate the postulate of a God, or creator,

or moral judge, who passes judgments over human behaviour,

good or bad.

This being the case, the Buddhist conviction that life

is pain will inevitably lead to a systematic teaching of self-

discipline, self-purification, and self-enlightenment, the moral

centre of gravity being always placed on the self, and not

on any outside agent. This is the principle of Karma

applied to the realisation of Nirvana. But we may ask,

What is this Self ? And again, What is that something that

is never “lost” in a Karma committed either mentally or

physically? What is the connection between “self” and

the “unlosable”? Where does this “ unlosable” lodge it-

self? Between the Buddhist doctrine of no-ego-substance

and the postulate that there should be something “not to be
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lost” in the continuation of Karma-force, which makes the

latter safely hear fruit, there is a gap which must he bridged

somehow if Buddhist philosophy is to make further develop-

ment. To my mind, the conception of the Alayavijnana

(“ all-conserving soul”) where all the Karma-seeds are depos-

ited was an inevitable consequence. But in the meantime

let us see what “self” really stands for.

The Conception of tfelf

“Self” is a very complex and elusive idea, and when
we say that one is to be responsible for what one does by
oneself, we do not exactly know how far this “self” goes

and how much it includes in itself. For individuals are so

intimately related to one another not only in one communal
life but in the totality of existence—so intimately indeed

that there are really no individuals, so to speak, in the

absolute sense of the word. Individuality is merely an

aspect of existence; in thought we separate one individual

from another and in reality too we all seem to be distinct

and separable. But when we reflect on the question more
closely we find that individuality is a fiction, for we cannot

fix its limits, we cannot ascertain its extents and boundaries,

they become mutually merged without leaving any indelible

marks between the so-called individuals. A most penetrat-

ing state of interrelationship prevails here, and it seems to

be more exact to say that individuals do not exist, they are

merely so many points of reference, the meaning of which
is not at all realisable when each of them is considered by
itself and in itself apart from the rest. Individuals are

recognisable only when they are thought of in relation to

something not individual; though paradoxical, they are in-

dividuals so long as they are not individuals. For when an
individual being is singled out as such, it at once ceases to

be an individual. The “individual self” is an illusion.

Thus, the self has no absolute, independent existence.

Mural responsibility seems to be a kind of intellectual make-
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shift. Can the robber be really considered responsible for

his deeds ? Can this individual be really singled out as the

one who lias to suffer all the consequences of his anti-social

habits ? Can he be held really responsible for all that made
him such as he is? Is his svaWiava all his own make? This

is where lies the main crux of the question. “How far is

an individual to be answerable for his action ?” In other

words, “ITow far is this ‘he
7

separable from the community
of which he is a component part?” Is not society reflected

in him? Is he not one of the products created by society/

There are no criminals, no sinful souls in the Pure Land,

not necessarily because no such are born there but mainly

because all that are born there become pure by virtue of the

general atmosphere into which they are brought up. Al-

though environment is not everything, it, especially social

environment, has a great deal to do with the shaping of

individual characters. If this is the case, where shall we
look for the real signification of the doctrine of Karma?

The intellect wants to have a clear-cut, "well-delineated

figure to which a deed or its “unlosable” something has to

be attached, and Karma becomes mathematically deseribable

as having its originator, perpetrator, sufferer, etc. But when

there are really no individuals and Karma is to be conceived

as nowhere originated by any specifically definable agent,

what would become of the doctrine of Karma as advocated

by Buddhists? Evidently, there is an act, either good or

bad or indifferent
;
there is one who actually thrusts a

dagger, and there is one who actually lies dead thus stabbed

;

and yet shall we have to declare that there is no killer, no

killing, and none killed? What will then become of moral

responsibility ? How can there be such a thing as accumula-

tion. of merit or attainment of enlightenment? Who is after

all a Buddha, and who is an ignorant, confused mortal!

Can we say that society, nay, the whole universe is

responsible for the act of killing if this fact is once estab-

lished? and that all the causes and conditions leading to it
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and all the results that are to be connected with it are to

be traced to the universe itself.* Or is it that the individual

is an ultimate absolute fact and what goes out from him

comes back to him without any relation to his fellow-beings

and to his environment, social and physical? In the first

case, moral responsibility evaporates into an intangible uni-

versality; in the second case, the intangible whole gets

crystallised in one individual, and there is indeed moral

responsibility, but one stands altogether in isolation as if

each of us were like a grain of sand in no relation to its

neighbours. Which of these positions is more exactly in

conformity with facts of human experience? When this is

applied to the Buddhist doctrine of Karina, the question

comes to this : Is Buddhist Karma to be understood indivi-

dualistieally or eosmologieally ?

Mahayana Buddhism on the Theory of Karma

As far as history goes, Buddhism started with the in-

dividualistic interpretation of Karma, and when it reached

its culminating point of development in the rise of Maha-

yana, the doctrine came to be eosmically understood. But

not in the vague, abstract, philosophical way as was referred

to before but concretely and spiritually in this wise : the net

of the universe spreads out both in time and space from the

centre known as “myself,” where it is felt that all the sins

of the world are resting on his own shoulders, and that to

atone for them he is determined to subject himself to a

system of moral and. spiritual training which he considers

would cleanse him of all impurities and by cleansing him
cleanse also the whole world of all its demerits. This is the

Mahayana position. Indeed, the distinction between the

Mahayana and the Hinayaua form of Buddhism may be said

to be due to this difference in the treatment of Karma-con-

ception. The Mahayana thus came to emphasise the “other”
or “whole” aspect of Karma, and, therefore, of universal

salvation while the Hinayaua adhered to the “self” aspect.
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As Karma worked, according to the Ilinayanists, apparently

impersonally but in point of fact individualistically, this life

of pain and suffering was to be got rid of by self-discipline,

by moral asceticism, and self-knowledge, nobody outside

could help the sufferer out of his afflictions, all that the

Buddha could do for him was to teach him the way to

escape, but if he did not walk this way by himself, lie could

not be made to go straight ahead even by the power and

virtue of the Buddha. “Be ye a lamp and a refuge to your-

selves,” ( attadipa-uttasarana ), was the injunction left by

the Buddha to his Hinayana followers; for the Buddha

could not extend his spiritual virtue and attainment over

to his devotees or to his fellow-beings. Prom the general

position of the Hinayanists, this was inevitable:

“Not in the sky,

Not in the midst of the sea,

Nor entering a cleft of the mountains,

Is found that realm on earth

Where one may stand and be

Prom an evil deed absolved.” 1

But the Mahayana was not satisfied with this narrow-

ness of spiritual outlook, the Mahayana wanted to extend the

function of Karuna (love) to the furthest end it could reach.

If one's Prajna (wisdom) could include in itself the widest

possible system of universes, why could not Karuna too take

them all under its protective wings? Why could not the

Buddha’s wish (prcinidMnu) for the spiritual welfare of all

beings also efficiently work towards its realisation? The

Buddha attained his enlightenment after accumulating so

much stock of merit for ever so many countless kalpas, and

should we conceive this stock of merit to be available only

for his own benefit ? Karma must have its cosmological

meaning. In fact, individuals are such in so far as they

are thought of in connection with one another and also with

1 The Dltammapada, 127. Translated by Albert J. Edmunds.
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the whole system which they compose. One wave good or

bad once stirred, could not help affecting the entire body of

water. So with the moral discipline and the spiritual

attainment of the Buddlm, they could not remain with him
as an isolated event in the communal life to which he

belonged. Therefore, it is said that when he was enlightened

the whole universe shared in his wisdom and virtue. The

Mahayana stands on this fundamental idea of enlightenment,

and its doctrine of the Tathfigatagarbha or Alayavijnana

reflects the cosmological interpretation of Karma.

II

The Development of the Idea of

Sin in Buddhism

As long as Hinayana Buddhism restricted the applica-

tion of Ivarma to individual deeds, its followers tried to

overcome it by self-discipline. Life was pain, and pain was

the product of one’s former misconduct, and to release one-

self from it, it was necessary to move a force counteracting

it. Things thus went on quite scientifically with the Hina-

yanists, but when the Mahayanists came to see something in

Karma that was inore than individual, that would not be

kept within the bounds of individuality, their scheme of

salvation had to go naturally beyond the individualism of

the Hinayanistic discipline. The “self-power” was not

strong enough to cope with the problem of cosmological

Karma, and to rely upon this self as segregated from the

totality of sentient beings was not quite right and true. For
i lie self is not a final fact, and to proceed in one’s own
religious discipline with the erroneous idea of selfhood will

ultimately lead one to an undesirable end and possibly bear

no fruit whatever. A new phase was now awakened in the

religious consciousness of the Buddhist, which had hitherto

been only feebly felt by the Hinayanists
;
for with the cosmic
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sense of Karma thus developed there came along' the idea

of sin.

In Buddhism sin means ignorance, that is, ignorance as

to the meaning of the individual or the ultimate destiny of

the self. Positively, sin is the affirmation of the self as a

final sv (tb'li tivft in deed, thought, and speech. When a man
is above these two hindrances, ignorance and self-assertion,

he is said to be sinless. How to rise above them, therefore,

is now the question with the Mahayanists.

Calderon, a noted Spanish dramatist, writes: “For

the greatest crime of man is that he ever was born.” This

statement is quite true since sin consists in our ever coming

into existence as individuals severed from the wholeness of

tilings. But as long as this fact cannot be denied from one

point of view, we must try to nullify its evil effects by

veering our course to another direction. And this veering

can take place only by identifying ourselves with the cosmos

itself, with the totality of existence, with Buddhata in which

we have our being. The inevitability of sin thus becomes

the chance of devoting ourselves to a higher plane of ex-

istence where a principle other than Karmaic individualism

and self-responsibility reigns.

When Karma was conceived to be controllable by the

self, the task of releasing oneself from its evil effects was

comparatively ..an easy one, for it concerned after all the

self alone.
;
but if it is sin to believe in the ultimate reality of

an individual soul and to act accordingly, as if salvation

depended only on self-discipling or on self-enlightenment,

the Mahayanist’s work is far greater than the Hinavanist’s.

As this goes beyond the individual, something more than

individual must operate in the Mahayanist heart to make its

work effective, The so-called self must be aided by a power

transcending the limitations of the self,which, however, must

be immanently related to it; for otherwise there cannot be

a very harmonious and really mutally-helping activity be-

tween the self and the not-self. In fact, the idea of sin,
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and lienee the feeling of pain and suffering, is produced from

the lack of a harmonious relationship between what is

thought to be “myself” and what is not. The religious ex-

perience with the Mahayanists is to be described in more

comprehensive terms than with the llinayanists.

A Reality Beyond Self

Buddhata or Dharmata is the name given by the Maha-

yanists to that which is not the self and yet which is in the

self. By virtue of this, the Mahayanists came to the con-

sciousness of sin and at the same time to the possibility of

enlightenment. Buddhata is the essence of Buddhahood,

without which this is never attained in the world. When
the Buddha is conceived impersonally or objectively, it is the

Dharma, law, truth, or reality; and Dharmata is what con-

stitutes the Dharma. Dharmata and Buddhata are inter-

changeable, but the experience of the Mahayanists is de-

scribed more in terms of Buddhata.

With the conception of Buddhata, the historical Buddha

turns into a transcendental Buddha; he ceases to be merely

the Muni of the Sakyas, he now is a manifestation of the

eternal Buddha, an incarnation of Buddhata, and as such he

is no more an individual limited in space and time, his

spirituality goes out from him and whatever power it has

will influence his fellow-beings in their advance or develop-

ment towards Buddhahood. This will take place in propor-

tion to the intensity of desire and the sincerity of effort they

put forward for the attainment of the goal. The goal con-

sists in getting cleansed of sin, and sin consists in believing

in the reality of self-substance (svabhava)

,

in asserting its

claims as final, and in not growing conscious of the

immanency of Buddhata in oneself. The cleansing of sin

is, therefore, intellectually seeing into the truth that there

is something more in what is taken for the self, and cona-

tively in willing and doing the will of that something which

transcends the self and yet which works through the self.
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This is where lies the difficulty of the Mahayanist posi-

tion—to be encased in what we, relative-minded beings, con-

sider the self and yet to go beyond it and to know and will

what apparently does not belong to the self. This is almost

trying to achieve an impossibility, and yet if we do not

achieve this, there will be no peace of mind, no quieting of

soul. We have to do it somehow when we once tumble over

the question in the course of our religious experience. How
is this to be accomplished f

That we are sinful, does not mean in Buddhism that we
have so many evil impulses, desires, or proclivities, which,

when released, are apt to cause the ruination of oneself as

well as others
;
the idea goes deeper and is rooted in our being

itself, for it is sin to imagine and act as if individuality were

a final fact. As long as we are what we are, we have no way
to eseaxm from sin, and this is at the root of all our spiritual

tribulations. This is what the followers of Shin Buddhism
mean when they say that all works, even when they are

generally considered morally good, are contaminated, as long

as they are the efforts of “ self--power, ” and do not lift us

from the bondage of Karma. The power of Buddhata must

be added over to the self or must replace it altogether if we
desire for emancipation. Buddhata, if it is immanent—and

we cannot think it otherwise, must he awakened so that it

will do its work for us who are so oppressed under the limita-

tions of individualism.

The awakening and working of Buddhata in mortal

sinful beings is not accomplished by logic and discursive

argument as is attested by the history of religion. In spite

of the predominantly intellectual tendency of Buddhism, it

teaches us to appeal to something else. The deep conscious-

ness of sin, the intensity of desire to be released from the

finality of individual existence, and the earnestness of effort

put forward to awaken Buddhata—these are the chief condi-

tions. The psychological experience resulting therefrom

will naturally be connected with the feeling of passivity.
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A New Phase of Buddhism

Buddhism whose intellectual tendency interpreted the

doctrine of Karma individualistieally in spite of its teaching

of nomego (anatta ), has at last come to release us all from

the iron fetters of Karma by appealing to the conception of

Buddhata. Finite beings become thus relieved of the logical

chain of causation in a world of spirits, but at the same time

the notion of sin which is essentially attached to them as

limited in time and space has taken possession of their

religious consciousness. For sin means finite beings’ help-

lessness of transcending themselves. And if this be the case,

to get rid of sin will be to abandon themselves to the care of

an infinite being, that is to say, to desist from attempting

1o save themselves, but to bring about a spiritual state of

passiveness whereby to prepare the ground for the entrance

of a reality greater than themselves. Tims sings Words-

worth :

“Nor less I deem that there are powers
Which of themselves our minds impress;

That we can feed this mind of ours

In a wise passiveness.

“Think you, hnid all this mighty sum
Of things for ever speaking,

That nothing of itself will come
But we must still be seeking?

“—Then ask not wherefore, here, alone.

Conversing as I may,
I sit upon this old grey stone,

And dream my time away.”

We can thus say that Karma is understood by the

Mahayanists rather cosmologically, or that the super-indivi-

dualistic aspect of Karma came to assert its importance more
than its individualistic aspect, Nagarjuna's attempt to

nullify Karma is the negative side of this evolution which
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lias taken place in the history of Buddhism. As long as Karina
was conceived individiialistically by Hinayanists, there was
no room for them to entertain a feeling of passivity. But
with the Mahayanist interpretation of Karma a sense of

overwhelming oppression came to possess the minds of the

Buddhists, because Karma was now understood to. have a

far deeper, stronger, and wider foundation than hitherto

thought of. It grew out of the cosmos itself, against which
finite individuals were altogether powerless. This feeling

of helplessness naturally turned the Mahayanists towards a

being who could overcome the enormity of Karma-force.

There was another factor in the religious consciousness

of the Mahayanists which made them ever persistent in

applying to the super-individualistic powers of Buddhata.

By this I mean the feeling of compassion ( Jcarunci ) going

beyond individualism. This is an annoying feeling, to say

the least
;
it goes directly against the instinct of self-preserva-

tion. But there is no doubt that its roots are deeply laid,

and in fact it makes up the very foundation of human nature.

Compassion then walks hand in hand with sorrow, for a com-

passionate soul is always sorrowful, when he observes how
ignorant and confused the world is and grows conscious of

something in himself that makes him feel his own participa-

tion in universal confusion and iniquity. The sense of sin

is the outcome of all this. Perhaps here lies one of the

reasons why the practice of asceticism has a strong appeal

to the religiously-minded who feel a shadow of penitence not

always realising exactly why they do. When the overwhelm-

ing force of Karma is thus combined with compassion, sorrow,

and even sin, the attitude of the Buddhist towards himself

assumes an altogether different aspect, he is no more a self-

reliant individualist, he now wants to identify himself with

a power that holds in itself the whole universe with all its

multitudmousness.
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The Psychology of Passivity

Passivity is essentially psychological, and to interpret

it metaphysically or theologically is another question. The

feeling that one has been cleansed of sin is passive as far as

the sinner’s consciousness is concerned. This subjectivism

may be objectively verified or may not. But to say that in

this consciousness there is absolutely no other feeling than

passivity is not correct. This feeling which came upon

us indeed quite abruptly or without our being conscious of

every step of its progress, is no doubt predominant especially

when we know that with the utmost voluntary efforts we
could not induce a state of liberation. But when the feeling

is analysed and its component factors are determined, we
realise that this passivity is made possible only when there

is something intensely active within ourselves. Let this

active background be all blank, absolutely colourless, and

there is not even a shadow of passivity felt there. The very

fact that it is felt to be passive proves that there is a power

on our side that prepares itself to be in a state of receptive-

ness. The exclusive “other-power” theory which is some-

times maintained by advocates of the Shin school of Bud-
dhism as well as by the Christian quietists is not tenable.

While a man is attached to individualism, asserting it

consciously or unconsciously, he always has a feeling of

oppression which he may interpret as sin; and while the

mind is possessed by it, there is no room for the “other-

power” to enter and work, the way is effectively barred. It

is quite natural, therefore, for him to imagine that with the

removal of the bar he became altogether empty. But the

removal of the bar does not mean utter emptiness, absolute

nothingness. If this is the case, there will be nothing for

the “other-power” to work on. The abandoning of the

“self-power” is the occasion for the “other-power” to
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appear at the scene, the abandoning and the appearance

take place simultaneously
; it is not that the abandoning

comes first, and the ground remaining empty there is a

vacancy, and finally the “other-power” comes in to claim

this vacuity. The facts of experience do not justify this

supposition, for nothing can work in a vacuity. On the

contrary, there must be a point to which the “ other-power * 7

can fix itself, or a form into which it can, as it were, squeeze

itself; this self-determination of the ‘‘other-power ’ 7
is impos-

sible if there is nothing but an absolute emptiness of pas-

sivity. The suppression of the self does not mean its utter

annihilation, but its perfect readiness to receive a higher

power into it. In this receptivity we must not forget that

there is a power which receives, which lias been made passive.

The absolute “other-power 77
doctrine is not psychologically

valid, nor metaphysically tenable.

Absolute Passivism ancl Libertinism

The doctrine of absolute passivity is frequently pro-

ductive of: disastrous consequences in two ways. The one

may be called negative as it tends to quietism, laziness, con-

templative absorption, or all-annihilating Dhyana or

Nirodha; while the other is decidedly positive, being quite

aggressive and self-assertive in its practical functioning as

is shown, for instance, by the doctrine and life of the

advocates of the Free Spirit in the fourteenth century.

When the “I” is completely annihilated and altogether re-

placed by God, it is not then the “I” that thinks, desires,

and moves about, hut God himself; he has taken complete

possession of this “I”, he works through it, he desires in it.

The following1
is an extract from Ruysbroeck’s The Twelve

Beguines, in which he gives the position of the Free Spirit

sect in Belgium quite clearly:

1 Quoted in A. Wautier I) ’Aygalliers ’ Ruy&broeck the Admirable,

1>. 40 .
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‘ 4 Without me, God would have neither knowledge nor
will nor power, for it is I, with God, who have created my
own personality and all things. From my hands are

suspended heaven, earth, and all creatures. Whatever
honour is paid to God, it is to me that it is paid, for in my
essential being I am by nature God. For myself, I neither

hope nor love, and I have no faith, no confidence in God. I

have nothing to pray for, nothing to implore, for I do not
render honour to God above myself. For in God there is

no distinction, neither Father nor Son nor Holy Spirit

since with this God I am one, and am even that which he is

. . . .and which, without me, he is not.”

Another writer quotes the following dialogue 1 between a

Free Spirit brother and his questioner

:

14 What is freedom of the Spirit?” Conrad Kannler is

asked by Ebernard de Freyenliausen the inquisitor.

“It exists when all remorse of conscience ceases and
man can no longer sin.”

“Hast thou attained to this stage of perfection

“Yes, so much so that I can advance in grace, for i air

one with God and God is one with me.”
“Is a brother of the Free Spirit obliged to obey author-

ity ?
* ’

“No, he owes obedience to no man, nor is he bound by
the precepts of the Church. If any one prevents him from
doing as he pleases, he has the right to kill him. He may
follow all the impulses of his nature; he does not sin in

yielding to his desires.”

Antinomianism upholds a life of instinct and intuition,

and it works in either way, good or bad, according to the

fundamental disposition of the agent. All religious lift’

tends towards antinomianism, especially that of the mystic.

It grows immoral and dangerous when the reason is too

,weak to assert itself or is kept in the background in too

subordinate a position. This frequently takes place with

those whose sense of passivity and so-called spiritual freedom

! A. Allk‘ 1 -, Las* AY'

7

y\s <Iu Librc-Hnprit
,
quoted l>v A. Wmitior

D'Aygalliers in his Rnys'brorek, p. 43.
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are allied with one another as they are apt to be, and the

result is inimical. Read the following passage from D’Aygal-

liers (pp. 46-47), in which the author describes the view of

certain followers of the Free Spirit

:

‘
‘ Hence they go so far as to say that so long as man has

a tendency to virtues and desires to do God’s very precious

will,- he is still imperfect, being preoccupied with the acquir-

ing of things. . . .Therefore, they think they can never either

believe in virtues, or have additional merit, or commit sins

Consequently, they are able to consent to every desire

of the lower nature, for they have reverted to a state of

innocence, and laws no longer apply to them. Hence, if the

nature is prone to that which gives it satisfaction, and if, in

resisting it, mental idleness must, however slightly, be either

checked or distracted, they obey the instincts of nature.

They are all forerunners of Antichrist, preparing the way
for incredulity of every kind. They claim indeed to be
free, outside of commandments and virtues. To say what
pleases them and never to be contradicted, to retain their own
will and in subjection to no one; that is what they call

spiritual freedom. Free in their flesh, they give the body
what it desires .... To them the highest sanctity for man con-

sists in following without compulsion and in all things his

natural instinct, so that he may abandon himself to every
impulse in satisfying the demands of the body .... They wish
to sin and indulge in their impure practices without fear or

qualms of conscience.”

That when the mystic has the feeling that he is entirely

possessed of God, or something greater than himself, he is

apt to give himself up to a life of sensuousness, is psy-

chologically explainable, for there is a tendency in all reli-

gion to assert instincts or native impulses not controlled by

reasoned morality. When existence is accepted as it is as

part of the inconceivable wisdom of the Buddha or God, the

acceptance often involves acquiescence in all ills the flesh is

heir to. This is why orthodoxy is always reluctant to lend

its ear unconditionally to the gospel of passivism. Grave

dangers are always lurking here. The Shin teacher’s an-
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uouncement that “you are saved just as you are,” or the

doctrine that Amida’s all-embracing love takes in all sinful

mortals with their sins and defilements even unwashed, is

full of pitfalls unless it is tempered by sound reasoning and

strong moral feeling. The injunctions such as “Take no

thought of your life,” or “Take no thought for the morrow,

for the morrow shall take thought for the things of itself,”

are fine and Buddhists too will whole-heartedly uphold the

truth contained in them, but at the same time we must realise

that this kind of momentarism is a life essentially at one

with that of the fowls of the air and the lilies of the field,

and harbours the possibility of sliding headlong into the

abyss of libertinism or antinomianism. True religion, there-

fore, always shuns absolute subjectivism, and rightly so.

Still we can ill afford to ignore the claims of the mystic so

simply and innocently expressed in the following life of a.

pious Buddhist, where there is nothing of the aggressive

assertions of Brothers of the Free Spirit.

Kiehibei was a wealthy farmer of Idzumo province, but

when his religious consciousness was awakened he could no

more rest satisfied with his old conditions. He sold all his

estate and with the money thus realised lie wandered about

from one place to another to get instructed in Shin Bud-
dhism. Later he sold out even his godowns, furniture, and

house itself, thus freeing himself from all Iris earthly treas-

ures, he devoted himself to the study of Buddhism, that is,

he was never tired of travelling far and near listening to

the religious discourses of Shin teachers. Many, many years

passed like that and his neighbours used to remark, “Kiehibei

goes around in sandals made of gold,” meaning that all Ills

money and property had gone into his religion. He did not

at all mind his poverty, saying, “Enough is the living for

the day.” At seventy he was still peddling fish to get his

daily livelihood, though his earning was no more than a few
iobyakn (pennies). When a neighbouring child brought

him one day a bunch of flowers, he was very grateful, “By
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the grace of Amida I live tliis clay to make him this flower-

offering”
;
lie went up to the altar. The child was rewarded

for it with two pieces of tobyaku , the earning of that clay.1

Is not such a Buddhist a good follower of Jesus too?

He had no thought for the morrow, and in these modern
days of economic stress how would he have fared ? In spite

of all this, there is something most captivating in a life like

Kichibei’s. Rolle speaks of “a contemplative man [who] is

turned towards the unseen light with >so great a longing that

men often consider him a fool or mad, because his heart is so

on fire with the love of Christ. Even his bodily appearance

is changed, and is so far removed from other men that it

seems as if God’s child were a lunatic.”2 “God’s fool” or

“God’s lunatic” are expressive terms. Kichibei was surely

changed in his appearance and had become a splendid

lunatic.

The Passive Life Described

The psychological state of such religious belief can be

explained in the language of Madam Guyon as follows :
A

“I speak to you, my dear brother, without reserve.

And, in the first place, my soul, as it seems to me, is united

to God in such a manner that my own will is entirely lost

in the Divine Will. I live, therefore, as well as I can express

it, out of myself and all other creatures, in union with God,

because in union with His will .... It is thus that God, by
His sanctifying grace, has come to me All in All. The self

which once troubled me is taken away, and I find it no more.

And thus God, being made known in things and events,

which is the only way in which the I AM, or Infinite Ex-

istence, can be made known, everything becomes in a certain

sense God to me. I find God in everything which is, and

in everything which comes to pass. The creature is nothing;

(rod is ALL.”
1 Anjin Showa ( gcifcvhK ) , XVIII.
“ The Amending of Life, edited by H. L. Hubbard (1922), p. 91.

" A letter to her brother Gregory as quoted in Thomas 0. ITpham's

Life and Experience of Madam Guyon , p. 305 et seq.
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Thomas 0. Upham further gives, according to Madame

Guyoirs autobiography and other literary material, his own

version of the conversation which took place between her

and Bos,suet, Bishop of Meaux, at this time confessedly the

“leader of the French Church.
5

* The conversation is quite

illuminating as regards the quietist point of view of reli-

gious experience, and I allow rnysef to quote the following:

Bossuet.—l notice that the terms and phrases which you
employ, sometimes differ from those with which I frequently

meet in theological writings. And perhaps the reason, which
you have already suggested, explains it in part. But still

they are liable to be misunderstood and to lead into error

;

and hence it is necessary to ascertain precisely what is

meant. You sometimes describe what you consider the

highest state of religious experience as a state of passivity
;

and at other times as passively active. I confess, Madame,
that I am afraid of expressions which I do not fully under-

stand, and have the appearance at least of being somewhat
at variance with man’s moral agency and accountability.

'Madame Guyon.—I am not surprised, sir, at your refer-

ence to these expressions
;
and still I hardly know what other

expressions to employ. I will endeavour to explain. In
the early periods of man’s religious experience, he is in what
may be called a mixed life ;

sometimes acting from God, but
more frequently, until he has made considerable advance-

ment, acting from himself. His inward movement, until it

becomes corrected by Divine grace, is self-originated, and is

characterised by that perversion which belongs to everything
coming from that source. But when the soul, in the posses-

sion of pure or perfect love, is fully converted, and every-

thing in it is subordinated to God, then its state is always
either passive or passively active.

But I am willing to concede, which will perhaps meet
your objection, that there are some reasons for preferring
the term passively active

;
because the sanctified soul, although

it no longer has a will of its own, is never strictly inert.

Under all circumstances and in all cases, there is really a
distinct act on the part of the soul, namely, an act of co-

operation with God,* although in some cases, it is a simple
co-operation with what now is

, and constitutes the religions
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state of submissive acquiescence and patience
;
while in others

it is a co-operation with reference to what is to be, and implies

future results, and consequently is a state of movement and
performance.

Bossuet .—1 think, Madame, I understand you. There
is a distinction undoubtedly in the two classes of cases just

mentioned; but as the term passively active
,
will apply to

both of them, I think it is to be preferred. You use this

complex term, I suppose, because there are two distinct acts

or operations to be expressed, namely, the act of preparatory
or prevenient grace on the part of God, and the co-operative

act on the part of the creature; the soul being passive, or

merely perceptive, in the former
;
and active, although always

in accordance with the Divine leading, in the other.

“ Passively active,
77

or “ actively passive/ 7

either will

describe the mentality of the quietist type of the mystic. He
is not generally conscious of his own active part in his reli-

gious experience, and may wish to ignore this part altogether

on the ground of his religious philosophy. But, as I said

before, there is no absolutely passive state of mind, for this

would mean perfect emptiness, and to be passive means that

there is something ready to receive. Even God cannot work

where there is nothing to work on or with. Passivity is a

relative term indicating a not fully analysed state of con-

sciousness. Tn our religious life, passivity comes as the

culmination of strenuous activity; passivity without this

preliminary condition is sheer inanity, in which there will

be no consciousness, from the very first, even of any form of

passivity.
‘

‘ I live, yet not I, but Christ liveth in me. 7 7

This

is passivism as far as somebody else, and not the self has

taken possession of that which liveth, but that which liveth

stays there all the time. ‘“Ye are dead, and your life is

hid with Christ in God. 77
(Colos. Ill, 3.) Something in you

is dead, which is to die sooner or later, but that which is to

live keeps on living. This does not mean that you are

altogether annihilated, but that you are living in the most

lively sense of the word. Living is an activity, in fact the

highest form of activity. Absolute passivity is death itself.
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Passivity and Pure Land Buddhism

it is in the Pure Land school that the idea ol‘ passivity

is most clearly traceable in Buddhism, though even in the

Holy Path school it is not quite absent, Shinran, a great

advocate of the Tariki (other-power) doctrine, naturally

upholds passivity in the religious life of his followers. His

idea is manifest in such passages as this, in which he repu-

diates “self-power” or “self-will” ( hakarai). “By ‘self-

power is meant,” says he, “the self-will of the [Holy Path]

devotees, relying on which each of them, as he finds himself

variously situated in the circumstances of life, invokes the

Buddha-names other [than Amicla], disciplines himself in

good works other [than invoking the name of Amicla]
;
he

upholds his own will, by which he attempts to remedy all the

disturbances arising from the body, speech, and thought, and,

thus making himself wholesome, he wishes to be reborn in

the Land of Purity* The ‘ other-power ’devotees, on the other

hand, put their whole-hearted faith in the original vow of

Amida, as is expressed in the Eighteenth Yow in which he

vows to receive all beings to his Land of Purity if they only

recite his name and desire to be saved through him. In

this, says the Holy One, there is no human scheme because

there is here only the scheme of the Tathagata’s vow. By
‘human scheme 7

is meant ‘self-will
7

,
and ‘self-will

7

is self-

power which is a human scheme. As to ‘other power
,

7

it

is a whole-hearted belief in the original vow, and as the

devotee is thus assured of his rebirth in Amida ’s land, there

is no human scheme in the whole procedure. And, therefore,

again he need not feel any anxiety in his mind as to whether

he will be welcomed by the Tathagata because of his sinful-

ness. Let him remain undisturbed, even with all his pas-

sions, because they belong by nature to him as an ignorant

and sinful mortal, nor let him imagine himself that he shall

be reborn in Amida 7

s land because of his good will and good

conduct. For as long as he has the mind of relying on his
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'self-will/ lie has no chance for rebirth in the Pure LancLm
,
Shinran’s vocabulary is rich in such phrases as "artless

art,” or "meaningless meaning,” (£B£jit7)S8), “no scheming

whatever” £> ZA?£ 1* ), “naturalness,” or "suehness,”

or "the natural course of things” ( ), “the passage

of absolute freedom” or "unobstructed path”

"beyond the intelligence or contrivance of the ignorant” as

it is the will of the Buddha, "an absolute trust in the Tatha-

gata’s vow which is not tinged with human contrivance,”

"the great believing heart is Buddhata and Buddhata. is the

Tathagata,” etc.

The ultimate meaning of all these phrases, so common
in the lexicon of Shin Buddhism, is. the upholding of pas-

sivity in the psychology of its followers. Let Amida work

out his original vow as he made it in the beginning of liis

religious career, which means, "Let us believe in it whole-

heartedly and it will find its way inevitably, naturally,

spontaneously, and without any contrivance on our part,

into our sinful hearts and take us up into his Land of Bliss

and Purity, after our death.” While we are living here on

earth as the result of our past Karma, bound by the laws of

the flesh and driven by the instinctive and uncontrollable

urge of life, we cannot escape its course, but so long as there

is the original vow of Amida which has proved efficient in

his own attainment of supreme enlightenment, we need not

worry about the sinful urge of our earthly life. Absolute

faith puts an end to our spiritual tribulations which annoy

us on account of our sins. Sins themselves as they are com-

mitted by us mortals may not be eradicated, for as long as

we are relative existences, limited and governed by forces

beyond our "self-power” to control, we cannot rid ourselves

completely of defiled passions and desires and impulses. In

spite of this fact, we are not troubled about sin, because our

sin no more affects our life after death : have we not already

been saved by the original vow of Amida which we have un-
1 The Mattosho, TkEa#'.
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conditionally accepted? Was it not our worry about our

after-death life, or immortality as the Christians would put

it, that made us feel concerned about this sinful state of

affairs on earth? It is not that we keep on sinning, or that

we 1 take delight in sinning, as some antinomians would,

indeed we feel gravely concerned about sinning: but this

sinning no longer shakes our faith in Amicla and our final

enlightenment and emancipation. The soul is no more dis-

turbed, and with all its sins and regrets and lamentations

it retains its sincerity, its hope, and its transcendental joy.

Richard Rolle, the author of The Amending of Life
, was

a Christian mystic of the fourteenth century. His idea of

sin and purity of heart has much to remind us of the view

presented above. He writes (pp. 75-76) :

“Who can truly say “I am free from sin?’ No one in

this life; for as Job says,
£

Tf I wash myself with snow water

and make my hands never so clean, yet shalt thou plunge

me in the ditch, and mine own clothes shall abhor me.’ ‘If

1 washed myself with snow water’ meaning true penitence;

‘and make my hands never so clean’ by works of innocence,

‘yet shalt thou plunge me in the ditch’ of venial sins that

cannot be avoided, ‘and mine own clothes shall abhor me,’

that is to say, my flesh makes me loathe myself, and sensual-

ity that is so frail, slippery, and ready to love the beauty of

this world, often makes me sin. The apostle said, ‘Let not

sin reign in your mortal body,’ that is to say, ‘Sin must be,

in us, but it need not rule over us.’ Though he sometimes
commit a venial offence, yet henceforth, because his whole
heart is turned to God, sin is destroyed. The Are of love

burns up in him all stain of sin, as a drop of water cast into

a furnace is consumed.”

Here lies the teaching of “other-power” Buddhism in a nut-

shell, and here also the signification of passivity in the psy-

chology of Buddhism,

Ichirenin (1788-1860) was a modern follower of the

“other-power” school; he used to teach in the following

manner: 1 “If you have yet something worrying you, how-
1 “Talks oa Mental Peace .

fi
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ever trivial it may be, your faith in Amida is not absolute.

When you have a feeling of unrest, this is of course far from
believing in Amida; but even when you are rejoicing as

having at last found rest, this is not real rest either. To
make strenuous effort because you have not yet gained a

restful heart, is also not quite right. To put your belief

to a test wishing to know if it is firmly resting on Amida,
is again wrong. Why? Because all these are attempts to

look into your own mind, you are turned away from Amida,

you are wrongly oriented. Indeed, it is easy to say.

‘Abandon your self-power/ but after all how difficult it is!

1, therefore, repeat over and over again and say, ‘Don’t look

at your own mind, but look straight up to Amida himself.’

To rely on Amida means to turn towards the mirror of the

original vow and see Amida face to face,”

Passivity is Accepting Life as it is

Passivity is not self-reflection or self-examination. It

is an unqualified acceptance of Amida. So long as there

is a trace of conscious contrivance ( Jiakarai), you are not

wholly possessed of Amida. You and the original vow are

two separate items of thought, there is no unity, and this

unity is to be attained by accepting and not by striving. In

this ease passivity is identifiable with accepting existence

as it is. To believe then is to be and not to become. Becom-

ing implies a dissatisfaction with existence, a wishing to

change, that is, to work out “my will” as against “thy will,”

and whatever we may say about moral ideals of perfection,

religion is after all the acceptance of things as they are,

things evil together with things good. Religion wants first

of all “to be.” To believe, therefore, is to exist—this is the

fundamental of all religions. When this is translated into

terms of psychology, the religious mind turns on the axle of

passivity. “You are all right as you are,” or “to be well

with God and the world,” or “don’t think of the morrow”

:

this is the final word of all religion.
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It. was in this spirit that Rinzai, (Liin-ehi, died 867),

the founder of the Rinzai branch of Zen Buddhism, said:
4

‘ The truly religious man has nothing to do but go on with

his life as lie finds it in the various circumstances of this

worldly existence. He rises quietly in the morning, puts on

his dress and goes out to his work. When he wants to walk,

lie walks
;
when he wants to sit, he sits. He has no hanker-

ing after Buddhahood, not the remotest thought of it. How
is this possible? A wise man of old says, If you strive

after Buddhahood by any conscious contrivances, your

Buddha is indeed the source of eternal transmigration."1

To doubt is to commit suicide; to strive, which means “to

negate," is, according to Buddhist phraseology, eternally to

transmigrate in the ocean of birth and death.

A man called Joyemon, of Mino province, was much

troubled about his soul. He had studied Buddhism but so

far to no purpose. Finally, he went up to Kyoto where

Icliiremn, who was a great teacher of Shin Buddhism at

the time, resided, and opened his heart to him, begging to

be instructed in the teaching of Shinran Shonin. Said

Ichirenin, “You are as old as you are." (Amida’s salvation

consists in accepting yourself as you are.) Joyemon was

not satisfied and made further remonstration, to which

lehireri repeated, “You are saved as you are." The seeker

after truth was not yet in a state of mind to accept the word

of the teacher right off, he was not yet free from dependence

on contrivances and strivings. lie still pursued the teacher

with some more postulations. The teacher, however, was not

to he induced to deviate from his first course, for he repeated,

“You are saved as you are," and quietly withdrew. It was

fortunate that he was a “tariki" teacher; for if lie had been

a Zen master, 1 feel sure that Joyemon would have been

handled in an altogether different manner.

John Woolman (1720-1772), a Quaker, died of small

1 Bone after the sense, for a literal translation of Rinzai requires

a great deal of comments.
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pox and towards the end his throat was much affected and

he could not speak. He asked for pen and ink and wrote

with difficulty : “I believe my being here is in the wisdom
of Christ; I know not as to life or death/’ This confession'

exactly tallies with that of Shinran when he says in The

Tannisho

,

“I say my Nembutsu as taught by my good

teacher. As to my being reborn after death in the Land
of Purity or in hell, I have no idea of it.” Shinran quite

frequently makes reference to the inconceivability of

Buddha-wisdom. Our being* here is entirely due to it, and.

it is not in our limited knowledge to probe into its mystery

nor is it necessary to exercise our finite will about it
;
we just

accept existence as it is, our trust is wholly placed in the

infinite wisdom of Amida, and what we have to do is to get

rested with this trust, this faith, this acceptance, and with

this ignorance. And the wonderful tiling is that this ignor-

ance has such a wisdom in it as to give us entire satisfaction

with this life and after.

The mystic knowledge or mystic ignorance and the

satisfaction derived from it are also illustrated by the poem
of thirty-one syllables composed by Ippen Shonin (1229—

1289) . When he was studying Zen under Hoto (1203-1298)

,

the latter wanted to know how Ippen understood the mean-

ing of the statement that “As a thought is stirred there is

an awakening.” Ippen ’s answer was in verse:

“When the Name is invoked,

Neither the Buddha nor the Self

There is

:

Na-mu-a-mi-da-bu-tsu—
The voice alone is heard.”

The Zen master, however, did not think Ippen rightly under-

stood tlie point, whereby the latter uttered another verse:

“When the Name is invoked,

Neither the Buddha nor the Self

There is:

Na-mu-a-mi-dorbu-tm,
Na-mu-a-mi-da-lm-tsn/”
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This met the master's approval. In Ippen's religion we
find Zen and Shin harmonised in a most practical way. When
this sonomama (yathabhntam) idea is translated into human
relations, we have the following in which self-will is de-

nounced as hindering the work of the All-One, that is, Amida.

“When the rebellious will of your self-power is given

up, you realise what is meant by putting trust in Amida.

You desire to be saved and the Buddha is ever ready to

save, and yet the fact of your rebirth in the Land of Purity

does not seem to be so easily establishable. Why? Because

your rebellious will still asserts itself. It is like contracting

a marriage between a young man and a young woman. The

parents on both sides want to see them united in marriage.

The one party says, ‘ There is no need of the bride's being

provided with any sort of trousseau. ' But the other thinks

it necessary seeing that the bridegroom belongs to a far richer

family, and it would not do for the bride not to be supplied,

even with one wardrobe. Both, are ready and yet the sense

of pride is their barrier. If the bride's family took the pro-

posal made by the other party in the same spirit as is made
by the latter, the desired end would be accomplished without

further fussing. Quite similar to this is the relationship

between the Buddha and sentient beings. The Buddha says

:

‘ Come'
;
why not then go to him even as you are? But here

the rebellious will shakes its head and says, ‘With all his

good will, I cannot go to him just as I am,* I ought to do

something to deserve the call.' This is self-pride. This is

more than what the Buddha requires of you, and anything

extraneous coming out of your self-conceit and limited

philosophy obstructs the passage of the Buddha's mercy into

your hearts. For all that is asked of you is to put your

hand forward, into which the Buddha is ready to drop the

coin of salvation. The Buddha is beckoning to you, the boat

is waiting to take you to the other shore of the stream, no
fares are wanted, the only movement you are to make is to

step right into the ferry. You cannot protest and say, ‘This
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is a difficult task.’ Why don’t you then give yourself up
entirely to the Buddha’s vow of salvation and let his will

prevail over yours ?” 1

Molinos writes to Petrueei: “One of the fundamental

rules which serve to keep my soul in constant inner peace is

this : I may cherish no desire2 for this or that separate good,

but only for that good which is the highest of all and I must

be prepared for all which this highest good gives me and

requires of me. These are few words but they contain

much,”3 If one asks a Shin teacher what are few words

containing so much as productive of the highest good, he

will at once say, “Na-mu-a-mi-da-bii-tsu, Na-mu-a-mi-da-bu-

tsul” For this is indeed the magic sesame that carries you

right to the other side of birth and death.

Ignorance and Passivity

, The significant fact about religious experience, which

is to be noticed in this connection, is that it always insists

on abandoning all knowledge and learnedness acquired by
the seeker of God or truth. Whether it is Christian or Bud-
dhist, whether it is the Pure Land or the Holy Path, the

insistence is equally emphatic. It is evident that religious

experience stands almost diametrically opposed to intellectual

knowledge, for learnedness and scholarship does not guar-

antee one to be a member of the kingdom of God, but “being

like a child” not only in humbleness of heart but in simple-

ness of thought. The stains of vanity, conceit, and self-love

which are so-called human righteousnesses, are indeed “as
1 Condensed from VIII-XIII, of Sayings of Shuson, one of the

modern teachers of Shin Buddhism, 1788-1860. Compiled by Gessho

Sasaki, 1907.
2 That the Catholic monks avow absolute obedience to their

superior is also an expression of passivism in our religious life. When
a man -can submit himself to a life of obedience, he feels a certain sense

of relief from the oppressing burden of self-responsibility, which is,

akin to the religious feeling of peace and rest.
3 Kathleen Lyttleton’s Introduction to Molinos 9 Spiritual Guide ,

p, 25.
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a polluted garment,
5 7 which is to be cast off by every one

of ns, but. why is the use of the intellect too to be avoided?

The soul may long for solitude and silence, but why does

the constant reading of religious books grow wearisome?

Why was Jesus thankful for his Father’s hiding “these

things” from the wise and prudent and revealing them unto

babes, who are incapable of “careful meditations and subtle

reasoning”?

St. Bonaventura “teaches us not to form a conception of

anything, no, not even of God, because it is imperfection to

be satisfied with representations, images, and definitions, how-

ever subtle and ingenious they may be, either of the will or

of the goodness, trinity and unity; nay, of the divine essence

itself.
7 71

St. Augustine soliloquises :

4

‘ I, Lord, went wander-

ing like a strayed sheep, seeking thee with anxious reasoning

without, whilst thou wast within me. I wearied my self

much in looking for thee without, and yet thou hast thy

habitation within me, if only T desire thee and pant after

thee. 1 went round the streets and squares of the city of

this world seeking thee; and I found thee not, because in

vain I sought without for him, who was within my self.
771

The reason why intellection is in disfavour with religious

teachers is this : it does not give us the thing itself, but its

representations, images, explanations, and references
;

it

always leads us away from ourselves, which means that we
become lost in the jungle of endless speculation and imagina-

tion, giving us no inner peace and spiritual rest. The intel-

lect always looks outwardly, forgetting that “there is an

inward sight which hath power to perceive the One True

God.” So Gerson expresses himself r “Though I have

•spent forty years in reading and prayer, yet I could never

find any tiling more efficacious, nor for attaining to mystical

theology, more direct than that the spirit should become like

n little child and a beggar in the presence of God.”
1 Quoted from The Spiritual (hade, pp, 76, 77.

' Molin os, p. 72.
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Buddhism, however, is fundamentally a religion against

ignorance ( avidya ) and not for it as in the foregoing quota-

tions. The ignorant (bold) and confused ( bJirdnti ) and

simple-minded (prithagjana) are very much condemned in all

Buddhist sutras as not being able to grasp the deepest truths

of enlightenment. It is true that Buddhism is more intel-

lectual than Christianity and that the whole drift of Bud-
dhist thought tends to encourage an intuitive grasp of the

emptiness of existence instead of being embraced in the love

of the highest being. But in spite of this fact there is a

strong undercurrent in the Buddhist teaching to uphold the

futility of all intellectual attempts in the experience of the

Buddhist life which consists really in abandoning every self-

centered striving and preconceived metaphysical standpoint.

This is to keep the consciousness in utter purity or in a state

of absolute neutrality or blankness, in other words, to make

the mind as simple as that of the child, which is not at all

stuffed with learning and pride.

Honen Shonin’s (1133-1212) “One-Sheet Document'
7

illustrates the Pure Land attitude towards ignorance and

simple-heartedness :

“By Nembutsu I do not mean such practice of medita-

tion on the Buddha as is referred to by the wise men of

China and Japan, nor is it the invocation of the Buddha's
name, which is practised as the result of study and under-

standing as to the meaning of Nembutsu. It is just to invoke

the name of Amida, without doubting that this will issue in

the rebirth of the believer in the Pure Land. Just this, and
no other considerations are needed. Mention is often made
of the threefold heart and the four manners of exercise, but

these are all included in the belief that a rebirth in the Pure
Land is most conclusively assured by the Namu-amida-butsu

.

Tf one imagines something more than this, one will be ex-

cluded from the blessings of the two holy ones, Amida and
Sakyamuni, and left out of the original vow. Those who
believe in the Nembutsu, however learned they may be in

all the teachings of Sakyamuni, shall behave themselves like

an ignoramus who knows nothing, or like a simple-hearted
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woman-devotee; avoid pedantry, and invoke the Buddha’s

name with singleness of heart.”

Shinran Shonin (1173-1262) as disciple of Ilonen voices

the same sentiment in his Tannisho:

“ [Some say that] the salvation of those who do not read

and study the sntras and commentaries is doubtful. Such a

view as this is to be regarded as very far from the truth.

All the sacred books devoted to the explanation of the truth

of the Other-power, show that every one who believing in the

original vow recites the Nembutsu will become a Buddha.
Excepting this, what learning is needed to be reborn in the

Pure Land? Let those who have any doubt on this point,

learn hard and study in order to understand the meaning of

the original vow. It is a great pity that there are some who
in spite of a hard study of the sacred books are unable to

understand the true meaning of the sacred doctrine. Since

the Name is so formed as to be recited by any simple-hearted

person who may have no understanding of even a single

phrase in the sacred books, the practice is called easy.”

That Zen representing the Holy Path wing of Buddhism
too shies learning and sutra-reading can be seen from the

way the historians of Zen treat Ilui-neiig, the sixth patriarch

of Zen; for he is made an ignorant pedlar of kindling as

compared with his rival Shen-hsiu whose scholarship was the

object of envy among the five hundred disciples of Iiung-jen

;

and also from one of the chief mottoes adopted by Zen fol-

lowers, “Depend not on letters!” for it was indeed on this

that the T‘ien-tai advocates of the Sung concentrated their

assaults on Zen. Those who have at all studied Zen know well

what attitude is assumed by Zen towards scholarship and

intellection. Its literature is filled with such passages as these

:

“I have not a word to give to you as the .teaching of Zen”:
“I have not uttered even a syllable these forty-nine years

of my preaching”; “That is your learning, let me have what

you have discovered within yourself”; “What are you going

to do with your sutra-reading, which does not at all belong

to your inner self ?” “With all your erudition, do you think
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you can cope with Death?” “All the sutras and commen-
taries so reverently studied by you, are they not after all

mere rubbish to wipe dirt?” and so on.

Of the reasons why ignorance or simple-mindedness is

so exalted in religious experience, the most weighty one is

perhaps to be found in the nature of the intellect itself.

Being essentially dualistic, it requires a point of reference

from which it starts to make a statement, or to advance an
argument, or to give a judgment. This mental habit of hav-

ing a proposition definitely ascertained and holding fast to

it goes against the religious frame of mind which principally

consists in accepting existence as it is without asking ques-

tions, without entertaining doubts. Religious experience

depicts in plain, unqualified, and straightforward statements,

refusing to do anything with quibblings and dialectics.

Whether of the Zen or of the Sliin kind of Buddhism, mystic

intuition thrives best in a mind which has no predilection,

especially nursed by learning. When the mirror of con-

sciousness is thoroughly kept clean of intellectual muddle, it

reflects the glory and love of God as the Christians would

say. Hence ignorance and naivity go hand in hand with

passivity.

Selflessness and Emptiness

When this doctrine of passivity is rendered into philos-

ophical phraseology, it is the doctrine of Anatma or non-ego,

which, when further developed, turns into that of sunyatd

or emptiness. As I explained elsewhere, the doctrine of

no-self-substance is not so nihilistic as non-Buddhist scholars

may imagine, for this denial of the ego is also constantly

on the lips of the Christian mystics. When St. Bernard,

quoting Isaiah, X, 15, “Shall the axe boast itself against him

that heweth therewith? or shall the saw magnify itself

against him that shaketh it ? as if the rod should shake itself

against them that lift it up, or if the staff should lift up
itself, as if it were no wood,” concludes, “In fact, the ability
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1o glory in God comes from God alone”; cannot we draw

another conclusion, saying, “God is all in all, there is no

ego-substance”? or, “In liim we live and move and have our

being, and therefore all relative existences are as sueli empty

{siimja) and unborn (anutpanna)”? Logically speaking,

Buddhist scholars are more frank and radical and self-con-

sistent in developing this theme.

Says the author of Theologia Germanica, “We must

understand it as though God said : 'He who willeth without

me, or willeth not what 1 will, or otherwise than as I will,

he willeth contrary to me, for my will is that no one should

will otherwise than I, and that there should he no will with-

out me, and without my will; even as without me there is

neither substance, nor life, nor this, nor that, so also there

should be no will apart from me, and without my will.’
”

When this is translated into the language of* Buddhist psy-

chology, it is “
I am nowhere a somewhatness for any one,

and nowhere for me is there a somewhatness of any one'.” 1

Or, according to the Vmiddhimacjga (chap. XV.T) :

“Misery only dotii exist, none miserable,

No doer is there
;
naught save the deed is found.

Nirvana is, but not the man who seeks it.

The Path exists, but not the traveller on it.”

We must remember that the Buddha's teaching of

Anatman or Anatta is not the outcome of psychological

analysis but is a statement of religious intuition in which

no discursive reasoning whatever is employed. The Bud-
dhist experience found out by immediate knowledge that

when one\s heart was cleansed of the defilements of the

ordinary ego-centred impulses and desires, nothing was left

there to claim itself as the ego-residimn. It was Buddhist

philosophy that formed the theory, but that which supplied

it with facts to substantiate it was Buddhist experience. We
ought always to remember this truth, that religion first starts

' Translated by T-I. (\ Warren.
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with experience and later philosophises, and, therefore, the

criticism of the philosophy must be based on facts and not

on the philosophy as such.

The doctrine of Sunyata too is a statement of religious

intuition, and not an abstract, formulation of empty ideas.

If this were not so, it could never be the fundamental con-

cept of all the schools of Mahayana Buddhism and have such

an inspiring influence upon the religious consciousness of its

followers. The subject was treated somewhat fully in my
Studies in the Lahkdvatdra Sutra , and I would not repeat

it here except that Sunyata which is generally translated

emptiness or vacuity which is its literal meaning, is not to

be interpreted in terms of relative knowledge and logical

analysis, but it is the utterance of direct insight into the

nature of existence. Whatever philosophy it has gathered

about it is later addition and the work of Bucldliisl scholar-

ship.

XV

Passivity and Patience or Humiliation

While the life of passivity on the one hand tends to

libertinism, it shows on the other hand much aloofness from

human concerns. There are however some practical moral

virtues arising from the experience of passivity, or, stated

conversely, where there are these virtues they issue from the

experience. They are highly characteristic of the religious

life irrespective of its theology, be it Buddhist or Christian.

In Buddhism the virtues thus realised are generally estimated

at six, called Puramitd : Dana, $Ua, Kshdnti,
Yirya ,

Dhyana ,

and Prajnd . The latter two, meditation (dhyana) and in-

tuitive knowledge (prajnd), may not be in any direct rela-

tionship to passivity, and here we will not touch upon them.

The first four are important and we may say that the Maha-

vanist life is summed up in them. Still, of these four, the

first, the practice of charity, which in Buddhism also involves

the giving up of one’s life to the cause, and the second, the
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observance of the moral precepts, may not engage our atten-

tion here. For I wish to give especial consideration to one

or two classical instances of Kshanti and Vlri/a
} both of

which I take to be closely connected with the life of pas-

sivity and the philosophy of Sunyata. We may think that

Kshanti (patience) may have something to do with passivity;

but how about Virya (energy) which is apparently an oppo-

site quality of meek suffering ? How could energy be thought

of issuing from religious passivity and emptiness? This is

a significant point in the life of the Mahayana Buddhist and

in the teaching of the Prajndpdramitd Sutra . For according

to the latter which is lived by the Bodhisattva, an inexhaus-

tible mine of energy obtains just because of the emptiness of

things; if there were something determinable at the back of

our existence, we could not put forward such an energy

exhibited by the Bodhisattva Sadaprarudita. And, owing

to this energy, patience or humiliation is again made pos-

sible. To be patient or to practise Kshanti does not mean
merely to submit oneself to sufferings of all sorts which are

brought upon him from external sources, but it means to

exert the virtue of energy (vlrya) in the life of emptiness,

which is no less than what is known in all the Mahayana
sutras as the life of a Bodhisattva (hodhisattvacaryd) . So

we read in the Diamond Sidra:
u O Subhuti, at the time

when Ivaliraja cut my flesh from every limb, I had no idea

of a self, of a person, of a being, or of a living being; I had

neither an idea nor no-idea. And why ? Because, 0 Subhuti,

if I at that time had an idea of a self, of a person, of a being,

or of a living being, I should also have had an idea of male-

volence. And why? Because, 0 Subhuti, I remember the

past five hundred births when 1 was a Rishi Kshantivadin.

At that time also I had no idea of a self, of a person, of a

being, or of a living being.’ 51
. . .

.

We can thus see that without a philosophical comprehen-

sion of Emptiness there will be no real patience or passivity
5 XLIX pi>. 127-8.
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in the life of tlie Mahayana Buddhist, which never grows

weary of seeking for the highest good as supported by energy.

Sunyatd , Kshdnti and Yirya are inseparable. The story of

the Bodhfsattva Sadaprarudita is in this respect quite illu-

minating. The story runs as follows .

1

The Story of Sadaprarudita

The Buddha said to Subhuti: If thou shouldst really

desire Prajnaparamita, thou shouldst behave like the Bodhi-

sattva Sadaprarudita who is at present living the life of a

Bodhisattva under the Tathagata Blushnia-garjita-nirghoslia-

svara. When he was intently be] it. upon realising Prajna-

paramita, there was a voice 'from the sky, saying, “If thou

goest eastward thou wilt have the chance of listening to

Prajnaparamita. While proceeding there abandon all

thoughts about growing tired, about sleep, eating and drink-

ing, day and night, cold and heat; do not trouble thyself

at all about such affairs, have no thought whatever about

them; be done away with flattery; cherish no self-conceit,

no arrogance
;
free thyself from the idea of a being, from the

desire of making a name, of amassing wealth; free thyself

from the five hindrances, from envy; assert no dualistic

notions as to subject and object, inner and outer, etc.; while

walking along, do not turn either side, left or right; do not

think of the points of the compass, front or behind, above

or below; do not be disturbed in thy form ( riipa ), sensation

(vedand), thought (samjnd ), conformation (sanskdra ), and

consciousness (vijndna) . Why? Because he who is dis-

turbed in these, walks into birth-and-death and not into the

Buddhist life, and will never attain Prajnaparamita.

”

When Sadaprarudita heard this voice from the sky, he

said: “I will behave indeed in the way I am instructed.

For my wish is to become a light for all sentient beings by

storing up all the truths of Buddhism. J ’ The mysterious

voice gives the Bodhisattva further advice regarding the
1 The Asfhasa1iasril'd~prajmparamitd'8titra, Chapter on the Bodhi-

sattva Sadaprarudita.
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Mahayanistie view of the world, absolute confidence to be

]>laced in the teacher of Prajhaparamita, the temptations of

the Evil One which would appear in various forms to a

serious seeker of truth, etc.

Sadaprarudita now following* the advice starts on his

eastern pilgrimage, but before he is very far off, he thinks

again: “Why did I not ask the voice how far east I have

to go and of whom to hear about Prajhaparamita

?

?
’ When

he was seized with this thought, he felt so grieved over his

stupidity that he did not know what to do but giving himself

up to intense grief and self-reproach. But he was deter-

mined to stay on the spot, no matter how long, if he could

only have another advice from the sky. He felt like a person

who lost his only child, there was no other thought in his

mind than wishing to know about his further procedure,

when lo! a form looking like the Tathagata appeared before

him and said

:

“Well clone, Sadaprarndita ! All the Buddhas in the

past have behaved like thee when they were intently bent

upon realising Prajhaparamita. Go eastward for a distance

of 500 yojanas, where thou wilt come to a city known as

Gandhavati which is constructed of seven precious stones and
most magnificently decorated in every way. In this city

there is a high wide terrace on which stands a splendidly-

built palace belonging to a Bodhisattva called Dharmodgata.
A large assemblage of gods and men is gathered here, who
are desirous of listening to the discourses given by this

Bodhisattva on Prajhaparamita. Sadaprarndita, lie is thy
-teacher and it is through him that thou eomest to the under-
standing of Prajhaparamita. Go, therefore, on thy east-

ward journey until thou readiest the city. Conduct thyself

as if thou wert pierced with a poisonous arrow, have no
other thoughts than having it withdrawn from thy flesh at

the earliest possible opportunity; have no rest until thou
eomest into the presence of thy teacher, the Bodhisattva
Dharmodgata.”
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When Saclaprariidita was listening to this voice, he

entered upon a state of ecstasy whereby he could see more

of less clearly into the spiritual conditions of all the Buddhas.

When he came out of the Samadhi, all the Buddhas who
were before him suddenly disappeared. He was now
troubled with the new question:

C£Whence are these Bud-
dhas ? Whither did they go ?

’ 7 He was grieved but at the

same time more determined than ever to reach the palace of

Dharmodgata.

He had, however, to think of the offerings 1 he had to

make to his teacher. He -was poor, and did not know how to

get the necessary offerings. But lie was not to be daunted,

he decided to sell himself, thinking,
iC
l have gone through

many a rebirth, but ever being haunted by selfish impulses

[ have never performed deeds of goodness and purity, which

save me from the tortures of purgatories. When he came

to a large town, he went up to the market calling out loudly

for some one who will buy his person. The Evil One heard

the cry and lost no time in keeping the inhabitants of the

town away from him, for Mara was afraid of Sadaprarudita’s

attaining his object and later leading people to the realisation
1

Offerings ;ire made by Buddhists to their object of devotion for

their own spiritual development, which results from giving up all that

is regarded as belonging to themselves. Offerings are therefore not

meant to please the recipient, for what would the Buddhas do with all

those material treasures, musical instruments, or celestial maidens? The

practice of self-sacrifice is for the benefit of the donor himself. When
this is done in the real spirit of selflessness, the Buddha accepts the

offerings. A story is told of a noted Zen master who resided at

Engakuji, Kamakura, early in the Tokngawa era, which illustrates the

nature of Buddhist donation. When his temple required renovation, a

wealthy merchant who was one of his admirers offered him a large sum
of money for the work. The master received it nonchalantly, put it

aside, and uttered not a word of thanks. The merchant was dis-

satisfied, and explained how deeply the donation cut into his capital and

that it was quite a sacrifice on his part, which perhaps deserved just

one word of acknowledgment from the master. The master quietly

said, ‘ 1Why shall I have to thank you for the merit you are accumu-

lating for yourselfV’ Offerings are thus self-sacrifice, part of the

giving-up of selfhood.
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of Prajnaparamita. There was, however, one maiden of a

wealthy householder, whom Mara could not overshadow.

When there was no response, Sadaprarudita was ex-

ceedingly mortified: “How heavy my sill is! Even when
I am ready to sacrifice myself for the sake of supreme

enlightenment, nobody is forthcoming to help me out!”

Sakradevendra, god of the gods, however, hearing him con-

ceived the idea of testing the sincerity of this truth-seeker.

The god assumed the form of a Brahman and appeared before

Sadaprarudita. Finding out what was the reason of his ex-

cessive lamentation, the Brahman said, “I do not want your

person, but as I am going to conduct a certain religious ritual,

T wish to have a human heart, human blood, and human
marrow. Would you give them to me?” Sadaprarudita

was overjoyed because of the opportunity of gaining some

offerings for his teacher and thus enabling him to listen to

his discourses on Prajnaparamita. He agreed at once to

give up everything demanded by the Brahman for any price,

he did not care how much it was.

The Brahman took out a sharp knife, and incising it

into Sadaprarudita ?

s right arm, he got enough blood needed

for his purpose. When he was about to rip up the poor

victim’s right thigh in order to get the marrow, the maiden

of a wealthy householder saw it from her apartment. She

at once came down and interfered, “0 sir, what is all this

for?” Sadaprarudita explained. The maiden was struck

with his unselfish motives and promised him that she would
see to whatever offerings he needed for his visit to Dhar-

modgata.

The Brahman then resuming his proper form said to

Sadaprarudita, “Well done, indeed, son of a good family!

I am now convinced of your devotion to the Dharma. Such
was also the devotion of all the Buddhas of the past when
they were still seeking after Prajnaparamita. My only wish

with you was to see how earnest you were in this. What can

I do for you now to recompense?”
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Said Sadaprariidita, “ Give me supreme enlightenment .

79

The god confessed his inability of giving him this kind

of gift, whereupon Sadapradudita wished to have his muti-

lated body restored. This was accomplished at once and
Sakradevendra disappeared. The maiden of a wealthy house-

holder then took him into her house, where he was intro-

duced to her parents. They were also greatly moved and
even permitted their daughter to go along with him. Rich

offerings of all sorts were prepared, and accompanied by five

hundred attendant-maidens, they proceeded further eastward

to the city of Gandhavati.

The city is finally reached, and they see the Bodhisattva

Dharmodgata discoursing on the Dharma. As the party of

truth-seekers approach him, they are again accosted by
Sakradevendra who performs some miraculous deeds over a

treasure-casket. The casket is explained to contain Prajna-

paramita, but nobody is allowed to open it as it is sealed

seven times by Dharmodgata himself. Some offerings are

made to it.

At the palace of Dharmodgata, Sadaprarudita, the

maiden of a wealthy householder, and five hundred maiden-

attendants all pay him due respects, flowers, increase of

various kinds, necklaces, banners, canopies, robes, gold, silver,

precious stones, and other things are offered, accompanied by
music. Sadaprarudita informs him of his mission and ex-

periences which he had on his way to Gandhavati
; and then

he expresses his desire to know whence all those Buddhas
came to appear before him and whither they disappeared

later, as he -wishes to be all the time in their presence. To

this answers Dharmodgata

:

“From nowhere the Buddhas come and to nowhere they

go. Why? Because all things are of suchness and immov-

able, and this suchness is no less than the Tathagata himself.

In the Tathagata there is no going, no coming, no birth, no

death
;
for ultimate reality knows neither coming nor going,

and this reality is the Tathagata himself. Emptiness knows
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neither coming nor going, and this emptiness is the Tathagata

himself. The same can be said of suchness (yatliavatta)

,

of detachment (viragata)

,

of cessation ( nirodlui), and of

space; and all these qualities also belong to the Tathagata.

0 son of a good family, apart from all these dharmas, there

is no Tathagata. As they are of suelmess, so is the Tatha-

gata; they are all of one suehness which is neither two nor

three; it is above numbers and nowhere attainable:

“Towards the encl of the spring when it is warm, there

appears a mirage on the fields, which is taken for a sheet of

water by the ignorant. Son of a good family, where thinkest

thou this vapoury appearance conies ? From the eastern sea ?

or from the western sea? or from the northern sea? or from

the southern sea?”

Replied Sadaprarudita, “in the mirage there is no real

water, and how can one talk of its whence and whither?

The ignorant take it for water where there is really none

whatever.”

“And so,” continued Dharmodgata, “it is with the

Tathagata. If a man gets attached to his body, form, and

voice, and begins to think about his whence .and whither,

he is an ignoramus who, altogether destitute of intelligence,

imagines the presence of real water in a mirage. Why?
Because no Buddhas are to be regarded as having the

material body, they are the Dharma-body, and the Dharma
in its essence knows no whence, no whither.

“Son of a good family, it is again like those magic-

created figures—elephants, horses, carriages, foot-soldiers;

they come from nowhere, go nowhere. It is again like those

Tatlmgatas who appear to a man in a dream, one, two, ten,

twenty, fifty, one hundred, or even over one hundred in

number; when he awakes from the dream, he sees not even

one of them. All things are like a dream, they have no

substantiality. But as the ignorant realise it not, they are

attached to forms, names, physical bodies (rupakdya ) ,
words,

and phrases, they imagine various Buddhas to be coming into
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existence and going out of it. They comprehend not. the true

nature of things nor that of the Buddhas. Such will trans-

migrate through the six paths of existence, separated from
Prajfiapuramita, separated from all the teachings of Bud-
dhism. It is only those who understand the nature of

ultimate reality (dhannatd) that will cherish no discrimina-

tion as regards the whence and whither of the Tathagata.

They live Prajnaparamita, they attain, supreme enlighten-

ment, they are true followers of the Buddha, they are worthy

of being revered by others, they are indeed the fountain

of blessings to the world.

“Son of a good family, it is like those treasures in the

sea which have not come from the east, from the west, from

Hie south, or from the north, or again from above or below.

They grow in the sea owing to the good meritorious deeds of

sentient beings. They are there not independent of the

chain of causation, but when they disappear they do not go

east or west or anywhere. When conditions are so combined,

they come into existence; when they are dissolved, things

disappear. Son of a good family, it is even so with the

Tathagata-body which is not a fixed existence. It does not

come from any definite direction, nor does it exist outside

the chain of causation, for it is the product of previous

Karma (p urvakarm avipdka )

.

“Son of a good family, it is like the musical sound of a

lute which issues from the combination of its frame, skin,

strings, and stick as it is played by the human hand. The

sound comes not from any one of these parts when they are

disconnected. Their concordant action is needed to produce

the sound. In a similar manner, the Tathagata is the out-

come of numberless meritorious deeds of the past, apart from

which his whence and whither cannot be conceived. From
any one single cause nothing takes place, there must be

several of them which when combined produce a result.

When they discontinue to act conjointly, the Tathagata goes

out of existence. This being the ease, the wise do not talk
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of his appearance and disappearance. Indeed, with all

things, not only with the Tathagata, there is no birth, no

death, no coming, no going. This is the way to reach

supreme enlightenment and also to realise Prajilaparamita. ”

When this discourse was finished, the whole universe

trembled violently, including the abodes of the gods and

those of the evil ones. All the plants at once burst out in

full bloom, and Sakradevendra with his four guardian-kings

showered a rain of flowers over the Bodhisattva Dharmod-

gata. These miraculous phenomena were explained to have

taken place owing to the fact that the discourse given by the

Bodhisattva Dharmodgata on the whence and whitlier of the

Tathagata opened the spiritual eyes of ever so many beings

leading to supreme enlightenment. This pleased the Bodhi-

sattva Sadaprarudita immensely, for he was now more than

ever confirmed in his belief in PrajSaparamita and his

destiny of attaining Buddhaliood. More offerings were given

to Dharmodgata who, first accepting them in order to com-

plete the meritorious deeds of the Sadaprarudita, returned

them to him. He then retired into his own palace not to

come out of it again before seven years elapsed; for it was

his habit to enter upon a profound Samadhi for that space

of time.

Sadaprarudita was, however, determined to wait for

seven years by the palace ofDharmodgata in order to listen to

his discourses again on Prajilaparamita and its skilful means

(updyakamalija ) . He was so devoted to liis teacher that all

the while he never laid himself in bed, never tasted any

delicious food, never gave himself to his own sensuous pleas-

ures, he anxiously waited for the rise of Dharmodgata from

his deep meditation.

Dharmodgata finally awoke from his meditation. Sada-

prarudita prepared the ground for his teacher’s discourse by

shedding his own blood, for he was again frustrated by the

Evil One in his attempt to obtain water. But Sakradevendra

came to his assistance once more, and all the due decora-
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lions and offerings were supplied. Dliarmodgata then gave

a further discourse on the identity of all things, and, there-

fore, of Prajnaparamita, in which there is neither birth

nor death, being free from all sorts of logical predicates.

While listening to this profound discourse on the transcen-

dental nature of Prajnaparamita, Sadaprarudita realised

6,000,000 Sainadhis and came into the presence of the

Buddhas numbering even more than the sands of the River

Ganga, who, surrounded by a large assemblage of great

Bhikshus, were discoursing on Prajfiaparam.ita. After this,

the wisdom and learning of the Bodhisattva Sadaprarudita

was beyond the coneeivability of an ordinary mortal, it was

like a boundless expanse of ocean, and wherever he went he

was never separated from the Buddhas.

y

Prayer and Nemlutsu

The Christian method of awakening the religious feeling

of passivity is prayer. “When thou prayest, enter into thy

closet, and when thou hast shut the door, pray to the Father

which is in secret; and thy Father which seetli in secret

will reward thee openly.” 1 This is the example shown by

the founder of Christianity how to bring about the state of

religious consciousness in which “thy will” and not “my
will” is to prevail. And the author of the Imitation of

Christ simply follows this when he says, “If thou desirest true

condition of heart, enter into thy secret chamber and shut

out the tumults of the world, as it is written, 'Commune

with your own heart and in your chamber, and be still/ In

thy chamber thou shalt find what abroad thou slialt too often

lose.” (Book I, Chapter XX, 5.) To retire into solitude and

devote oneself to praying if one is a Christian, or to meditat-

ing if one is a Buddhist, is one of the necessary conditions

i Matthew, ivy 6.
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for all religious souls to gain access to the ultimate reality

which it is always seeking to be in communion with.

The following story of three monks is taken from the

Introduction to Rollers Amending of Life

,

by Ii. L. Hubbarcl

in which each of them “seeks to exercise Ms vocation in a

different direction. One chose the part of peace-making

between men, the second to visit the sick, and the third to

dwell in quietness in the desert. The first two, finding it

impossible to fulfil their self-chosen tasks, went and recounted

their failures to the third. The latter suggested that each of

them should fill a vessel with water and pour it into a basin.

Then he bade them look into the basin immediately and tell

him what they saw. They replied that they saw nothing.

After the water had ceased to move he told them to look

again. Then they told him that they could see their faces

clearly reflected in the water. ‘ Bo is it with you and me,
’

said the hermit, ‘you who live in the world can see nothing

because of the activities of men. 1 who dwell alone in peace

and quietness can see both God and men. 9 ”

Evidently God shuns to cast his image in a body of dis-

turbed water. To use Buddhist terminology, as long as

jiriki (self-power) is trying to realise itself, there is no room

in one
7

s soul for the tariki of God to get into it, in whatever

intellectual way this concept may be interpreted. A Catholic

Father Tissot writes in his Interior Life

,

that “God wishes

himself to be the life of my life, the soul of my soul, the all of

my being, he wishes to glorify himself in me and to beautify

me in himself.” 1 To effect this state of spirituality, “my”
mind must be like a mirror, freshly polished and with no

stain of “self-dust” on it, in which God reflects himself and
“1” see him then “face to face.”

As regards the spiritual training of the mind so that

it may finally experience passivity in the communion with

God, Catholics seem to have a fuller literature than the Pro-

testants. It is natural seeing that the latter emphasise faith
1 Quoted from The Life of Prayer

,

hy W. A. Brown, in 157.
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in the scheme of salvation more than any form of mental

i raining. Catholics may tend towards formalism and

ritualism, but their “spiritual exercises” are psychologically

quite an effective means to induce the state they contrive to

bring about, as long as they have no intellectual difficulties

in taking in all they teach. The mystical experiences which

they consider to be special gifts of God require, no doubt,

some such preliminary steps for the devotee, which are

variously designated by them as “preparation,” “purga-

tion,” “consideration,” “meditation,” or “contemplation.”

In Buddhism, the Shin, like Protestantism, emphasises

faith and as the result its followers have no special psy-

chological method with which they attempt to strengthen the

the subjective force of faith, except attending religious

discourses given by the preacher and being interviewed by

him on doubtful points. It is true, however, that it is in

Shin more than in any other school of Buddhism that the

tariki (other-power) or passivity side of experience is most

persistently insisted on. As far as their teaching goes, Shin

tells us not to put forward anything savouring of “self” but

just to listen to the teacher and accept him, that is, his

message as transmitted from Sakyamuni onward, who was

the first historically to get us acquainted with the original

vow of Amida. The Shin is really a consistent passivity-

religion.

The Jodo, however, from which the Shin branched off as

a special sect of the Pure Land school of Buddhism, has a

way to prepare the mind for the final experience for what is

known in Buddhism as anjin (an —peace, jin or sitingmind),

that is, a restful state of mind, or “interior quiet.” This

is saying the Nembutsu, that is, invoking the name of Amida

;

N'amu-amida-butsu (in Sanskrit, -namo ’mitabhaya), “Adora-

tion to the Buddha of Infinite Light.” The formula or

phrase is to be repeated in its Chinese form (na-mo-o-mi-to-

fu) or in the Japanese (na-mu-a-mi-da-bu-tn) ,
and not in the

original Sanskrit nor in any other translation. Some earnest
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devotees are reported to have repeated the phrase ten

hundred thousand times a day, for instance, Donran (476-

f>42)
,
Honen (1133-1212) , etc. The conscious object of course

is to be embraced in the grace of Amida by repeatedly

pronouncing his name, but psychologically it is to prepare

the mind in such a way as to suspend all the surface activities

of consciousness and to wake from its unconscious sources a

power greater than the empirical ego. Theologically or

metaphysically, it may mean many things, but from the

psychological point of view the Nembutsu is like a certain

kind of prayer1 an attempt to tap new life for the mind that

has reached as it were the end of its rope. The Nembutsu

is thus meant to exhaust the power of a finite mind which,

when it comes to this pass or impasse, throws itself down at

the feet of something it laiows not exactly what, except that

the something is an infinite reality.

The Practice of Zazcn and Passivity

In Zen there is apparently no passivity traceable. As
it claims, it is the strong “self-power” wing of Eastern

Mahayana Buddhism, and besides it is intellectual in the
1 Prayer is divided, according to the author of Das* Grdccs

(VOraisan into two categories, ordinary and extraordinary or mystic.

Ordinary prayer may he called natural against the mystic which is

supernatural, for the Catholic, theologhms retain the word mystic for

what they designate as supernatural states of prayer which are ab-

solutely impossible to be realised by the human will alone. Psychological-

ly, no doubt the 1 ‘ supernatural 7 7
is the continuation of the * c natural,

7 7

hut from the theological point of view the Catholics would naturally

desire to reserve a special- room for the {

i

supernatural .
7 7 Ordinary

prayer is regarded to have four degrees: 1. vocal prayer which is a

recitation; 2. meditation whore there is a- chain of distinct reflections

ox* arguments; 3. affective prayer in which affections are made pre-

dominant; and 4. the prayer of simplicity where intuition replaces

reasoning and affections are not varied and are expressed in few words.

The Nembutsu is, to use Catholic terminology, sometimes vocal prayer,

sometimes prayer of simplicity, and sometimes even mystic prayer when
the devotee is embraced in the original vow of Amida. The character

of the Nembutsu varies according to the individuality of the devotee

and also to his mental attitude at the time.
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sense tliat it puts its whole stress on the intuitive apprehen-

sion of the truth. It is almost a kind of philosophy. But

as far as psychology is concerned, things cannot be any

different with Zen than with any other religions; the way
it works in our empirical mind is the same as in other

religious experiences. Whatever metaphysical interpreta-

tions and contents we may give to its experience, there is

a certain feeling of passivity in it. To go beyond the realm

of limited intellection is not to use the strength of the intel-

lect itself; it comes from something more than that, and as

long as there is something transcending the mind, and yet

its working is manifested in and through the mind, the latter

must play the role of passivism, there is no other choice

for it. The consciousness of “self-power” ( jiriki ) may be

too prominent in the Zen mind, but this cannot overrule

the principle of the experience by which alone the mind is

made to realise what is beyond itself. “Passively active”

or “actively passive”—the choice of one term or the other

depends upon the individual psychology more than upon the

fact itself, for the fact always lends itself to alternative

interpretations. To understand the position of Zen in this

matter we must have the knowledge of its practice of

dhydna1 or zazen
,
as it is called in China and Japan. Zen

does not exactly coincide with Indian Dhyana, though zcn

is an abbreviation of zenna, (channel* in Chinese), which is

in turn the transliteration of the Sanskrit dhydna, ;
in prac-

tice however the same bodily posture is assumed. The fol-

lowing directions2 given by a Zen master may throw light

on what Zen proposes, to do.

1 Dhyana is generally translated as meditation, but it is really the

practice of mental concentration, in wirieli the reasoning process of the

intellect is cut short and consciousness is kept clean of all other ideas

except the one which is given as the subject of meditation.
a The author of these ‘ ‘ Directions ? * is not known, but they are

generally regarded as coming originally from the “Regulations of the

Meditation Hall ’ ’ compiled by Pai-ehang (720-814), the founder of the

Zen monastery in China. The original “Regulations* ? were lost with the
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“The Bodliisattva who disciplines himself in Prajila

should first of all awaken a great compassionate heart, make

great universal vows, and thoroughly be versed in all

Samadhis, in order to deliver all beings
;
for the Bodhisattva

does not seek emancipation for his own benefit. Let him

renounce all external relations' and put a stop to all worldly

doings, so that his mind and body becoming one can be kept

in perfect harmony whether moving or sitting quiet. His

food should be regulated, neither too much nor too little
;
and

bis sleep also should be moderate, neither too long nor too

short.

“When he wishes to practise meditation, let him retire

into a quiet room wliere he prepares a thick well-wadded

cushion for his seat, with his dress and belt loosely adjusted

about his body. He then assumes his proper formal posture.

He will sit with his legs fully crossed, that is, place the

right foot over the left thigh and the left foot over the right

thigh. Sometimes the half-cross-legged posture is permitted,

in which case simply let the left leg rest over the right.

Next, he will place the right hand over the left leg with its

palm up and over this have the right-hand palm, while the

thumbs support against each other over the palm. He now
raises the whole body slowly and quietly, moves it repeatedly

to the left and to the right, backward and forward, until the

proper seat and straight posture are obtained. He will take

care not to lean tqo much to one side, either left or right,

forward or backward; his spinal column stands erect with

the head, shoulders, back, and loins eacli properly support-

ing others like a chaitya. But he is cautious not to sit too

upright or rigidly, for he will then feel uneasy before long.

downfall of the THuig dynasty; they were compiled again by Tsung-I,

1103, in the Bung. The work now known as Pai-ehang Chincj-kuei (*£f

I ) is a modern compilation in the year 1265 under the auspices

of the Emperor Tui-tsu of Yuan. The present (

{

Directions * ’ are found
in these works. The reference to Yuan-tsung of Fa-yuan in them shows
that they contain some insertions of Tsung-I himself because Yuan-
tsung was Ms own master.
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The main tiling* is to have the ears and shoulders, nose and

naval stand to each other in one vertical plane, while the

tongue rests against the upper palate and the lips and teeth

are firmly closed up. The eyes are slightly open in order

1o avoid falling asleep. When meditation advances the

wisdom of this practice will grow apparent. Great masters

of meditation from of old have their eyes kept open. Yuan-

tung, the Zen master of Fa-yiin, has also had a strong opinion

against the habit of closing the eyes and called such practisers
4 dwellers of the skeleton cave in the dark valley.

7 There is

a dee]) sense in this, which is well understood by those who
know. When the position is steadied and the breathing

regular, the praetiser will now assume a somewhat relaxed

attitude, he will not be concerned with ideas good or bad.

When a thought is awakened, there is awareness
;
when there

is awareness, the thought vanishes. When the exercise is

kept up steadily and for a sufficient length of time, disturb-

ing ideas naturally cease and there prevails a state of

oneness. This is the essence of practising meditation.

“Meditation is the road leading to peace and happiness.

The reason why there are so many peoxile who grow ill, is

because they do not know how to prepare themselves duly

for the exercise. If they well understand the directions as

given above, they will without straining themselves too much
acquire not only the lightness of the body but the briskness

of spirit, which finally brings about the clarification of the

consciousness. Further, the understanding of the Buddha 7

s

teaching will be a great help to the praetiser whose mind thus

nourished will now enjoy the pure bliss of tranquillity. If

he has already a realisation within himself, his practice of

meditation will be like a dragon getting into water, or a tiger

crouching against a hill-side. In case lie has yet nothing of

self-realisation, the practice will be like fanning up the fire

with the wind, not much effort is needed, [he will soon get

enlightened]. Only let him not too easily be deceived as to

what he may regard as self-realisation.
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“Wlien there is an enhanced spiritual quality, there is

much susceptibility to the Evil One’s temptation which

comes in every possible form both agreeable and disagreeable.

Therefore, the practiser must have his consciousness rightly

adjusted and well in balance
;
then nothing will prevent his

advancement in meditation. Concerning various mental

aberrations worked out by the Evil One, a detailed treatment

is given in The Ling-yen Sutra (^J|c|S) 7
the Tc

\en4ai Chili

Iiwan ( and Kuei-feng’s Hook on Practice and

Realisation ( ) - Those who wish to prepare them-

selves against the untoward events, should be well informed

of the matter.

“When the practiser wants to rise from meditation, let

him slowly and gently shake his body and quietly rise from

the seat; never let him attempt to rise suddenly. After the

rising let him always contrive to retain whatever mental

power lie lias gained by meditation, as if he were watching

over a baby; for this will help him in maturing the power

of concentration.

“[In the study of Buddhism], the practice of medita-

tion comes foremost. When the mind not being sufficiently

brought under control no* tranquillity obtains in it, the prac-

tiser will entirely be at a loss with the arrival of tlie critical

moment. When looking for a gem, the water must not be

stirred up
;
the waves make it difficult to get hold of the gem.

Let the waters of meditation be clear and undisturbed, and

the spiritual gem will all by itself shine forth. Therefore, we

read in the Sutra of Perfect Enlightenment ( that

‘Prajha pure and flawless is produced by means of medita-

tion’; in the Sutra of the Lotus of the Good Law (fjypfg)
that 'Retire into a solitary place and have your mind under

full discipline, and let it be as steady and immovable as

Mount Sumeru. ’ We thus know that the sure way to realise

saintliness which goes beyond worldly trivialities is attained

by means of a quiet life. It is all through the power of

concentration, indeed, that some of the old masters have
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passed away into eternity even while sitting cross-legged or

standing upright. There are many chances of interruption

and failure even when one is devoting one’s life [to the

realisation of the truth]
;
how much more if illness gains

the hold of you! How can you cope with the assault of

Karma? So says an ancient teacher,
4

If you have not ac-

quired the power of concentration strong enough to destroy

the camp of death, you will have to come back with your
eyes blindfolded and with nothing achieved. Your life will

thus be utterly wasted.’

“Good friends of Zen be pleased to read these words
repeatedly, and whatever benefit that accrues [from the

practice of meditation] will be not only yours but others’

too, for you will thus all finally attain enlightenment/’

The Function of Koan in Zen

When it is said that Buddhism, Mahayana as well as

Ilinayana, is rich in the intellectual element, it does not

mean that Buddhism lays its principal stress on logic or

philosophy in the unfoldment of religious consciousness, but

that it upholds an intuitive understanding of ultimate reli-

gious truth rather than a merely faithful acceptance of the

teaching of its founder. And as the most efficient means to

come to this intuitive understanding it teaches the practice

of meditation known as dhydna or zazen. The direction

given above is thus followed by all Buddhists Indian,

Tibetan, Chinese, and Japanese, except the adherents of the

Pure Land school of Buddhism. For they believe that the

understanding grows by itself from within when the practice

of zazen is brought to perfection. As is stated, Prajna re-

flects itself on the serene undisturbed water of dhydna.

When, however, in the history of Zen the system of Koan
came to be in vogue, meditation so called was pushed behind

in order to bring the intuition more to the foreground.

Daiye Tai-hui, 1089-1168) boldly declares, “Others

give priority to dhydna rather than to intuition (prajhd)>
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but 1 give priority to intuition rather than to dhydna He
was one of the strong advocates of Ivoan in China is opposi-

iion to his great contemporaryWanshi(^^5* Hung-chill 1091-

1157) . As 1 have explained in my Essays in Zen Buddhism
,

First Series, and will do so more in detail in the Second

Series, the Khan students of Zen are almost violently aggres-

sive in their attitude towards the realisation of the passivity

phase of the religious experience.

No signs of passivity seem to be noticeable in their

exercise, but what is aimed at here is intellectual passivity

and not an emotional one which comes out in view so much
in Christian mystics and also in the followers of the Pure

Land school of Buddhism. The method of Koan, on the

other hand, is to blot, out by sheer force of the will all the

discursive traces of intellection whereby students of Zen pre-

pare their consciousness to be the proper ground for intuitive

knowledge to burst out. They march through a forest of

ideas thickly crowding up into their minds, and when

thoroughly exhausted in their struggles they give themselves

up, the state of consciousness, psychologically viewed, which

they have so earnestly but rather blindly sought after, unex-

pectedly prevails. Tills last giving-up is what I would term

a state of passivity in our religious experience. Without this

giving-up, whether intellectually or conatively or emotion-

ally or in whatever way we may designate this psychological

process, there is generally no experience of a final reality.

Let me give here some quotations from a book known as

Zenkwan SaJcusMn which may be freely trans-

lated “The Breaking Through the Frontier Gate of Zen,”

and which is very much read by Zen students as a most

energising stimulant to their wearied nerves.

“Have the two characters <

birth and death* pasted on

your forehead until you get an understanding into their

meaning - if you spend your time among idlers talking and
laughing, the lord of death will surely demand of you a

1 Compiled by Chu-lnmg, 1581-1615,
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strict accouut of your life when yon have to appear before

him. Don’t say then, ‘I have never been reminded of this!’

“When yon apply yourself to the study of Zen, what is

necessary is to examine yourself from moment to moment

and to keep the subject (Man) always before your mental

eye so that you can see by yourself when you have gained

strength and when not, and also where your concentration

is needed more and where not.

“There are some who begin to doze as soon as they are

on the cushion and allow all kinds of rambling thoughts to

disturb them if they are at all wakeful ; and when they are

down from the cushion their tongues are at once set loose.

Jf they try to master Zen in this fashion, they would never

succeed even if they are alive unto the day of Maitreya.

Therefore, you should, exerting all your energy, take up your

subject (Tcoun ) and endeavour to get settled wTitli it. you

should never relax yourself day and night. Then you are

not merely sitting quietly or vacantly as if you were a corpse.

Tf you find yourself in a maze of confusing thoughts and

unable to extricate yourself in spite of your efforts, drop

them lightly, and coming down from the seat, quickly run

across the floor once, and then resume your position on the

cushion. Have your eyes open, hold your hands clasped,

and keeping your backbone straight up, apply yourself as

before to the subject (i.e., Man), when you will feel greatly

refreshed. It will be like pouring one dipperful of cold

water into a boiling cauldron. If you go on thus exercising

yourself, you will surely reach the destination.”

Another Zen master advises thus :

‘ ! Some masters there

are these days who in spite of their eyes not being clearly

opened teach people to remain satisfied with mere empty-

mindedness ;
then there are others who teach people to accept

things blindly as they are and contemplate on them as such ;

there are still others who advise people not to pay any atten-

tion to anything at all. These are all one-sided views of Zen,

their course of exercise is altogether on the wrong track, it
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will never come to a definite termination. The main idea

in the study of JZen is to concentrate your mind on one point

;

when this is done, everybody will get it; that is, when thus

the proper time comes and conditions are fully matured,

realisation will come by itself all of a sudden like a flash of

lightning.

“Let your everyday worldly consciousness be directed

towards Prajfia, and then you will avoid coming under the

control of your past evil Karina at the moment of death even

if you may not attain to realisation while in this life. In

your next life, you will surely be in the midst of Prajfia

itself and enjoy its full realisation; this is a certainty, yon

need not cherish any doubt about it.

“Only let your mind have a good hold of the subject

without interruption. If any disturbing thoughts assail you,

do not necessarily try to suppress them too vigorously; rather

try to keep your attention on the subject itself. Whether

walking or sitting, apply yourself surely and steadily on it,

give no time to relaxation. When your application goes on

thus constantly, a period of indifference [literally, tasteless-

ness] will set in. This is good, do not let go, but keep on and

the mental flower will abruptly come to full bloom
;
the light

illuminating the ten quarters will manifest the land of the

treasure-lord on the tip of a single hair; you will then be

revolving the great wheel of the Dharma even when you are

sitting in the midst of the world .’ 7

VI

The Perfection of Passivism in Buddhist Life

When the religions experience just described is matured,

he., when it accompanies moral perfection, Buddhists will

finally acquire what is technically known as andbhogacaryd
,

and its wonderful achievements as most elabourately detailed

in the Dasabhumika Sutra will take place in the life of a

Bodhisattva, the ideal being of Mahayana Buddhism. The

effortless life is the perfection of passivism.
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According* to the Dasabhumika Sutra

,

the effortless life

is attained when a Bodhisattva passes from the seventh to

the eighth stage of spiritual life by realising what is known
as the “acceptance of all things as unborn ” (anutpattika -

(1h arm akshunt i)

.

To quote the Sutra:

“The Bodhisattva Vajragarblia said, O son of the

Buddha, when the Bodhisattva, while at the seventh stage,

lias thoroughly finished examining what is meant by cleans-

ing the paths with transcendental wisdom and skilful means
(prajnopdya ) ,

has accumulated all the preparatory material

(
sambhara ), has well equipped himself with the vows, and

is sustained by the power of the Tathagatas, procuring in

himself the power produced from the stock of merit, atten-

tively thinking of and in conformity with the powers,

convictions, and unique characteristics of the Tathagatas,

thoroughly purified, sincere ‘ in heart, and thoughtful,

elevated in virtue, knowledge, and power, great in pity and

compassion which leaves no sentient beings unnoticed, and

in pursuit of the path of wisdom that is beyond measure-

ment
;
and, further, when he enters, truly as it is, upon the

knowledge that all things are, in their nature, from the first,

unborn (anutpanna ), unproduced (ajata), devoid of indivi-

dualising marks (alakshana), have never been combined

(asambhuta)
:

are never dissolved (avimisiia)

,

nor extin-

guished (anishthita ) ,
nor changing ( apravritti), nor ceasing

(anabhinivritti ) ,
and are lacking in self-substance ( abJidva -

svabhava)
;
when he enters upon the knowledge that all

things remain the same in the beginning, in the middle, and

in the end, are of suchness, non-diseriminative, and entering

into the knowledge of the all-knowing one; [and finally]

when he thus enters upon the knowledge of all things as they

really are; he is then completely emancipated from such

individualising ideas as are created by the mind (citta ) and

its agent (manovijndna)
;
he is then as detached as the sky,

and descends upon all objects as if upon an empty space
;
he

1 Edited by Balidcr, p. 03 et seq.
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is then said to have attained to the acceptance of all things

as unborn (amutpaitika-dhannu-ksJiunti).

“0 son of the Buddha, as soon as a Bbdhisattva attains

this Acceptance, he enters upon the eighth stage called Im-

movable (ncalt1). This is the inner abode of Bodhisattva-

hood, which is difficult to comprehend, which goes beyond

discrimination, separated from all forms, all ideas, and all

attachments
;
which transcends calculation and limitation as

it lies outside [the knowledge of] the Kravakas and Pratyeka-

buddlias and above all disturbances and ever in possession of

tranquillity. As a Bhikshu furnished with supernatural

faculties and freedom of mind and gradually entering into

the Samadhi of Cessation, has all his mental disturbances

quieted and is free from discrimination; so the Bodhisattva

now abides in the stage of immovability, that is, detached

from all works of effort (dbhoga), he has attained effortless-

ness, has put an end to strivings mental, verbal, and physical,

and is beyond discrimination as he has put away all forms

of vexation, lie is now established in the Dharma itself which

lie enjoys as the fruit of his past work.

“It is like a man who, in a dream finding himself in a

great river, attempts to go to the other side; he musters all

his energy and strives hard with every possible means. And
because of this effort and contrivance, he wakes from the

dream, and being thus awakened all his strivings are set at

rest. In like manner, the Bodhisattva seeing all beings

drowning themselves in the four streams, and in liis attempt

to save them, exerts himself vigorously, unflinchingly
;
and

because of his vigorous and unflinching exertion, he attains

the stage of immovability. Once in this stage, all his striv-

ings are dropped, he is relieved of all activity that issues

from the notion of duality or from an attachment to appear-

ance.

“O son of the Buddha, as when one is bom in the

Brahman world, no tormenting passions present themselves

in his mind
; so when the Bodhisattva comes to abide in the
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stage of immovability, his mind is entirely relieved of all

effortful activities which grow out of a contriving conscious-

ness. In the mind of this Bodhisattva there is indeed no

conscious discrimination of a Bodhisattva, or a Buddha, or

enlightenment, or Nirvana; how much less the thought of

things worldly. 0 son of the Buddha, on account of his

original vows the Bodhisattva sees all the Buddhas, the

Blessed Ones personally presenting themselves before him in

order to confer upon him the wisdom of Tathagatahood

whereby he is enabled to get into the stream of the Dharnia.

They would then declare: ‘Well done, well done, O son of

a good family, this is the Kshanti (acee]>tanee) of the first

order which is in accordance with the teaching of the

Buddhas. But, 0 son of a good family, thou hast not yet

acquired the ten powers, the fourfold fearlessness, and the

eighteen special qualities possessed by all the Buddhas.

Thou shouldst yet work for the acquirement of these qualities,

and never let go thy hold of this Kshanti.
“ £ 0 son of a good family, though thou art established

in serenity and emancipation, there are ignorant beings who

have not yet attained serenity, but are being harassed by evil

passions and aggrieved by varieties of speculation. On such

ones thou sliouldest show thy compassion. O son of a good

family, mindful of thy original vows, thou shouldst benefit

all beings and have them all turn towards inconceivable

wisdom.
££ £

() son of a good family, the ultimate essence of all

things is eternally such as it is, whether or not Tathagatas

have come to appear
;
they are not called Tathagatas because

of their realisation of this ultimate essence of things. All

the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas too have indeed realised

this essence of non-discrimination. Again, O son of a good

family, thou shouldst look up to our body, knowledge,

Buddha-land, halo of illumination, skilful means, and voice

of purity, each of which is beyond measurement; and with

these mayest thou too he completely equipped.
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“
‘Again, O son of a good family, thou hast now one

light, it is the light that sees into the real nature of all things

as unborn and beyond discrimination. But the light of truth

Iho Tathagatas have is beyond all measurement, calculation,

comparison, and proportion, as regards its infinite mobility,

activity, and manifestation. Thou shouldst raise thy inten-

tion towards it in order to realise it.

“ ‘O son of a good family, observing how boundlessly

the lands extend, how numberless beings are, and how
infinitely divided things are, thou shouldst know them all

truthfully as they are/

“In this manner, O son of the Buddha, all Buddhas

bestow upon the Bodhisattva who has come up to this stage

of immovability infinitude of knowledge and make him turn

towards knowledge of differentiation and work issuing there-

from, both of which are beyond measurement. 0 son of the

Buddha, if the Buddhas did not awake in this Bodhisattva a

desire for the knowledge of the all-knowing one, he would

have passed into Parinirvana abandoning all the work that

will benefit beings. As he was however given by the Buddhas
infinitude of knowledge and work issuing thereform, his

knowledge and work that is carried on even for a space of

one moment surpasses all the achievements that have been

accomplished since his first awakening of the thought of

enlightenment till his attainment of the seventh stage; the

latter is not comparable even to one-hundredth part of the

former, no indeed even to one immeasurably infinitesimal

part of it; no comparison whatever is possible between the

two. For what reason? Because, O son of the Buddha, the

Bodhisattva who has now gained this eighth stage after

starting first with his one body in his course of spiritual

discipline, is now provided with infinite bodies, infinite voices,

infinite knowledge, infinite births, and infinite pure lands,

and lias also brought infinite beings into maturity, made
offerings to infinite Buddhas, comprehended infinite teach-

ings of the Buddhas, is furnished with infinite supernatural
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powers, attend infinite assemblages and sessions, and, by
means of infinite bodies, speeches, thoughts, and deeds, ac-

quires perfect understanding of everything concerning the

life of! the Bodhisattva, because of his attainment of im-

movability.

“0 son of the Buddha, it is like a man going into the

great ocean in a boat
;
before he gets into the high sea lie

labours hard, blit as soon as it is pulled out to sea, he can

leave it to the wind, and no further efforts are required

of him. When he is thus at sea, what he can accomplish

in one day would easily surpass what is done even after

one hundred years 7

exertion in the shallows. In like manner,

0 son of the Buddha, when the Bodhisattva accumulating

a great stock of meritorious deed and riding in the Mahayana
boat gets into the ocean of the life of a Bodhisattva, he enters

in one moment and with effortless knowledge into the realm

of knowledge gained by the omniscient. As long as he was
dependent upon his ordinary knowledge which is always

striving, he could not achieve it even after the elapsing of

innumerable kalpas.
7 73

. . . .

When the assertion is made that what has been described

in the Dasahhumika Sutra somewhat diffusely is the Bud-
dhist life of passivity, we may think it to be very different

from what is ordinarily, and especially in the Christian sense,

understood to be passive or God-intoxicated or wholly re-

signed to “thy will
77

or to Tctriki (other-power). But the

fact is that Buddhism is highly tinged with intellectualisni

as is seen in the so frequent use of the tenn “knowledge 77

(jndna or prajnd) though it does not mean knowledge in its

relative sense but in its intuitive, supra-intellectual sense.

Even in the Pure Land school of Buddhism where the senti-

1 Bather freely done, for a literal translation would be quite un-

intelligible to most readers. The text goes on still further into details

of the life of the Bodhisattva at the eighth stage of immovability. But

the above may be sufficient to show what the spirituality of the Bodhi-

sattva is like when lie realises a life of effortless activities.
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meut-aspect of the religious life is very much in evidence.

Hie giving-up of the self to the unfathomable wisdom

( acifjjajndna

)

of the Tathagata goes on hand in hand with

the trust in the all-embracing love of Amitabha. Indeed, the

final aim of the Shin followers is to attain supreme enlighten-

ment as much as any other Buddhists, though the former’s

ambition is to do it in the Land of Purity presided over per-

sonally by Amitabha Buddha, and in order to be permitted

to his Land they put themselves unconditionally under his

loving guardianship. As a matter of fact, the two sides of

the religious experience, sentiment and intellect, are found

commingled in the heart of the Shin devotee. The conscious-

ness of sin is its sentimental aspect, while the seeking after

enlightenment is its intellectual aspect. While passivism is

more strongly visible in the sentiment, it is not at all missing

in the Buddhist intellect either, as when the intellect is

compelled to abandon its logical reasonings in order to

experience the supreme enlightenment attained by the Bud-

dha, or ilie life of the Bodhisattva which is purposeless,

effortless, and above teleological strivings.

To show the difference between the Christian and the

Buddhist point of view concerning the fundamental notion

of passivism, whereby followers of the respective religious

attempt to explain the experience, 1 quote a suggestive

passage from Theologia Oermanica (p. 96), which stands in

close relation to the Buddhist sentiment and yet misses the

central point of it.

‘‘Dost thou say now: ‘Then there was a Wherefore in

Christ ’ ? T answer :

4

If thou wert to ask the sun, Why shinest

thou] he would say, “I must shine and cannot do otherwise,

for it is my nature and property, and the light I give is not

of myself, and I do not call it mine.” So likewise is it with

God and Christ and all who are godly and belong unto God.

In them is no willing, nor working nor desiring but lias for

its end, goodness as goodness, for the sake of goodness, and

they have no other Wherefore than this.’
”
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With this the Buddhists are in sympathy no doubt, but

“goodness” is too Christian and besides does not touch the

ultimate ground of all things which is “emptiness.” Sings

P'ang, 1 therefore, in the following rhythm:

“Old P‘ang requires nothing in the world:

All is empty with him, even a seat he has not.

For absolute emptiness reigns in his household

;

IIow empty indeed it is with no treasures!

When the sun is risen, he walks through emptiness.

When the sun sets, he sleeps in emptiness

;

Sitting in emptiness he sings his empty songs,

And his empty songs reververate through emptiness

:

Be not surprised at emptiness so thoroughly empty.

For emptiness is the seat of all the Buddhas

;

And emptiness is not understood by men of the world.

But emptiness is the real treasure

:

If you say there’s no emptiness.

You commit grave offence against the Buddhas,”

Emptiness and the Zen life

“Emptiness” (sunijatd

)

is the gospel of the Prajnil-

pdramitd-sutra and also the fountain-head of all the Maha-

yana philosophies and practical disciplines. It is indeed

owing to this emptiness as the ground of existence that this

universe is at all possible with its logic, ethics, philosophy,

and religion. Emptiness does not mean relativity as Is some-

times interpreted by Buddhist scholars, it goes beyond that,

it is what makes relativity possible; emptiness is an intuitive

truth whereby we can describe existence as related and

multifarious. And the Buddhist life of passivity grows out

of this intuition which is called Prajnaparamita in the

Prajndpdramitd-sutra and Pratyatmaryajnana in the Lav-

1 Towards the end of the eighth century and early in' the ninth,

a younger contemporary of Ma-tsu.
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kdimtdra-xuivu. The intuition is enlightenment, as the cul-

mination of Buddhist discipline and as the beginning of the

life of a Bodhisattva. Therefore, we read in the Vimalakirti-

nmlesa-sutm that all things are established in “non-abid-

ing”, which is emptiness, uprutisJifliiU—mnyatu, and in the

Vajracchedikd-xufra that nu kvavit pratishtJiitam cittam

utpddujjitavifam , “ thoughts should be awakened without

abiding anywhere.” When a thing is established ( pratish -

fJiita), there is something fixed, definitely settled, and this

determination is the beginning at once of order and con-

fusion. If God is the ultimate ground of all things, he must

be emptiness itself. When he is at all determined in either

way good or bad, straight or crooked, pure or impure, he

submits himself to the principle of relativity, that is, lie

ceases to be God but a god who is like ourselves mortal and

suffers.
4 ‘To be established nowhere,” thus means “to be

empty,” “to be unattached,” “to be perfectly passive,” “to

be altogether given up to other-power,” etc.

Tins Buddhist or Zen life of emptiness may be illus-

trated in three ways, each of which lias its own signification

as it depicts a particular aspect of the life.

1. When Subhuti was sitting quietly in a cave, the

gods praised him by showering celestial flowers. Said

Subhuti, “W3io are you that shower flowers from the sky?”

Said the gods, “We are the gods whose chief is Sak-

radevendra.”

“What are you praising?”

“We praise your discourse on Prajxlaparamita.”

“I have never uttered a word in the discourse of Prajfia-

paramita, and there is nothing for you to praise.”

But the gods asserted, “You have not discoursed on

anything, and we have not listened to anything; nothing dis-

coursed, nothing heard indeed, and this is true Prajna-

paramita.” So saying, they shook the earth again and

showered more flowers.

To this Hsiieh-tou attaches liis poem:
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“The rain is over, the clouds are frozen, and day is

about to break

;

A few mountains, picture-like, make their appear-
ance : how blue, how imposing

!

Subhuti, knowing nothing, in the rock-cave quietly

sits;

Lo, the heavenly flowers are pouring like a rain,

with the earth shaking!”

This poem graphically depicts the inner life of emptiness,

from which one can see readily that emptiness is not rela-

tivity, nor nothingness. In spite of, or rather because of,

Subhuti J

s “knowing nothing,” there is a shower of celestial

flowers, there tower the mountains huge and rugged, and

they are all like a painting beautiful to look at and enjoyable

by all who understand.

2. While VitnalakTrfi was discoursing with Manjusrl

and others, there was a heavenly maiden in the room who

was intently listening to all that was going on among them.

She now assumed her original form as a goddess and

showered heavenly flowers over all the saintly figures assem-

bled here. The flowers that fell on the Bodhisattvas did hot

stick to them, but those on the Sravakas adhered and could

not be shaken off though they tried to do so. The heavenly

maiden asked Sariputra, one of the foremost Sravakas in the

group and well-known for his dialectic ability, “Why do you

want to biqish off the flowers?” Replied Sariputra, “They

are not in accordance with the Law, hence my brushing.”

“0 Saripxitra,” said the maiden, “think not that the flowers

are not in accordance with the Law. Why! Because they

do not discriminate and it is yourself that does the dis-

criminating. Those who lead the ascetic life after the teach-

ing of the Buddha commit an unlawful deed by giving them-

selves up to discrimination. Such must abandon discrimina-

tion, whereby their life will be in accord with the Law. Look

at those Bodhisattvas, no flowers can touch them, for they

are above all thoughts of discrimination. It is a timid person

that affords a chance for an evil spirit to take hold of him.
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So with Hie Sravakas, as they dread the cycle of birth and

death, they fall a prey to the senses. Those who have gone

beyond fears and worries, are not bound by the five desires.

The flowers stick where there is yet no loosening of the knots,

but they fall away when the loosening is complete.” That

is to say, when emptiness is realised by us, nothing* can take

hold of us, neither the flower nor dirt has a point to which it

can attach itself.

The life of emptiness, thus we can see, is that of non-

discrimination, where the sun is allowed to rise on the evil

and on the good, and rain is sent on the just and on the

unjust. Discrimination is meant for a world of particulars

where our relative individual lives are passed, but when we

wish to abide beyond it where real peace obtains, we have to

shake off all the dust of relativity and discrimination, which

lias been clinging to us and tormented us so long. Empti-

ness ought not to frighten us as is repeatedly given warning

in the Pvajnaparumiiu-sutra.

“When all is done and said,

In the end thus shall you find

:

lie must of all doth bathe in bliss

That hath a quiet mind.” 1

Where to find this quiet mind is the great religious problem

and the most decided Mahayana Buddhist answer is “In
Emptiness.

’ ’

3. According to the Transmission of ihe Lamp by Tao-

viian, it is recorded that before Fa-yung (594-657) inter-

viewed Tao-lisin, the fourth patriarch of Zen in China, birds

used to visit him in a rock-cave where he meditated and

offered flowers. Though history remains silent, tradition

developed later to the effect that Fa-vung after the interview

no more received flower-offerings from his flying admirers of

the air. Now a Zen master asks, “Why were there flower-

offerings to Fa-vung before his interview with the fourth

patriarch? and why not after?” Fa-yung was a great
1 Lord Vaux Thomas, 1510-156(1
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student of the Prajnaparamita, that is, of the doctrine of

emptiness. Did the birds offer him flowers because he was

holy, so empty-minded? But after the interview lie lost his

holiness for some reason, and did the birds cease to revere

him? Is holiness or saintliness the same as emptiness? Is

there still anything* to be called holy in emptiness? When
emptiness is thoroughly realised, does not even holiness or

godliness or anything else disappear ? Is this not a state

of shadowlessness (andbhdm

)

?

Fa-yen of Wu-tsu Shan was asked this question*

“Why were there the flower-offerings to Fa-yung before the

interview ?” Answered the master, “We all admire the rich

and noble.” “Why did the offerings cease after the inter-

view?” “We all dislike the poor and humble.” Does

Wutsu mean that Fa-yung was rich before the interview

and therefore liked by all beings belonging to this world,

but that, growing poor and empty after the interview, he

was no more honoured by anything on earth?

Tao-chMen (51®) who was a disciple of Wen-i

885-958), however, gave one and the same answer to this

double rpiestion : “Niu-t c ou.” Niu-t'ou is the name of the

mountain where Fa-yung used to retire and meditate. Does

this mean that Fa-yung is the same old hermit-monk no

matter what experience he goes through? Does he mean

that the ultimate ground of all things remains the same,

remains empty for ever, whether or not diversity and multi-

plicity characterise its appearances? Where Zen wants us

to look for a life of passivity or that of emptiness as it is

lived by the Buddhist, will be gleaned from the statements of

Subhut i and the heavenly maiden and from the remarks on

the flower-offering to Fa-yung.

Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki



ON THE PITRE LAND DOCTP1NE

OP TZ‘CT-MIN

The recent discovery of two works by dYil-min, Ching-

tu-ts* u-pei-chi (Pure Land Mercy Collection) and

Hsi-fang-tsan HfTfrDf (Western Quarter Hymn), sheds a new
light upon the interpretation of his doctrine of the Pure

Land, removing the doubt which was entertained by ns for

a long time and at the same time enabling ns to trace the

development of the idea which grew out of the attempt of

reconciling the Zen meditation with the nembutsu of the

Pure Land doctrine—the idea that has ruled the Buddhist

world in the Par East since the eighth century.

Life and Works of Ttu-min
rlVu-min, whose other name was Hid-j ill C) ,

was born

in the first year of Ynng-liu (a.d. 680) in the reign of

Kao-tzu of the Dang dynasty. When he was but a boy of

sixteen years old, he made up his mind to follow the example

of I-tsing who had just then come back from his pilgri-

mage in India. It was in 702 when he was thirty-three years

c>lcl that lie was able to carry out his long-cherished desire;

for lie then set out to sail by sea to India. He readied there

two years later, where lie stayed for several years, studying

Buddhist philosophy and making occasional trips to the

sacred places. He left India in 716 and, journeying by

land, reached Chang-an in 719. In this pilgrimage

which lasted eighteen years a year longer than that of Hsiian-

chuang, Tz/u-min seems to have had a great religious ex-

perience. He found in India that there were many ardent

believers in Amitablia, and he himself was inspired by
Avalokitesvara in Kapisa (though traditionally the place is

known as Gaiulhara), his faith in Amida was greatly

strengthened, he came to regard the propagation of the Pure
Land doctrine as a mission of his life. Accordingly on his
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return to China, he kept himself away from such works as

the translation of sutras and so forth, he gave himself up
as a simple-hearted devotee to the practice and spreading ol*

the nembutsiL It is for this purpose that he composed the
‘ £Hymn to the Constant Meditation ” and the “ Western

Quarter Hymn 7

\ He evidently endeavoured to introduce

the Pure Land doctrine among the lower classes. For these

religious deeds he was later given by Emperor Hsuan-tsuiig

of the Hang dynasty the posthumous title Tz/u-min, meaning

Iho benevolent and compassionate.

At that time the chief obstacle on the path of the Pure

Land doctrine was the erroneous idea cherished by some of

the disciples of Ilui-neng the sixth patriarch of Zen

in China,—who recommended their own view of meditation

as all-important at the expense of other practices which were

then prevalent. They tended naturally to disregard the

study of Buddhist sutras as well as the observance of moral-

ity; the influence thus exercised by the one-sided discipline

of Zen Buddhism served to produce an undesirable effect

upon the whole Buddhist world of China. This being the case,

IVu-min. undertook to remind them of their one-sidedness

and evil consecpienees that follow. The Ching-tu-ts* u-pei-chi

was compiled by him to refute their prejudices of the Zen

followers and at the same time to elucidate his own stand-

point. He died at the age of sixty-nine in the seventh year

of Ha i-yuan in the reign of Ilsuan-tsung, that is, in 748.

On the Transmission of the Works of Tz‘it-min

and the Circumstances of their Loss

During his lifetime as well as after his death, all liis

works were in circulation. In China, the Ghing-tu-ts* it-pei-

chi was extant during the era of Chao-Sung (960-1279)

;

this is evident from the fact that both Yen-shou (904-

975) and Tsan-ning (920-1001) quoted, in their works,

some passages from the Ghing~tu-ts£
u-pei-cJii

;
and this is

especially the fact that Yxian-ehao xBH (1048-1116) had it
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reprinted during the Sung’ dynasty. In Japan, it was extant

till the middle of the Ileian period (794-1192). This is

known from the fact that we find the book mentioned in the

“Catalogue of the Buddhist Scriptures Transmitted into

Japan” compiled by Eieho yjc/fg in 1094.

In China, however, Yuan-chao’s reprint of the book re-

awakened the hostile attitude of some Zen followers and

owing to the protest of Pao-ying fQg of Ssu-ming, the secular

authorities ordered the printing blocks to be destroyed and

its circulation stopped. Since then the book has entirely dis-

appeared there. (This circumstance is described in detail in

the Fit4su4wfj-chii^g^6, Successive Records of Buddhist

Fathers.) In Japan the book was well read in the early

days of Buddhism, but it was lost long before the Pure Land
school was established as an independent sect by Honen. For-

tunately enough, it was secretly transmitted in Korea, as

1-t‘ien, to whom Yuan-chao had sent a copy, had it reprinted

in his own country.

As regards TzLi-min’s other works, Pan-eh ou-san-m ei-

fsan fgjlhHBicllt and Hsi-fang-tsan they have come

down to ns in the form of ([notations in the works of Fa-ehao

gfeJK, one of the disciples of Ch'eng-yuan whose master

was Tz‘ii-min himself. The one volumed Ghing-tu-ivu-Jmi-

nien-/o-fti-shih-tsan contains the

Pan-ehou-san-mei-tsan and this was early introduced into

Japan and still exists here. But the same author’s Ching-

fu-wu-hui-nien-fo-simg-ching-kiian-lising-i

fgfMfril in three volumes which contains the Hsi-fang-tsan

never came over to this shore. It may be that this book

was lost even before it became at all popular at the time of

the persecution which the Emperor Wu carried out against

Buddhism in the fifth year of Hui-chang (a.d. 845; and

accordingly even the existence of the book itself was never

suspected in China and in Japan.
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The Recovery of the Ching-iu-ts* u-pei-rJii

and the Hsi-fang-tsan

By good chance, however, both of the books were re-

covered in succession. A copy of the Ching-tu-ts* u-pei-chi

which was probably one of those I-t‘ien reprinted 1 was dis-

covered in Ting-hna temple m Korea, while l was

searching for some books whose existence is known in history

but which we were hitherto unable to recover; my idea is to

incorporate them into the “Taisho Tripitaka.” To my great

regret, however, the Ching-tu-ts c
u-pei-chi thus discovered

accidentally was not a complete copy; being only one of three

volumes, of which the original edition consisted.

As regards Fa-cliao’s Oh ing-iu- imi-lmi-nien-jo-suny-

ching-kuan-hsing-i in three volumes, the last of which con-

tains Tz'u-min 7

s Hsi-fang-tsan, was found in Professor

Pelliot’s collection of the Tun-huang manuscripts which are

now kept in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris. Several

years ago, I noticed the title of the book mentioned in liis

catalogue of the manuscripts and the next spring I was

fortunate enough to get its lithographic copy which was

brought back to Japan by Mr. S. Akamatsu who was study-

ing in Europe. This book is a valuable piece of literature

to the students of the Pure Land doctrine. The recovered

copy, however, was not a complete one
;
the first volume was

still missing, as it consisted of three volumes. We hoped

that the missing volume might be found in Dr. Stein’s

collection, but so far we have not been able to get it

anywhere.

The Pure Land Doctrine of Tz ( u-min

Tz‘u-min was a man of virtue rather than a man of

intellect, a man of practice rather than a man of learning.

1 How 1-t‘ien came to reprint this in Korea is clearly stated in

his letter to Yuanckao which is found in Ta-elmch-wen-chi

the complete collection of his literary works.
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Though lie studied the Buddhist philosophy in India for

eighteen years and had a profound knowledge of the doctrine

of Yogaeara (the Yuishikishu), he did not translate any

Sanskrit sutra, nor did he write any commentaries on the

Chinese translations. lie devoted all his time to the practice

and propagation of the Pure Land doctrine; all his literary

activity was directed towards the encouragement of the

nembutsu practice. He exercised great influence on his dis-

ciple, Ch'eng-yiian Tpcjg, of Nan-yo known as Mi-to-

ho-shang or teacher of Amida, whose life and

works may be regarded as the reflection of those of the

master himself.

Now, let us ask, what attitude did he assume towards

other sects of Buddhism, and what zeal did he exhibit in

the advocacy of his own faith? In the CMng-iu4s i
u-pei-chi,

lie stood out against those scholars who neglect the practice

of piety, though he was at the same time against Zen fol-

lowers of meditation who disregard the learning of the sutras

and so forth as altogether unnecessary. He maintains,

without specially favouring any one of the divergent doc-

trines of Buddha, that learning, meditation*, and morality

should be pursued with equal force, so that any one of them

should not be sacrificed for the sake of others: learning

should be backed and strengthened by meditation; and the

meditation, with the practice of nembutsu, and the nembutsu,

with the observance of morality. He aimed at balancing the

three fundamental disciplines of Buddhism.

Thus he founded a new sect on the basis of the following

three principal tenets: (1) the harmonious practice of

meditation and scholarship; (2) the sympathetic practice of

Jbdo nembutsu and Zen meditation; and (3) the practice of

the Jodo nembutsu accompanied with moral deeds. There-

fore, he did not object to the meditation practised by the Zen

followers of his days, though he did not forget the importance

of the nembutsu. lie advocated all kinds of nembutsu and

did not estimate one kind above the others. It is true that
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lie preferred the practical nembutsu to the meditative one,

but it was for no other reason than that the former was
easier to practise than the latter.

The following three manners of the nembutsu followers

in their daily service are recommended by him in the Citing-

tu4s‘u~pci-chi whereby giving his idea of the nembutsu in a

nutshell.

(1) One should be strict in deportment and direct

one’s mind towards the Pure Land of the West, and set

one’s heart upon Amitabha-Buddha, and invoke his name
without interruption : One should always meditate on
Amitabha-Buddha, and always invoke his name as well as

the names of the two attending Bodhisattvas, Kwannon and
Seisin, Avalokitesvara and Mahasthamaprapta.

(2) One should recite, once a day, the Meditation Sutra

and the Smaller Sukhav^tlvyuha Sutra.

(3) One should not take wine, nor meat, nor the five

stimulating herbs, nor any drug; but keep Buddha’s precepts

and have the three ways of action purified. Meditate on

Buddha and recite sutras
;
and thus, desire the first grade of

rebirth, turning over one’s own good works, for the benefi-

cence of other fellow-beings.

In short, Tz‘u-min’s Pure Land doctrine was determined

by his attitude towards the three fundamental disciplines of

Buddhism. He insisted that these three should be practised

with equal force, so that any one of them should not be

sacrificed at the expence of other tivo. This attitude of his

exercised great influence upon the thought of later Buddhists

in China and in Korea.

The Pitre Land Doctrine after Tzeu-min

It is now generally acknowledged that the Pure Land
doctrine originated in India first and then developed in

China, and that, in this Chinese Pure Land doctrine, there

were three main branches or currents, namely

—
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(1) Ilui-yiian WM branch,

(2) Tao-clio and Shan-tao branch,

(3) Tz‘u-miii branch.

Of these, the first one was founded by Ilui-yiian (334-

416). His nembutsu is regarded as to be based upon the

leaching of the Pratyut])annasamadhi sutra

His doctrine later merged with the Chinese Tendai, and his

nembutsu was transformed into the Jdgyosammai nembutsu

of. the Tendai.

The second one began with Bodhiruci’s translation of

the “Treatise of Pure Land” by Vasubandlm, and Tan-

luan’s commentary on it. When Shan-tao wrote the

commentary on the Meditation sutra, this school reached the

height of its prosperity.

The third one is based on the doctrine of Tz‘u-min.

It was founded, as was mentioned above, on the three prin-

cipal tenets: (1) harmony between meditation and learning,

(2) the reconciliation of Zen meditation and Jodo recitation,

and (3) the practice of nembutsu with morality.

The successors of the last branch are

:

As direct ones

:

rIYumin—Oil
4 eng-yuan—Pa-chao—later Buddhism in

China

;

As collateral ones

:

Yen-shou—Zen followers who practise nembutsu with

meditation,

Yuan-chao—T-Pien—The Pure Land doctrine in Korea;

PAi-chao—Korean Buddhism in the present times.

Those who are not in the line but whose views coincide with

that of dYu-min, are

:

Chu-huang,

Chih-kiang.

Pa-chao (died in 777) was one of the disciples of

Ch‘eng-yuan, whose master was TzTi-min himself. He was

thus of the direct line from Tz'm-min, retaining many
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of the characteristic features of Tz'u-min’s doctrine. It

was due to the influence of the Tendai doctrine which he

studied before he became a follower of the Pure Land doc-

trine, that he thought the ultimate end of the nembutsu cor-

responded with the right meditation on the Truth of the

Middle Path. He went about in the city of Chang-an, the

then capital of China, propagating the Pure Land doctrine.

He also went up, Nanyu and Mt. Wutai. Afterwards he

founded a temple called Ta-sheng-chu-lin-ssu

at the foot of the Chuang-tai in Mt. Wutai and decided to

make it the central place of the Pure Land practice. He pro-

pagated the nembutsu known as Wu-hui-nien-fo, Nembutsu

in Five Tones. His nembutsu was transmitted into Japan

by Jikaku (794-861), a Japanese priest who went over

sea to China in order to study Buddhism. Jikaku came back

to Japan in 804 and established the JogySsammaido Temple

on Mt. ITiei and founded there the Nembutsu of Jogyosammai

which was the main spring of the various schools of the

Japanese Pure Land doctrine of later days.

Yen-shou (960-1127) was a Zen priest. Thei'efore,

he did not criticise as Tz‘u-min did, but rather defended,

those Zen followers of meditation who disregarded the learn-

ing of the sutras and such other works as altogether unneces-

sary. Nevertheless, he agreed with Tz'u-min in that, the

invoking of Buddha ?

s name, the reciting of sutras, and

observing of precepts, should be pursued together with

meditation. To this effect, he composed the Wcm-shan-tung-

kuei-chi ^ Treatise on the O.neness of All Good

Works, in which he recommended the cooperation of philo-

sophical meditation and practical works; that is, learning,

meditation, nembutsu, and morality should be practised on

equal terms. In this work, he quotes two important passages

from the Ghing4u4sc
u-pei~chi of Tz'u-min. Thus he may be

well regarded as one of the successors of Tz f u-min. How-

ever, he put more stress on the nembutsu philosophically

interpreted than on the practical one: he maintained that
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the abler men should take up the philosophical nembutsu and

•attain to the Pure Land of Mind-Only, while the practical

nembutsu is the means by which people of inferior capacity

are enabled to reach the Pure Land. But it should be care-

fully recognised that the Pure Land of Mind-Only which he

advocated was not that created by one’s own mind but by the

True Mind which comprises all Universes. Pie had, there-

fore, a different view on the Pure Land from those Zen

followers of later days, wrho succeeded TzLl-min in encourag-

ing the sympathetic practice of Zen meditation and Pure

Land nembutsu, but who regarded the Pure Land as a crea-

tion of one’s own mind.

Yiian-chao (1048-1116) was a Tendai priest like

Fa-chao. He raised a cry against the view of those priests

who were then quite influential and favoured the practice of

meditation more than any other work. From the standpoint

of the Ching4u-ts‘u-pei-chi of Tz £ u-min which he reprinted,

he insisted on the sympathetic practice of learning, medita-

tion, nembutsu, and morality. But the nembutsu which he

advocated strongly was not the philosophical one which was

encouraged by Fa-chao and other Tendai followers. His nem-

butsu was the practical one—the sixteen kinds of nembutsu

either in fixed or unfixed states of mind—-which are described

in the Meditation sutra. He was one of the benefactors of

Korean Buddhism: that the Pure Land doctrine of T^u-
min branch spread in Korea as far as Hai-tung comes from

the fact that he had sent a copy of the Ching~tu~ts‘ u-pei-chi

to I-t
£

ien, of Korea, who reprinted it there in his own
country.

P‘u-chao of Korea, was the restorer of modern

Korean Buddhism. He was not of the direct line from

IVu-min; he rejected the practical nembutsu as the means

of salvation for men of inferior intelligence. His central

idea was the unification of the teaching of the Kegon and

the Zen discipline, which is attained by the harmonious

practice of learning and meditation. His attitude towards
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Buddhism was somewhat similar to that of Yen-shou, and

between his -way of thinking and that of Yen-shou we can

trace a line of connection. But the nembutsu by which he

claims to realise the samadhi of Mind-Only differs from the

nembutsu of Yen-shou. According to P £

u-chao, the Mind-

Only is our own mind and the nembutsu is to be practised

in such a way as to get this mind united with tathata or

the suchness of things, that is to say the ultimate truth

of existence. This is also the ideal of Zen Buddhism which

aims to penetrate into the nature of Buddhahood. What
now rules Korean Buddhist thought is this idealism of P £

u-

chao.

Ohu-huang (1535-1615) and Ohih-lriang (died

in 1655), as in the diagram, do not belong to the direct line

of successors initiated by Tz £

u~min. The former learned the

Zen and the latter the Tenclai and both upheld the Bud-

dhist rules of morality and practised the nembutsu. In this,

they may be said to be following Tz £

u-min’s steps; the uni-

fication of Zen discipline and philosophical training and

morality is the pivot on which their doctrine developed.

The Pure Land doctrine of Honen is believed to

originate in the nembutsu which was practised at the Jo-

gyodo Hall on Mt. Hiei. Therefore, from a certain point

of view, he may be said to belong to the Tz £ u-min branch.

When IT5nen came down from Mt. Hiei, leaving the head

temple of the four schools, the Tendai, the Esoteric, the Zen,

and the Bitsu (Vinaya), he propagated the Pure Land doc-

trine of Shantao which taught the sole practice of

invoking Amida’s name; the result was the separation of

the Jodo from the Zen, wThereas in China and in Korea two

schools are united, Jodo nembutsu going on side by side with

Zen practice. Prom this, we may say that the establishment

by Honen of an independent Jodo sect meant the separation

of the Jodo from the Tendai, but really Plonen’s line of nem-

butsu is derived from Tz £ u-min, as the line shows as in dia-

gram represented before, thus:
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Iloneii—Jikaku—Fa-chao

—

Ch‘ eng-yuang—Tz c

u-min.

In summary, as the result of the discovery of the Ching-

tu-ts‘ u-pei-chi and the Hsi-fang-tsan, the following facts

are established

:

(1) that the doctrine of Tz‘u-min which was not known
accurately and in detail has now come to be assumed

in a tangible form

;

(2) that Tz* u-min is the direct father of Fa-ehao, and
accordingly the historical father of the Pure Land
doctrine in Japan which separated itself from the

Nembutsu of Jogyosammaido Hall on Mt. Hiei, that

is to say, Japanese Pure Land doctrine belongs to

Tz f u-min branch;

(3) that Tz‘ u-min was the founder of the doctrine which

taught the unification of practical works and philo-

sophical meditation and the harmonious practice of

Zen meditation and J5do nembutsu.

Since the eighth century, the Zen and the Jodo have

ruled the Buddhist thought world of the Far Bast : especially

the harmonious practice of these two has been its main cur-

rent, TzLI-min himself was the founder of that doctrine.

GrEMMYO OnO



MILAREPA
An Appreciation of Dr. Evans-Wentz* translation of the

Life of a Great Tibetan Yogin

It is only of late that the wonderful documents of Tibet

have been opened to Western readers by the scholarly labours

of Dr. Evans Wentz and other scholars who write in English

and whom we cannot sufficiently thank. Japan was more

fortunate because of her close connection with Chinese litera-

ture and religion and the suzerainty of China over Tibet.

Yet here also the Japanese stand heavily indebted to these

scholars; for one Japanese who can read Tibetan or make

research for himself in Tibet hundreds of thousands can read

English and obtain knowledge of indescribable value from

Dr. Evans Wentz and other scholars who use the English

language. I recommend the study of the Tibetan Book of

the Bead translated by Dr. Evans Wentz with the help of

the Lama Kazi Dawa Samdup to all those who wish their

knowledge of the mysterious state before re-birth increased

and balanced.

But there is another book by these scholars, the biog-

raphy written eight hundred years ago by one of his own

disciples of a great master of yoga and spiritual insight.

I hope to send you to the book itself and therefore I do

not enter into the history of religion in Tibet nor of the

rival sects. I deal simply with the life and attainment of a

great religious genius comparable to some of the mighty

masters of Zen. A great corroboration and encouragement.

In reading this book the sombre and terrible aspects of life

in Tibet must always be remembered. Nature is stern. Reli-

gion is stern. Man must be either a victim or a victor.

Milarepa made the latter choice and fully justified it.

On the title-page the book is thus named:

“ Tibet's Great Yogi, Milarepa

A Biography from the Tibetan.”
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Can anything more interesting be imagined? An ancient

Tibetan biography written by a worthy pupil—it describes

and details every step by which liis master became a yogin

and so attained the., mighty supernormal powers.

This is the only book at present accessible to the ordinary

reader which gives an intimate view of Tibetan family life

in the eleventh and twelfth centuries of this era. Were it

for that social interest alone it should be studied, but there

are far higher considerations to send readers to it. In

addition it is a perfect repository of folklore and legend.

It is one of the sacred books of the Bast, a lamp to lighten

the feet of all true mystics. It is a treatise on what may
be called the Making of a Yogin written by one of his im-

mediate disciples, which to those who believe in the personal

development and evolution of the higher consciousness and

in an order of men devoted to the quest of this great spiritual

knowledge must be of the most vital interest. Lastly it is a

study of psychology that goes to the deeps and heights of

human mentality and beyond.

Legends have reached the West through Madame
Blavatsky and others of the spiritual secrets concealed in the

snowy fastnesses of Tibet. Here at last is the truth.

It is also of great human interest for those who are

marching with and purpose along the pilgrimage of succes-

sive births, for this man Milarepa took what may be called

a short-cut across almost inaccessible mountains and terrific

deserts to the goal achieving in one life what must almost

invariably require millenniums. Very few can follow him
and to all it is impossible until former lives have forged the

steel of a resolution that nothing can deflect. But those

who are students of the the Magic Mysteries of Milarepa are

the flower of the system of discipline in mystic insight which

is called in Tibetan Ta-wa and is taught in many treatises

on the Mahamudra Doctrine. This system is declared and

practised by the Kargyutpas, the great Tibetan Buddhist

school, which devotes itself to the study of the higher con-
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sciousness in man, which enables him to command the power
of the universe and the best means of disengaging him from

the impediments to its realisation. It is on account of their

practical application of these doctrines and the austerity of

lives passed in caves, mountains or jungle solitudes that the

writer of this biography asserts that they are unsurpassed

in the soundness of their Buddhist teaching by any other

body of followers of the Great Yogin Gotama Buddha, the

Enlightened One.

Of the Kargyutpas Milarepa was one of the mightiest

masters not only from his yogic powers but from the terrible

range of experience which led him through the depths to the

heights. By his biographer many of these experiences are

conveyed in his own "words and in his strangely touching'

songs—still profoundly venerated in his owTn country. I

quote one or twro versified by myself from Dr. Evans Wentz 7

s

rendering because for some reasons connected with memoris-

ing and so forth I think verse conveys the meaning better

than even rhythmic prose and I submit the experiment

:

Mighty Milarepa I,

Child of Light and Memory.
Old and naked and forlorn,

From my lips this song is born,

For in wisdom taking heed
Nature is the book I read,

And the staff within my hand
Guides me safe at last to land
Through the ocean weaves of Life.

See wdiat I have wrung from Strife

!

Mighty lord of Magic I

!

Mind and light obediently

Work my marvels. Being made
So divine I need no aid

Of the Earthly Deities

For my Magic Mysteries !

7

7

Not only are doctrines of these yogins of interest to

Buddhists but Christians wall find many treachings resembl-
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mg those of the Gnostic Christians (“Those who know”)

whom the Church Councils ultimately divorced as heretics

and so condemned Europe to the Darkness, superstition and

cruelty known to the Christian Churches as the Ages of

Faith but as the Dark Ages to scholars.

The book begins thus : I condense

:

“1 wish to narrate the history of a great yogin who
lived in this high snow-clad table-land of Tibet. He was

one who had been impressed from early youth by the

transient nature of all conditions of earthly existence. He
was so captivated by the vision of Immaculate .Purity and

the Chaste Beauty found in the description of the state of

Perfect Freedom and Omniscience bound up with the

Nirvana that he cared not though he should lose his very

life in the search on which he had set out.

“He was one who eventually ridded himself of the

Twofold Shadow of Illusion and Karma and soared into

spiritual space till he attained the Goal where all doctrines

merge in at-one-ment. Having obtained full power over

the mental States he overcame all danger from the elements

without and directed them to his own use.

“Having obtained transcendental knowledge in the

control of the ethereal and spiritual nature of the mind he

was enabled to furnish demonstration thereof by flying

through the sky, by walking, resting, and .sleeping in the

air.
77

This then is the goal of these Tibetan adepts.—This is the

path of one of them, the Great Guru Milarepa.

His name before he entered religion was Thopaga

(Delightful to Hear). He was born in a noble Tibetan

family rich in gold, silver and turquoises, possessed of a

stately mansion. His mother—named White Garland was

also noble. He and his sister Peta entered the world as

two of its favourites and so continued until he was advan-

cing toward very young manhood. Then earth 7

s shadow-

pictures assumed a very different aspect. His father died.
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An avaricious uncle and aunt seized all his property and
White Garland and her boy and girl were left in squalid

poverty.

White Garland could not suffer in silence. Once when
her son came home drunken and singing she rushed out to

meet him and overwhelmed him with reproaches.

“Son, you are merry enough to sing? I can do nothing

but weep !” and growing in fury she commanded him to learn

the art of Black Magic that the wicked uncle and aunt might

be destroyed and their posterity be cut off also.

Milarepa promised to obey if she would provide the fees

for the Guru who would instruct him in the Black Art. She

sold half of a field called Little Famine Carpet for a splendid

turquoise known as Radiant Star and a white pony known
.as Unbridled Lion and with these Milarepa departed to a

far-away Lama named Wrathful and Victorious Teacher of

Evil.

In Tibet from time immemorial it has been and is

believed that just as noble powers can be acquired through

the discipline Milerepa was afterwards to undergo, so. also

this power can be turned to evil account. Of course this

belief is not peculiar to Tibet. Power is power and can be

used as its wielder wills, but this book throws most interest-

ing light on the dangers as well as the spiritual gains. So

for nearly a year Milarepa (then called Thopaga) studied

black magic and felt that in reality he had not received

much in return for Radiant Star and Unbridled Lion—and

that he. could not return unarmed with magic, for his mother

had sworn to kill herself if she might not see the desire of

her eyes upon her enemies. Prostrated before his teacher

he prayed for mightier weapons telling him his pitiful story.

The Guru replied that he would no longer withhold full in-

struction and with the aid of another powerful Lama Mila-

repa was then instructed in the art of launching death and

-of producing and guiding disastrous hail-storms. It is a

(Common belief in Tibet that these death-dealing storms are
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often produced by vengeful men, and other lamas are often

employed to combat them.

Now comes Milarepa ’s vengeance. His uncle’s eldest

son was to be married and a magnificent feast was spread for

a party including all those neighbours who had taken sides

with the uncle and aunt—thirty-five persons in all. Others,

kinder-hearted, were also going to the banquet. Choosing

that moment Milarepa loosed destruction upon the house.

Visions of horrible presences were seen and the great number
of horses secured in a courtyard within began kicking and

plunging until they broke down the main pillar and the

whole house crashed into ruin bearing the tliirty-five people

and the horses to a horrible death. The uncle and aunt

survived. Then the mother of Milarepa exulted in her joy:

“All glory to the Teachers and the Gods! Look at the

human beings and animals ! Could any moment of my life

ever equal of this jicrfect triumphant joy!”

The neighbours listened partly in fear and partly in

disgust for the sight was fearful. White Garland’s brother

rebuked her sternly, telling her that by infuriating the

people she was endangering her own life and her son’s wdiich

was already threatened.

“Lock the doors. The murderers will come,” he said.

In great terror White Garland sent to warn Milarepa

that he must not come near the place or they would kill

him in revenge for his magic. She sent him seven hidden

pieces of gold gained by the sale of the rest of her Famine
Carpet field. But even with this her longing for revenge

was not yet sated—she wrote

—

“They hate us and mean us no good. I now request

you to launch a terrible hailstorm. That will complete the

satisfaction of your old mother.”

Inspired by his mother’s hatred Milarepa returned to

his teacher of magic and told him that he had need for a

plague of hail. Full of pride in his pupil he gave him
the charm, asking how tall the barley would be at that time.
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“Only tall enough to hide the pigeons,’
51

Milarepa

replied, agreeing that this was too early yet for the full

harm to be done. At length the time came, he journeyed with

a fellow-pupil to the neighbourhood of the place he would

destroy and having come he launched a great and terrible

hailstorm, striking the earth with his robe and weeping-

bitterly. And the hail came in three great storms destroying

the whole harvest and appalling the people. Escaping their

vengeance Milarepa made his way back to his Guru who-

already knew what had befallen him.

Says Milarepa :

*
‘ Thus I committed black deeds, aveng-

ing the wrongs done by my enemies, waging deadly war with

them.”

Now repentance and sorrow stole into his mind in con-

sidering the frightful wrongs he had done, and Peace forsook

him and fled. This was strengthened by the death of his.

Guru’s friend, and his Guru spoke to him saying

—

‘
‘ How transitory are all states of existence ! Last night

that excellent layman passed away and I mourn. Moreover,

from a boy I have spent my whole time in the practise of

sorcery, by the Black Magic producing death and hailstorms.

And you, my son, from your youth have taken to this sinful

art and have already gathered a heap of evil karma which

will lay a heavy load on me, for I am responsible,
’ ’

Deeply moved Milarepa asked if there were hope for

such as he and his weeping Guru replied

“I understand that all sentient beings possess a ray of

the Eternal, I wish to devote myself to sound teaching. Go,

yourself, learn and practise the holy Dharma (Law) on my
behalf as well as your own.”

He then presented Milarepa with the necessary fees—

a

yak-load of fine Yarlung -woollen cloth with the yak himself

and directed him to a great and famous Lama who in turn

sent him on to a greater known as Marpa the Translator,

because he had translated many Buddhist and Tantric scrip-

tures which he had secured in India.
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All along the way the heart of Milarepa yearned to see

Marpa the Translator and he knew that between himself and

Marpa was a strong karmic connection. So he went the

long way, thinking

:

“When shall I set my eyes upon my Guru’s! When
shall I behold his face !

”

But before he came the Guru and his wife had each

had a dream concerning him, and Marpa the Translator

resolved that of his best teaching he should have plenty and

of hard abuse and austerity much more so that he should

be tempered into the steel of a great God’s sword. For the

soil must be ploughed and harrowed and given neither peace

nor rest until it is ready for the seed and then it must be

watered by painful tears and blown by great winds of misery

— and the more so in the case of Milarepa who for the past

years had been heaping up a frightful karma and yet dared

dream of attainment in the space of one life. When he met

him Milarepa bowed down and placed his Guru’s holy feet

upon the crown of his head weeping and declared that he

had been a very great sinner.

The Guru replied :
—“Your sins have nothing to do with

me. What sins have you committed?”

Now Marpa the Translator is another of the great Gurus

-of the Kargyutpas School in Tibet and his life which is told

in this biography of Milarepa is that of a strong wise layman

such as Vimalakirti of the Buddhist Scripture might have

lived,—the very man of all others to whom the sensitive

morbid Thopaga did well to go to. And now began his long

and dreadful novitiate.

It wrould be vain to tell the cruel tests and trials with

which he afflicted Milarepa acting as though he hated him
while in reality his heart was full of tenderness. For years

these lasted and had it not been for the kind patience and

affection of his Guru’s wife, Damema, Milarepa must either

have escaped or committed suicide. For all the story of

these sufferings and their causes I refer you to the book.
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Let it be enough to say that Milarepa despaired of himself.

Years were paid out like golden coin to obtain in return no

helpful teaching. Marpa would call the young man “The
Great Sorcerer ” thereby keeping open the wound of his;

remorse.

Yet after many matters of deep instruction and interest

in the book he at last condescended to express his mind and

spoke with kindness to his young disciple promising to give

him all this wisdom now and himself to set him to meditate.

The joy of Milarepa was unbounded! It is impossible to-

relate his gratitude. His heart exulted as he drank from

the Consecrated Cup blessed by Marpa his Master until a

halo like a rainbow encircled it. Also his Master foretold

that Milarepa would certainly attain entire freedom of spirit

and that his body would gain complete control over the vital

Avarmth.

This vital warmth is well known to the Himalayan

yogins and to those who practise the yoga breathing and

meditation in one form or other. It is a bodily warmth
rendering a man immune to all coldness and is a great step*

on the way to power. By this means a student of the higher

consciousness until beyond the contraries of heat and cold,

damp and dryness which affect the ordinary man.

After this Milarepa, not forgetting his sins, but going-

far beyond them continued in a great meditation,—-indeed

for eleven months. In this way years went by and his Guru

imparted to him the deep secrets of power which are ear-

whispered from Guru to pupil, desiring him to remain with

him to attain further knowledge of the esoteric systems of

attaining enlightenment and to practise meditation under his

guidance. But after many years Milarepa desired with

longing to see his mother and sister and permission being

given he returned to his own country and there he found his

house a desolation where bats and rats alone inhabited and

the bones of his mother lay within it and his sister had

wandered away as a beggar. Only his aunt and uncle-
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survived and they treated him as before with rapacious

cruelty.

He resolved to present what was left of any possessions

to his aunt and to return to meditation in a great cave as

one who seeing the treachery and cruelty of this world’s

appearances disowns it altogether. And there he abode and

the people upon whom he had loosed the hail-storms would

have hilled him if they could.

In addition to the meditations which Milarepa practised

his course of life is very interesting:

He took no stimulant nor any narcotic drugs, whether

alcohol, tobacco or the universally used Tibetan tea for these

•stimulants are often used to drown exhaustion and what is

called nervous instability and though they appear to do this

the last state of the addict is worse than the first. There

is but one way of out-pacing sorrow and care and that is to

reach the purely spiritual state rejoicing that sorrow and

care have been fellow-travellers on the way acting as sharp

spurs to goad a man to effort—if it wore but to escape from

them. Iiis food was purely vegetarian and finally he

attempted to live upon boiled nettles which proved in-

sufficient to sustain him and seriously hindered his attain-

ment to enlightenment. His sister and the girl Zezay to

whom he had been betrothed in his childhood visited him
with affection and reverence yet he would not leave his

solitude nor his frugal diet. Steadfastly he held to the

•spiritual path never once taking his eyes from the goal. A
striking contrast to his earlier ambition ! When men passed

his cave and gazed pityingly at his miserable condition he

triumphed in it singing this song

—

“Here enfolded in a cave

Milarepa strong to save

Casts aside all thought of life,

Victor in another strife.

Soft to me my mattress bed
Warm the quiet above it spread
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Good the simple food I choose

Blessed in nature and in use.

Good the mind as clear as Light
Bathing in its pure delight.

Let your idle prattle cease

Leave the Yogin to his Peace!”

So in his austerity Milarepa committed the same noble error

as the Lord Buddha originally did and disowned it through

the same experience. He carried his asceticism so far that

at last the body could no more respond to the cry of the

spirit and he could not in this fashion gain his heart’s

desire to behold the truth in its nakedness of beauty. Then,

much as happened to the World-Honoured his sister brought

him nourishing food and this he ate. Marpa the Translator

his Guru had warned him that it is desirable that from time

to time the food should be changed as a man travels on the

Path of Accomplishment. Gradually came a great and mar-

vellous change. It is often the tendency of the seeker to

starve and deprive the body but all should acquaint them-

selves with the simple rules of health in a cheerful temper-

ance and use their bodies as a helper and not an enemy.

From a scroll given him by his Master he read the instruc-

tions as to the necessary means and exercises to be used at

this stage. The result was—to use his own words couched

in the terms of the yogin—
“I saw that the minuter nerves of my system were being

straightened out, even loosening, and I experienced a state

of supersensual calmness and clearness resembling the former

states I had experienced but exceeding them in its depth

and ecstatic intensity. Thus was a hitherto unknown and

transcendent knowledge born in me. Soaring free above the

obstacles I knew that the very evil had turned to good. I

understood that the Universal Cause is mind. This Universal

Cause when directed along the path of Selfishness results in

rebirth in earth and its sorrows wThile if it be directed along

the path of Selflessness it results in the Peace. This know-
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ledge wan born of my former devotions and only awaited the

accident at the crisis to bring it forth.
7 '

So he experienced that spring to life of the supernal

consciousness with sudden enlightenment as is almost uni-

versally the case with the mystics of Bast and West. The

great lesson to be learned from this experience is that the

body is but a raft and when it has brought the man
to his destination it can be forgotten—but until that time

it must be kept in good condition lest it sink in mid stream.

Now his life was changed. He no longer lived in entire

solitude but shared his light with others, helping them to

tread the difficult path by the light his lamp shed upon it.

There gathered about him a band of beloved and devoted

disciples one of whom (Rechung) was the writer of his Bio-

graphy. Far and wide his fame spread among the peoples

of the districts and his wisdom was an undying inspiration

to the people of Tibet. Also, his personal attainment of

Tantric practises and rewards was marvellous. He says

—

“At last I could actually fly. Sometimes I flew over to

the Castle lying in shadows to the eye-brows to meditate

and there a far greater share of Vital Warmth than before

possessed me. Others saw me .

7

7

He also acquired the power of multiplication of per-

sonality referred to by the G-otama Buddha in the reminder

of his own powers as a yogin. Milarepa thus describes his

—

“To me there is no reality either in illness or in death.

I have manifested here the phenomena of illness; I will

manifest the phenomena of death at Chubar. For this I

need no palankeen. Some of the younger Repas (disciples)

may go on ahead to Chubar ,

77

Thereupon some of the younger disciples went on ahead,

but they found that Jetsun had already reached the Cave

of Brilche (Cow-yak 7

s Tongue.) The elder disciples who
followed later, escorted and attended another Jetsun.

Another Jetsun was at the Poison to Touch Rock manifesting

the phenomena of illness. While the one Jetsun was being
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escorted and served by devout followers on the journey to

Chubar, another was preaching to those who had assembled

for a final sermon at the Red Rock. And, again, to every

one who remained at home and made religious offering in

farewell to Jetsun, a Jetsun appeared.

.... “Thus everyone claimed Jetsun as having been

their honoured guest and recipient of services of veneration,

and they could come to no agreement. Finally, in one

united group they put the question to Jetsun himself and he

said
—

'All of you are right. It was I who was playing with

you.'
”

For the understanding of these powers it is well to study

the Raja Yoga of Patanjali and the realisation of the body

itself as a mere manifestation of cosmic energy to be con-

trolled in any direction of manifestation and therefore in

that which seemed miraculous to the ordinary observer. But

like all the Truly Instructed he strongly disapproved of their

use for other than selfless and religious purposes

—

“I adjure you never to perform sacred Tantric rites

with a view to success in worldly pursuits; though selfish

folk (who know no better) are not to blame in so doing. I

have passed my life in incessant practise of the Highest

Tantric Truths in order to benefit all sentient beings.”

He spoke as one having bitter experience for he knew

the black side of these Tantric rites which had spread ruin

among the people of his village, and realised the appalling

toil required to remove this evil and its consequences during

his novitiate with his Master Marpa. When the time came

for him to pass away and his disciples asked for instruction

he stressed the simplicity of his bodily life and that there was

little for him to do in setting his affairs in order.

“As I own no monastery or temple I need not appoint

any one to succeed me. The bleak, sterile hills and the

mountain-peaks and the other solitary retreats or hermitages

all of you may possess and occupy. All sentient beings of

the Six Worlds you may protect as your children and fol-
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lowers. Instead of erecting memorial stones cultivate loving

kindness towards all parts of tlie Dliarma and set up the

Victorious Banner of Devotion For periodical ceremonies

(in memory of my passing away) offer me earnest prayer

from the innermost recesses of your hearts.”

For their own advancement he says

—

“If you find a certain practice increaseth your evil pas-

sions and tends to selfishness abandon it, though it may
appear virtuous

;
and if any line of action tend to counteract

the Five Evil Passions and to benefit sentient beings, know
that to be true and holy Dharma and continue it, even

though it should appear to be sinful to those bound to worldly

conventionalities.
’ ’

The story of his death that Rechung records is beautiful

and mystical. Having overcome the illusions of the ego he

manifested himself at several places at once, preaching to

many people and exhorting them in a true Buddhist spirit.

With a psalm of advice to his disciples Jetsun Milarepa ends

his earthly manifestation—this is the last verse:

“If you tread the Secret Path ye shall find the shortest

way;
If you realise the Voidness, Compassion will arise

within your hearts

;

If you lose all differentiation between yourselves and
others, fit to serve others you will be

;

And when in serving others you shall win success then
shall ye meet with me,

—

And finding me ye shall attain to Buddhahood,
To me, and to the Buddha, and the Brotherhood of

my disciples

Pray ye, earnestly, without distinguishing one from
the other.”

After this he sank into the quiescent state of Samadhi—

•

“Thus did Jetsun (Milarepa) pass away at the age of eighty-

four years on the fourteenth day of the last of the three

winter months of the Wood Hare Year (a.d. 1135) at dawn.”
His age was that of Shakyamuni, and his manner of
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passing the same. So has it been with many of the great

Arhats of Buddhism.

It is impossible ifi this brief article to do any justice to

his spiritual teachings and ecstasies of love and devotion

which inspired the knowledge in so many that Life itself is

Yoga and every thought word and deed a part of the mystic

practice. My sincere hope is that this short resume of his

biography will send many readers to the excellent translation

by Dr. Evans Wentz in which much of the most beautiful

and highest Buddhist philosophy is stated simply, and the

example of this time Buddhist yogin finds a fitting com-

memoration.

“Thus endeth the history of the Great Yogi named Mila-

Zhadpa-Dorje the Guide to Deliverance and Omniscience,

and the Bestower of the Bliss of Nirvana upon all sangsaric

beings alike for ever and ever in the blissful feast of the

auspicious gift of eternally increasing blessings.

L. Adams Beck



THE HYMN ON THE LIFE AND VOWS OF

SAMANTABHADBA

I

Introduction

My object of editing the Hymn is to produce a perfect

Sanskrit text as far as the present source of information and

the facility of obtaining the material and the scholarship of

the present editor permit. The importance of the text has

been well known in Japan since early days, not only from

the doctrinal point of view but as a piece of Buddhist Sanskrit

literature accessible to Japanese scholars. Jinn H§!g (1718—

1804) and his followers were among the foremost students of

the text. The one who brought it first from China was

Kobodaishi (774-835). When the late Dr. Bunyiu Nanjio

was studying Sanskrit under Max Muller of Oxford, he col-

lected according to the advice of liis teacher as many original

Sanskrit texts as he could at the time; among those there

were the Smaller • Sukhavatwyuha, VajracchediM, Prajnd-

pdramitdhridaya

,

and Bhadracarl. Nanjio however did not

have the chance to study the Bhadracam, and it was possible

that his friend Kenju Kasawara was planning to take up

this study himself. Dr. Kaikiolm Watanabe was the first

who made a thorough investigation of the text while he was

studying in Germany (1900-1910), the result was published

in Leipzig; 1 but the pamphlet is almost inaccessible at pre-

sent. All the problems that may be raised concerning the

Bhadracanpranidhana are discussed in it. My partial study

of the text took place in 1909 and a comparison of the differ-

ent Chinese and Tibetan translations of the Hymn appeared

in a Japanese magazine called Mujinto (M§g$f£) ,
but I was un-

1 Die Bhadracan, eine Probe buddhistisch-religioser Lyrik nnter-

sueht unci herausgegeben. Inaugural Dissertation zur Erlangung cler

Doktorwurde der pliilosopliiselien Fakultat der Kaiser Wilhelms-

Universitat zu Strassburg, vorgelegt von Kaikioku Watanabe aus Tokio.

Leipzig, Druek von G. Kreysing, 1912.
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fortunately prevented from pursuing the study any further.

This Hymn sometimes known as an epitomised Kegon-

gyo contains the essence of the Buddhist life ex-

pressing itself in the ten vows and culminating in rebirth in

the Pure Land of Amitabha. It may be in a "way regarded

as the foreshadowing of the Pure Land doctrine.

Samantabhadra, frequently abbreviated as Bhadra, is

one of the most important Bodhisattvas belonging to Maha-
yana Buddhism

;
he symbolises in his life, virtues, and vows

everything that is required of a good faithful follower' of the

Buddha.

It has been widely circulated as an independent Iiymn
all over the Buddhist countries, but the title varies according

to the localities where it is found: in Japan, Bhadracarl

ndma samantabhadra-pranidhanam
;
in Nepal, Bhadmcan-

praniclhdna, or Arya-bhadracarZ(-mahd}-pranidhdna-rdja
;
in

Tibet, Arya-samantabhadra-caryd-pranidhdna-rdja
j

1 quoted

in Santideva’s Sikshasamuccaya (pp. 290, 291,2 297) as Arya-

bhadra-caryd-gathd.

Going over these different titles, we conclude that Bhadra

is the abbreviation of Samantabhadra, and that earl stands

for carya. It is likely that the Hymn was first written in a

dialect form which was later turned into classical Sanskrit.

The composition of the Hymn must have taken place

rather early in the history of the Mahayana sutras. When
Buddhabhadra translated (a.d. 418-420) the Sixty-Volume-

Kegonkyo in which the sutras belonging to the Kegon family

are put together, he did not find this Hymn in the Kegonkyo',

and produced it as an independent work in 420 a.d. under

the title, Wen shu shih li fa yuan eking

jVIanjusrlpranidhana-sutra.

According to the statement in the Ch cu san tsang hi chi

the following was found inscribed in the Chinese

1 ‘‘Baja’* is dropped in three of the five commentaries on the

Hymn.
2 Arya is omitted here.
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translation: “The four groups of Buddhists in the foreign

country generally recite this Hymn when they worship the

Buddha, vowing to seek the truth of Buddhism. ” From this

we may infer that the Hymn was in wide circulation in

India at the time of the Chinese translator, both among the

ordained and the lay followers.

In one of the esoteric sutras known as Ch‘en chin miao

fa lien hua ching wang yu ch
(
ieh Jcuan chih i kuei (citing)

/jJJ

Wj!pikiliilTiI I!tcfifi, (M ) tlie following reference

is made to the Hymn, “ After making proper obeisance to

the Buddha the devotee should once recite the Samantabha-

dracarya-pranidhana with singleness of mind, thinking of all

Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, and reflecting with a pure heart

on the signification of each phrase of the Samantabhadra-

earya-pranidhana. ’
’ The Sutra is concerned evidently with

the honouring of the Saddharmapimdarlka Sutra, and yet

the devotee is asked reverently to recite the Hj^mn in connec-

tion with it. This shows that the recitation of the Hymn
formed a regular part in the Buddhist service already in the

seventh century when the above-mentioned sutra was trans-

lated into Chinese.

We read in the life of Amogha in the Biographies of ihe

High Priests completed in the Sung dynasty (988 a.d.) that

Amogha when a child wyas able to recite the Wen shu p’u

hsien Jiin yuan in two nights while other

children wTere supposed to learn it by heart in one year.

Amogha wyas one of the translators of the Hymn. No doubt

it was still popularly recited among the Indian Buddhists.

Seeing that during the last twro thousand years the

Hymn has been treated as containing the gist of Mahayana
Buddhism crystallising all the merits in connection with the

life of the bodhisattva, the Hymn deserves a careful study

on the part of scholars.

There are three Chinese translations of this Hymn. The
oldest of them is Buddhabhadra ?

s Manjusn-pramdhana
Sutra ( 3Ggjc]3rIif )

,

of whdch mention is made above;
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compared with the present Sanskrit text here reproduced

Buddhabhadra’s translation has less stanzas, and as to its.

contents we notice some disagreement in detail. Buddha-
bhadra’s line consists of five Chinese characters instead of

seven as in other cases. Translation is not quite literal, that,

is, it is not a word-for-word translation, but the translator

seems to have a better grasp of the meaning. It is interest-

ing to note that Buddhabhadra’s title is Manjusnpranidhana
and not Samantabhadra-caryd-pranidhdna , by which latter

title the Hymn is now better known to us. Is it possible that

originally Manjusri and Samantabhadra were different names
for the same individual Bodhisattva as is sometimes main-

tained by some Chinese Buddhist exegetists? It is certain

that the Hymn was known at one time in its history as Man

-

jusripramdhanci and not as Samantabhadr'a-pranidhana.

The second Chinese translation was done by Amogha-
vajra in the reign of Tai Tsung (763-779) of the T‘ang

dynasty under the title P‘u hsien p‘u sa hin yuan tsan (^*®-

)* This agrees best with the Sanskrit.

The third one was produced by Prajiia, in the twelfth

year of Chen yuan (796) as the concluding Gathas of the

Fourty-Volume Eegongyo (®-f^i|?Jg*)* The work began on

the fifth day of the sixth month of the twelfth year of Chen

yuan (796), and a complete copy was presented to the

emperor on the twenty-fourth day of the second month of

the fourteenth year of the same era. This on the whole

agrees with the Sanskrit.

As mentioned above, this Hymn was circulated indepen-

dently, when it first came to China; perhaps it was so in

India too. And it was not until when the Forty-Volume

Kegongyo was translated that the Hymn was found itself

incorporated in the Kegongyo . Later on, however, it became

detached again from the mother Sutra assuming its in-

dependence
;
in Nepal we find the Hymn circulated as such.

And in Japan too it is recited and studied as not necessarily

belonging to the Kegongyo.
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The fact that it was once taken into the body of the

Kegongyo is shown by the prose prologue which is found in

the Nepalese text as well as in the Japanese even when it is

used separately.

According to CITeng lman g£|fg who wrote a commentary

on the Fourty-Volume Kegongyo there was an entry in the

two preceding translations, Buddhabhadra’s and Amogha-
vajra’s, to the following effect

:

“In each of the two preceding translations we read that

‘this is the work of TIsien chi hsiang p
(u sa

(Bhadrasri Bodhisattva), and not a sutra preached by

Buddha himself’. But as we know that this is the teaching

of P‘u hsien p‘u sa (Samantabhadra Bodhisattva),

there is a confusion of the names [in the above entry], that

is between P‘u hsien (Samantabhadra) and I-Isien shoit

(Bhadrasri) • and again as this Hymn has been in cir-

culation generally independently, so it is probable that the

ancient masters of the Tripitaka regarded it as not one of

the Sutras preached by Buddha himself.”

It is difficult to know how Hsien shou came to be

confused with P £ u hsien because there seems to be

great difference between the two terms, except Bhadra which

is common to them. If any confusion were possible, it

might take place between Bhadracarl and Bhadrasri. And
it is likely that the Hymn was known in some quarters under

the title of Bhadrasri-pranidhana instead of Bhadracari-

pranidhana, which latter being the title of our text. From
this fact the Hymn probably came to be known as the work
of Bhadrasri, that is, Hsien chi hsiang jji^ or Hsien shou

Jti*. While the Hymn is generally entitled as Bhadracan-

pranidhana as we have already noted, we have reason to

suspect that it was also known among some Mahayanists as.

Manjmn-pranidhana
;

1 for Buddhabhadra’s Chinese trans-

lation bears this title.

1 Manju is the synonym of Bhadra as they both mean f beauti-
ful* ' or (i

lovely.*

*
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According to Tsung mi’s view which is recorded

as a note to this passage, he thinks Bhadrasri extracted these

passages from the Sutra relating to the life and vows of the

Bodhisattva and made them into a form of Hymn.
The Hymn that was introduced into Japan was the one

brought over to China by Amoghavajra. Amoghavajra who
came to China about 747 a.d. was a representative of the

esoteric Buddhism which at the time prevailed in the southern

India and Ceylon. He brought a number of Sutras belong-

ing to this school and the Bhadracarl-pranidhana wTas among
them. It was Kukai who first brought the Hymn to

Japan in 806 a.d.
;
he was the disciple of Hui kuo and

Hui kuo transmitted the esoterism of Amoghavajra.

After Kukai, Engyo [Ufy who was his disciple brought

two handwritten copies of the Hymn (836). Eight years

after Engyo, Eun J§C$|g brought another copy of the Hymn
from China; Ennin HJfH was the last importer of the text

from China. Hitherto the Hymn was brought by the Bud-

dhist priests of the Shingon sect, but for the first time a

priest belonging to the Japanese Tendai school carried a copy

of it back to Japan. Altogether five different copies came

nver here from China, but the one we still have belongs to

Kukai ’s transmission
;
all the rest are lost now.

Kukai 7

s original copy is evidently lost, but four different

•copies of it are still in existence, and the oldest one dates back

as far as 966. And the text in circulation at present is the

one revised by Jiun who carefully collated the four different

•copies made from Kukai 7

s original copy. Jiun’s revision

probably dates not later than 1767, this being the year when

he began to lecture on his own manuscript of the Bhadracan-

pranidhdna.

The text is not written in pure classical Sanskrit

throughout ;
a great deal of the G-atha dialect is mixed as is

shown in the following table d
1 Here the numerical figures refer to the verses, and the annexed

letters, a, b, e, d to the divisions of a verse. The pure Sanskrit form

is in parentheses.
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agri (agre), 3a, 28a.

agru (agras), 48d.

acintiya (aeintya), 28b.

atitaku (aitakas), 13a.

adhimucyami (adliimueyami)

,

7b.

adhyeshami (adhyeskami),

10c.

anantariyani (anantaryani),

51a.

armttaru (anuttaras), lOd.

anumodayanu (anumo-
.

dayami), 9d.

abhinirhari ( abliinirhare )

,

34b.

abhiyacami (abhiyacami),

lib.

alamkrtu (alamkrtas), 47b.

asesliata (aseshatas), 3c, 29a,

34c.

asangata (asangata), 10b.

aim (aham), lc, 4d, 8d, 9d,

10c, 12d, 16d, 18d, 33b, 35d,

41c, 59c, 60c.

aimikhi (amuklie), 58b.

imi (ime), 58a.

inra (imam), 42d, 48d, 50b,

51c, 54a, 55d.

ekacari (ekacarya), 23d.

otari (avatare or avataret),

29d, 33c, 34d.

kareya (kurviya), 25c.

karmatu (karmatas), 20a, 46c.

kayatu (kayatas), Id, 8c, 23c,

43a.

kalakryam (kalakriyam)
,
57a.

keci (kecit), la, 14a, 15a.

kriya (kriyam), 44d,

klesatn (ldesatas), 20a, 46e.

kshipru (kshipram), 49c, 51d
>

53a.

kslietra (kshetrani)
,
28a.

kshetri (kshetre), 25b.

gatana (gatanam), 41a.

gatishu (gatishu), 16b, 20b.

gatebbi (gatais), 14e.

gatva (gatva), 53b.

gotratu (gotratas), 52b.

cakru (cakram), lOd.

cari (carya), 22abc, 26bc, 28d>

41b.

cariyaya (caryayam), 45c.

cariyaye (caryaye), 23a.

carl (carya), 23d.

eariye (caryaye), 42c, 45a.

carya (carya), 43b.

carika (carikah), 29d.

jagasya (jagatas), 9a, lid,

15e, 21c, 30c, 61d.

janetlia (jaya or jayasva)

,

54d.

jatismaru (jatismaras), 16b.

janati (janati), 55a.

janayi (jani), 45d.

jinana (jinanam), 2b, 4c, 26a.

jinebhi (jinais), 14c, 56a.

jinebhih (jinais), 3d.

jnanatu (jnanatas), 27b, 52a.

jyeshthaku (jveshthakas )

,

42a*.

talii (tatra), 59a.

tavata (tavat), 46d.
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tebhi (tebhis), 23b, 24c, 56a.

triyadbva(tryadbva), lb, 29b,

31b, 32c, 33a, 34a, 41a, 56a.

tlia (atha), 29c.

thapayamanah (sthapaya-
* manah)

,
21b.

tliihantu (tishthantn), lie.

thihitva (sthitva), 45c.

dadeyam (dadjram), 47d.

dadyu (dadyam), 47b.

darsitu. (drashtu), 11a.

dukham (duhkhani ) ,
21a,

desayi (desaye), 18d.

dveshatu (dveshatas), 8b.

dliarsayi (dharsayet), 53d.

dharayamapu. (dharaya-

manas), 26a.

dliarayi (dharayet), 54b.

dharmata (dharmata), 3c.

dharmikn (dharmikas), 15c.

dhiimicyami (adhimucyami )

,

3d.

dheshana (adhyeshana), 12b.

dhriyanti (dliriyante), 13b.

namana (nama),43c.

namayami (namayami), 12d,

42d, 55d.

nityu (nityam), 16d, 24c.

nishaiinaku

(nisharmakas),

3b, 28c.

parikshayu (pariksliayas),

19d, 51d.

paripuri (pariptirmya), 58c.

parivrtu (parivrtas), 25b.

pasyi (pasyet), 49e.

pasyiya (pasyeya), 33b, 57c.

pasye (pasyeya), 25a.

papaku (papakas), 51a.

papu (papas), 8a.

pi (api), 29c.

punvatu (punyatas), 27b.

puja (puja), 7a.

pujayami (pujayami), 7d.

pujitu (pujitas), 52d.

purayi (purayeya), 38d, 41e,

44d.

pratideSayami (pratidesa-

vami), 8d.

pradakshinu (pradaksliina),

15d.

pramanu (pramanam), 45ab.

pravartayi (pravartayet)
,
53c,

bodhayi (bodhaye), 12d, 19b.

bhadracarl (bhadracarya),

49d, 51c, 54a, 62a.

bhadracarl (bhadracarya),

2d, 7c, 38d, 61a.

bliadracariya (bhadracaryayas

or -caryayam), 24b, 41d,

44a.

bliadracarlye (bhadra-

caryaye), 56d.

bhavi (bhave), 16b, 27a.

bhaveyya (bhaveyam or

bhavet), 45ab.

bhaveyya (bhaveyam or

bhavet), 16d, 23b, 24e, 46a.

bhaveyyu (bhaveyus), 58b.

bhoti (bhavati), 51d, 52d.

bhotu (bhavatu), 19d, 43d,

52b.
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bhontu (bhavantu), 18a, 14d,

15d.

ma (ma), 54(1.

mafijusirl (mafrjusri), 44b,

55a.

mandali (mandate), 59a.

manena (manasa), Id, 2c, 8c.

mayi (maya)
,
8a, 12c, 61b.

mara (maras), 53cL

mitra (mitrani), 24a.

yatha (yatha), 55a.

yasyimu (yasyemam), 49d.

yavata (yavat)
,
la, 14a, 15a,

21d, 46a, 46c, 58d.

yotra (yatra), 54c.

ragatu (ragatas), 8b.

tutebhi (tutais)
,
18ab.

rupatu (rupatas), 52a.

labheyya (labbheyam), 59c.

vandami (vandami), lc, 7d.

varebhi (varais), 5ac, 6ab.

varnatu (var^atas), 52b.

vaca (vaca)
,
Id, 8c.

vacatu (vacatas), 23c.

vacayi (vacayet), 54b.

vikurvitu (vikunvitas), 45d.

vijanati (vijanati), 54c.

vidusya (idurasya), 42c, 43c.

yibudhyana (vibudhana),

35b.

vibudhyiya (vibudhyeyam),

41d.

vimnktu (vimuktas), 20b.

viragayi (viragaye), 24d.
*

Subhaye (aubhayai), 44a.

sobhani (sobhane), 59a.

srutva (srutva), 48b.

samcitu (samcitas), 12c.

sattvahitamkari (sattva-

hitariikare)
,
58d.

sada (sada), 15b.

samantatabhadra (samanta-

bhadra), 42b, 50c, 55b.

samagarrm (samagamas), 24e.

sasainyaku (sasainyakas),

53d.

sarvi(sarve), lc, 10c, 21a, 22cl,

25d, 35d, 41c, 44cd, 45d.

sujivitu (sujlvitas), 50a.

sutana (sutanam), 3b, 28e.

sutu (sutas), 42a.

sutebhi (autais), 14d, 25d.

sukhavati (sukhavati), 57d.

stavaml (stavami), 4d.

svagatu (svagatas), 50b.

II

An English Translation

1. All the lions of mankind in all the three divisions of

time who are in the ten quarters of the universe—all these
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without exception, I, the pure one, salute with body, speech,,

and mind.

2. Making my body as numerous as particles of dust

composing the earth I pay reverence to all the Buddhas,,

imagining in mind to be in the presence of all the Buddhas,

by virtue of Bhadra ’s Life-of-vows.

3. Buddhas as numerous as particles of dust are sitting-

surrounded by the Bodhisattvas, even at the end of a particle-

of dust
;
thus I believe all the universe without exception is.

filled with the Buddhas.

4. And of them, with an ocean of voice in which all

notes of sound are found, I praise all those Buddhas, by
exalting all the virtues of these Buddhas, which are like

the ocean of inexhaustible nature.

5. With the best flowers, wreaths, musical instruments,

ointments, umbrellas, lamps, and incenses, I make offerings-,

to the Buddhas.

6. With the best garments, scented wood, powdered

incense in heap equal to the Meru, arrayed with all these-

excellent (offerings), most exquisitely I make offerings to the

Buddhas.

7. This is, I believe, what is to be the best, munificent

offering to the Buddhas
;
it is due to my faith in the life of

Bhadra that I salute and make offerings to all the Buddhas.

8. And all the sins that may have been committed by

me, due to my greed, anger, and folly, with my body, speech,

and mind, I make full confession.

9. And what is the happiness of all beings, the

Learners, the non-Learners, Pratyeka-Buddhas, Bodhisattvas,,

and all the Buddhas, in the ten quarters,—for all that I feel

sympathetic joy.

10. Those who being awakened in enlightenment are

the light of the world in the ten quarters have attained non-

attachment, all these I entreat to revolve the wheel that is

unsurpassed.

11. Those who wish to manifest Nirvana I entreat with
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folded hands, to stay [in this world] for a number of Kalpas

equal to particles of dust making up the earth, for the benefit

and happiness of all beings.

12. Whatever goodness, accumulated by me accruing

from the Salutation, Offering, Confession, Sympathetic Joy,

Bequest, Solicitation, all this I dedicate towards enlighten-

ment.

13. May all the Buddhas of the past be revered, and

those residing now in the ten quarters of the world and

those of the future—may they be at ease, be fulfilled in their

aspirations, and awakened to enlightenment.

14. May all the lands in the ten quarters be pure, exten-

sive, and filled with Buddhas who went under the king of

the Bodhi tree and with Bodhisattvas.

15. May all beings in the ten quarters be always happy

and healthy,* the benefit of righteousness be possessed by all

beings,* let them be blissful, and their wishes be fulfilled.

16. While practising a life of enlightenment, wherever

1 may be born in the paths of existence, may I remember my
previous lives; in all the forms of life I may be born and pass

away, but may I always lead a mendicant’s life.

17. Learning after all the Buddhas, perfecting the life

of Bhadra, let me always practise a pure and spotless life

of morality, without breakage, without leakage.

18. With the speeches of the gods, with the speeches of

the Nagas, with the speeches of Yakshas Kumbhandas, and

mankind,—with all the speeches wherever there are speeches

in the world, I will disclose the Dharma.

19. Let him who is disciplining himself in the exquisite

Paramitas, never be confused in mind as regards enlighten-

ment
;
from those sins that are hindering let him be

thoroughly freed.

20. Let me practise in the walks of life emancipation

from karma, evil passions and from the way of Maya; like

the lotus that is not stained by water, like the sun and the

moon that are not attached to the sky.
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21. Extinguishing all pains in the evil paths, establish-

ing all creatures in happiness, let me practise [the life of

Bhaclra] for the benefit of all creatures, as far as there are

lands and paths in the ten quarters.

22. Conforming to the lives of all beings, perfecting

the life of enlightenment, and holding up the life of Bhadra,

let me discipline myself to the very end of time.

23. May I always be associated with those who would
keep company with me in the life [of Bhadra]

;
let us all

practise one life of vows with body, speech, and mind.

24. Those well-wishing friends who are witnesses of

the life of Bhadra, with them may I always be associated,

and may I never grow tired of them.

25. Let me always be personally in the presence of the

Buddhas, leaders surrounded by the Bodhisattvas, and let

me make them munificent offerings without growing weary
to the end of time.

26. Holding up the true law of all the Buddhas, mak-

ing the life of enlightenment shine out, and purifying the

life of Bhadra, let me discipline myself to the end of time.

27. And transmigrating through all the paths of ex-

istence I have infinitely accumulated all merit and wisdom;

let me be an inexhaustible store-house, filled with all the

virtues such as Supreme Wisdom, Skilful Means, Mental

Concentration, and Emancipation.

28. There are lands as numerous as particles of dust

at the end of a particle of dust, and in each of these lands

there is an inconceivable number of Buddhas, whom I see

sitting in the midst of the Bodhisattvas, I disciplining myself

in the life of enlightenment.

29. Thus, in all the quarters without exception, even

to the hair-like passage through all the three divisions of

time, there is an ocean of Buddhas, an ocean of lands, an

ocean of Kalpas of [devotional] life : into all these may I,

enter.

30. There is one voice containing an ocean of meaning,
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a voice of purity uttered by all the Buddhas, which is the

voice in accordance with the aspirations of all beings,—-this

is the eloquence of the Buddha, into which may I enter.

31. And revolving the wheel of the doctrine, and by

the power of the understanding, may I enter into those in-

exhaustible sounds and languages of the Buddhas walking

in the three divisions of time.

32. Entering into all future time may I enter in an

instant
;
and into the three divisions of time measure, at an

instant point of time, may I discipine myself.

33. May I see all the lions of mankind in the three

divisions of time in an instant, and may I always enter into

their realms with the power of emancipation which is like

Maya.

34. And may T manifest throughout the three divisions

of time excellent lands in full array at the end of one particle

of dust
;
thus may I enter into all the Buddha-lands in full

array in the ten quarters without exception.

35. The world-lamps of the future when enlightened

will revolve the wheel and show themselves in Nirvana in

absolute tranquillity: all those leaders may I approach.

36. By the power of the psychic faculties swiftly

moving everywhere, by the powder of the vehicle in every

direction, by the power of deeds productive of all virtues,

by the power of all-pervading good-will,

37. By the power of all-purifying merit, by the power

of wisdom which is conducive to non-attachment, by the

power of Transcendental Wisdom, Device, Mental Concentra-

tion
;
accumulating the power of enlightenment,

38. Purifying the power of Karma, crushing the power

of passions, disarming the power of the evil one, may I

perfect all the power of the life of Bhadra.

39. Purifying the ocean of lands, releasing the ocean

of beings, reviewing the ocean of phenomena, plunging into

the ocean of wisdom,

40. Purifying the ocean of deeds, fulfilling the ocean
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of vows, worshipping the ocean of Buddhas, may I discipline

myself untiringly in the ocean of Kalpa.

41. The excellent deeds and vows of enlightenment

which belong to the Buddhas of the three divisions of time,

all these without exception, may I fulfil, and awake in

enlightenment for the sake of the life of Bhadra.

42. There is the eldest son of all the Buddhas, whose

name is Samantabhadra; to those who wralk the same path

as this wise one may I dedicate all the good works [of mine]

.

43. Purity of body, speech, and mind, purity of life,

and purity of land: such is the name of Bhadra, the wise

one, with such as he I wish to be equal.

44. To be thoroughly pure in the life of Bhadra, may
I discipline myself in the vows of ManjusrI, untiringly

through all the future time I wish to fulfil all the deeds

without exception.

45. Let me practise all the deeds that are beyond

measure, let me practise all the virtues that are beyond

measure; establishing myself in the deeds that are beyond

measure, let me know all their miraculous powers.

46. Only when space-limits are reached, only when the

end of beings is reached, with none left, not even with a single

being unsaved, only when karma and passions are exhausted,

then my vows would come to an end.

47. There are innumerable lands in the ten quarters

which are adorned with jewels, may I give them to the Bud-

dhas; all the excellent happiness that belongs to the gods,

and men may I give to [them] for Kalpas [as numerous as]

particles of dust composing the earth.

48. Listening for once to this king of the turning-over

of merit, faith will grow [in one's heart] who will seek after

the supreme enlightenment, the merit thereby acquired will

be the highest and most excellent of all merits.

49. One who practises the life and vows of Bhadra

will be kept away from evil paths as well as from bad friends

and will instantly see that Amitabha.
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50. They will easily obtain whatever is profitable, they

will live a worthy life, when they are born among human
beings they will be welcomed; they will be like Samanta-

bhadra himself before long.

51. When a man has committed by reason of his

ignorance the five sins of immediate nature, let him recite

this hymn called “the life of Bhadra”, and have his sins

instantly and completely extinguished.

52. He will be endowed with wisdom, beauty, and the

auspicious marks, born in a [high] caste, in a [noble] family;

he will not be crushed by a host of heretics and evil ones,

will be revered in all the triple world.

53. He will immediately go under the Bodhi tree, king

[of trees], going there he will take his seat for the welfare

of beings, he will be awakened in enlightenment, revolve the

wheel [of Dharma], he will entirely crush evil ones with

his army.

54. When a man holds, recites, preaches this life and

vows of Bhadra, the Buddha knows what maturity he will

attain, have no doubt as to [his attaining] the excellent

enlightenment.

55. Manjusiri the hero knows, so does Samantabhadra;

following them in my study I apply all my good deeds

[towards that end].

56. By the turning over of merit which is imaised as

best by the Buddhas of the past, present and future, I apply

all my good deeds towards the attainment of the most

excellent life of Bhadra.

57. At the time of my death, all the hindrances being

cleared off, may I come in the presence of the Buddha
Amitabha, and go to his land of bliss.

58. Having gone there, may all these excellent vows

come up in my mind
;
and may I fulfil them without excep-

tion in order to benefit all beings to the full extent of the

world.

59. May I be born in the assembly of the Buddhas pure
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and delightful, and in a most beautiful lotus, and obtain

there the declaration of my future destiny in the presence

of the Buddha Amitabha.

60. Having obtained the declaration of my future

destiny, I will, then, transforming myself in many hundreds

of kotis of forms, benefit all beings in the ten quarters, in

a most liberal manner, by the power of my wisdom.

61. By whatever goodness gathered by myself by recit-

ing this life and vows of Bhadra, let all the pure vows of the

world be fulfilled in a moment.

62. By the infinite and most excellent merit which is

acquired by devoting one self to the life of Bhadra, let the

whole world sinking in the flood of calamities go to the

most excellent city of Amitabha.

Hokei Idtjmi
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THE TEMPLES OF KAMAKURA

III

Zen and Kamakura

Kamakura dates its real beginnings as a centre of reli-

gion, politics, and art to Minamoto Yoritomo, who in 1192

faiacle the little fishing village the capital of the Shogunate.

It was to Yoritomo ?

s religious vein that we owe many of the

temples in Kamakura, and it was he who gave an impetus

to the development of architecture, sculpture, and painting,

which was carried on by his successors, the Plojo regents

under whom it culminated. At the time of its greatest

prosperity Kamakura rivaled Kyoto in the arts and in reli-

gion but not in luxury.

The Zen sect in Japan, we may say, begins with the

second return from China in 1191 of the Priest Eisai. He
established himself first at the Kenninji in Kyoto and in

1201 at the Jufukuji in Kamakura whose first presiding

priest he was, so that from that time on Zen came to be

taught in Kamakura.

Zen is popularly called the contemplative sect because

in its search for reality it counsels its followers to seek for

the essence of mind in silent meditation. It claims to give

the true teaching of the Buddha which is beyond verbal or

literal description, indeed it abandons these as useless and

strives for first-hand illumination. Its simplicity and direct-

ness appealed to the military spirits at the time of the Hojo

Regency, and Zen with Kamakura, one of its chief centres,

second only to Kyoto, attained a great vogue among the

warriors of that time and this influence has continued down
the centuries. To the Zen influence, we owe the tea cere-

mony, flower arrangement, the noble sculpture of the school

of Unlcei and the art of the Nangwa school. Zen and Japan-

ese culture are closely interwoven. But it is Zen in Kama-
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kura that interests us now, especially in connection with the

temples w7hieh together with the natural beauties of hills

and sea make the town even today attractive. The great

earthquake of 1923 lay low many of the famous fanes but

they have been restored, partly due to the interest of the

Government and partly to the devotion of Buddhists. The
restoration is often on a smaller scale, for today we cannot

equal the pure architectual style of the past or the grandeur

of the Unkei sculptures. But the Zen teaching and its

traditions remain and Kamakura is still associated with Zen

history and teaching.

Let us take an imaginary journey and visit these Zen

temples in Kamakura and see if it will not reveal to us

something of interest and perhaps of enlightenment.

Formerly, Kenclioji was the head and chief of Kama-
kura’s five great monasteries. It was founded in 1251 by

Tokiyori the fifth Hojo Regent who himself became a priest

five years later and who invited over from China to become

the first Abbot of Kencho, the celebrated priest Doryu or

Daigaku-Zenshi, his posthumous name.

When we enter the gate we find some fine cryptomeria

and juniper trees. Set in the midst of these are the main

temples, the Butsuden and the Hatto. These were both des-

troyed in the earthquake but have been rebuilt. The object

of worship was a large statue of Jizo and this has been

preserved. In a Zen temple the object of worship is generally

Sakyamuni, the historical Buddha, but occasionally we
find Jizo and Kwannon, and in the Meditation Hall Monju.

The quality of mercy is specially considered in Buddhism

and both Jizo and Kwannon are Bodhisattvas of mercy.

Jizo was specially prominent in' the Kamakura era. We
find many fine statues of him and many interesting legends.

Kenehoji alone has a number of attractive legends concern-

ing him. Two of these legends are told by Lafcadio Hearn

in his Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan

,

Vol. I. “A Pilgrim-

age to Enoshima.” But there is another one which is also
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of interest and that is connected with a man named Saita.

It is said that the site of this temple was once an execution

.ground and that this Saita was sentenced to be executed here.

But when the executioner endeavoured to cut off the head

of the man, his stroke failed and the sword broke in two.

Every one connected with the execution was surprised and

asked Saita if he could offer any explanation. Then Saita

said that he was a special devotee of Jizo and always carried

a small image of the Bodhisattva in his hair. His head

was examined, the story was found to be true, and what was

more a new mark upon his back was seen. Saita was

pardoned for he was now considered to be innocent. The

little image is still preserved among Kenchoji treasures.

Jizo, the Bodhisattva of mercy, is the patron saint of

-children, travellers, and women. He is represented with a

staff in one hand and a iama or jewel upon the outstretched

palm of the other.

The Jizo statue of Kenchoji has a mandala composed

of many small Jizos
;
they are called the Thousand Jizo and

are said to have been carved by the priest Eshin. The

garden of Kenchoji laid out in the pure Zen style was very

picturesque ,* it was the first landscape garden made accord-

ing to the Zen ideas but the earthquake all but destroyed it.

The 'first Lord Abbot of Kenchoji, Doryu, was a famous

man. It is said that when he died and his body was burned

shari of five different colours were discovered among his

ashes. A shari is a small object something like a pearl

mingled in the ashes of a sage. When the Buddha died a

number of shari were found and these are preserved in many
places. In Buddhist temples in Japan these can be seen

•set in gold or silver reliquaries. When the shari are not

said to be those of the Buddha they are stated to be those

of some holy priest. The large juniper trees near the main

temple here are called shari-ju, trees of the shari from the

incident of the finding the shari in the ashes of the Lord

Abbot Doryu.
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Behind the temple on the hill is the cave where he used

to practise zazen (Zen meditation). Of course, at Kenehoji

there is a meditation hall for the zazen discipline. The fine-

old one was destroyed by the earthquake but a small new one

is now in its place. But the Kaisando, a very ancient build-

ing, the hall for the founder, where the statue of Doryu is

enshrined was spared. Behind it on a small hill is the tomb
of Doryu. Here in a beautiful solitude repose his ashes.

A simple monument resting on a carved lotus covers them..

Many of his relics are preserved at Kenehoji, his robes,

rosaries, flute, and sutras copied by himself. Here, too,,

we can see his picture. There is an interesting story told

of him that bears repeating. He had brought from China

a metal mirror. After the death of the Abbot some one

dreamed that the mirror contained a portrait of the Lord

Abbot. But as this was known not to be true, Hojo Toki-

mine who had loved the Abbot very much was disinclined to

believe it, but ordered an examination of the mirror. Then
it was found to be clouded over and when polished it re-

vealed a picture of Kwannon (the Bodhisattva of Mercy)

whose manifestation Doryu was said to be. This mirror can

still be seen. The story shows in what high esteem and

regard Doryu was held by his contemporaries. It is to*

these great priests of the early days of Buddhism in Japan

that Jajmnese Buddhism owes so much of its spirit which

still is vital today.

Opposite Kenehoji is Ennoji or Arai-no-Emmado, the

shrine of Unkei’s famous and wonderful statue of Emma,
the God of Death, so wonderfully described by Lafeadio

Hearn. (See also “The Ruined Temples of Kamakura/ ’ I,

in Eastern Buddhist
,
Yol. III, No. 2.)

Situated in a valley, back from the main road between

Kenehoji and Engakuji is Meigetsuin. Now Meigetsuin is

small and unimportant, but , it is interesting on account of

its association with Hojo Tokiyori, one of the most striking

in personality of the Hojo regents. There are many roman-
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tic stories told of him. He it was who as a mendicant priest

wandered about the country in order to get in touch with

the people. The N5 play, “Hachinoki,” dramatises one of

these incidents. He was devoted to Zen, and when he gave

up public life, he entered the priesthood and retired to

Saimyoji on the site of Meigetsuin. It is said that when he

died, he was seated in his priest's robes practising zazen.

Later the temple Zenkoji was erected on this site and

Meigetsuin was attached to it and under its jurisdiction.

There are some treasures to be seen here. The famous statue

of Uesugi Shigefusa, once exhibited in London, is now in the

TJeno Museum, Tokyo, but there are others left in the posses-

sion of Meigetsuin including Tokiyori’s own bust, said to

have been carved by the first Abbot of Engakuji, of a

material in which Tokiyori’s own ashes had been mixed.

And in connection with shari

,

there is one here which was

carried by Yoshitsune the celebrated hero. In the grounds

of Meigetsuin are buried the ashes of the wise Tokiyori.

A simple tomb commemorates him whose body now lies in the

peaceful spot to which he had retired in order to practise

meditation for the attainment of enlightenment.

As we pass on the main road we come to Jochiji, a Zen

temple, which boasts a fine statue of Jizo carved by Unkei,

the master sculptor of the Kamakura era.

Further on lies Tokeiji, formerly a nunnery, popularly

called in ancient days the divorce temple. It was founded

by a relative of Yoritomo, the lady Mino-no Tsubone, and

re-established in 1285 by the wife of Tokimune. Tokeiji

•offered a sanctuary to any woman who wished to leave her

husband. Here she could stay for three years serving in the

temple and quite unmolested; at the end of that time she

could have a divorce. Later the three years were reduced to

two. This privilege was enjoyed until the later days of the

Tokugawa era. The wife of Tokimune was the first Abbess

and the last died twenty-six years ago. The monastery then

became the home of an eminent Buddhist priest, the cele-
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brated Shaku Soyen, who was Abbot o£ both Keneho and
Engaku temples. He had travelled widely and attended

the Congress of Religions in Chicago in 1893, and was known
all over the world as a great Buddhist teacher. He was
one of the most popular and influential priests in Japan.

All foreign scholars interested in the study of Buddhism
visited him. Tokeiji was indeed a kind of Mecca in the

Zen world. Count Hermann Keyserling writes of him in

The Travel Diary of a Philosopher: “I visited him in his

temple at Kamakura. I have never yet had such an impres-

sion of inwardness coupled with equal martial energy; this

delicately built monk is thoroughly military in appearance.

How he must have inspired the troops whom he accompanied

through Manchuria. He is a philosopher who understands

the spiritual meaning of the Zen doctrine to the full.’
7

Shaku Soyen died in 1919 to the great sorrow of a very

large circle of followers. He is buried in the wood back of

Tokeiji. On a terrace reached by some steps are buried the

former Abbesses, the tomb of the Imperial lady being

specially enclosed. Behind them up against the hillside is

the grave of Shaku Soyen. His tomb is a rock, shaded by a

maple tree, and before it stands a statue of Amida. The

heart of Mrs. Russell of San Francisco, a pupil of his, is

buried in the garden. In his days there was a stream of

guests coming and going at Tokeiji, but now the place is

very quiet. There are high steps leading up to the terrace

on which stands the temple entered by a walk bordered by

the hagi (bush clover), which Rev. Shaku loved. When I go

there it seems as if I could see him yet, alert, kindly, serene,

in his yellow robe, walking in the garden or seated amidst

his books or talking sympathetically with a guest. Tokeiji

is lonely without him.

Now we are ready to enter the precincts of Engakuji,

a short distance above Tokeiji. The Engakuji grounds are

fourteen acres in extent. The earthquake of 1923 did dis-

astrous damage to the ancient buildings of this historic
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temple, but restoration and renovation have been carried on.

Even without buildings the natural beauty of Engakuji is

as perfect as before. The cryptomeria trees grow as tall

and stately as ever. It is the number and beauty of these

trees that help to give the impressive effect of quietude and
serenity to this spot. The visitor enters the grove of cryp-

tomeria trees and looks up at the great Sammon (gate)

which stood firm during the earthquake. The former Butsu-

den, so graphically and beautifully described by Lafeadio

Hearn, was razed by the earthquake and one of the old

temple priests was killed in it. It has not been rebuilt.

The splendid black Buddha with the amethyst eyes was

entirely destroyed.

Engakuji was founded by Hojo Tokimune in 1282 and

was and still is a stronghold of the Zen sect and a school for

the study of Zen enlightenment.

Engakuji was built by Tokimune in the style of the

Sung dynasty of China. He sent architects to China in

order to study architecture and upon their return the build-

ings of Engakuji were constructed. Tokimune invited a

Chinese priest to be the first Lord Abbot. He was the cele-

brated Sogen called after his death Bunko Kokushi the

posthumous title given to him by the Emperor. As with

Doryu there are many interesting legends told of Sogen.

The H5jo or main hall was formerly a large and

beautiful structure with a charming garden in the Zen style.

Here was enshrined Miroku (Maitreya), the Buddha of the

future. This building was completely destroyed in the earth-

quake but has been rebuilt in a smaller and modified style.

Gone are the beautiful straw thatched roofs at Engakuji and

tiled ones have taken their place, safer but less picturesque.

The buildings have little to boast of now; it is the fine

cryptomeria grove that gives beauty and sanctity to En-

gakuji. But the great treasure of this temple, partially

destroyed by the earthquake, the Shariden has been rebuilt

by the government and it is listed as a national treasure.
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It is a perfect model of the Sung style of Chinese architec-

ture and the most ancient building in Kamakura. It was

originally erected to make a shrine for the relic of the

Buddha’s tooth which had been brought from China through

the efforts of the Shogun Sanetomo and installed at Engakuji

in 1301. It is said to have miraculous power and is exhibited

in its gold and crystal shrine once each year. There are

numerous legends handed down as to its miraculous inter-

vention. Prayers have been offered before it at the time of

calamities such as earthquakes and floods and tempests as

well as wars and famines. In a sutra it is written: “In
this world of suffering my relies shall change to an emerald

jewel for the sake of the poor and unfortunate, and I shall

scatter the seven treasures upon all mankind. I will grant

their prayers.”

The Hall of the Founder back of the Shariden did not

fall in the earthquake. This is the holiest place in Engakuji ;

it contains a statue of the founder. His tomb stands above

on a little hill from which a view of all Engakuji can be

obtained.

The Zendo or Hall of Meditation was destroyed but has

been rebuilt. Here monks and often laymen come to study

meditation under the Abbot. Engakuji ’s Zendo is one of

the quietest of all meditation halls, it seems truly removed

from the ordinary world, so silent, so simple is its environ-

ment. At certain times the sutra to Kwannon is intoned to*

the striking of a large bell near at hand but except for this

all is silence.

Speaking of bells, the largest bell in Kamakura and one

of the largest in Japan is in Engakuji. It is reached by a

flight of steep stone steps. It measures 8 feet 6 inches in

height and 4 feet 8 inches in circumference. Its tone is

great and musical and can be heard at a distance.

Lafcadio Hearn again has described this bell and I

cannot forbear quoting what he says of it. “Under a lofty

open shed, with a tilted Chinese roof, the great bell is hung.
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I should judge it to be fully nine feet high, and about five

feet in diameter, with lips about eight inches thick. The
shape of it is not like that of our bells, which broaden toward

the lips; this has the same diameter through all its height,

and it is covered with Buddhist texts cut into the smooth

metal of it. It is rung by means of a heavy swinging beam,

suspended from the roof by chains, and moved like a batter-

ing-ram. There are loops of palm-fibre rope attached to this

beam to pull it by
;
and when you pull it hard enough, so as

to give it a good swing, it strikes a moulding like a lotus-

flower on the side of the bell. Thus it must have done many
hundred times; for the square, flat end of it, though show-

ing the grain of a very dense wood, has been battered into

a convex disk with ragged protruding edges, like the surface

of a long-used printer's mallet.

“A priest makes a sign to me to ring the bell. I first

touch the great lips with my hand very lightly; and a

musical murmur comes from them. Then I set the beam
swinging strongly

;
and a sound deep as thunder, rich as the

bass of a mighty organ,—a sound enormous, extraordinary,

yet beautiful,—rolls over the hills and away. Then swiftly

follows another and lesser and sweeter billowing of tone;

then another, then an eddying of waves of echoes. Only once

was it struck, the astounding bell; yet it continues to sob

and moan for at least ten minutes

!

“And the age of this bell is six hundred and fifty

years.
”

Hearn also tells an interesting story of the bell.

“In the twelfth year of Biimmei, this bell rang itself.

And one who laughed on being told of the miracle, met with

misfortune
;
and another, who believed, thereafter prospered,

and obtained all his desires.

“Now, in that time there died in the village of Tama-

nawa a sick man whose name was Ono-no-kimi; and Ono-

no-kimi descended to the region of the dead, and went before

the Judgment-Seat of Emma-O. And Emma, Judge of Souls,
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said to him, “You come too soon! The measure of life

allotted you in the Shaba-world has not yet been exhausted.

Go back at once.” But Ono-no-kimi pleaded, saying, “How
may I go back, not knowing my way through the darkness

And Emma answered him, “You can find your way back by

listening to the sound of the bell of Engakuji, which is

heard in the Nan-en-budai world, going south.
’

’ And Ono-

no-kami went south, and heard the bell, and found his way
through the darkness, and revived in the Shada-world.

“Also in those days there appeared in many provinces

a Buddhist priest of giant stature, whom none remembered

to have seen before, and whose name no man knewT
,
travelling

through the land, and everywhere exhorting the people to

pray before the bell of Engakuji. And it was at last dis-

covered that the giant pilgrim was the holy bell itself, trans-

formed by supernatural power into the form of a priest.

And after these things have happened, many prayed before

the bell, and obtained their wishes. 9 ’

There are relics of Sogen, the first Lord Abbot, his

rosaries, his robes, his writings but most precious of all, his

portrait. He sits in a chair and two doves are with him,

one at his feet and another on his sleeve. It is said when

he was in China and received the summons of Sanetomo to

repair to Kamakura, a dove pulled at his sleeve; and when

he truly arrived in Kamakura and reached the shrine of

Hachiman a flock of doves flew out to meet him. This

pleased him and he asked that when his portrait was painted,

doves might be painted with him. It is a pretty sentiment

found, in connection with a vigorous and wise priest like

Sogen, for underneath his austerity and sternness which

almost all Zen teachers have, was a vein of gentleness and

sympathy also to be fonnd in his successors in the Zen dis-

cipline.

Jufukuji ranking third among Kamakura’s monasteries

is the oldest Zen Temple in Kamakura, for Eisai, the intro-

ducer of the Zen school of Buddhism into Japan, was its
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first priest. It was built on the site of an older temple built

by Masako, the wife of Yoritomo, and that in turn had fol-

lowed one which had been erected by one of Yoritomo ’s

retainers in the life of Yoritomo himself. So associations

connected with Jufukuji are very ancient. There are many
fine old statues in the main hall, but the most interesting

one is a Buddha apparently east from bronze but really made

of paper. The pieces of paper used had sutras written upon

them by Masako and then they were moulded into a beautiful

statue by a famous Chinese priest and sculptor Chinwakei.

The cemetery back of the temple is wide and beautiful.

Here is the tomb of the intrepid Masako and of her ill-fated

poetic son, Shogun Sanetomo. They both stand within

caves, that of the lady Masako is covered with thick green

moss. This graveyard is absolutely quiet, neither a sight

nor a sound of man interrupts the stillness, truly it is a

city of the dead.

Passing on the road beyond, we come to Eishoji, the

deserted temple once belonging to Zen nuns. Now there is

nothing but the tombs of the departed nuns and a large and

beautiful statue of Jizo, the Bodhisattva who represents

mercy and compassion.

Then there is the temple of Kaizo, a dependency of

Kenchoji. Its popular name is Juroku-ido (16 Pools) for

according to story the saint of Shingon, Kobo Daishi, made
these sixteen pools and with the water performed many
miracles in healing the sick. There is a red lacquer statue

of him enshrined here. The chief Buddha of this temple

is however Yakushi-Nyorai, the Buddha of healing, and

among the many lengends connected with Kaizoji is one

about this Yakushi which will perhaps bear re-telling.

This is the story. Even during the life-time of the

founder, a wailing cry like that of a child was heard behind

the temple. When Genno went to investigate he found a

little tomb from which a light was radiated and a perfume

diffused. The Abbot recited a sutra and laid his robe upon
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the tomb whereupon the wailing ceased. The next day the

tomb was raised and there embedded in the earth, but fine

and perfect was the carved head of Yakushi. Genno was

deeply impressed by this incident and had a new statue of

Yakushi made with this head enclosed within it. This statue

is called the weeping Yakushi and every sixty years the body

of the statue is open and the original head disclosed.

Jomyoji was founded by Ashikaga Yoshikane in 1188,

once one of the five prominent temples of Kamakura, is now
little more than a ruin; but it is interesting because of its

associations with the Shogun Sanetomo and his mother the

forceful Masako. The temple has been twice destroyed by

fire and twice rebuilt, and now has little attraction beyond

the picturesque site and a few treasures of olden times.

Behind the temple is the cemetery in which can be found the

tomb of the founder.

Hokokuji, another Zen temple, is practically now
destroyed, the earthquake of 1923 completing what previous

fires had almost accomplished. Formerly it was prosperous

and had many treasures but now almost nothing remains of

its past. It was founded six hundred years ago by Ashikaga

Iyetoki. Its grounds are very beautiful and the tomb of the

first high priest Tengan is sheltered among lofty cryptomeria

trees.

Nowt -we come to the last of the Kamakura Zen temples,

Zuisenji. It was founded in 1327 by Ashikaga Motouji.

The earthquake played much havoc with the buildings and

there is little left but its lovely garden and its historical

associations. The garden and its surroundings are filled

with plum and maple trees; the azaleas give beauty in the

spring. The view from above the temple is very fine. What
gives a part of its interest to Zuisenji is its connection with

Muso Kokushi who was one of the most striking personalities

in Zen history. Kyoto temples have many memories of him,

but Zuisenji has also, for he was its first presiding priest.

There is a cave here where he practised zazen, but his tomb
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is not here, for later he went to preside over Tenryuji in

Kyoto and there his ashes were buried. This temple is also

associated with the patriot Yoshida Shoin, for here he found

shelter for a time.

We have now reviewed briefly the Zen temples of Kama-
kura. We know how strong the influence of Zen must have

been to have been studied here for six hundred years.

Zendos for the study of the Zen discipline are maintained

at Engakuji and at Kenchoji, and these together with the

institutions for the same purpose at Kyoto and other places

keep up the life of Zen meditation in Japan.

What is the life of the Zendo? Readers of the editor’s

article “The Meditation Hall and the Ideals of the Monkish

Discipline” in the Eastern Buddhist (Vol. II. Nos. 1 & 2)

and later reprinted in the book, Essays in Zen Buddhism,

know about it. Briefly it is a life led in common by a

number of monks with the meditation hall as the centre

and with work and meditation for their activities. The

work consists in taking care of everything connected with

the Zendo including cultivation of the garden or farm and

in begging. Meditation consists in sitting silently in the

Zendo, attempting to arrive at a solution of the problem

(Man ) which has been given by the teacher ( roshi ).

Nor do only monks practise zazen. At certain times

lay-people both men and women are permitted to join with

the monks. In the summer vacation many university

students are to be found practising Zen meditation,* En-
gakuji is especially popular with them, and there are build-

ings especially designed for their use, one for men and

another for women. Military men are often students of Zen.

Besides getting permission to attend the meditation in the

Zendo, the Roshi has private pupils who practise zazen in

the seclusion of their own homes or in quiet temple rooms.

The key to Zen meditation lies in this phrase, “There
is something to be transmitted besides verbal teaching, which

is independent of letters.” What that something is medita-
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tion will reveal, and we come to know the essence of mind
and the reality of life.

We are interested in Zen today in connection with its

association with Kamakura, its vitality made into visible-

art and remarkable men. Whether warrior, artist, or priest.

Zen brought out a man’s best powers into activity. And one

of the fields for this activity, military, artistic, and religious,

was Kamakura, the city of temples, hills, and the sea.

Beatrice Lane Suzuki

BTJBDHA

Highest and best of all Earth's great and good,

Thou towerest over all with noble mien,

As far around that lofty height is seen,

Where lies the perfect path of Brotherhood.

There in thy priestine glory thou hast stood

Erom the dim hoary ages, still to guide

Men from a sorrowing world to goodness' side.

Bidding them tread upon the righteous road.

Like those high hills that skirt thy native land,

Others have fringed along the ethereal height,

And reared their crests to meet the eternal light.

Peak beyond peak, in solemn pomp they stand,

Nathless tliy peerless crest, unchallenged, free,

In lonely grandeur, Time shall ever see.

E. W. B. Moreno
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The Vedanta and Modern Thought, by W. S. Urquhart,
Oxford University Press.

Long ago Max Mliller said at the Berlin Congress of
Religions, “Vedic teachings may bring ns very near to the
earliest Christian philosophy, and help ns to understand it

as it was understood by the great teachers of Alexandria”;
and it was a constant thought of Bishop Westcott, who
devoted the greater part of a long life to the study of the
Fourth Gospel, that we should not understand it in the
West until India had made her contribution to its study.
It was with such thoughts in mind that Dr. Urquhart, now
Vice-Chancellor of the University of Calcutta and Professor
of Philosophy in Duff’s great college, has made this study.
It is the ninth in a series of books known as

‘
‘ The Religious

Quest of India,” which with two other series was printed
some two decades ago by Dr. J. N. Farquhar, late professor
of Comparative Religion at Manchester. After long resi-

dence in missionary India, Dr. Farquhar determined to make
missionary literature respectable, and enlisted an able group
of writers and the help of the Oxford University Press. The
series has proved itself of great value to many besides mis-
sionaries, and will be found in any great library.

The present volume is a worthy successor to Dr. Far-
quhar ’s own outline of The Religious Literature of India ,

MacnicoUs Indian Theism

,

and James Hope Moulton’s
Treasure of the Magi. It deals with the greatest and most
typical of Indian systems of thought. India is incurably
Vedantic. “As the ocean has only one taste, so there is
only one reality”; this is the essence of the Upanishads:
'As the ocean has only one taste, so my religion has only
one essence, salvation from suffering,” said the Buddha.
Thes.e two systems, the one belonging to about the Eighth
Century B.C. and the other to the Sixth Century, are the
sources for the philosophy of Sankara, who lived in southern
India in the Eighth and Ninth Centuries of our era.

“He asserts one reality, and only one, for there is no
such thing as plurality or difference anywhere, and,
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therefore, no beginning and no ending, nothing but that

nearest experience which comes to each one of ns, the

consciousness of the self, intelligent just because it is

conscious, but essentially universal rather than indivi-

dual .... If we can negate the world we shall find that

the world is well lost, for there is really no world, no
individuality to lose, nothing but the all-pervading,

eternal, infinite Reality, the fundamental, self-luminous

Being. 77 (Page 55.)

This clearly is a system related to Western idealism and*

especially to that of Fichte, who carries his idealism to the

same lengths as Sankara, finding in the world only appear-

ance anl illusion. These affinities and others with the Hege-
lians and with Spinoza, Dr. Urquhart traces in a learned

and yet readable way
;
and while it may seem as if the book

were, only for the student of philosophy, there is so much
monism in the air, that writers untrained in this field are

rather naively offering it to us in place of the old theocratic

conception of the universe, so that this book cannot but be

a useful tonic to all who feel that the personalist interpreta-

tion of things is no longer tenable.

Dr. Urquhart, anxious as he is to find in this typical

Indian system the foundation-stone for an Indian Christian-

ity, has made such a trenchant criticism of it that one

wonders whether what is left is really to be reckoned with.

For the Fourth Gospel, with its doctrine of the indwelling

Logos, has already emphasised for all intelligent Christians

the indwelling God, wThile emphasising still more strongly

the Divine transcendence, and leaving therefore ample room
for human freedom and initiative. In contrast with this

invigorating Hebraic thought that of Vedantic India results,

says Dr. Urquhart, in

“a dream-like attitude to life, along with that sense of

futility which attaches to dreams and the consequent

evaporation of ideals.
,
The ethical life is thus robbed

of the necessary energy for dealing with it, and because

this life belongs essentially to the sphere of duality, we
are required altogether to pass beyond it in reaching the

goal of identity. The distinction between good and evil

ceases to be the most urgent of contrasts, and presents

itself not so much as a stimulus to effort as an oppor-
tunity for acquiescence. 7

7

(Pages 213-214.)
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While then we may agree that the Vedanta may be use-

ful in calling the Christian back to the mystic sense of

oneness with the universe, which is a need of some excep-

tionally constituted individuals, on the whole it is truer to

the facts to believe that the normal waking consciousness

is the channel for communion with the Divine, and that

“flight from the world is flight from God, its Creator/

*

These words of Rabindranath Tagore Dr. Urquhart quotes

with approval, and he offers to India Christ as the Giver

of Life abundant.

The critical scholar might urge that this admirable

book "would have done better to pay more attention to

Ramanuja than to Sankara, for he, living three centuries

later, seems to have come even more definitely under the

influence of Christian thought. It is nowT well known that

the Syrian Church was particularly strong in southern India,

and Ramanuja, with his great emphasis upon devotional love

to God, declared that he would rather see India embrace
Hinduism than follow the rigorous monism of Sankara. His
own system is therefore a modified form of this idealism,

making room for the demands of the heart, whatever the
head may say: man, being a person, required a personal

God.

Many of us would indeed claim that the recognition of

personal values is also better philosophy, for man can only
think in anthropomorphic terms, and it is better to be fully

anthropomorphic than partly so. Why think of the universe
as pure thought, when we may also think of it as thought,
will, and emotion? The Upanishads call it ultimate reality;

ananda, joy, as well as chit
,
consciousness, it is true; but

however this may be, a very small number of Indian thinkers
follow Ramanuja. The vast majority see in Sankara the
fine flower of Indian philosophy and religious thought, who
made the Vedanta the basis for every religious sect.

This book then is a very weighty yet readable one. In
spite of misprints, it is worthy of the University Press from
which it comes, and Indian readers will note with approval
the increasing tendency amongst such writers as, Dr. Urquhart
to sit at the feet of Indian scholars. Of the books of which
he has mostly availed himself, more than half are by Indian
writers. Kenneth Saunders
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The Land op the Lama, by David Macdonald, Lippincott..

$ 5.00.

Mr. Macdonald was for sixteen years British Trade
Agent in and on the borders of Tibet. He became a personal

friend of the Dalai Lama, and was instrumental in getting

him safely out of Tibet in 1909, His intimate knowledge
of Tibetan, the Tibetan blood in his veins, and his sympathy
with the people, are noted in a friendly foreword by the
Earl of Ronaldshay, who has himself written a good book
in this field. He commends Mr. Macdonald’s studies to the
anthropologists in particular and to the rest of us in general,,

as “a story of lively and absorbing interest.”

I agree : for while there is necessarily repetition in the
numerous books upon Tibet which are coming out in recent

years, there is here a good deal that is fresh, some things

that are very revealing, and some pictures that are repulsive.

A book on Tibet should contain all these elements, for it is

still a land of strange and picturesque customs, of mystery-
plays, of Dances of the Dead, of weird animism and cruel

asceticism, of Indian Buddhism overlaid with a tropic growth
of local superstition. These things the author describes for
us, devoting much space to the life of the monasteries, and
to the figures of the Pantheon before he passes on to the life

of the laity.

For them he does what Sir Charles Bell has already
begun to do, that is, to give us a general yet colourful

account of the life of the Tibetan—from the womb of his.

mother to the maw of the vulture. He does not hesitate

to show us pictures of the dead bodies being prepared for

this ghastly interment, nor to describe in detail disgusting
medical practises and drugs

;
nor to spare the Tibetan frank

statements as to his morals and manners. The Dalai Lama,
whose picture makes the frontispiece of the book, has given
his official blessing to it. Presumably he will not. read all

that is here written. To the rest of us it makes good reading,
if one is not squeamish, and confirms our impression of the
Tibetan as a strange blending of the artist and the barbarian.

How long a modern man could endure the life of a
Tibetan household, without chimneys or sanitary arrange-
ments, with little privacy and many lice, with tea containing
as much rancid butter as it will absorb, with pariah dogs
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everywhere and with a cook “clad in an indescribably filthy

robe literally stiff with grease and blood,” may be left to

the imagination. But our author leaves nothing to the

imagination; and his book is all the more valuable for this.

Some of us will remember reading the naive and charming

apologia for life in Tibet by a Tibetan woman, “We
Tibetans.” Here is the other side of the picture, and to

all this is added certain valuable details of the dances and
religious dramas which express, like the marvellous architec-

ture of the Potala and the splendid temple paintings, the

real soul of the artistry in Tibet.

It is a pity that so few writers, with the exception of

Nicholas Roerich, seem to have made a real study of this

great art, nor that of the copper- and silversmiths whose

works reach us in abundance, but of whose methods and
training we know so little. It would be too much to ask all

this of our good friend the author, who as Trade Agent had
other interests

;
and yet he has managed to make sympathetic

and careful studies of many aspects of the life of the country.

Some of his photographs, such as the Lamas dancing, or

watching the dancing boys of the Dalai Lama, like swarms
of bees hanging to a rock, are very striking; and there are

some useful diagrams.

Here is a typical passage from this very readable and
useful book (pages 151-154)

:

“Air burial is most common on the plateau where fuel

for cremation is unobtainable. The cortege now consisting

only of two priests and the body, with its carrier, slowly

wends its way to the top of a hill, reserved for such rites,

in the vicinity of the town or village in which the death has
taken place. Here it’ is received by the Ragyapa, w'ho lose

no time in commencing their gruesome task of cutting up
the dead.

“They first straighten out the corpse and lay it on the
platform. Then they flay the flesh with knives from the
bones and feed it to vultures. The bones are crushed and
pounded to a paste, and thrown to dogs.

“As soon as possible after the removal of the body from
the house, a ceremony of driving away the demon or evil

spirit responsible for the death must be performed. First,

a model of a tiger, fashioned from mud and straw, about
a foot in length, with open jaws and fangs of barley-dough,
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is prepared. It is painted with the tiger's stripes, and round
its neck is placed a cord composed of five threads of the five

sacred colours. Astride it is placed the image of a man,
representing the man-eating devil, also fashioned from
barley-dough, in which have been mixed filings from the five

holy metals, and into whose belly has been introduced a

strip of paper on which is inscribed the phrase, ‘Devouring*

devil! Avaunt! Turn thy countenance towards the Enemy \

f

To lead the tiger another human figure with normal limbs

but with a bird's head is made from clay, and into its hand
is put the end of the cord encircling the tiger's neck. To
drive the beast a similar figure with a monkey's head is

placed at the rear. The whole model is set up on a plank
for ease in carrying. All present now arm themselves for

driving out the demons. They take swords, knives, agricul-

tural implements, stones, and pebbles. When night has
fallen the ceremony begins,* the celebrating lama utters a

long incantation while the assembled laymen cry out at the

top of their voices, ‘Begone ! Devil, begone !

' They brandish
their weapons and hurl the stones at imaginary demons.
At a signal given by the priest, a selected person, named
by the astrologer, lifts the board on which are the images of
the tiger and its attendants, carries it some distance from
the house, setting it down at cross-roads. The lama mutters
spells and charms and hurls heated pebbles in all directions.

To prevent the evil spirit from entering other houses, a

Tantric priest surrounds them with a magic circle of en-

chanted barley-flour across which the malignant spirits can-

not pass.

“There still remains one last ritual to be observed. For
this, on the day on which the corpse was removed from the

house, the effigy of the deceased is drawn on a piece of paper,
together with his name, on the back being a charm. Before
this drawing, for the period between burial and the forty-

ninth day after death, all food and drink that would have
been offered to the dead person when alive, is placed. The
drawing is replaced by a facsimile every day, the original

being burned in the flame of a butter lamp. When the last

paper is consumed the soul is free to wing its way to paradise.

The ashes of the papers are mixed with clay and fashioned
into small cones, which are deposited in caves or other out-

of-the-way places, one being kept on the altar in the family
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chapel. While the drawings are being consumed, the as-

trologer carefully watches the flames, and from their colour

and from the smoke that arises he determines the fate of the
soul. If the flame be white and brilliant, the soul is perfect

and has reached the highest heaven
;
red and spreading like

a lotus intimates it will attain to the Paradise of Perfect
Bliss, wThile yellow and smoky declares the soul will reincar-

nate as one of the lower animals. Full instructions as to

the ceremonies to be observed at the time of death, are given
in the Tibetan ‘Book of the Dead.’ 77

K. S.

The Gospel for Asia. By Kenneth Saunders, Litt. Dr. Pub-
lished by the Society for the Promotion of Christian

Knowledge, London, 1928.

Both Christian and Buddhist scholars have reason to

be grateful for the books that come from the pen of Dr.

Saunders, of the Pacific School of Religions, Berkeley, Cali-

fornia. His years of residence in Ceylon, wide acquaintance

with Pali scriptures, his understanding and sympathetic

mind, and his gracious use of words, make him a particularly

•capable interpreter or Oriental religions to students of Com-
parative Religions.

In the present book he has taken for his study three

great masterpieces of scripture, namely, the Bhagavad-gita,

the Song of the Adorable Krishna of Vedantist India; the

Lotus of the Perfect Law that is revered by all Mahayana
Buddhists; and the Christian Fourth Gospel by Saint John.

In successive chapters Dr. Saunders describes with pains-

taking care the historic personality of the founders of the

three great religions involved, the times, environment and
religious development, bringing out clearly the need in each

case after the passing years had disclosed it, for a more
philosophic interpretation and idealistic revelation inherent

in but undisclosed until the appearance of these scriptures.

Then Dr. Saunders explains with admirable insight the

three different and characteristic understandings of the

Eternal Order: Brahman, Dharmakaya, and Logos. Then
follow analyses of the scriptures themselves, an indication of

their distinctive ethical ideals and moral goals, their doc-

trinal teachings, and, finally, a plea for the Christian Gospel
.as being most excellent in fact ancl most promising for the
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future life of Asia. The book closes with an admirable

selection of illustrative readings, and an unusually exhaus-

tive index.

By far the best of the book are the middle chapters that

deal with the technical questions, these are handled with
painstaking and discriminative scholarship. The same can
mot be said of the opening and closing chapters which are

well over the border of propaganda. Especially is this true

of the chapter on the personality of the human beings who
by these scriptures are idealised and deified. In the case of

Krishna and Gautama Dr. Saunders is scholarly and dis-

passionate, but in the case of Jesus, his loyalty leads him
into prejudice. He presents Krishna as a shadowy form,

of princely rank, a soldier-scholar, with soldierly ideals, who
asserted a pure monotheism in the face of the gross poly-

theism of Vedantist India. He is remembered more for his

amorous nature than for his exact teachings, and, perhaps
for that reason, passed the more easily into the hearts of sub-

sequent India, as
4

‘the Adorable Lord .

57

Concerning Gautama, after referring to his renunciation

of princely rank and ascetic practices, he writes: “We see

him, genial but stately, at once the center of his brotherhood
and their authoritative lord, and it is his personal magnetism
wrhich often explains the conversion of some opponent, after

a few words with him. In hardship and success his band
of followers remain with him, and his presence is at once
their inspiration and their solace. That his main purpose
was to gather a band of celibates and to train them to preach
the Dharma, is clear .

77 “His chief aim was to give men a

technique of salvation, but he sought also to make religion

simple, moral, and universal, and to this aim the Lotus
Scripture is true in spirit, if not in letter. It sets forth the
great teacher of compassion as himself the Divine Compas-
sion, and reveals the glad news that Love is the meaning
of the world, and that by responding to divine love men
may become free .

77

But concerning Jesus, while admitting that the Synop-
tics picture him somewhat differently, he accepts John 7

s

estimate in general and writes: “We think of Jesus as

perfect in his humanity and therefore perfectly divine .

77

Dr. Saunders repeatedly runs together the Synoptic picture
of the historic Jesus and John’s picture and leaves the final
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impression that the Idealised Christ of the Fourth Gospel

is substantially the same as the historic Jesus, and on that

ground rests the claim that Jesus is in a unique and true

sense
: "the Son of God. ” Dr. Saunders quotes approvingly ;

"Here is the Truth, the Unique Son and express image of

the Father.”

In the closing chapter, Dr. Saunders again passes into

propaganda. Concerning Hinduism he writes: "The cult"

of Krishna is idolatrous in the extreme, and the Krishna of

the Gita has not had moral personality enough to resist

fusion with the lascivious Krishna of the Puranas, or to

subdue the teeming gods and demons of popular Hinduism. ’

’

Then he writes derogatorily of modern and popular Bud-
dhism. But of modern Christianity he forgets and ignores

its shortcomings and irrationalities, and presents only the

best. He writes ;

‘
‘ The Jesus of history is the differentia of

the Christian religion. He is His religion.” "May we not
say that the Logos dwelt in Him so fully that humanity
and Godhead were one, and that we know what God is like

because of this perfect Son of Man, in whom was no darkness
at all.”

Buddhist scholars with their clear insight see that no
good is accomplished by emphasising characteristic differ-

ences of religions. They recognise that Truth lies in the
opposite direction, namely, toward the perceiving and
harmonising and identifying of likenesses and similarities.

They recognise that particularising differentiations lie on a
lower plane than universal, and they by meditation and
concentration seek that higher plane where all differences

are merged and lost in the harmony of "the One.” There
the likenesses of ideals in the Bhagavad-gita, the Lotus, and
the Fourth Gospel take on a single and convincing beauty,
a beauty that Asia will welcome.

The Doctrine op the Buddha, by George Grimm. Published
by W. Drugulin, Leipzig.

When one recalls that the very first facts about the great

Buddhist religion trickled into Europe not much over seventy-
five years ago, and that for fifty years thereafter exact infor-

mation was very meager and unsympathetic, translations of

sutras were often poor and misleading, then we are little
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surprised at the slight impress Buddhism has made on
European culture and interest. But one is further impressed
by the rapidity and extent with which the Buddha’s Dharma
has spread during the last twenty-five years. Many, in fact

all of the most important Sutras have been carefully trans-

lated and collated, technical meanings traced out, and, in

general, European scholars have arrived at a common agree-

ment as to general tenets of this great Religion.

Among the many books in European languages bearing
on this general subject that have appeared during the past

ten years, perhaps none has been received with wider appre-
ciation than has this book of Dr. Grimm. It must be said,

however, that this acceptance has been more general in

Europe among Christian scholars than in Asia among Bud-
dhist scholars. The reason for this will appear as this

review develops.

In general, Dr. Grimm has proceeded under the con-

viction that modern Buddhism with all its wide spreading

development of docrine, philosophy and metaphysic, has left

behind the simple and true doctrine of the Buddha. He
asserts that Gautama had only one theme in mind, namely,
“ suffering and the extinction of suffering.” He asserts that

Gautama defended this theme with the most severe logic and
scientific precision. And in presenting and urging his Way
of Life as the only solution, he warned his hearers and dis-

ciples that they must not look to him or to any one else as

an authority, but were themselves to consider the rationality

of the proposal and were themselves to try the method pre-

scribed, and if the results followed as he predicted, namely,
enlightenment, release from bondage to life’s illusions, and
final peace of mind, then they would convince themselves of
the final extinction of suffering in Nirvana.

Following this very limited and clear conviction, Dr.
Grimm proceeds to prove his thesis in four long sections and
an appendix in a book of 532 pages plus XXIY pages of

Preface. The Section headings are the Four Most Excellent

Truths: 1. Of Suffering, 2. Of the Arising of Suffering,

3. Of the Annihilation of Suffering, 4. Of the Path Leading
to the Annihilation of Suffering. Each section is developed
with extreme care and logic and is buttressed by his own
translations of extended selections of Gautama *s own words,
or the words of his more prominent contemporaneous asso-
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ciates. The Fourth Section on the Noble Eightfold Path is

particularly good. He enters so sympathetically and uncler-

standingly into the deepest and highest spirit of the Bud-

dha’s teaching that it sweeps the reader along to the

Buddha’s own conclusion and conviction. And the name
that the Buddha chose for himself, The Tathagata, Iie-who-

has-thus-attained, becomes a winsome possibility for every

one, if they too shall follow the Path to the end.

Usually in books about the Buddha’s teachings the

Seventh and Eighth Steps of the Noble Path are passed over

quickly, they seem so simple on their face, only meditation

and concentration of spirit, but Dr. Grimm is able to reveal

a deeper wealth of meaning and significance and possibilities

and values, in a most enthralling degree. After reading the

book one is convinced and persuaded of the rationality and
feasibility and promise of this authentic Doctrine of the

Buddha. One feels within him the stirring of a new strength

and freedom, and the dissatisfactions and sufferings of life

have lost already some of their burden and discouragement.

Most modern European books about the Buddha’s teach-

ings give one the impression that the authors ‘ 4

have only

learnt the doctrine so as to be able to give discourses and
express opinions about it.” “This age of science no longer

wants to believe but to know.” This book gives one an
entirely different impression, it persuades one to the adven-
ture itself.

In the beginning of this review it was said that Dr.

Grimm’s book was not entirely satisfactory to Buddhist
scholars. The reason for this appears to be that most if not
all Buddhist scholars, whether of Hinayana or Mahayana
schools, have passed beyond the belief that the Four Aryan
Truths and the Noble Eightfold Path comprise the sole

authentic teaching of the Buddha. They believe that in the

simplest and most primitive discourses there lie half-hidden
suggestions and depths of wisdom which time alone wall

reveal. These fuller teachings have been discerned and
elucidated by the Great Teachers since Gautama’s day, but
in their germ they are just as much the authentic teaching
of the Master as were the ones singled out by Dr. Grimm.
But Dr. Grimm does not necessarily contradict this. On
page 14 he writes: “Certainly his knowledge was not
restricted to these Four Excellent Truths; his mind had
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penetrated the abysses of existence in other directions also,

more deeply than any other mortal; but with deliberate

intention he communicated nothing of it to mankind, but
exclusively limited himself to these Four Excellent Truths.”

On page 15 he writes: “Accordingly the Buddha does

not teach any system of philosophy Concerning the

•world itself, its origin, its duration, its laws, he is indifferent,

since any such predictions and statements are ultimately

without any practical purpose for mankind with which
to dabble only leads to perplexity.” On page 22: “The
Buddha thus wishes to bring about the individual's own
perception of truth.” Page 27 : “Precisely this exclusive

limitation of all his strivings to this one point, how to escape

suffering, led him at last to his goal. And so he made this

point the foundation of his unique -way to salvation, which
may be briefly characterised as coming to a direct envisage-

ment growing more and more deep, an ever purer contempla-
tion of suffering, regarded according to its compassing
bonds, its causes and its relation to ourselves. This con-

templation constitutes the goal of all insight and the source

of all wisdom.”
No one doubts that in the forty years of the Master's

companionship with such excellent minds as Sariputta,

Moggallana and Kassyapa, he discussed these deeper specula-

tions, but the point that Dr. Grimm makes is that they did
not form part of his determination upon teaching.

Is it not a healthy sign on this present age, given over

as it is to materialism, erudition and learning ‘about' things,

for a modern scholar to again focus attention on this exclu-

sive Doctrine of the Buddha ? This George Grimm has done.

The Pilgrimage of Buddhism, and a Buddhist Pilgrimage.

By James Bissett Pratt. New York, Macmillan.

The author states that he wanted to get a synthetic view
of Buddhism, to grasp it as a whole, and also to discover

the actual conditions of the religion as it is believed and
lived today. The book wras written with this in view, and
is naturally a large and comprehensive work beginning with
the life of the Buddha and giving the outline of Buddhist
thought in the Hinayana as found in Ceylon, Burma, and
Siam, and Cambodia.
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It is with Chapter 11 that the book is most interesting

to us Eastern Buddhists. This chapter tells of the rise of
the Mahayana, of the change in the conception of Bud-
dhism which developed into the Mahayana view of many
aspects of the Dharmakaya, of the conception of vicarious
suffering

,
of the transference of merit which shows the

greatness of the Bodhisattva ideal, and the emphasis upon
the new ideal of devotion which marks the beginning of the
Amida sects.

In Chapter 12, the author proceeds with the philosophy

of the Mahayana, the rise of the Madhyamika school and
of the Yogacara, and still further develops the life of the
ideal Bodhisattva, which is the very crux and key of Maha-
yana. Professor Pratt goes on in the next chapter to the

explanation of the eternal Buddha and Nirvana according
to the Mahayana.

Chapters 14-20 traces the development of Buddhism in

China, relates its history, describes its temples, monks,
laymen, and the Buddhist revival, and then goes on to its

decline. Prom Chinese Buddhism the author proceeds to
Korean and then after this survey, he is ready to take up
Japanese Buddhism.

In Chapter 23, Professor Pratt gives the story of

Japanese Buddhism, which is a most concise and interesting

study of the beginnings of Buddhism and the chief sects

with their founders. Prom this he goes on to describe Bud-
dhist temples and priests and tells about Buddhist life among
laymen. He then reviews education and philanthropy
among Buddhists. One criticism often made superficially

of Buddhists is that they are not sufficiently engaged in

charitable work, but we read here of the activities of the

Y.M.B.A. and of Sunday Schools, and Professor Pratt
observes that Buddhist women of Japan do their part in

carrying on various sorts of evangelical and philanthropic
work. In this chapter we also read of Buddhist missionary
work and of the schools and colleges maintained by Bud-
dhists and the scholarly output of literature and work for

prisoners. Many say that the activity of Buddhists in
philanthropic and social work is an imitation of Christianity,

but as Professor Pratt observes it is a renewal rather than
an imitation, for philanthropic activity has always charac-
terised Japanese Buddhism since the time of Prince Shotoku.
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The distribution of medicine, famine relief, founding of

orphanages, and homes for the aged, and even the care of

animals has been known and practised since ancient times.

The Buddhist temples did much for earthquake relief.

While Buddhist educational and philanthropic movements
have been stimulated by the example of Christianity, Profes-

sor Pratt asserts that they had their roots in the earlier

traditions of Japanese Buddhism and even reach back to

the Bodhisattva ideal and the Buddha himself.

Chapter 29 is a thorough exposition of Buddhist thought
in Japan not derived from books but from personal inter-

views with leading priests. Professor Pratt proceeds to

make a special study of Zen and of the Amida sects.

His book ends with three interesting chapters : A
Review of the Present Condition of Buddhism, Unity of

Buddhism which was once printed in the Eastern Buddhist
,

and Buddhism and Christianity. We have nothing but
praise for this splendid volume, and little to criticise.

The author makes the mistake of calling a Bosatsu
(Sanskrit, Bodhisattva) a Busatsu. He has it confused per-

haps with the Chinese Pusa, but Bosatsu is the correct term.

Professor Pratt ’s way of writing is extremely engaging.

The book is both popular and scholarly—popular in its

method of presentation and scholarly in its information.

We highly recommend it to the student of Buddhism.

Gods of Northern Buddhism: their History, Iconography,
and Progressive Evolution through the Northern Coun-
tries. By Alice Getty, With a General Introduction

on Buddhism, translated from the French of J. Deniker.

Oxford : Clarendon Press. Second Edition, 1928.

This is a noteworthy and splendid work now in its

second and revised version. It is an explanation of the gods,

or rather we should prefer to use the terms, Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas of Northern Buddhism, that is, as found in

China, Tibet, and Japan, but there are also many references

to those saints found in Southern Buddhist countries.

Nevertheless the Tibetan has given most material to the
author both in regard to information concerning Buddhas
and Bodhisattvas and also the illustrations are mostly
Tibetan examples. The history of the Buddha and Bodhi-
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sattva or worthy is given and a description of his images

in a very thorough and painstaking manner.

To give an example under Amitabha, we have first his

account as Amitabha, the Buddha of Infinite Light, then

as Amitayus, Buddha of Infinite Light, then as Amitayus,

Buddha of Eternal Life, as Omito-Fo, the Chinese Buddha
of Boundless Light, and as Amida Nyorai the Japanese

Buddha of Infinite Life. In these studies his history in

Tibet, in China, in Japan is given, and all his forms minutely

described. The same is done with the other Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas.

Interspersed
.

with the text are many illustrations of

Buddhist images which had been collected by Miss Getty’s

father, Henry H. Getty, and these explain the text and give

it further understanding, making the whole book fascinating

leading of the subject.

In such a broad field it is inevitable that some small

inaccuracies should come up, for example, in regard to.

Maitreya, the author states that “in Japan he is seated with
legs locked, his hands in dhyana mudra holding a vase.”

It is not a vase which he holds but a pagoda, and this pagoda
is a symbol for Mahavairochana whose manifestation he is,

and the pagoda represents the one where the mystic Shingon
teaching was found by Nagarjuna. The author also makes
the statement that in Japan Manjusri is seldom worshipped

;

but this is not the fact, for in almost all Zen temples Manjusri
is found as a Bodhisattva for worship and almost invariably
is the Bodhisattva revered in the Meditation Hall. Again,
Sho-kwannon in Japan is not a youth but is looked upon as

a beautiful woman, and Binzuru is hardly a form of Yakushi,
but of the Arhat Pindola. In regard to serpent worship the
author says that as Benten is a very popular divinity, it may
be that the serpent has become identified with her as an
object of adoration. The truth is that the serpent is the
messenger or attendant of Benten just as the fox is the
messenger of Inari but not Irani himself. But these are
small matters in a work of great interest and the result of
painstaking study. All students of Buddhist iconography
are indebted to Miss Getty’s fine work.
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Truth and Tradition in Chinese Buddhism, A Story of

Chinese Mahayana Buddhism. By Karl Ludwig*
Reichelt. Translated from the Norwegian "by Katharina
van "Wagenen Bugge. The Commercial Press, Shanghai,,

China.

As the preface by Logan Herbert Roots of Hankow
says, the author of this book has supplemented his long and
intimate personal observations and studies of Buddhism in

China by scholarly and exacting study of original Buddhist
texts and the published works of other Western students in

this field; but his chief claim on our gratitude is his illu-

minating appreciation of what is best and even of much
which at first sight seems hopelessly superstitious and cor-

rupt in this ancient and prolific faith. We find here illu-

minating interpretations of everyday matters, temples, idols,

names, and phrases. In particular this book helps us to*

find a way through the tangled confusion which besets Bud-
dhism by setting in relief the great ideas and heroisms which
centre around the vows of Amida and the Bodhisattvas for

the “salvation of all living beings .

7

9

The basis for the book
is the series of addresses which the author delivered by invita-

tion in the Scandinavian universities during the spring of
1921. Reverend Mr. Reichelt finds great similarities between
Mahayana Buddhism and Christianity. He asserts that

Buddhism in the Par Bast is not the decadent religion as

one sometimes hears, but that it has its deepest springs in

the purest form of the higher Buddhism, that form wThieh in

so many ways reminds one of Christianity—the Pure Land
school. Therefore, he feels that special attention should be
devoted to this particular form of Mahayana. This the*

author proceeds to do by tracing the introduction of Bud-
dhism into China and the inner development of Chinese
Buddhism during the early centuries. He tells of the masses
for the dead, of the Buddhist pantheon, Buddhist literature,,

monastic life, and pilgrimages, and describes very fully the
Pure Land school. His last chapter on Present Day Bud-
dhism in China is of especial interest.

“For those who study the religious history of the East
with spiritual insight these figures of Buddha hewn out of
the rock, speak a language of their own. In them we see
a symbol of the profound impression made by Buddhism
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upon the soul of the Chinese people. Deep, deep have the

lines been chiselled—in thought, in viewpoint, in hope for

the future, in resignation, in unutterable pain and grief, in

deep longing after enlightenment and peace, in inexpressible

sympathy with all that lives, and in a quiet and strong hope
for the ‘ salvation of all living.' If one wishes to understand
China, one must see it in the light of Buddhism."

It is a pleasure to find a Christian missionary writing

so sympathetically and understandingly of Mahayana Bud-
dhism. We hope that Reverend Reichelt will write another
book revealing more of Chinese Buddhism.

POEMS; by H. W. B. Moreno. Published by V. C. Batian,

Calcutta.

A collection of poems on diverse subjects, patriotic love,

friendship, domesticity, nature, and reflection. The poem
which we naturally liked the best was the one entitled

“Buddha" which we have given elsewhere. The one called

“Mysticism" also quoted in these pages shows the Buddhist
thought, and the longer poem “Thoughts from Vedanta"
contains a number of ideas common to Buddhism well* and
tersely expressed. Many of these poems have appeared in

leading journals, the Calcutta Review, Century Review, the

Statesman
,
the Englishman, etc.

A Buddhist Year-Book for which there has

long been a great need has at last appeared under the editor-

ship of Mr. Senkyo Tsuchiya. In this we can survey what
the Buddhists in Japan are doing for education, charity, etc.,

and also who are the important personages in various fields

of Buddhist activity and what are the principal historical

temples which are scattered all over the country. It also

contains various government regulations concerning Bud-
dhist works, a list of the national treasures, the principal
events of the year 1929, and a short general survey of the
Buddhist world during the Meiji and the Taisho era. It

will be interesting to mention that there are about eleven
main sects of Japanese Buddhism, seven universities, fifteen

colleges, about sixteen middle schools, over sixty girls'

schools, and more than twelve hundred organisations of
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various character such as caring for the poor and the aged,

free medical attendance, employment bureau, lodging,

supplying food, protection of ex-prisoners, of refractory

youth, nursing babies, etc.

Incidentally, we wish to note that these social activities

shown by the Japanese Buddhists are an eloquent answer
to the charge often brought on Buddhism as not at all active

in social service work. Those who are not very well informed
not only of the doctrinal side but of the practical side of

Buddhism blame its followers severely for their not doing
enough for the poor, etc. They will be convinced of their

mistake when they go over the Buddhist Year-look for 1929

now before us.

But apart from this we maintain that religion has
essentially nothing to do with these functions which properly
belong to society itself. Society ought to see to it that there

will be no poverty, no suffering from old age and lack of

medical attendance, etc. It is a badly-organised society

when there are many cases of suffering from human causes,

possibly also from natural causes, as these show that science

has not been encouraged enough to probe into ways of escape
from the so-called inevitable beyond-human disasters. If

war were stopped between nations, all the money recklessly

spent for murderous purposes could be diverted into scientific

investigations and social improvement works. When society

is perfectly organised all religious institutions are a luxury
and have no reason for existence. Religion will then go back
to its original mission, that is, to establish a harmonious
relation between the individual and his surroundings—the

latter in its broadest possible sense. No private charity will

be practised in such a society—private charity that

encourages a spirit of dependence in the receiver and fosters

the feeling of superiority and self-importance in the giver.

Buddhism, therefore, teaches that real charity is practised
when the donor has no thought of giving and the receiver

no thought of receiving. What we can do in the present
stage of social development, is first of all to stop war of any
sort, to do away with all luxurious enjoyments, and to put
down all improper profiteering, and then to turn the money
thus saved into social work of every description so that
there will be no poverty, no ill-health, no suffering of any
kind, no egotism, no greed, no anger, no ignorance. Let
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Buddhists endeavour by all means to remove the causes of

social maladjustment. To do this, education in all forms is

absolutely necessary, and especially the cultivation of self-

lessness and of the virtue of emptiness.

The following books have been received and will be

reviewed in any early number : Wisdom of the Prophets

,

by Khaja Khan. Hogarth Press, Madras

—

Christos

,

the Reli-

gion of the Future, by William England. John M. Watkins,

London

—

The Peal H. P. Blavatsky, by William Kingsland.

John M. Watkins, London.

—

The Spirit of Buddhism, by Sir

Hari Singh Gour. Luzac and Co., London

—

Gotama the

Man, by Mrs. Rhys Davids, Luzac and Co., London

—

The
Vision of Kwannon Sama, by B. L. Broughton. Luzac and
Co., London

—

The Tannisho, translated by Tosui Imaclate,

The Eastern Buddhist Society, Kyoto

—

Buddhism, by Ken-
neth Saunders, Earnest Benn, London

—

Comparative Studies

in Vedantism, by Mehandranath Sircar. Published by
Humphrey Milford, Oxford University Press

—

The Saun-
darananda of Asvaghosha, edited by E. H. Johnston. Pub-
lished by Humphrey Milford, Oxford University Press for

the University of the Panjab, Lahore

—

The Odyssey of the

Tooth Relic, by H. S. DeZylva, Colombo

—

The Path of Per-

fection, by Swami Ramakrishnanda. Mylapore, Madras

—

Bodhidharma, the Message of the Buddha, by T. L. Vaswami.
Genesh and Co., Madras

—

A Religion for Modern Youth, by
Christmas Humphreys. Anglo-America Publications, Lon-
don

—

Buddhism Applied and Selected Buddhist Scriptures .

The Buddhist Lodge, London

—

La Sagesse clu Bouddha et la

Science du Bonheur, by Dr. Edmond Isnard. Les Editions
cle la Revue Extreme Asie, Saigon.

PERIODICALS

Mr. Dwight Goddard, of Thetforcl, Vermont, is publish-
ing a little magazine'of sixteen pages called Zen, Buddha's
Golden Path to Self Realisation. Mr. Goddard spent some-
time in Japan recently and he is deeply interested in the
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philosophy and practice of Zen, and he wishes to share his

knowledge with others, hence the little magazine. He states

that the object in mind in issuing the magazine is to dis-

seminate the truth that he thinks will help the American
people to more restraint, more wisdom, more goodwill, and
more contentment. We wish all success to his venture.

The January, 1930, number of Buddhism in England is

No. 7 of Vol. IV, and it is the organ of the Buddhist Lodge
of London, which holds bi-weekly meetings at 121 St. George 5

s

Road, Westminster. We always welcome the orange-coloured

magazine with intense eagerness to know what the Buddhists
in England are doing and thinking. In this number we
find an interesting lecture by His Eminence, Tai-hsu, on “Is.

the Universe Progressing or Retrogressing?” This is the

concluding lecture on Buddhism in the light of modern
thought. The Bhikkhu Silacara writes on “Buddhism in

Daily Life,” the daily life being that of the people of Burma.
Miss Ada Willis writes on “The Third Precept.” Mr.
Christmas Humpreys, president of the Lodge and sub-editor

of the magazine has a short play, “The Point of View.”
Then follows a continuance of the Buddhist glossary, a valu-

able contribution to the Buddhist student. There is an
account of the Students ’ Buddhist Association. In each

number are book-reviews, correspondence, and shorter arti-

cles making up a most instructive magazine. We recom-
mend it to all earnest Buddhist students. Recent numbers
during 1929 have been quite as vital and informing as the
present number. The February number is equally good:
Mr. Humpreys has a long and illuminating lecture on Bud-
dhism applied. What is especially interesting in this num-
ber is the letter written to the editor by Mr. C. T. Strauss
in which he complains thatBuddhism in England is gradually
drifting into Mahayana, that although it began as a strictly

Hinayana organ it has now become in reality a Mahayana
one, and he deplores this and asks the question: “Is Bud-
dhism in England right in propagating Mahayana, or a

mixture of Hinayana and Mahayana?” The Editorial

Committee say in reply that the Buddhism promulgated in

Buddhism in England “is of no one school but of all, as we
look upon the schools as complementary aspects of a common
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central truth,” and assert that they have never been “strictly

Hinayana, nor shall they become entirely Mahayana, but as

the West has hitherto had to form its opinion of Buddhism
almost exclusively from Thera-vada sources, they think it

will be of interest to readers to learn more of the Buddhism
of China and Japan.” This is extremely arresting and in the

next issue of The Eastern Buddhist the editors propose to

discuss the question as to whether Buddhism in England or

any other magazine in the West is right in propagating

Mahayana. Bather we will say the editors of The- Eastern
Buddhist are convinced that it is right and will give their

reasons for their belief.

The January number of the Maha-Bodhi has a number
of interesting articles by leading writers on Buddhism such

as J. T. McKechnie, Bhikkhu Silacara, Mr. A. C. March,
Editor of Buddhism in England

,

Herr Martin Steinke,

Bhikkhu Paanasara, and Pandit Sheo Narain. We are glad

to read in this Magazine that the group of American Bud-
dhists in New York City are planning to issue a new journal
to be called The American Buddhist.

The Shrine of Wisdom contains its studies in the Ori-

ental wisdom. The winter number has an article on the

Awakening of Faith in the Mahayana. The editors of this

magazine are taking an interest in Mahayana Buddhism and
sharing their knowledge of it with others. The greater part
of the rest of the number is taken up with two articles : one
on Neoplatonism in the Persian mystical poets and the other
with an introduction to and comments on Thomas Taylor’s
dissertation on the Platonic theory of ideas. Headers of The
Eastern Buddhist will surely find not only these articles but
something in every number of the Shrine to serve for re-

flection.

The Occidt Review for January has an editorial on
spiritual magic in India. Its departments of Correspond-
ence, Periodical Literature, and Bood-reviews and Notes are
always of interest.
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The British Buddhist for January lias two fine articles,

Chovi or Cosmos by J. f. McKechnie (Bhikkhu Silacara),

and Aliimsa by Mr. A. H. Perkins. This article on Ahimsa
receives special appreciation by the editors of this magazine.
However one may feel about the killing of animals for food
or clothing it seems to us specially barbaric and uncivilised

to kill them for sport and adornment. Mr. Perkins speaks
of the throwing away of unwanted dogs, once pets but now
destined to the lethal box. But here in Japan there is no
lethal box and the poor strays are cruelly clubbed to death
by fiends clad in human guise. Sad for the helpless dogs
and sad for these miserable men so ignorant that they are
willing to earn their livelihood in this way, for the dogs'
flesh and skins are commercially used. When will the
world learn to be compassionate as the Buddha taught?
When will justice be meted out to the long suffering animals?
Mr. Perkins insists that it is the bounden duty of every
Buddhist to face the appalling apathy and callousness to

animal suffering and to do everything humanly possible to

bring about a higher outlook.

We have seen two numbers of Calamus

,

the quarterly

journal of the Order of the Great Companions, edited by
Will Hayes, published by the Order of the Great Com-
panions, Dublin. This Order aims at linking together those

who are working for world brotherhood along spiritual lines,

that is, by preparing the way for a world religion. The
articles in the magazine are written with this ideal in view,

and as the study of comparative religion is necessary towards
this end, there are many articles on the subject and selections

from the wrorks of the great religions. We have read the
magazine vTith sympathetic understanding.

The Seer is a monthly review of astrosophy, astrology,

and of the psychic and occult sciences. It is edited by Dr.
Francis Bolt-Wheeler, and published in Carthage, Tunisie.

The magazine is chiefly devoted to astrology and seems to be
a most thoroughgoing and interesting vehicle of its depart-

ment of thought. There are however other articles besides

astrological which will be of service to the student of oc-

cultism.
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The following circular has been recently issued

:

The Burnett Animal Mercy Shelter

About fifteen years ago, an American lady living in

Tokyo, spending much time at Kamakura, began to keep at

her little house there the many cast-away dogs and cats

which she and her housekeeper were in the habit of picking

up in the streets and on the roadsides. She noticed with

dismay the general practice of throwing away unwanted
puppies and kittens, and it grieved her to see the sufferings

of these little ones.

Gradually, the number of the animal children grew and
the small house became a dog and cat shelter. During all

these years this lady supported the shelter out of her college

salary. As time went on, this support became too much of

a strain for her, and she wondered if there were not others

of a like mind as hers who would be willing to share the

expense with her. Moreover, the shelter had outgrown the

little house and new quarters wTere needed. In her keen
desire to put the shelter upon a firmer basis, she appealed

to the well-known worker in humane lines, Mrs. Charles

Burnett, of the American Embassy. Her appeal was not in

vain, for Mrs. Burnett responded with a loving heart.

Through her efforts the little shelter became a large one.

Land was secured, and a house, kennels, and yard erected.

The shelter has been named for Mrs. Burnett and is called

“The Burnett Animal Mercy Shelter/' All who were
interested in the work were thankful.

Now a new problem has arisen. The land and the
buildings have been given and the stray dogs and cats

installed, but a fund for maintenance is lacking. At present,
there is no endowment, a few subscribers help, a few dona-
tions are given, but these cannot keep the home going.
Money is needed for a helper, for food, for printing circulars,

and so on. Will not those who feel that even the animals
are a part of God's thought* and also those who have some
pet dog or cat or who have had a beloved one in the past

* This was written for general circulation. Buddhists may sub-
stitute manifestation of the Dharmakaya.
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help in this -work of carrying on the home for these less

fortunate ones?

The Shelter is situated at Kita Kamakura adjoining the

temple of Engakuji. Visitors will be welcomed. Those
persons who wish to send a stray dog or cat may do so by
forwarding to Ofuna Station and paying the fare. While
not necessary, it is urged that a monetary gift, large or

small, be sent for the care of the animal. Such gifts will

be welcomed and acknowledged. The desire is that enough
people should promise annual subscriptions that the work
may continue. The Shelter is self-supporting in that it is

not connected with any society, so it must depend upon
those who are in sympathy with its wTork. It is hard to refuse

suffering and to send it unhelped away. If those to whom
this appeal is made could see these half-starved creatures,

they would not pass by on the other side. Will they not see

with our eyes and hear with our ears or come and see with
their own, but in either case promise an annual subscription,

large or small, which will enable us to know how far we
may venture in relief.

Persons wishing to give a good home to a dog or cat

may apply to us. There is also a separate department for

boarding dogs and cats. When people leave their homes
and wish to leave their dogs or cats in a safe place and in

good care, they may place their pets with us.

Those interested in the work of the Shelter once more
ask you most earnestly to help those who cannot help them-
selves, that you may receive the opportunity of practising
the quality of mercy and that you may be assured that in

the giving of such gifts there is more for the givers than
even for those who receive.

Donations will be acknowledged and a list of donors
will be issued on a separate leaflet.

BEATRICE LANE SUZUKI
KONO SEKIGUCHI

Kamakura, January 1930

This Shelter differs from others in that the principle of

Ahimsa is practised. The dogs and cats are not killed. For
this reason many workers in humane lines are not in sym-
pathy with us, and therefore prefer to support organisations
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•which dispose of these animals by killing. The Buddha says

in the Mahavagga, “Whoso belongs to the Order of the Bud-

dha being a member thereof will avoid taking the life of any

creature”; and in the Dharmanika sutra it says, “The ad-

herent of the teaching does not kill or cause to be killed any

living creature, neither does he approve of killing in others.”

This 'Shelter is organised according to this viewpoint, and

all those who are in sympathy with us are asked to help us.

We have found many Buddhists, both priests and laymen,

of the same mind. Stray dogs in Japan are collected

and killed in a most cruel manner, and every dog which

has not a license, even if he is sitting upon his own door-step

is regarded as a stray, and even the license is not always

a protection.

The business of collecting or rather capturing these poor

creatures is given over to the outcast class called “eta,” and

as their living depends upon the number of dogs they can

catch they are ruthless in their methods. It is dangerous

to keep a dog unless on a chain and taken out to walk

accompanied. Dogs indeed in this Buddhist country are

hunted animals. Not only do we propose to give a home to

the strays but to issue and circulate literature both in Japan-

ese and" in English in regard to kindness to animals. The

Japanese unkindness to animals comes from thoughtless

ignorance rather than from real cruelty, and as Mr. Perkins

says in his admirable article referred to elsewhere it is for

us Buddhists to endeavour to assist in blotting out the

“legacy of a barbaric past—the desire to kill forever.”

It is on the eternal law of Ahimsa as Mr. Perkins states
'
‘ of love and compassion to all beings that the Buddha based

his teaching and it matters not what the religion of a man
or a nation may be, they must eventually come back to

those basic truths which the great Tathagata expounded
twenty-five centuries ago. The Buddha with the supreme
insight of perfect illumination, saw clearly that man, if he

is to exist at all as a social being, must remember in his

every act the great law of Karma. ’ ’

Religious themes as the subjects of moving picture

films seem to be popular these days. Last year the life of

the great Buddhist reformer and saint, Nichiren, was
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dramatised and later Kezuna telling the story o£ women’s
sacrificing their hair to make ropes for the re-building of

the Higashi-Hongwanji Temple was made a film. Now we
have the life story of Shinran Shonin called Eternal Shinran
as a cinema film and at the leading Kyoto theatre the play
Shaka (Sakyamuni) is being produced.

It is of interest to note that the practice of meditation is

still a vital element in Japanese Buddhism. On the seventh

floor of the Yusei Hospital in Tokyo a large Meditation Hall
of Zen Buddhism was established for the patients and also

for the doctors. The abbot of Myoshinji, one of the greatest

Zen temples, is planning to build a Meditation Hall for the

benefit of foreign (that is, Western) Buddhists who wish to

come to Japan to practise meditation.

The death of Dr. Sensho Murakami, once the president

of Otani University and a great Buddhist scholar who wrote
many books on general Buddhism as well as on Shin to which
he belonged, took place October 31, 1929.

We are pleased to note that a number of Buddhist
associations are springing up in the West and in Japan for

the benefit of Western people, that in Paris there is an asso-

ciation of Buddhists, and that by the efforts of Dr. Sylvain
Levi a Buddhist temple is to be built there. In New York
several Buddhist centres have been opened. A number of

Western people have recently come to Japan to study Bud-
dhism and practise meditation.

Mrs. L. Adams Beck (E. Barrington), the famous
novelist and a Buddhist, the author of The Story of Oriental

Philosophy, is now living in Japan and receiving inspira-

• tion for her delightful books which deal sympathetically with
Eastern thought.

A religious exhibition has been opened in Kyoto. It is

being held specially to commemorate the patriarch of the

Jodo school, Zendo (Shan-tao) Daishi. It has many interest-

ing features, chiefly Buddhist, but there are also some ex-
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Mbits of early Christianity in Japan. Especially arresting

are some life-sized portraits of the early Christian martyrs

in Nagasaki. The Omotoltyo the new Japanese religion has

also a large stimulating exhibit. Its head Wanisaburo

Deguchi is a man of great activities and talents, and a

mystic, and said to be possessed of much psychic power. His

paintings and drawings and the pottery executed by him, his

books and letters are all shown and give a glimpse. of a highly

outstanding personality The Omotokyo exhibit is in fact

one of the most attractive parts of the religious exhibition.

There are many old Buddhist paintings, especially ancient

portraits of the great teacher, Zendo Daishi.

Dr. Daijo Tokiwa’s great work on Chinese Buddhist

monuments was brought to completion last year. It consists

of five cases of large folios accompanied by books explaining

-the photographs and rubbings which were taken by the

author under difficulties. Following them he has just pub-

lished another work also of great importance for the student

of Chinese Buddhism. It is called A Study of the Buddha-
nature (buddhata ) . Those Western scholars who can read

Japanese will no doubt find in this an enormous amount of

erudition and a mine of valuable information.

Professor Junjiro Takakusu and Dr. Kaikyoku Wata-
nabe are to be congratulated on their having successfully

brought a gigantic undertaking to a finish. The under-
taking consists in presenting a complete edition of the Bud-
dhist Tripitaka in Chinese scientifically arranged and col-

lated. It also contains some Chinese works excavated at

Tun-huang. The editors are now publishing a supplement-
ary collection of Buddhist literature which may be studied
to best advantage in connection with the Tripitaka itself.

Many rare works by ancient masters both Japanese and
Chinese have thus become accessible.

What may be called a comparative analytical index to
the Chinese Agamas and the Pali Nikayas has been prepared
by Professor Chizen Akanuma of Otani Buddhist university.
A part of it was once published in the Eastern Buddhist.
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The Nippon Buddhist Research Association which was
organised in 1928 by the Buddhist Colleges in Japan, had
its first and second general meetings in 1928 and 1929. The
Report for 1928 contains: -“On the Four Classes of Fol-

lowers of the Buddha,” by Chizen Akanuma; “On the

Abhisamayalamkara, ” by TJnrai Wogiwara; “Some Charac-

teristic Features of the Buddhism of Central Asia,” by
Ryotai Hadani; and “A Study of the Drishtanta-pankti and
its Author,” by Shoson Miyamoto.

Dr. Ye-un Mayeda, ex-president of Ryukoku University

of Kyoto, died in April this year. He was reported ill for

sometime owing to his advanced age. Though he belonged
to Shin and was a great scholar of its philosophy, he was
also renowned as an authority of Tendai philosophy. His
chief works are : Historical Development of Mahayana Bud-
dhism, Outlines of the Tendai Teaching

,

etc.

The sudden death of Professor Taiken Kimura, of the

Tokyo Imperial university, took place while this magazine
was in the press. The loss is greatly lamented because he
was yet comparatively young and at the height of intellectual

productivity. He was only fifty. Philosophies of India

,

Early Buddhist Thoughts, Study of the Abhidharma

,

etc.

are among his best works.

Studies in the Lahkdvatdra, by D. T. Suzuki, editor of

The Eastern Buddhist, has recently appeared. The Sutra
is one of the most important in the study of Mahayana Bud-
dhism, especially of Zen Buddhism, for it was this which was
handed over by Bodhidharma, the father of Zen in China, to

his first disciple Hui-k‘e early in the sixth century. The
present Stiodies analyses the contents of the Sutra giving
a systematic presentation of them. It also contains a
Sanskrit-Chinese-English glossary, which will be no doubt
of much help to students of Chinese Buddhism.
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MYSTICISM

The Sufi enwrapped in his blanket of wool,
Proclaims as he utters: “ Allah and BaBul,”

<‘Oh, Thou in me
“As I in Thee

—

“An endless, changeless Unity* *

The Yogi of Ind, on the open grass mound,
Bepeats, as Aum enters his soul with its sound:

“A Unity,
“But One in Three,
“Thus to attain to samadhi.**

The Christian recluse from the depth of his cell

Cries, as he visions a heaven and a hell:
* 1 Thou, I and He,

.

‘ ‘ One Trinity,
‘ 1 Eternally ! Eternally !

* *

11. W. JB. Moreno
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THE SHINGON SCHOOL OF
MAHAYANA BUDDHISM*

PART ONE

I INTRODUCTORY

1

Shingon (jUff) is the name of a Buddhist sect in Japan
which was founded by Kobo Daishi P) in 807, a.d.

It was known at that time in China as Chen-yen, and it was

there that Kobo Daishi, who was then called Kukai (:§§$§ ),

studied it and brought it to Japan.

Shingon means “True Word,” and its teaching is

esoteric. The element of secrecy has always played a

prominent part in the doctrine and in its entirety is taught

only to initiates. It is considered to be a teaching that was
first imparted by Buddha Mahavairochana in his spiritual

body, and its full and perfect instruction is given only by

oral transmission to qualified disciples. In the Kongocho-

fumbetsushoikyo
>
Shingon is spoken of

as the sect of the Dharanls and the Secret Teaching of all

the Tathagatas. Although some of the secret teaching has

been divulged to the world in these modern days, much is

still withheld; for, according to Shingon, certain religious

truths and practices can only be taught orally and are known

by a secret communication between teacher and pupil, and

are never to be given out through the printed page or in a

crowded assembly. In other words, they are esoteric in the

fullest sense of the term. To study Shingon on its esoteric

side, it is necessary to have a personal teacher who initiates

* This study of Shingon will be completed probably in five parts as

follows; I. Introductory, II. The Maintains, III. and IV. Doctrinal

Shingon, V. Practical Shingon.
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lii>s pupil into the secret practices and the deeper significance

of the doctrine. Nevertheless, there is in Shingon much of

great interest which is communicable and many books on

Shingon doctrine have been written.

One teacher has given as a brief definition of Shingon

:

“To say the words of the Buddha is the way to walk with

the Buddha.
’

’ Another has said : “To realise Buddhahood

in this life, in this body, that is Shingon. ’
’ My own defini-

tion of the true meaning is: “All is One. Realise that. That

is the True Word.” Shin means, “true and genuine,” gon

signifies “word” or “teaching,” so Shingon means “the

teaching of true words.” Shingon is a translation of the

Sanskrit mantra and the sect is often called the Mantra Sect.

According to Shingon, the teachings of the Buddha given

out in his life-time are divided into twro classes : Kengyo (Jgg

jg£) or revealed teachings, and Mikkyo (^fffc) or mysterious

or unrevealed teachings. The former include all the doc-

trines except the Shingon, such as the Hinayana schools, and

of the Mahayana, the Tendai, Kegon, and other doctrines

which were preached by the Buddha to people in general,

but did not include his own pure teachings understood only

by him and enjoyed in his own heart. The reason why the

doctrines of the first class are called exoteric, is because

they are the teachings proclaimed by Sakyamuni in his

manifestation body, the absolute truth being hidden. But

Shingon is believed to be the direct speech of the Dhar-

makaya Vairoeliana. The exoteric is temporal, and it ex-

pounds how to become a Buddha by practising for long ages,

while the esoteric is the absolute teaching of Sokushinjobutsu

(«») which instructs beings as to how to become

Buddha at once in this very body.

In the exoteric (Kengyo) the process is from the lower to

the higher, but in the esoteric (Mikkyo) from the beginning

one abides in the ultimate stage far above the process. Mik-

kyo explains the true nature of Dainichi (^cH Vairoeliana),

that is, the true body of Sakyamuni. Kengyo is removing
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the cloud. by staying on the earth and looking at the moon,
but Mikkyo rides in a divine chariot directly to the moon
palace of Dainichi Nyorai (Mahavairoehana)

,
the divine

chariot being the practice of the Three Secrets. Mikkyo
does not proceed from limitation to infinity, nor from tran-

siency to reality, but directly abides in infinity. Those who
practise Shingon abide in the Samadhi of Buddha. With this

very body, we are to realise the Dharmakaya and the Great

Self. Such a doctrine had never been preached before and
it was truly a revolution in Buddhist doctrine.

According to Kobo Daishi, Kengyo or the exoteric teach-

ing simply strives to remove the ignorance of beings, but

Mikkyo (esoteric) abides in enlightenment. The former

maintains the doctrines of emptiness and non-self, but

Mikkyo directly shows the divine substance and activity of

the Tathagata. Kobo Daishi felt that the Kegon in its

doctrine of ‘Mi ji muge” (2|pj^;f|g) came the nearest to

enlightenment, and, therefore, that it was only a last step to

Shingon. In Kengyo, said Kobo Daishi, there are Buddhas
and beings, but in Shingon there is only Reality, the One, in

which, however, all have an individual and conscious part.

We can attain to this divine unification by the practice of

the Three Secrets. The emphasis in Shingon is positive.

The exoteric schools strive to draw men from evil and

ignorance, but Shingon lays stress upon the attainment of

the state of Buddliahood. Which of the two doctrines will

best lead men to Nirvana? In the Kongocho-gohimitsu-kyo

translated by Fulul Sanzo we
read, “If yon practise Kengyo you must spend hundreds

of thousands of years of discipline to attain Nirvana, but if

you practise Mikkyo you must attain it in your physical

body without spending endless time upon it.”

In Mahayana Buddhism, the Trikaya, or Three Bodies

in One Buddha, is taught, and we shall see later how Shingon

adds a fourth and teaches the Buddha of Four Kaya or

Bodies. The usual teaching is of Three Bodies, and accord-
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ingly Buddha manifests himself, 1. as Hosshin or

Dharmakaya, 2. as Hoshin (UJJ|p)> or Sambhogakaya, and

3. as 6jin (HIK), or Nirmapakaya, To state the ideas

briefly: Dharmakaya is the reality of Shinnyo(j||$tj tathata ),

the absolute substance pervading all objects in the universe.

The Sambhogakaya is the body of bliss and blessing obtained

in consequence of the meritorious deeds performed in num-

berless existences. The Nirmanakaya is the one in which the

Buddha appears as teacher in some place, in some time, in

the world, as, for example, the Buddha Sakyamuni who

appeared in human form in a human world.

Shingon says that the Kengyo or revealed doctrines were

taught by Sakyamuni in his transformed body, but that the

Mikkyo (Secret Teaching) was imparted by Maliavairochana

(the Buddha in his Dharmakaya form) himself, but that

Sakyamuni while in Samadhi (dee]) meditation) understood,

taught, and practised the Mikkyo. So the Secret Doctrine

is traced to a secret transmission from the Buddha Maha-

vairocliana himself and he makes known his true words to

those hearers who are prepared for them. In the Dainichi-

kyo (^cH®) we read: “The person alone may clearly

understand it, but no other is able to see it,” This is the

Secret Teaching of Shingon which cannot be imparted to

others with words but is to be understood only through

personal experience. In this respect we find an affinity with

Zen Buddhism which asserts the same thing. Moreover, in

regard to the matter of secrecy, Shingon thinks that it is

unwise to “cast pearls before swine,” and just as powerful

medicines cannot be sold to persons who do not know how to

use them properly, so it is best to withhold the instruction

until the hearer is fitted to receive it.

According to Kobo Daishi, the doctrines taught by

Sakyamuni in his human body are the exoteric doctrines

which are intelligible to all beings, but the teachings given

by the Buddha in his spiritual body are signifying the

highest truths and are understood only by those prepared to
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receive them in their spiritual bodies, that is, by their

spiritual conception of consciousness. Shingon asserts that

all the Buddhist sects of Hosso (jfcfg), Sanron Ten-

dai Kegon (l^lfg), Jodo O^dt)? Shin (J|), Nichiren

( H :M), -Zen (|g) belong to the exoteric doctrines, but as the

Mikkyo was enjoyed by the Buddha through his spiritual

discernment it is only, as we unite ourselves with him and

his consciousness that we are enabled to enjoy it also.

In the Dainiehi-kyo the Ten Minds, or Ten

Stages of Thought, are mentioned. These illustrate the

different thoughts of different living beings, but Kobo Daishi

used them to explain the difference between the sects. There

are various ways of explaining these Ten Minds, but this

so-calld “ lengthwise ” way is according to Kobo Daishi \s

Hizdhoyaku and Jiijushmron ( ) where

he uses them to explain the gradual improvement of the

religious aspirant from the beginning to enlightenment. Ac-

cording to Kdbo Daishi, the first nine Minds may be taken

to belong to the Kengyo and the tenth alone to the Mikkyo

;

and yet from another point of view all ten belong to the

Mikkyo, the first nine being considered lower stages of the

one Mind. So the exoteric sects are really a part of Shingon,

for they are the various stages through which the Shingon

believers must pass. All these teachings, then, are really

nothing but the states or stages in the development of the

mind of Shingon believers
;
the first nine being taken as the

exoteric or lower stages of the esoteric doctrine. The Jujii-

shin teaches us that we must not be content with relative

perfection, but to proceed to deep faith and full enlighten-

ment with realisation of our oneness with the Buddha.

The first stage is called Ishd-teiyd-shin

In this stage beings are unenlightened, opposed to any teach-

ing, are set upon temporary pleasures, and commit the ten

sins without restraint. Yet even for these beings, because

they possess latent Buddhahood, there is hope for them to

enter the stages if they receive good instruction from a
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superior person. This is the stage of the ordinary man of

the world.

The second stage is called Gud5-jisai-shin( ?§>

Here the being' is like a foolish boy but he has begun to

practise morality and has an ideal of virtue before him. The

followers of Confucius and of ordinary Christianity fall into

this group, but of course. Kobo Daishi himself only referred

to Confucianism.

The third stage is that of Yddo-mui-shin

The being in this mind is not satisfied with temporal fame

and wealth but aspires to an ideal state, i. e. heaven. Ac-

cording to Kobo Daishi, the practiser in this stage has pro-

gressed into the Three Secrets and follows the precepts. We
may say, according to Sliingon scholars, that the more

modern Jodo sects and the higher Christianity would be

included here.

Yuiun-muga-shin ( ) i« the fourth stage of

mind, which is that of the Sravakas (or hearers). Here the

man realises the theory of non-ego and strives to enter

Nirvana by meditating upon the Four Noble Truths. This

stage corresponds to Hinayana Buddhism which is taught in

the Kusha sect of Japan.

Now we come to the fifth stage, Batsugo-inshii-shin(^|j|

which corresponds to the Pratyekabuddha who
devotes himself to his enlightenment without having deep

compassion for others. The Sravaka gains enlightenment

through meditation on the Four Noble Truths, while the

Pratyekabuddha meditates upon the Twelve Nidanas, through

which he realises the real nature of transmigration (samsdra )

.

The idea is to get rid of re-birtli, and to do this an end must
be put to life in human or celestial worlds. The cause of

re-birth is Karma, which is caused by delusion, which in

turn is caused by ignorance ( aviclyd ). To extinguish

Avidya is to root out the cause of Karma and the way to

do this is through the method of the Twelve Nidanas.

In the Taen-dnijo-shin of the sixth stage,
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the mind of beings is compared to the Hosso point of view.

Here compassion for others is stressed and desire is aroused
to attain enlightenment for self and others through the

practice of the Six Perfections (pdramitds). In this stage

it is realised that the three worlds and all the JDharmas are

produced by one Mind and we can thereby get rid of attach-

ment and a wrong view of life.

The seventh stage, Kakushin-fusho-sliin £>),

corresponds to the mind of a believer of the Sanron sect. In
the sixth stage it w7as realised that delusion can be overcome
by the belief that all the dharmas are produced by the one

Mind, but in this seventh stage we find that all objects are

empty. The believer in Sanron tries to realise his true

nature by the practice of the Middle Way. He dispels his

relative delusions through the realisation of the Eight Not’s

:

not-birth, not-death, not-temporal, not-eternal, not-one, not-

many, not-eoming, not-going. One in this stage thinks that

the Absolute, the Bhutatathata, alone is real. His ideal is

to realise the truth of the Absolute .through the wisdom of

the Middle Way, which does not go to extremes.

The eighth stage is that of Nyojitsu-ichido-shin

— , the state of mind of Tendai believers. Ichido

means the ‘‘one way,” which is the path of the Hokke Sutra

(Saddharma-pundanka ) . In the seventh stage the noumenon
was emphasised, but in this stage the endeavour is to make
clear the interrelation of the phenomenal world and the

noumenon. Tendai tries to realise the real’ nature of the

mind which is pure, through a knowledge of the three truths

of non-being (£g.), being ), and the middle ( 40 * In this

stage Shinnyo (Absolute) is the same as the phenomenal

world.

In the ninth stage, Gokumu-jisho-shin (

,

we have the mind that corresponds to that of the Kegon sect

(Avatanisaka) ,
with its doctrine of the interpenetration of

Shinnyo, beings, and phenomena.

The tenth and last stage, the Himitsu-shogon-shin
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)
depicts the mind of the Shingon Mikkyo, which

gives a perfect and true explanation of the real nature

of the universe and its becomings. The Shingon mind

teaches the origin of all beings in the six great elements

which are the source of all existing phenomena and are real.

Thus we can see that one great difference between the

Shingon believers and all others is that the Shingon believer

tries to find reality through action, where others try to find

reality by putting away illusions.

The main reason why Kobo Daislii established the new
sect of Shingon came from his earnest desire to save both

superior and inferior people and to show7 them the shortest

cut to arrive at Buddliahood. In the Hotsubodaishinran (Hg-

we are taught that when any person becomes -well

versed in the meaning of Bodaishin ( bodhicitta )
after

searching for Buddha’s wisdom, he can ascend at once to

the throne of greatest enlightenment with his mortal body

which he has received from his parents : so Shingon teaches

the way to open Buddha’s wisdom in us, to enable us to

acquire Buddha’s power in us, and to develop the various

virtues of the Buddha in us. Enlightenment is manifested

through this very body and this very mind. We will return

to this subject later, but here this thought is presented as the

very heart of Shingon teaching.

Mikkyo (Shingon) teaches, quite contrary to Hinayana,

that this world and human life have value, and that this

world is the world of the Mandala and manifests the virtues

of Mahavairochana, and that the purpose of Mahayana is to

make us find the eternal in definite and finite things. So, in

reality, w7e are true sons of Buddha, for we are in nature

one with him wTho is the spiritual Reality. This is an entirely

different conception in Buddhism. The common and funda-

mental principle of ordinary Buddhism is Sunya which

means that wre do not recognise the temporal existence of

the phenomenal world and that all beings are produced by
the combination of all relations and so have no unchangeable
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and fixed essence, but Shingon lias a different way of looking

at this. We come to know the great emptiness of things

through wisdom and then we transcend reality,* as we
know the real meaning of the phenomenal world, we are free

from phenomenal things, and as we grasp the principle of

reality great compassion comes to us and our thoughts are

no longer set upon Nirvana as an ideal, but for the sake

of others we wish to remain in this phenomenal world to

work for them. Ordinary Buddhism was preached to

enlightened beings to show the value of the individual in

the universal. In Shingon, the principle of Sunyata (empti-

ness) is passed through. Affirmation and not negation is

the ultimate end of enlightenment. The real nature of the

Tathagata. is not Sunyata but action in inaction, omnipresent,

eternal, and absolute being.

Later we shall return to this and discuss the principle

of non-ego from the Shingon point of view in connection with

the problem of the Dharmakaya. But we can say now that

all beings can share the light of the Tathagata and realise

individually his nature. So we see that Hinayana Buddhism
teaches the impermanence of all things including beings

themselves, but that Shingon teaches their permanence and

absoluteness which is above birth and death. We may look

upon it as a difference in the point of view. Briefly, Hina-

yana seeks Nirvana outside the world of birth and death, but

Mahayana finds Nirvana in this very life and death. As the

Hinayanist seeks to get rid of this world of birth and death

and enter Nirvana, Maliayanists seek for the activity of

saving others and postpone their Nirvana, or rather they can

find their Nirvana in the everlasting Here and Now, i.e. in

this very body, in this world, in this present life.

All Mahayana sutras have only one teaching and come

to the same conclusion, i, e. the one reality of all things. In

the Hokke Oengi l^ii) Chisha Daishi

states that this is the essential foundation. The Shomangyo

(S^filli) shows the purity of all things in their essential
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nature the Kegongyo (lf£:gg$g) portrays the Dharmakaya,

the Hannyukyo holds out the ideal of Budclhahood,

the Hokkekyo the sameness of all beings having

Buddhaliood in their nature. In reality these are. all one

to realise the eternal life of the Tathagata. In the Kegongyo

the ultimate goal is conceived of as realising the truth of the

absoluteness of all things by the highest wisdom, but in

Mikkyo the mind and body of all beings are themselves those

of Mahavairochana, In Mikkyo, the absolute wisdom of ac-

quired Bodhicitta becomes one with the inherent

Bodhicitta. The highest wisdom and the highest compassion

become one. The Dainichikyo ( 0 |M )
says, “When Maha-

vairochana attained enlightenment, then all beings were able

to enter the real world of Kongokai and become

individual aspects of his enlightenment.
J ?

But as beings do not understand this they seem to be

immersed in ignorance and delusion. Therefore, true en-

lightenment in Mikkyo means to become aware of our real

nature and our own true enlightenment. The main feature

of Mikkyo teaching is that it claims the eternal reality of all

things which means that apparently unenlightened beings

and the Tathagata have the same inherent Bodhicitta. The

present world is Buddha’s world, the present human body

is Buddha’s body, all beings themselves are the concrete form
. of Mahavairochana. So in Mikkyo realism means the realisa-

tion of the inherent Bodhicitta of all beings or the real form

of the Tathagata where Kengyo is the doctrine of the

absoluteness of all things. The process of the progress of

the mind of beings is shown in the Jujilshinron

until the realisation is reached that beings and Tathagata

are one and the same in nature and that beings can' perform

deeds of mercy as the Tathagata does. Mikkyo explains that

the essence of the self-enlightenment of Mahavairochana is

the real form of the Tathagata and his merciful activities are

manifested by him in all worlds and pervade the universe.

Moreover the nature of the inherent Bodhicitta of all beings
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is also universal and eternal as is the Tathagata and that

if a being realises his real nature he becomes one with the

essence of the Tathagata’s enlightenment and enters the

eternal spiritual life with the Tathagata. In other words,

there is absolute spiritual communion, harmony, interpene-

tration, and unity between them, and this is made possible to

beings through the Mikkyo as explained by Kobo Daishi.

Through the Mikkyo the highest spiritual life which is eternal

and absolute can be attained.

Before Kobo Daishi the difference between Kengyo and

Mikkyo indeed emphasised the question of how to enter the

path of Nirvana, but after Kobo Daishi, four points are to

be noted. 1. The Buddha, 2. His Doctrine, 3. The Hearers,

4-. The Speed of Attaining Buddhahood. Kobo Daishi treats

of this in his Benkenmitsunikyoron 1- I*1

the first chapter of this book, a difference is made between

the Buddha of Kengyo and Mikkyo, for it is the Buddha of

Hosshin, the Dharmakaya, who preaches the Mikkyo. 2.

Kengyo teaches as its ideal an experience which is beyond

our thought and knowledge, but Mikkyo ’s enlightenment can

be realised here and now and expressed. * 3. As to the hearers,

Kobo Daishi insisted that there are not two kinds of Bud-

dhism, Kengyo and Mikkyo, but two kinds of hearers. If

the hearers listen to the same doctrine and understand it as

Kengyo, they are not wise
;
the truly wise understand it as

Mikkyo. 4. Enlightenment is not a matter of time. The

Jujushin teaches us that we must not be content with relative

perfection, but proceed to deep faith and full enlighten-

ment with realisation of our oneness with the Buddha.

There are two sides of the Shingon teaching, namely,

the Kyosd(f£;f@), or theoretical, and the Jiso(ip4fjl) ,
or prac-

tical. They are like the two wheels of a carriage, or the

two wings of a bird, one is as necessary as the other. The

Kyoso, the theoretical, is stated in books, but the Jis5 is

transmitted orally from master to pupil. And here again,

although the development has been different, the Shingon is
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like- Zen in this idea o£ oral transmission, the Skingon from

the Absolute Buddha Mahavairoehana, and the Zen from

the Buddha Sakyamuni. As Yukwai (Jpf'ffe) of Koyasan

once said: “The Secret Teaching I transmit has been suc-

cessively given from master to pupil directly ever since

Vairochana the Buddha. What are sutras and kalpas com-

pared to this?” So the Shingon, like the Zen, lays far more

stress on great and illumined teachers who can give oral

transmission than on sutras and sastras.

The Secret Teaching arose when Vairochana the Buddha

preached it in the spiritual realm, but it was not known to

men until Nagarjuna obtained it in the Iron Tower from

Vajrasattva. Whether this tower was an actual tower or

whether it is a symbol of the enlightened state of Nagarjuna ’s

mind, is a question. The key to Shingon lies in Nagarjuna \s

statement that not only the mind but the body itself becomes

Buddha, that men in this very body and in this very world

may become a Buddha. At the end of the Bodaishinron by

Nagarjuna we find this passage :
“ The body born of parents

forthwith accomplishes the grand or final enlightenment.”

And, “Body (or form) and mind are not two, enlightenment

can be accomplished with this very body.” In fact Shingon

asserts that full enlightenment can be accomplished or

attained in this life, in this body, and with this mind.

The sutras which Shingon consider authoritative and on

which it bases its teachings are the Dainichikyo

Mahdvairocana Sutra) translated by Zemmui
Subhakarasinha)

;
and the Kongochokyo (Vajra-

sekhara Sutra) translated by Fuku (TfrgJ?, Amoghavajra)

;

the sastra Bodaishiron written by Nagarjuna

and translated by Fuku. It can, be seen that Nagarjuna is

the father of Shingon, the fountainhead of the Secret Word.

Mahavairochana preached the doctrine to the spiritual worlds

and Vajrasattva reduced it to writing and Nagarjuna

received from Vajrasattva not only the written teaching but

also the oral and in turn taught it to his pupil Ryuchi.
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2

There are two lineages of Patriarchs or Fathers of this

sect. The first is called the Eight Fathers of Fuho OffJfe) or

transmitters of the Dharma. The other is called the Eight

Fathers of the Denji the traditional preservers of

the Dharma. The first, the transmitters, are as follows : Maha-
vairochana (^cH), Vajrasattva (&HlJf&ii), Nagarjuna (fg
$£, Ryumyo), Nagabodhi (fg§, Ryuchi)

,
Vajrabodhi

Kongochi), Amoghavajra ( Fuku Kongo), Kei-

kwa (ill), Kiikai (gfcfjjfc, Kob5 Daislii, ), who
became the founder of the Shingon sect of Japan.

The second, the preservers, are : Nagarjuna, Nagabodhi,

Vajrabodhi, Subhakarasimha Amoghavajra, Ichi-

gyo (—
*ff)> Keikwa, Kukai.

According to Vajrabodhi, at the time of the Buddha’s

death an iron stupa containing scriptures had been set up

and never opened. Nagarjuna wished to open it in order to

find the sacred writings. For a week he walked around it,

repeating a sacred mantra and vowing* to devote his life to

the holy word. At last he was able to enter the stupa and

there he found the great sutras. He learned them and wrote

them down; so Nagarjuna is called the founder of Shingon

Mikkyo.

Nagarjuna (Ryumyo or Ryuju in Japanese) was the

son of a noble Brahman in South India. He was a talented

young man and very accomplished, but he gave himself up

to sensual pleasures. Once, when with three companions he

entered the king’s palace pursuing a love affair, he made a

narrow escape but his companions were killed. This incident

made a great impression upon Nagarjuna and he realised

that desires are the cause of pains and the source of evil,

so he became a Buddhist monk and studied the Hinayana

scriptures, but when he went to the Himalayas he was given

a Mahayana sutra by an old monk and thereafter he began

to study, teach, and propagate the Mahayana.
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According to the Denji lineage, Nagabodhi (Ryuchi in

Japanese) was the second patriarch. We know little of his

life, but all the records state that he was the teacher of

Vajrabodhi (Kongochi) who studied Mikkyo with him for

seven years in South India. lie may not have been the

direct pupil of Nagarjuna but he was certainly an indirect

one and there must have been other teachers of the Mikkyo

standing between him and Nagarjuna whose names wre do not

know. Kob5 Daishi identified him with Dharmagupta, but

whether they were the same person or not we cannot tell.

According to the Genjd-gydjolti (3^§i^T;^iE) which ^ a

of Hsiian-chuang written by his pupil Jion
, there was

in the time of Hsiian-chuang an aged Brahman in South

India who was said to have been a pupil of Nagarjuna.

Prom him Hsiian-chuang learned the Madhyamaka-sastra
and others. Kobo Daishi believed this Brahman to be Naga-

bodhi (Ryuchi). Nothing is certain about him, however,

except that he was the teacher of Kongoclii and Fukti. Of

his own works only one was translated into Chinese, the

Jubodaishinkaigi ( ,
a kind of Vinaya. Ac-

cording to another tradition, Ryuchi was the same as

Dharmakfrti from whom Prajila learned Mikkyo in South

India.

Nagabodhi 5

s pupil Vajrabodhi (Kongoclii) was the third

son of Ishanamama, a king of Central India. He was bom
in 671 a.d. At ten years of age he became a Buddhist monk
in Nalanda temple and learned the Vaijaharana sclstra from

Munibodhi (Jakujdchi). At the age of fifteen he went to

West India and there studied the Abhidhannavibhasa sdstra ,

Then he returned to Nalanda and received Upasampada.
Prom the time he was twenty he studied the Vinaya of both

Hinayana and Mahayana, also the works of Nagarjuna and
his followers. When he was twenty-eight he went to Kapila-

vastu in Central India and for three years studied the works

of Asanga and Vasubandhu. When he was thirty-one he

went to South India and there met Nagabodhi from whom
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lie learned both the esoteric and exoteric Buddhism, and also

studied philosophy, science, and art. He returned to Central

India and made a pilgrimage to the eight stupas of Buddha.
Later on at the time of a great drought the king invited

Kongochi to his palace and asked him to pray for rain. He
did so and the rain fell to the great joy of the king and
the people who were so grateful that they erected a temple
for him where he stayed for three years. There was a

Niguruda tree that stood by the sacred place of Avalokite-

svara on the Potalakagiri Mountain in the Himalayas, which
was dying. Kong6chi prayed and fasted for a week and the

tree revived and flourished again. Avalokitesvara appeared

to him and said: “You have already succeeded in your

studies, now go to Ceylon to worship, and then proceed to

China to make a pilgrimage to the holy iflace of Manjusri

and redeem all beings by teaching them.” In accordance

with these words, he went to Ceylon with eight of his pupils

and worshipped Dharmadhatu which was preserved in Abha-

yagirivihara near the palace of the king of Ceylon. Then
he climbed Alanka where he worshipped the Buddhapada
and returned to Malaya in South India. After a month’s

stay he asked permission of the king to go on his pilgrimage.

The king wished him to remain in his own country but when
he found that he could not be deterred from his wish to go,

the king ordered General Majana to accompany him, carry-

ing the MaJuqyrajudpdramita sfitras and also many valuable

gifts to the Chinese emperor. He reached Ceylon where he

received a warm welcome from the king and then after a

month’s voyage he came to Java where he was well treated

by the king there, and where he was detained for five months

by bad weather. It was here that Fuku Sanzo (Amogha-

vajra) became his pupil. After a difficult voyage he reached

Kuang-fu (Jf/fiF), modern Canton. This was in 719 a.d. He
was welcomed by company of three thousand persons. The

next spring he went to Loyang and had an audience with the

Emperor Hsiian-tsung. By command of the Emperor he
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first lived in J ion temple ( and then in Sempukuji (]g

jjjg-f) in Chang-an, engaged in missionary work for twenty-

two years, first in Loyang and then in Chang-an. Many
priests and others visited him to learn his teaching, and

among them Ichigyo (—Jff), was one of his great pupils.

He translated many books into Chinese. He also wrote a

number of original works. On the 26th day of July in 741

a.d. he fell ill in Loyang and died on the fifteenth of August,

Twenty-five years later he was given the posthumous name

of Daikokyo (Great Propagator) Sanzo, by the

Emperor Tai-tsung.

Kongochi ?

s pupil Fuku Kongo (Amoghavajra) was born

in Ceylon in 705 a.d. His father is said to have been a

Brahmin of North India. He lost his parents when young

and went with an uncle to Java where he met Kongochi,

He became a monk and joined his teacher Kongochi in

Loyang in China. He studied deeply and mastered the Bud-

dhist teachings in both the Sanskrit and the Chinese language.

He assisted his teacher Kongochi in translating the sutras

and attended upon the master for more than twrenty years.

In 743 he started for Ceylon in order to acquire the larger

books of both Yajrasekhara-sutm and the Mahavairocana-

sutra which his master, owing to their loss at sea, had not

been able to bring to China. He reached Ceylon safely and

w-as welcomed by the king, and it is said that he travelled

in India to complete his researches, and having secured the

sutras he returned to China in 746 a.d. The Emperor Hsiian-

tsung wras much pleased with his return and asked him to

perform the ceremony of Kwanjo (jfllJO in. his palace. He
went on with his great work of translation and he may wTell

be called one of the foremost translators in the history of

Chinese Buddhism. Three emperors, Hstian, Su, and Tai,

revered him and he was given the honorable title of Daikochi

Fuku Sanzo by the Emperor Tai-tsung.

Fuku Sanzo died on the fifteenth of June, 775 a.d. and "was

given the posthumous name of Daibenshokoehi Fuku Sanzo,
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(Fuku, the great, eloquent, right,

learned, wise master of the Tripitaka).

Subhakarasimha (Zemmui, mj&lg.) was born of a Ksha-
tryan family in Magadha of North India in 637 a.d. His
father was King of Udyana and a descendant of King
Amritodana who was a younger brother of Sakyamuni’s
father. After the death of his father Zemmui when only

thirteen years old succeeded to the throne, but when dis-

sensions arose he abdicated in favor of his brother and
became a Buddhist monk. He travelled extensively visiting

many teachers, meditating in quiet places, and mastering the

doctrines and practices, of the different schools. At that

time there was living in the Nalanda Vihara in Central India,

a great teacher whose name was Dharmagupta, and Zemmui
studied under him and then travelled over India teaching

and preaching. Dharmagupta advised his pupil to go to China

in order to transmit the Mikkyo. He obeyed and arrived

at Chang-an in 716 a.d. at the age of 80. He proceeded

to make many translations, the most notable being the Maha~
vairochana Sutra. He died in China in 735 a.d. at the age

of ninety-nine mourned by the Emperor and the people.

Ichigyo (—
:fx) was born in China in 683 a.d., the grand

son of a prince of Yen ($[$). He became a Buddhist monk
and learned Zen and the Vinaya Pitaka. He received the

teaching of the MaMvairoehana Sutra from Zemmui and the

secrets of the Kongochokyo ( Vajrasehhara ) from Kongochi.

He wrote the only authoritative commentary on the DainicM-

Jcyo from lectures of Zemmui. He also wrote a number of

original books. He died when he was only forty-five in

727 a.d.

Keikwa (ijjjl), the seventh patriarch, was born in 746

a.d. in China, the same year in which Fuku Sanzo returned

to China from Ceylon. He became Fuku’s pupil when he

was only seven or eight years old and received Upasampada
when he was twenty. For the next twenty years he studied

all the doctrines and practices of Mikkyo and mastered them.
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When his study was completed he became a fully qualified

teacher of Mikkyo both parts of the Mandala having been

transmitted to him. Fuku’s other great pupils only mastered

one part of the Mikkyo (the Vajradhatsu Mandala), so we can

see what great confidence Fukfi placed in Keikwa. In turn

Keikwa transmitted one or the other part of Mikkyo to his

pupils, except to Grimyo (§g§0) and to Kobo Daishi to whom
he transmitted both. Three Emperors, Tai, Te and Shun,

revered him and received Kwanjo from him. He died at

sixty years of age, on December 15, 805 a.d.

The founder of Mikkyo in Japan was the priest Kukai

(SrVSO? posthumously titled Kobo Daishi by

which name he is more popularly known. He was born in

Byobugaura, a beautiful village in Sanuki province on the

island of Shikoku. His father was Saild Yoshimiehi (or in

Western writing, Yoshimiehi Saild), who was a daimyo of

the province. His mother was Lady Tamayori, a descendent

of the Ato family. The family was prosperous and promi-

nent. Their son, Kukai, was born on the fifteenth of June,

in the fifth year of Hold, 774 a.d. He was named Mao and

vras their third child. At the age of six he was called

Totomono (precious thing), for even then he was noted for

his precocity and his piety. There are many legends about

wonderful things that happened at his birth and in his

childhood.

As his father noticed that he liked to play with Buddhist

objects, he thought of making him a priest, but his uncle

who was a teacher of the Chinese classics thought it would

be better for him to have a classical education, so when a

youth of fifteen he was sent to Kyoto to study with his uncle,

Atono Otani. Under his uncle’s care he studied hard for four

years and at eighteen entered the university. He became dis-

satisfied, however, with worldly learning and his mind turned

to Buddhism. He became a disciple of the priest Gonzo (Jgj

'#) who was the head priest of the temple Iwabuehi and at

that time received the name Kukai. It was also then that
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he wrote a book called Sangoshiki
,
in which he made critical

interpretation of Buddhism, Confucianism, and Taoism.

Soon after this he gave himself up to spiritual training and
travelled all over Japan, meditating in deep forests, climbing

mountains, and practising ascetic discipline. He found a

copy of the Dainichi-kyo (Mahdv airocJiana siitra) in the

Kume temple at Takaichi in Yamato, but as he could not

understand it, he made up his mind to go to China. He
received permission from the Emperor and set sail from
Matsuura in Hizen in July of the twenty-third year of En-

ryaku, in company with Kadonomaru Fujiwara, the Japanese

ambassador to China. Passing through many difficulties in

connection with storms and hindrances regarding landing,

Kukai finally reached China in August 805 and studied there

for two years. In Chang-an he visited every prominent

priest and finally met Keikwa in Seiryuji temple. When
Keikwa saw Kukai he said : “I knew already that you would

come to China to visit me. I have waited a long time for you.

. I offer my hearty congratulations to you. I wish to teach you.

Prepare at once to receive the doctrine of Mikkyo. ” Keikwa
taught him from the sacred sutras and revealed to him all

the Shingon teachings and mysteries. Prom Keikwa he

received not only personal instruction but also many religious

books and implements for use in the rituals. Keikwa died

before Kukai left China and Kukai erected a monument to

his teacher.

Kukai even at this time was famous for his hand-

writing and also for skill in drawing and painting. Pie

worked very hard at all these arts and studied Sanskrit and

other Buddhist doctrines besides the Mikkyo. Kukai re-

turned happily to Japan and began to preach his doctrines.

In 811 he inaugurated his teaching of Ryobu Shinto

) ,
the union of Buddhism and Shinto. He found favonr

with the Emperor and the Imperial court and the new teach-

ing became a great success. Men of all ranks from the

Emperor down to the poorest of the poor supported him.
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However, the new teaching did not go unchallenged
;
the

priests of the eight sects in Nara, especially those of Hosso

stood for a time against him. But the chance came

for him to uphold his doctrine before them all, for in the

fourth year of Konin, Emperor Saga gave an order for the

priests of all sects to present themselves at the palace. There

the doctrine of Mikkyo was attacked to which Kukai

responded in a fluent lecture, upholding the teaching of

Sokushinj obutsu ( gp $c#|5 ) ,
“becoming Buddha in this very

body.'
7 Then it is said that before the eyes of the astonished

Emperor, court, and clergy, Kukai appeared for a moment

before them in the form of the Buddha Mahavairoehana. As

a result of this incident all were convinced of his doctrine

and of himself as a holy messenger.

After his return from China, Kukai travelled about

Japan, spreading his doctrine and founding temples, and

in the seventh year of Kdnin (817 a.d.) he established the

great monastery at Koya-san. The mountain was given to

the Daishi by the Emperor Saga. Here many temples 'were

erected and soon Koya became a famous sanctuary and to

this day is the holy place of Shingon. K5bo Daishi wrote

many books at Koya and died there or as Shingon believers

say, entered into meditation, on March 21, in the second year

of Jowa (834). Before his departure he called his disciples

together and told them: “At first I thought I should live

till I was a hundred years old and convert all the people,

but now that you are all grown up there is no need for my
life to be prolonged, and I shall therefore enter ‘Kongb-jyS 1

(vajradhyana) the Diamond World on the twenty-first day

of next March. But you need by no means grieve, for my
spirit lives.'

7 In the year 931 he was given the title Kobo
Daishi (Great Teacher of Law-propogation) by Emperor
Daigo. At Koya-san he is supposed to lie uncorrupted in

the tomb, awaiting the coming of Maitreya, the Buddha of

the future.

Shingon followers believe that Kobo Daishi was himself
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a great Bodhisattva and the representative on earth of Mai-

treya. He was not only a great religions leader, bnt he was

also active in all sorts of social work for the benefit of his

country. Moreover, he was skilled as artist, sculptor, calli-

grapher, author, and the inventor of the Hiragana syllabary.

He was one of the greatest men of Japan quite outside

the sphere of religion, and in the field of religion he is

unsurpassed. Shingon followers revere him as a Buddha
and feel that his spiritual light is still shining upon the

world. Indeed, he must have been a great personality to

make people even of the present time still regard him as
4

4

great teacher” and 4

4

holy saint.”

Beatrice Lane Suzuki



POEMS BY KOBO DAISHI

(.Rendered by B. L. 8.)

The Bu-po-so 1

Within the quiet forest,

Alone in the straw-thatched lmt,

So early in the morning,

I hear the sound of a bird.

It sings of the Triple Treasure,

’Tis the Bu-po-so.

The bird has a voice for singing,

A man has a mind for thinking,

The voice and the mind,

The clouds and the stream,

Express the Btiddha-wisdom.

Parting2

Studying the same doctrine,

Under one master,

You and I are friends.

See yonder white mists

Floating in the air

On the way back to the peaks.

This parting may be our last meeting

In this life.

Not just in a dream,

But in our deep thought,

Let us meet often

Hereafter.

1 The Bu-po-so is a large bird found in the depth of forests in

Japan, Korea, and China. It is saered in Buddhism, for its song
repeats the syllables lu-po-so

:

&u=&utew=Buddha; ^o=7zo=Dharma
~Law ; 5or=Sangha=Brotherhood,

2 The parting was with Giso, one of Kobo’s fellow-monks studying
under Keikwa. “The master” refers to this Keikwa.
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Asvagiiosha

The enlightenment which you have gained

Differs not from w7hat belongs

To ultimate reality itself

Primarily-entirely

:

Such is the teaching of Asvagiiosha.

The Enlightened Mind

1

Prom the beginning

That which I sought

Lay in my hands.

How stupid I was

To have thought it an echo

Floating to me
From beyond

!

2

Now enlightened, back I look,

And lo! this new mind of mine

—

What is it but that very one

Which formerly was covered o’er

With clouds?

3

Think not that the light appears

With the clearing of the clouds
;

The moon has been there all the while

Shining in the sky,

For ages past.

So does the mind
Eternally abide in me.



ANJIN* IN SHINGON

When a wicked person repents of his evil life, is

reformed, and becomes good, liis life seems entirely changed.

His reformation has not produced any difference in his

sense organs and his body, but he has received a change of

mental direction from bad to good.

Nothing is so wonderful as the mind. If the direction

of the mind is changed, it can make a man good or bad.

According to the theory of knowledge, our worlds as con-

structed by the mind are varied according to the different

mental standpoints. “The three worlds are one mind, noth-

ing besides Mind.’’ Indeed all conditions are produced by

the One Mind.

What is entering the religious life or awmkening religious

faith but the change of direction of the mind! Entering

the religious life points out to us the right direction. It is

quite natural that when we have religious faith our world

becomes quite different from what it was before. Now this

state to which our mind is changed is called in Shingon

getting Anjin which is fixing the .mind on real truth. After

we have gained this Anjin our daily life improves because

our mind has changed through this great spiritual inspira-

tion. An intimate relation exists between our religious life

and our ordinary life. How has our mind changed us?

What do we become when we enter the religious life as taught

by Shingon?

Shingon makes our mind act firmly because of grasping

the truth of our oneness with Buddha. The important points

in Shingon are*: believing in the truth of oneness, the

endeavour to improve in speaking, acting, and thinking as

near like the Bnddha as possible, and to have the attainment

to Buddhahood for our ideal. According to Shingon, all

beings in their nature are one with Buddha and they strive
* Literally, “mind pacified.” This article is an attempt to explain

the Shingon way of mind-pacification, i.e. Shingon faith.
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for perfect communication with Buddlia. The aim and
practice of Shingon followers is to attain Buddhahood in this

world and with this very body. In Saimyoji Tokiyori’s

poem we read, “Man can become either Buddha or a god.

Then how can he be careless about his mind !
5 5

According to Shingon, not only the mind but the body

has the virtues of the Buddha and so all the mystic faculties

can be cultivated in both. Kobo Daishi said in his Hiken

,

“The truth of Buddha is not far away from us but very

near, for it exists in our minds and as Bhutatathata does

not exist outside of us. How can we attain it by giving up
our bodies! Enlightenment and unenlightenment belong to

us, so we can attain to Buddhahood at once when wre get the

religious mind. Ignorance and enlightenment, darkness and
light do not exist outside of us. So we can realise the highest

truth at once if we believe in it and practise it.” This

teaching of his shows us that our bodies and minds are of the

six great elements of the great Dharmakaya.

If this teaching is received with a careless mind it seems

unimportant but truly it is a great discovery for which we
should have the greatest wonder and gratitude. If we
meditate deeply we can learn these truths for ourselves, that

is, that innately we possess the noble virtues of the Buddha
within our real nature and that in spite of living a life full

of delusion, still our bodies and minds are really the six

elements of the great Dharmakaya. This is a true fact as

taught by Buddha.

Anjin in Shingon is the belief that beings in their nature

are truly Buddha, filled with perfect wisdom and perfect

compassion. When we can attain to this state of belief, the

direction of our minds and characters are changed from the

very depths.

The attitude of such a mind is: (1) When we think of

ourselves as unenlightened, full of sins and destined to

eternal transmigration, discouragement arises, and it is

difficult to maintain a courageous frame of mind; (2) But
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if, on the contrary, we realise our true nature to be one with

the Buddha, then we are filled with gratitude, and the idea

to make the effort to realise comes up in the mind, (3) When
we think of ourselves as we seem at present we cannot help

but have a strong feeling of repentance and deep shame.

Our Anjin which makes us realise Oneness can control our

characters by means of the strong effort to attain the highest

and the deep self-reflection which compares our apparent

self with our true real self.

Our Anjin helps us to think of others as Buddha, and

by “the others
57

is meant not only human beings but all

beings in the universe. When we realise the existence of

the Absolute One pervading not only us but all the universe,

conscious of its perfect wisdom and compassion, it is impos-

sible for us to keep from paying reverence to it with a pious

mind, and at the same time we are filled with joy when we
know that we are one with this Absolute Being.

Owing to universal communication we are justified in

taking refuge in the Buddhas and the founder of Shingon

by paying homage and receiving their protection.

There are some who may think it a contradiction to bow
down before Buddhas and perform ceremonies before them,

because Anjin teaches that man and Buddha are one, but

this is a superficial opinion and comes from shallowness in

understanding the Anjin of Oneness.

The teaching of Oneness, i. e. the identity of us with

Buddha is from the point of view of the Absolute, but from
the relative point of view we are still unenlightened. In

this attitude of mind we resemble Tariki followers, our

devotion comes from the Anjin of Oneness which believes in

the real and ultimate relation between ourselves and Buddha

:

for this reason we can have firm confidence in communica-
tion between the one who is revered and the true self, and
at the same time we can feel at rest and joyful just as in

the relation which exists between an affectionate mother and
son.
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There may be persons who think of Anjin as only a

theory and as not powerful enough to work such a radical

change in us, but it is not a theory but a demonstrable fact

that Anjin effects a profound change in the minds and

characters of Shingon believers. We must keep in mind that

all things in religion can develop through mystical sentiment

and powerful effort.

Shoken Akizuki

Buddhist Chant

I take my refuge in the Perfect One,

Buddha, the Highest Goal of all endeavour,

Of Wisdom Boundless, Universal Sun
That draws with Love which nought can ever sever.

In Dharma also, do I refuge take,

The Perfect Law, wherever it he found,

Which shines before the upward path I make,

Boundless beyond, unalterably sound.

In precious Sangha’s Fellowship take I

My refuge, that will lead to perfect peace.

The Order Blest for all mankind to try,

The way to endless Knowledge and Release.

H. W, B. Moreno



MAHAYANA BUDDHISM AND JAPANESE

CULTURE

Buddhism, so far known to the West, has been Buddhism

whose canonical literature is written in Pali and generally

known as belonging to the Hinayana. While the Sanskrit

literature is not unknown yet it is to a limited extent. Even

those who are acquainted with something of Mahayana are

apt to regard it as a degenerated form of Buddhism. But

in Japan it was from the very beginning Mahayana Bud-

dhism that was introduced more than thirteen centuries ago,

when Prince Shotoku declared Japan to be the country most

suited for the propogation of Mahayana Buddhism. Thus it

came to pass that whenever Buddhism was mentioned in

J&pan it was the Mahayana form of it and not the Hinayana.

The study of the latter was not, however, neglected, it was

one of the curriculum in Buddhist colleges. The Hinayana

was a study, not a religion in Japan. No wonder that it

was in Japan that the Mahayana during its history of

thirteen centuries has achieved most wonderful developments

dividing itself into many sects which represented the many-

sidedness of the Buddhist doctrine, and that it also came to

be most closely woven into the texture of Japanese life and

culture. If Japan has anything eontributive to the civilisa-

tion of the world it is principally the product of Mahayana
Buddhism.

Since the restoration about sixty years ago Japan has

learned to take many things from the West, especially its

industry, machinery, and political organisation. The adop-

tion was not of course a mere imitation but assimilation

which was carried out in an original manner. By this I

mean that Western civilisation in Japan was modified accord-

ing to the spirit of Mahayana Buddhism so as to promote
life and culture in its most Oriental phase. In the adoption,

therefore, there has been something quite original. To
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understand this spirit of originality peculiar to Japanese life,

no earnest student of Japan can ignore the signification of

Mahayana Buddhism.

The rise of Mahayana Buddhism is a long history, we
can say that it began to flourish at least two or three hundred
years after the Buddha when the Prajnaparamita literature

began to be compiled, nay, even when the Agamas were in

the process of final redaction in which we have Subhuti as a

representative of the doctrine of Sunyata. From this we
can infer that the so-called enlightenment attained by
yakyamuni contained much of what came to be recognised as

Mahayanistic though this fact never came to the surface in

the consciousness of the Buddhists as distinguished from the

Ilinayanistic. The Vimalakirti

,

the S'likhavativyuha
9
the

DaSabhumi

,

the Sadclharmapimdarika
?
and other sutras mark

no doubt stages of historical development, but we cannot

deny the truth that they all endeavour to depict Enlighten-

ment itself.

This conclusion may appear too dogmatic, but when we
know the so-called Agama texts are too abstract, too archaic,

too poor in content, we naturally surmise the presence of

something much deeper, more appealing directly to the heai’t

of every Buddhist. Without this surmise we cannot explain

the wonderful power contained in the discourses of the

Buddha which he was supposed to have given on numerous

occasions. This inspiring power was not concretely grasped

by those compilers of the Agamas. For instance, soon after

the Enlightenment the Buddha was travelling with the group

of his disciples in the neighbourhood of Magadha. When he

saw a great fire he said,
c( 0 monks, better embrace this big

fire than falling in love with a woman
;
fire burns the body

but lust leads us to hell. It is like drinking boiling metal

to be the recipient of a charity who has no faith, no morality

in him/ 7 and so on. When this sermon was given the sixty

disciples left the Brotherhood realising the difficulty of

religious training, sixty others prostrated themselves on the
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ground vomitting blood, while sixty others were cleaned of

their spiritual defilements and attained enlightenment. The

incident is told in the text in a detailed narrative, but to us

there is a great discrepancy between the story itself which

seems to be quite simple and the result achieved by the telling

of the story by the Master. The whole narrative gives no

doubt plain facts, but it utterly fails to give us the details of

the most inspiring influence issuing from the personality of

the Master himself.

To give another example, soon after the Enlightenment

Buddha was sitting in the woods when thirty villagers each

accompanied by his wife were enjoying themselves. One of

the young men, however, happened to be a bachelor and his

friends managed to get a courtesan for him as his temporary

wife. After giving themselves to recklessness they all fell

asleep. When they awoke they discovered that the courtesan

had carried away all the precious stones and expensive

dresses. They searched for her in all directions, and com-

ing to the Buddha they asked if he did not see the guilty

woman. Said the Buddha, “Which is more important, the

precious stones or the mind that seeks them?” When the}*

answered that the mind was more important, Buddha gave

them a discourse on the subject. When this was finished,

the thirty young men all abandoning their wives became at

once homeless monks under the Buddha. The sermon itself

was quite simple but the wonderful result which was achieved

surpasses the one recorded of any great historical personage.

The sermon, whatever it might have been must have been
most miraculous, most inspiring sort of music, which en-

rapturing every listener made him lose all the barriers of

ordinary consciousness, directly looking into the inmost soul-

fountain with its bubbling and gushing water. To depict

this soul-effect, the plain narrations of the Hinayana style

fail to do justice to the inner power beaming forth from the

Buddha's sermon. The Agama writers give us only an
imperfect notation of the celestial music.
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When the Agamas are interpreted in this way, the texts

are no more Hinayanistie but Mahayanistie. The Mahayana
strives to catch the spirit that has been moving not only in

the utterances of the Buddha but in his whole personality.

This can never be described in words. It no doubt goes

beyond them. But ours is to endeavour to catch this

indescribable something in whatever form that is within

human power, that is to say, the enlightenment attained by
Buddha must be made to reveal its content somehow. It is

no doubt mystical as it transcends our limited consciousness

but it is also rational because it sees everything in its aspect

of tathatd or sunyatd. Sunyatd
,
or emptiness is something

we cannot take hold of, but at the same time it is something

before us that makes existence possible, that is dharmatd.

We generally live in the world of ideas and think this

is everything. But in fact it is a kind of material which

like a heap of coal requires to be ignited. We have to come

in contact with facts themselves, lawTs that govern them, that

is, we are to acquaint ourselves with a definite arrangement

of things which goes under the name, 4 £ cause and effect.”

This is scientific reasoning, corresponding to the Buddhist

world of tathata or suchness. This explains how and why
Buddha never contradicted science and thoughts based on it.

Mahayana Buddhism, however, goes one step beyond this

by declaring that all that is discoverable by man is subject

to the lawr of relativity, that anything explainable with words

is thought-construction having no permanency in it. This

is the state of things as they are. Catch a fish and dissect it

to find the life-principal in it according to the so-called

scientific method
;
but the fish thus brought on the scientific

table is a dead one. What is left in your hands is after all

the shell of reality and not reality itself. The living fish

must be studied as it moves and swims and leaps. The

scientific method of study is, therefore, only one aspect of

reality, and does not exhaust it. Its value is merely

temporal.
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To see reality as it is, as it lives, is the teaching of

Buddha. To do this it teaches to leap, to leave science and
intellection behind. When this leap is effected one is in

the midst of reality, one gains a life of eternity. This is

what is told by all those who have gone through the religious

experience. By entering into the realm of suchness and
reality the dualism of being and non-being, subject and
object, reality and knowledge, existence and value, is

altogether obliterated
;
we have jumped over the abyss, gone

to the other side, but at the same time we are firmly standing

on the very earth. The world originally neglected is affirmed

once for all, this world of Samsara is not other than Nirvana.

This is the teaching and spirit of Mahayana Buddhism.
In short the Mahayana teaches us to return into suchness

though this is no other than the world of particular facts.

Our ordinary consciousness is under the control of science

and every form of intellection, but Mahayana Buddhism
wants us to realise a world of oneness which is the world of

suchness, transcending idealism and materialism, realism

and conceptualism. Suchness, in other words, is emptiness
beyond human intelligence and discrimination, as it is on
the other end of reality. When this suchness is grasped the

whole domain of reality reveals its significance in the human
personality, which is known as the value of religious

experience.

The above delineation of the spirit of Mahayana Bud-
dhism may appear somewhat difficult to comprehend intel-

lectually, but an analogy may be found in art, which will

facilitate our understanding. In the Avatamsaka sutra we
read that the artist does not know what he is painting, it

grows out of himself, in spite of himself; he is moved or
urged by something greater than himself; and what he does
is no more than offering himself to the unconscious direc-
tion. To be a great artist, therefore, means that he is capable
of offering himself as a more perfect and manageable instru-
ment to a spirit. He does not try to analyse the spirit, he
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simply gives himself up to its control. When something

comes between artist and spirit there is no artistic creation,

for the product is maimed. The artist in this sense is an

emancipated person, “one who thus comes
,

5

5

or “one who
thus departs

,

5

5

that is Tathagata.

The spirit of Mahayana Buddhism may thus be sum-

marised in one word, tathata or suchness
;
and those who have

realised this suchness in any field of life as either a statesman

or an artist or a capitalist or as a working-man, he is a true

follower of Mahayana Buddhism. He will build up his own
world of suchness according to his own light in response to

his environment. All that is specially considered religious

—

repentance, humility, gratitude, worship, and so on, will have

its proper function as it is stirred in the bosom of a religious

person. Without this grasp Mahayana Buddhism will not

yield its secrets to anybody. No scientific study of Bud-

dhism will penetrate into this inner sanctuary of Buddhism.

And when this spirit of Mahayana Buddhism is understood

the central force controling the movements of Japanese Cul-

ture will be seen in its significant aspect.

Si-iugaku Yamabe



WHAT IS ZEN?

1

Is Zen a system of philosophy, as most of the Buddhist

teachings are, highly intellectual and profoundly meta-

physical ?

As I stated somewhere else, we find in Zen all the

philosophy of the Bast crystallised, but this ought not to be

taken as meaning that Zen is a philosophy in its ordinary

application of the term. For Zen is decidedly not a system

founded upon logic and analysis. If anything, it is the

antipode of logic and the dualistic method of thinking.

There may be an intellectual element in Zen, as Zen is

the whole mind, and the mind is not a composite thing to be

divided into so many faculties, leaving nothing behind after

the dissection. Zen has nothing to teach us in the way of

intellectual analysis. Nor has it any set doctrines which are

imposed upon its followers. In this respect, Zen is quite

chaotic, if you choose to say so. Probably the Zen followers

may have one or another set of doctrine, but they have this

on their own account, and for their own benefit, they do not

owe the fact to Zen. Therefore, there are no sacred books

or dogmatic tenets in Zen, nor are there any symbolic

formulae through which an access might be gained into the

signification of Zen. If I am asked Avhat then Zen teaches,

I would say that Zen teaches nothing. Whatever teachings

there are in Zen, they come out of one’s own mind. We
teach ourselves. Zen merely points the way. Unless this

pointing is teaching, there is certainly nothing in Zen pur-

posely set up as its cardinal doctrines or as its fundamental

philosophy.

Zen claims to be Buddhism, but all the Buddhist teach-

ings as propounded in its sutras and sastras, are treated by
Zen as mere waste paper whose utility consists in wiping out

the dirt of intellect and nothing more. Do not imagine, there-

fore, that Zen is nihilism. All nihilism is self-destructive, it
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ends nowhere. Negation is sound as method. The highest

truth is in affirmation. When it is said that Zen has no
philosophy, that it denies all doctrinal authority, that it

easts aside all its so-called sacred literature as rubbish, we
must not forget that Zen is holding up in this -very act of

negation something quite positive and eternally affirmative.

This will be clearer later on.

2

Is Zen a religion? It is not a religion in the sense as

the term is popularly understood. For there is in Zen no

God to worship, no ceremonial rites to observe, no future

abode where the dead are destined to, and last of all, no

soul whose welfare is to be looked after by somebody else.

Zen is free from all these dogmatic and “ religious
J ’ encum-

brances.

When I say that there is no God in Zen, the pious reader

may be shocked
;
but this does not mean that Zen denies the

existence of God. Neither denial nor affirmation concerns

'Zen. When a thing is denied, the very denial involves some-

thing not denied. The same can be said of affirmation. This

is inevitable in logic. And Zen wants to rise above logic,

Zen wants to find a higher affirmation where there are no

antitheses. Therefore, in Zen God is neither denied nor

insisted on, only that there is no such God in Zen as has

been conceived by the Jewish or Christian minds. For the

same reason that Zen is not a philosophy, it is not a religion.

As to all those images of various Buddhas and Bodhi-

sattvas and Devas and what not that one comes across in the

Zen temple, they are so many pieces of wood or stone or

metal, they are like the camellias, azalias, or stone-lanterns

in my garden. Make obeisance to the camellia now in full

bloom, and worship it as you like, Zen would say, and there

is much religion here as bowing to the various Buddhist

gods, or as sprinkling holy water, or as participating in

the Lord’s Supper.
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All those pious deeds considered meritorious or sancti-

fying by most of the so-called religiously-minded people are

artificialities in the eye of Zen. It boldly declares that “the

immaculate mendicants do not enter Nirvana, and the

precept-violating monks do not go to hell. ” This is, to

ordinary minds, the contradiction of the common laws of

moral life. But here lies the truth and life of Zen. Zen

is the spirit of a man. It believes in his inner purity and

goodness. Whatever is superadded or violently taken away,

injures the completeness of the spirit. Zen is, therefore,

emphatically against all religious conventionalism.

Its irreligion, however, is merely apparent. Those who
are truly religious will be surprised to find that after all

there is so much of religion in the barbarous declaration of

Zen. But to say that Zen is a religion as Christianity, or

Mahommedanism is, will be a mistake. To make my point

clearer I quote the following: When Sakyamuni was born,

it is said that he lifted one arm toward the heavens and

pointed to the earth with the other, exclaiming, “Above the

heavens and below the heavens, I only am the Honoured
One !

” On this Ummon (Wun-men)
,
founder of the Ummon

School of Zen, comments, “If I saw him do this at the

moment, I would kill him with one blow and throw the

corpse into the maws of hungry dogs.” What unbelievers

would ever think of saying such words of inhumanity over

a spiritual leader! Yet, one of the Zen masters following

Ummon says, “Indeed, this is the way Ummon desires to

serve the world, sacrificing everything he has, body and
mind! How grateful he must have felt for the love of

Buddha !

’ 5

3

Zen is not to be confounded with a form of meditation,

as “New Thought” people or Christian Scientists or Hindu
Sannyasins meditate. Dhyana, as it is understood by Zen,

does not correspond to their meditation or contemplation.
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A man may meditate on a religions or philosophical subject

while disciplining himself in Zen, but that is only incidental

;

the essence of Zen is not at all there. Zen purposes to dis-

cipline the mind itself, to make it its own master, through

an insight into its proper nature. This getting into the real

nature of one’s own mind or soul is the fundamental object

of Zen Buddhism. Zen is, therefore, more than meditation or

dhyana in its ordinary application. The discipline of Zen
consists in opening one’s mental eye in order to look into

the very reason of existence.

* To meditate a man has to fix his thought on something,

for instance, on the oneness of God, or his infinite love, or

on the impermanence of things. But these are very things

Zen desires to avoid. If there is anything Zen emphasises,

it is freedom, freedom from all unnaturalness. Now medita-

tion is something artificially put on, it does not belong to

the native activity of the mind. What do the fowl in the

air meditate? What do the fish in water meditate? They

fly
;
they swim. Is that not enough ? Who wants to fix his

thought on the unity of God and man ? or on the nothingness

of this life ? Who wants to be arrested in his daily

manifestations of life-activity by such meditations as the

goodness of a divine being or the ever-lasting fire of hell?

4

We may say that Christianity is monotheistic and

Vedantism pantheistic; but we cannot make a similar asser-

tion about Zen. For Zen is neither monotheistic nor pan-

theistic. Zen defies all such designations. Hence there is

no object in Zen to fix one’s thought on. Zen is a wafting

cloud in the sky. No screw fastens it, no string holds it

It floats away as it lists. No amount of meditation will

keep Zen in one fixed groove. Meditation is no Zen.

Neither pantheism nor monotheism affords Zen with its

subjects of concentration.

If Zen is monotheistic, it may tell its followers to
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meditate on the oneness of things where all differences and

inequalities, enveloped in the all-illuminating brightness of

the divine light, are obliterated. But Zen would say,/' After

all* things are reduced to oneness, where would that one be

reduced ?” Zen wants to have one’s mind free and un-

obstructed; even the idea of oneness is a stumbling-block

and a strangling snare which threatens the original freedom

of the spirit.

Will Zen then concentrate itself on the idea that a dog

is God or that this one pound of flax is divine ? If so, Zen

must feel fire cold and ice hot, because fire is ice and ice is

fire. But when it freezes we shiver; and everybody shuns

the blazing furnace; for the feeling is all in all and asserts

itself in spite of all our theorisation. Zen in fact does not

want us to be more than the flesh and bones. It refuses to

deny the reality of matter and the individuality of things.

Whatever meditation Zen may propose then will be to

take things as they are, to consider snow white and the

raven black. When we speak of a meditation, we generally

understand its abstract character; that is, meditation is

known to be the concentration of the mind on some highly

generalised proposition which is in the nature of things not

always closely and directly connected with concrete affairs

of life. Zen perceives or feels, and does not abstract or

meditate. Zen penetrates and is finally lost in the immersion.

Meditation, on the other hand, is outspokenly dualistic, and

consequently inevitably superficial. One critic (Lloyd

—

Wheat Among the Tares, p. 53) regards Zen as "the Bud-
dhist counterpart of the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius

Loyola.” Lloyd shows an almost unbalanced inclination to

find Christian analogies for things Buddhistic, and this is

also one of such instances. Those who have gone carefully

through what I have already stated about Zen, will at once

see how wide of the mark his comparison is. Even super-

ficially there Is not a shadow of similitude between the exer-

cises of Zen and those proposed by the founder of the Society
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of Jesus. The contemplations and prayers of St. Ignatius

are, from the Zen point of view, merely so many fabrications

of the imagination elaborately woven for the benefit of the

pious-minded. It is like piling up tiles after tiles over one’s

head. It may be, however, - interesting to note that the

Spiritual Exercises in some way resemble those meditations

of Hmayana Buddhism, such as the Five Mind-quieting

Ways, or the Nine Thoughts on Impurity, or Six or Ten

Subjects of Thought.

5

Zen too frequently “means mind-murder and the empti-

ness of idle reverie.” This is the statement of Griffis, author

of Religions of Japan (p.255). By “mind-murder” he

means perhaps that Zen kills the activities of the mind by

making one’s thought fix on one thing, or by inducing it to

sleep. Mr. Beischauer in his SUidies of Buddhism in Japan

(p. 118) almost endorses this view of Griffis by asserting that

Zen is “mystical self-intoxication. ” Does he mean that Zen

is intoxicated in the “Greater Self” so called, as Spinoza

was intoxicated in Godf Though Mr. Beischauer is not

quite clear as to the meaning of “intoxication”, he may think

Zen is unduly absorbed in the thought of the “Greater Self”

as the last reality in this world of particulars. It is wonder-

ful to see how superficial some of the analytical observers of

Zen are. The truth is : Zen is so elusive as far as its out-

ward aspect is concerned. Unless one devotes some years of

earnest study to the understanding of some of its primary

principles, one cannot expect to have even a generally fair

grasp of it. “The way to ascend to God is to descend into

oneself” is Hugo’s word. “If thou wishest to search out

the deep things of God, search out the depths of thine own
spirit,”—this comes from Kichard of St. Victor. And Zen

declares, though somewhat in a different spirit, “Nothing

really exists throughout the triple world, and where do you

seek the mind (or spirit—Shin) ? The four elements are all
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empty in their ultimate nature, and where could the Bud-

dha’s abode be?—But Io! the truth is unfolding' itself right

before your eye. This is all there is to it and nothing

morel” A minute’s hesitation, and Zen is irrevocably lost.

All the Buddhas of the past, present, and future may try to

make you catch it once more and yet it is a thousand miles

away. "Mind-murder” and "Self-intoxication,” Zen in

fact has no time to bother itself with such nonsenses.

6

By "Self-intoxication” or "Mind-murdering” the critics

may mean one’s mind being hypnotised to a state of un-

consciousness. When this obtains, they imagine that the

favorite Buddhist, doctrine of emptiness (Sunyaia) is realised

where the subject is not conscious of the objective world nor

of himself, being lost in one vast emptiness, whatever this is.

This hypothesis again does not hit Zen. It is true that there

are some such expressions in Zen as will suggest this kind

of interpretation. But to understand Zen we must go

another step beyond. The "vast emptiness’ must be

traversed. The subject must be awakened from a state of

consciousness if he is buried alive in it. Zen is encountered

when ‘
* self-intoxicated

’
’ turns into the

‘
* self-awakened. ’

’ If

the mind is ever to he murdered, it is Zen that will resuscitate

it. As long as one remains murdered and lifeless, there is

no Zen. "Be horn again,” the Zen master would exclaim,

"Be awakened from a dream, rise from death if you can,

0 ye drunkards! Don’t try to see Zen with your blurred

eyes. Your hands are too unsteady to take hold of Zen.

And remember I am not indulging in figures of speech.”

I may multiply such questions and criticisms if neces-

sary. But the above, I hope, have sufficiently prepared the

reader’s mind for the following positive statements concern-

ing Zen.

The basic idea of Zen is. to come in touch with the inner

workings of the mind, and to do this in the directest possible
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way without resorting to anything external and superadded.

Therefore, everything having1 a semblace of authority is

rejected. An absolute faith is placed in one’s own being.

Whatever authority there may be in Zen comes from within.

This is true in the strictest sense of the word. Even the

reasoning faculty is not considered absolute. On the contrary;

it hinders the mind from coming in direct communion with

itself. The intellect serves its mission when it works as an

intermediary, and Zen has nothing to do with an inter-

mediary except when it desires to communicate itself to

others. For this reason, all the scriptures are merely tenta-

tive and provisionary, there is in them no finality. The

central fact of life as it is lived is what Zen aims to grasp,

and this in the most direct and most vital manner. Zen

professes itself to be the spirit of Buddhism, but in fact it

is the spirit of all religions and philosophies. For when Zen

is understood thoroughly, absolute peace of mind is attained,

and a man lives as he ought to live. What more may ye
hope ?

7

Some say that inasmuch as Zen is admitted to be

mysticism it cannot claim to be unique in the history of

religion. Perhaps so. But Zen is a mysticism of its own
order. It is mystical in the sense that the sun shines, that

God loves, that the flower blooms, or that I hear at this

moment somebody beating a drum in the street. If these

are mystical facts, Zen is brimful of them. When a Zen

master was asked what Zen was, he answered, “Your every-

day thought.” Is this not plain enough, and most straight-

forward? It has nothing to do with the sectarian spirit.

Christians as well as Buddhists can practise Zen just as big

fish and small are both contentedly living in the ocean. Zen

is the ocean, Zen is the air, Zen is the mountains, Zen is

thunder and lightning, the spring flower, summer heat, and

winter snow; nay, more than that, Zen is the man. What-
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ever formalities, conventionalisms, and superadditions Zen

may appear to have, its central fact lives; and the special

merit of Zen lies in this, that we are still able to see into this

ultimate fact without being biased against anything.

8

As I said before, what makes Zen unique as it is

practised in Japan, is its systematic training of the mind.

If Zen is mysticism, mysticism has been too erratic a product

and apart from one’s ordinary life. This, Zen has revolu-

tionalised. What was up in the heavens, Zen has brought

down on earth. With the development of Zen, mysticism has

ceased to be mystical; it is no more the spasmodic product

of an abnormally endowed mind. For Zen reveals itself in

the most uninteresting and uneventful life of a plain man
of the street, recognising the fact of living in the midst of

life as it is lived. Zen systematically trains the mind to see

this, opens one’s eye to the greatest mystery as it is daily

and hourly performed, enlarges one’s heart to embrace

eternity of time and infinity of space in its every movement,

and makes one live in the world as if walking in the garden

of Eden. All these spiritual feats are done without resort-

ing to any set doctrines, but by appealing in the direetest

way to the truth of one’s being, and there is a system in all

this.

Whatever it may be, Zen is practical and commonplace
and most living. An ancient master, wishing to show what
Zen is, lifted one of his fingers, another kicked a ball, and a

third slapped the face of the questioner. The manner in

which Zen is demonstrated is always original. I take this

creative originality as a foundation of Zen’s claim to unique-

ness. And in the freshness of this creative originality Zen
has its own reason to be.

9

The following quotation from a letter of Yengo may
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answer to a certain extent the question asked in the beginning

of this chapter, "What is Zen?” "It is presented right to

your face, and at the very moment the whole thing is handed
over to you. For an intelligent fellow, one word suffices to

convince him in the truth of it, but even then error has

already crept in. Much more so when this is committed to

paper and ink, or given up to wordy demonstration or to

logical quibble
; it recedes then farther away from you. The

great truth of Zen, however, is possessed by everybody.

Look into your own being, and seek it not through others.

Your own mind is above all forms, it is free and quiet and
sufficient, it eternally stamps itself in your six senses and

your four elements. In its light all is absorbed. Hush the

dualism of subject and object, forget both, transcend the

intellect, sever yourself from the understanding, and directly

penetrate deeii> into the identity of Buddha-mind
;
for outside

of this there are no realities. Therefore then Dharma came

from the West to this land, he simply declared,
1

Directly

pointing to one ?

s own soul, my doctrine is unique, and is not

hampered by the canonical teachings
;

it is the absolute

transmission of the true seal. Zen has nothing to do with

letters and words. It only requests to grasp the point

directly and therein find your peaceful abode. When the

mind is disturbed, the understanding is stirred, things are

recognised, notions are entertained, ghostly spirits are con-

jured, and prejudices are unheld, Zen will then forever be

lost in the maze.”

"Says Shekiso, ‘Stop all your hankerings; let the mould

grow over your lips; make yourself like unto one perfect

piece of immaculate silk
;
let your one thought be eternity

;
let

yourself be like dead ashes, cold and lifeless; again let

yourself be like an old censer in a deserted village-shrine

!

?

Putting your simple faith in this, discipline yourself accord-

ingly, let your body and mind be turned into an inanimate

object of nature like a stone or a piece of wood. When a

state of perfect unawareness and motionlessness is obtained,
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all the signs of life depart, and also every trace of limitation

vanishes. Not a single idea is disturbed in your conscious-

ness when, lo ! all of a sudden you come to realise the light

abounding in full gladsomeness. It is like coming across a

light in the thick of darkness, it is like having treasure in

poverty. The four elements and the five aggregates are no

more felt as burdens; so light, so easy, so free you are.

[Your very existence has been delivered from all limitation.]

You feel in body and mind so open, so light, and transparent.

You gain an illuminating insight into the very nature of

things which now appears to you as so many hallucinatory

flowers having no graspable realities. And here is mani-

fested the unsophisticated self (literally, original face) of

your being, here is shown all bare the original landscape of

your birthplace.
4 4 There is but one straight passage open and unobstructed

through and through. This is where you surrender all, your

body, your life, and all that you claim to be belonging to

your inmost self. This is where you gain peace, ease, non-

doing, and inexpressible delight. All the sutras, all the

sastras are no more than commentaries of this
;
all the sages,

ancient as well as modern, have been exhausting their

, ingenuity and imagination to no other purpose than to point

the way to this. It is like unlocking the door of a treasury.

When the entrance is once gained, every object coming into

your sight is yours, every opportunity that presents itself

is available for your use; for are they not, however multi-

tudinous, all possessions obtainable within the original being

of your self? Every treasure there is but awaiting your

pleasure and utilisation. This is what is meant by 4 once

gained, eternally gained, even unto the end of time.’ Yet

there is nothing* gained, what you gain is really no gain,

and yet there is something truly gained in this.”

Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki
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THE GATHAS OF
THE DASABHUMIKA-SUTRA

EDITED BY JOHANNES RAHDER and SHINRYU SUSA

PRELIMINARY NOTES

The Dasabhumika-sutra consists of two sections, the

prose and the verse. The prose section was edited and
published by Dr Johannes Rahder in 1926

;
the present

text contains the verse section under the joint editorship

of Susa-and-Rahder.

When Dr Rahder was staying in Japan in 1929, he
visited Kyoto during the summer and met Mr Hokei
Idzumi, the then professor of Sanskrit at Otani Buddhist
College. When Dr Rahder learned that I was also en-

gaged in the study of the verse section of the Dasabhumika,
he suggested that we might work together so as to pro-

duce the best possible text with our resources. He added
that he would send his manuscript as soon as ready,

Surely enough, as he promised, it began to come in

several sections to Professor D. T. Suzuki, editor of the

Eastern Buddhist, early in 1931. He expressed the desire

to see the text published in the Eastern Buddhist when
I finished collating it with the result of my study. The
verse section of the Dasabhumika-sutra here published is

thus the joint labour of Dr Rahder and myself.

The following are to be noted in the reading of the

Text

:

1. The Rahder text has been prepared from these

manuscripts
: (1) Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, Fonds

Sanscrit, Nos. 51 and 52 ; (2) Cambridge University

Library, Add 867. 2 and Add 1618; (3) London, Royal

Asiatic Society, Hodgson Collection, No. 3 ; (4) Calcutta,

Asiatic Society of Bengal, B 45

;

(5) Katmandu, Royal

Library, MS of 215 leaves, 38 cm x 10 cm, dated N. S.

967 fa.d. 1847).
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R refers to the text thus prepared.

2. The Susa text (S) has been prepared from the'

MS in the Kyoto Imperial University Library (K) and

one in the Tokyo Imperial University Library (T).

Whenever S differs from R, this is carefully noted.

3. When S is adopted the other readings are noted

under K, R, T.

4. When a correction is made in the text, this means
that S has followed the Tibetan version, or that the Chinese

.

versions are all in agreement, or that the metre requires it.

5. When R and S agree, sometimes no reference is

made to T and K.

6. When R is adopted, K, T, or S is noted.

7. For the sake of the metre at the beginning of a

line two short syllables are made to stand for one long

syllable.

Students of the Sanskrit Buddhist texts have to con-

gratulate themselves on the fact that the present edition

of the verse section of the Dasabhumikasutra is published

with the co-operation of Dr Rahder who was able to make
use of the several manuscripts kept in the European and
the Indian libraries. If the task of editing were left to

me, even with the aid of the 'one Tibetan and the five

Chinese versions, my text prepared from the collation of

only two manuscripts in Japan could not be of very great

help to the students. I have also to thank Mr Hokei
Idzumi for his kind suggestions on various points.

In order to facilitate the comparison of the two

sections prose and verse in the Dasabhumika-sutra ,
I have

compiled the table following each Bhumi, in which Dr
Rahder’s prose text is used with its divisions : A, B, C,

etc. The tables so far do not extend beyond the fifth

Bhumi, the rest will be added when the whole text ap-

pears.

SHINKYU SUSA
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THE TEXT

I. First Bhumi, Final Gratha

.

He sukladharm’-upacitah2 kusalopapetah

paryupasitah sugata maitra-krpanukulali
|

adhimukty-udaras
kusalftsaya-suddhabhavas

4

cittam janenti atulain jinajMna hetoh
1 1 1

1

1

sarvajna-buddhabala-sodh.ana-vIryastM.ma

5

jinadharnianispatti-jagatparitrayaparthahl

mahakrpopacaya” vartana-dharmacakram

jinaksetrasodham upapadyati7 cittasrestham
1 1

2
j |

tryadhvaikaviksana
s-vibuddhana-nirvikalpa

nanavidhe0 jagati kala visodhanartham
|

samksepa sarvaguna esitu
11

’ n&yakanam

akasatulya samudeti udaracittam
1 1

3
1

1

prajfiadhipatya krpau-ptirvam upayayuktam13

adhimukti-asaya13-visudkaI4-balapramanam
[

asaiigata
ir’-bhimukhata10-apara-praneyam

samatopapeta17-sugatamia vara-citta-jatam
19

1 1
4

1

1

sahajati-cittaratanam
20 sugatatmajanam

atikranta bala-cari buddha-cari hy21
upetahl

jatal,!
32 kule dasabalana anodyapadyah3'

samatam jine anugato niyatagrabodhili
1 1

5
| [

1 Metre : Vasantatilaka. [ta, bha, ja, ja, ga, ga]

-• °dharmamupacitali B. K. T. * adhimuktahara K.T.

adhirouktudara E. * cvah E.K.T. 5 vairyasthane K.

°na T. vlryasthana E. prtan mthu can Tib.

8

makakrpayavaya

K.T mahakrpaya ca pa E. 7 upapadya E. * tryadhvaikala

(ra T.)k§apa K.T. tryadhva-kala-ksana E. 8 °dha K. °dha T.

10 esatuK.T. 11 krtaE.T. 12 upayacittam E. upayayuktah

K.T. 18 adhimuktasaya E. 11 °dM K.T. 15 asangata

K.T. 16 °tah E. 17 samatopapatti K.T. 18 sogata

E.K.T. 10 janam K. jfianam R.T. bskyed Tib. 20 "ratnamK.

21 caribhy E. 22 jkta E. yatah T. 28 anopapadyah K.T.

anapavadyah B.
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ekasmi citta' upapadyati bhumilflbho

bhavate acalyu
2
giri-ra

j
a-samfisayas ca|

prftmodya-prlti-bahulas ca prasadavams ca

utsaha-vega-vipulah
3 sad’-udagrakcittah

1 1 6
1

1

samrambha-liimsa-vigatas ca akrodhanas ca

hrl-gauravarjavataras ca
3 susamvrtas ca|

jaga-tayanam smarati apratimana^xianain

pritim janety upagata sprham eta sthanam
| j 7

| |

pancas-bhaya apagatah saha-bhumi- 1abho7

aj ivika-marana-’kirty atha
8
durgatis ca|

parsad-bhayaxn ca vigatam tatha cchambhitatvam

kina karanam tatha
9 hi atma-niketu nasti

j ] 8
1

1

te cchambhitatva-vigatah krpa-maitra-yuktah

sraddha-10sugaurava-hriyopagata gunadhyah 11

1

ratrirrx divam kuSala-paksa-nisevamapfih

satyartha12
-dliarma-xiirat& na tu kama-bhogaih

1 1
9

| |

sruta-dharma-cinta-kusala aniketa-citta

labhad asicittagata uta
13
-bodhicittah

H
|

jhanabhilasi bala-sodhana-buddhadharma13

esanti paramita varjita-mftya-sathyah
| j

10
| j

yatha-vadinas tatha-kriyah10
sthita-satya-vakya17

na tu dusana jina-kule cari bodhi-siksam
j

loka-kriyaya vigata nirata jagartham

suklair atrpta 18bhumayottarim arabhante
1 1

1 1 1

1

te eva19 .dharma-nirata gupa-artha-yukta

1 ekasmi(m) citta It. citta sa T. 2 acalya- B.
*

°k> kK.

4

sadudagra B. rnrdurstga K. rtag par Tib.
6

°taj§ ca Iv. °ta,4 ca T. 0 paSca E.K.T. [Me. --]
7

l&blie B. labha T. » atha K.T. artha B. 9 tatha B.K.
10 sa° E. 11 gunadyali B.T. 12 satvartha R.
13 °gatavuta B. lobhod asl visa gata K. lobhad as I visa gata T.
“

°citta B. 13 °dharmam B. “ tatha-kara B.T. tatha-

kara Iv. 17 vftkye B. 18 bhu° B. tu° K.T. 10 te

yeva R.
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abhinirharanti pranidhim jina-darsanaya
|

saddharma-dharanJ1-upasamkramana2 rsipam

abhinirharanti pranidhim vara-carikayam
||

12
| j

paripaka-satva parisodhana-buddha-ksetram

te c&sya ksetra sphutika3
jina-au’rasehi

|

ekasaya jina-sutehi amoghatayah

sarvatra vala
5
-pathi buddhiya hetum arthe

G

1 1
13

1
1

.

etarns
7 ca naika-pranidhln abhinirharanti

te co° ananta-vipulaya anantat&ya10
1

akasa-dhatun-satva-dharmata-nirvrtam ca

loko hy12
anistha jinam utpadi jhana-bhumi

1 1
14 ||

citta.sya no visaya-jnana-pravesamistha

ya vartani-trividha nistha jagaty ananta
|

pranidhana -nisthitu
1* bhaven na mamaivarupa11

yatha eta nistha tathe carya sama labheyam
1 1

15
1

1

evam sunirhrta15 sum&rdava-snigdha-cittah

sraddheta10 buddhaguna satva-vilokayantah17

1

pr(at)ityantu-lambhupagatah18 krpa-maitratam ca

parit&yitavya
10 maya satva-duhkhardit&ni

1 1
16 ||

tesarthi tyaga-vividham puna20 arabhante

rajyam varam vividha-ratna-hayan21 gajams ca|

sira-hasta-pada-nayana svakam atma-mamsam
sarvam tyajanti na ca dina-mana bhavanti

1 1
17

1

1

1 dharan(u) K.T. dharanam(u) R. 2 °na K.T. °nam R.
8 sphuta K. stuta T. paripurna [Tib. Chin.] 4 jinau R.K.T.
5 bala? ci Vasubandhu’s Commentary, Taisho ed. Vol. 26, p. 140 b.

0 hetu-sarthe R. hetumarthe K.T. 7 etas R. 8 ’naika-

pranidhlbhi R. °dhibhi K.T. 9 ca R.K.T. 10 te

caprameya-vipulaya anantatayai
|
?

11 ananta R.K.T.

12 lokebhy R. 13 °tva T. 34 bhavet mama-eva° R.

16 sunirhita K. sru° T.
10 sraddheyu S.

17 satvabbi
0 R.T.

18 pr(at)ltyantu-°R. pratltya-samudbhava gatah Tib.

19 paritapitavya K, 20 tyaga-maha viduta R. °mata viduta K.

Dmate vidute T. vividha tyaga punah Tib.
21 hayam R.
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esanti sastra-vividh&ri na ca khedam eti

sastrajfia loka-caritany anuvartayanti
|

lokajnatam upagata hriyata-dhrtim ca

pujyanti capratisaman guru-gauravena
1 1

18 ||

esabhiyukta-viduiia
1

diva-rfttri-nityam

uttapyate kusala svarna yathaiva agnau
|

so
2
capi ova parikarma dastoa bhuml

krtva asangatam upeti avisthihanta
3

-|
|
19 |]

yatha sartha-vaha mahasartha-hitaya yukto

pucchitva
4 marga-guna ksematam abhyupeti

|

evam eva bhumi

5

-prathamasthita-bodhisatvah

krta-niskramo dasabhi0 bodhim upety asangah
[ (

20
(

[

atra sthita
7 gunadliara

8
nrpatx-bhavanti

dliarmanusasaka°-ahimsaka-maitra-3aiktah |

jambudhvajam sakala-rajya prasasayantah

sthapenti tyagi janatam vara-buddha-jnane
1 1

21 ||

akanksamana vrsabhi vijahitva rajyam
jina-sasane upagatas cari arabhantahj

labdhva10
samadhi-sata

11 buddha-satam ca pasyi

kampenti12
ksetra-satu bhasi

is
atikramanti

1 1 22 1

1

sodhyanti satva-sata dharma-mukhan14
visanti

15

pravisanti kalpa-sata™ kaya-satam nidarsi
|

purnani17 satam jinasutana nidarsayanti

bhuyottari pranidhi-sresthi-balapramanah
| )

23
1

1

58
ity esa prathama bhumir19

nirdista sugatatmajah
|

sarva-loka-hitaislnam bodhisatvana ?nuttamah 2<)

|| 24 ||

1 °nam R.K. 2 de dag Tib.
4 bnddhitya K. vrddhitva T. prcchitva S.
B dagati K.T, 7 c

to R.K, 8 °ro R.K.T.
10 labdha K.T. 11 Satana R. satatali K.T.

R K.T. Ia asani
0
R. sani .

0 K. asa° T.
15 vicinanti R. vinanti K.T. [Me,---]
17 purna R.K.T. 18 metre: Sloka.
20 °ma R.T,

3 °hamt& R.

bhumya K.T.
8 °ka R

12 kampanti
u mukhe ?

18 aatam R.
10 °mi R.K.T.
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Bhumi I

Prose Gatha Prose Gatha

A Q
(P. 11) R

T

(p. 12) y.c::

X.i

Y
(P. 13) Z

AA

BB::.;;

cc-::;;

8

11

(P. 14) DD -

EE)
FF r

(P. 15) GG -

HH
II

JJ

KK|
(P. 16) LL )

MM
(P. 17) NN*~

00 -

PP
QQ

)

(P. 18) HR j

SS

TT
(P. 19) UU~

vv -

(P 20) WW

(P. 21) XX

(P. 22) YY

d'

|
14

1 15

fa

>i

c

d
17

18

19

20
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II. Second Bhumi, Initial Gatha

\srutvaitad uttamam sthanam bhumy&h3
srestham mano-

ramam
|

prasanna-mana3-samkalpa'
1

harsitah sugatatmajah3

1 1 1 [|

abhyutthita asanebhya” abliyudgamya khaga-pathe
[

abhyakiranti kusumaih sadhv iti gira7 vyaharl
1 1

2
1

1

sadhu sadhu mahaprajna vajragarbha visarada
j

yan nirdista tvaya bhumi bodhisatvana ya cari
s

1 1 3
1

1

parsad dhi viprasanna tu vimukticandrah prcchati0

uttarim kirttiya bhumim dvitlyam sugatatmajah
1 1 4 1

1

kldrsa mana-samkalpa dvitlyam abhilaksatah’0

j

pravyahara mahaprajna srotu-kama jinatmajah11

1 1

5
1

1

II. Final Gatha

12
te mardavfirjava-mrdu

1 '!

-karmaraya-cittah

kalyaiia-fisaya damasayatabhyupetah
|

samsarga-
14
peksa-vigatas ca udara-buddhi

mahatmya-asaya-vidu I3
dvitiyakramanti

1 1
6

| (

atra sthita gunadharah10 kusalopapetah

prSnatipata-vigata avihimsa-cittah17

1

adattadanapagatah paradaratarn™ ca

satyanvita apisunah parusa-prahinah10

1 1 7 1

1

parabhogabhidhya-vigata vidu2
’ maitra-cittah

samyakpathe upagata aSat<hu
21
~ jnakas ca

|

nirmana-kaya-gahanas ca su-pesalas ca

1 metre : Sloka. 5 bhumya K.T. ’ manal.i R.
4 ckalpa K.T. 6

°ja R, " °bhyah K. °bhyo T. 7 giru

(giras) S. " carl K.T. 8 prapycchati T. 10 “laksitali K.
laksali T. laksanam S.

11
°ja R. 12 Metre : Vasantatilaka.

13 mrdu R. 14 °veksa K.T. [pe=pre] 13 dvitl0 R.K.T.

[Me. - -] 10 °ra R. 17 citta R. 18 cta ca R,
19 °prahanah K.T. Tib. i0 parabhogatabhidliyu-vigata R.

parabiiogata vidu T. 21 aSatha S.
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raksanti
1
sasta

2
-caranam. sada apramattah

| ]
8

1

1

duhkhani yani niraye tatha tiryagyonau

yama-sasane jyahta-asrayahnityupetah
|

sarve ti papa

4

-patita ’ksalah prabhonti

hanta yivarjiya
3 upemahi satya-dharmam

1 1
9 1

1

adau ca krtya manu-jarmpapattim istain

yavad bhayagram aranasaya-dhyanu-siksam0

1

pratyekayanam atha sravaka-buddha-yanam

sarve
7
ito dasabhi8

sixkla-pathaih prabhutam
j ) 10

1

1

evam yiditya satatam yidu apramattah

silesu samsthita9 paran api sthapayarxti
|

bhuyottare10 karuna-asayatabhyapetah

satyan yiditya dukhitan11 krpa sarnjanenti
j |

11 ||

hanto yidr^ti-patita imi b&la-baddbl

krodhopanaha-druta-citta viyada-praptali
12

1

satatam atrpta
13

yisaye bhuyu14 prarthayanti

trinid&na-satva parimocayitayya13
ete

1 1
12

1

1

maha-andhak&ra1G-tamasayrta moha-cchannab

kantara-marga-patita maha-drsti-jale
|

samsara-pahjara-gata
17 ripu dharsayanti

moksam yaham.18 namuchpahjara-madhya-praptan
|
|13||

klesormibhi hriyata ogha-caturmiraagna

traidhatuke dukha19
~sataih paripidyaman&h

|

skandhalayabhyapagatavrta
2

1

atmasanijna

tesarthi yujyami ahani dubkha-mocanartham
| 1

14
1

1

1 vadanti (vandanti) K.T. 2 Sastr K.

jvalitamairaya K. jvalitasraya B. * (a)ti-papa S.

vivarjita K. 0 3oksam K.T. bde-ba (ksema) Tib. ^ chin,

sarva K. sarvam T. * dasabhih B.K.T. [Me. ~ w

°sthitab B 10 °resu T.

prapta B. 18 sada 'trptah tu R.

-]
lft parimocitavya B.T.

gata B.K.T. 18 moksami ’haip. B.

°gata vata ta B.T.

11 duhkhitan B.K.T.
u bhuyu B. [Me.

18 mahgmdhakara B.
39 °ka duhkha B T.
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avasrjya srestha-pravarain
1

itna buddha-jn&nanr3

sati eva
B
nihsarani* hlna-mathn;5

janenti
|

sthapemi tan vimalajnani0 tathagatanam

yiry&rabhanti atulain vidu bodhi-hetoh
1 1

15
1

1

atra sthita guna-satopacita maharsih

pasyanti naika-sugatAn api pujayanti
|

tesam subbam bhuyu uttapyati kalpa-koty&m7

kaslsa kAncana-varam ca yathA niksiptam
| [

16 ||

atra sthita jinasuta nrpa-cakravarti8

bhutva prarienti dasabliih kusalebhi satvan
|

yaccaiva saipci
9 subha-sanicaya, saipcinanti

trAta bhavema jagato dasabhir balAdhyaih 1
'
1

1 1
17 ||

AkahksamAna yijahitya ca rAja-bhogan

pravrajya sasaria
]1
-yare upagamya dhlrAh

|

vlryanyitA labhiya srestha-varam samadhim

buddha sahasra-paripftrna ksane drsanti
| ]

IS
1

1

evamvidha12-gananaya bbuyu anya hieka1B

Adarsayanti vrsabhi sthita atra bhumau|
ata uttari pranidhi-jhAna^VarAbhyupetA15

naikA
ia
-yikurvita~vidhau vinayanti satyAn

1 1
19

j |

17
ity esa

18
dvitiyA bhtimir nirdistA sugatatmajal;!

|

sarvadoka-hitaisinAm bodhisatvAna biuttamfih10

1 1
20

J |

1 °vara R. 2 buddha-yanam K.P2. 3 satyaiva R.K.
4 °ne K.T. °na R. * hlnam abhi0 R, 8 °jnane R. °jflana K.T,
7 kotyali K.T kotyali R. 8

°varttl K. varttlh T. 9 kimci?
10 baladhya K. baladya T. balebhyo R.
31 ^asane R. Dasani? 32 °vidlia R. 13 anye nyeka R.

asaneka K. aneka T. 34 bala° K. Chin. 35 °upetah R.
*

18 naika R.T. 17 Metre : Sioka. 1H dvitl
0 R.K. [Me. -

38 °ina R.
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Bhumi II

Prose

(P. 22) A

(P. 23) B-

0
D
E

(P. 24) E
G
H
I
jJ(P. 25) J

K

L

M
(P. 26) 1ST

0
P
Q

Gatha

1 5

6

r 3

d

Prose

(P. 27) R

S -

T-

"

U
V

(P. 28) W

-

X
Y

Z

AA
(P. 29) BB

00

DD

EE-

Gatha

15

16

17
*

18

U9
20

III. Third Bhumi, Initial Gatha.

Warn srunitva
2 cari-bhumim3 uttamam

bodhisatva-visaye acintiyam
(

harsita j'inasutah sagauravah

puspa-megha nabhatab pramuhcisuh4

1 1
1

1

1

sadhu sadhu giri-sara-s&kaya
5

desito
0 Yiduna sila-samvarah

|

sarva-satva-karunSya afiayo

1 Metre : rathoddhata, [ra, na, ra, la, gaj 2 sunitva R.

bodhim K.T. 4 pramuftcisn K. 5 giri sarasa kaya S.

°ta K.T.
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bhmni-srestha-dvithyaya gocarah
1 1

2
1

1

bhuta-tatvavitatham ananyatM2

bodhisatva-carapam manoramam
|

sarvaloka-hita-saukhya-cin.tana’

desitam tu parama-prabhasvaram
[ | 3

1

1

bhuyu bhtiya nara-deva-puj itam*
1

bhumr'-srestha-Vtiyam nd&hara
|

dharma-jiiatia-kriya mukti sucaya7

yadrso ’nubhava tadr(so) gocarah
1 1
4

1

1

8

dana-sila-carapam maharsinam

ksanti-vlrya-sama-prajn
,

-u!’payatam
|

maitra-srestha-karunaya margapam

bhflsadhvain jinacarl-visodhanam
1 1

6
1

1

vimukticandra uvaca10
vajragarbha-visaradam

|

trtlya-samkramantanam" asayarp bhapa surapa12
1 1 6 1

1

III. Final Gatha.

13
te suddhau-asaya gupakara tikspa-citta

nirvinpa-ragavigata
15

anivartiyas ca

)

drdba
ls
-citta tapta-dhrti-yukti

17 ndara-vega
lfl

mahatmyatasaya-vidu ]9trtiyakramanti
1 1

7
1

1

atra
2)

stliita vidva prabhakari-bhumi-dese

duhkham21 anityam asucim ca pralopa-dharmam
|

1
dvitl R.K.T. [Me. - ~] 2 °yatham S.

3 cittana K.T.

cittaya or cintaya? 4
°taip, K. °ta T. °ta ?

5 °mi R.
6

trti° R.K.T. [Me. - -] 7 dharma-jnana-kriyam ukti sficana R.

°kryaiaukti sucana K. °kryamukti sucano T. * yadgro nu
bhavas tada gocarah

1 1 4 1 1
R.

Dbhava tadagama gocarah K. cnubhava
tu dama gocarah T. 9 prajfio R. prajna K.T. 10 punar-uvaca

K.T. u saipkramatanam R.K.T. 12 surata K. stirata T. suratam

S. [Ijcllhfr Chin.] 1!l Metre : Vasantatilaka. u sraddha K.

Buddha R. 15 nirvauanuraga(ya)ta K. mrvinnanu
raga-yata R. skyo-shin lidod-chags-bral-te Tib. 10 drdba R.
17 tapta-dhrtiyu R. 1R vegah R.K.T. 18 trtl

0 R.K.T.
20 tyatra R. 21 dulxkham R
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acira-stbitaka ksanikam ca nirodhakam ca

1

vicinanti samskrta-gatlkam anagatlkanr
1 1

8
1

1

te roga-bliuta saha-soka-pardevanam3
ca

sopayasam ca priya-apriyatanubaddham
|

dahkha-daurmanasya4
-nilayam5

jvalitagni-kalpam

pasyanti0 samskrtam ananta samujjvalanti7
1 1 9

(

|

udvigna sarva-tribbave anapeksa-citta

jMnabhilasa sugatanam ananya-buddhih8

1

avicintiyam9 atuliyam10 asamantaparam11

sampasyate nirupatapa jinana jnanam
j |

10
| j

te buddha-jnanamirupadravam iksamana12

atrana
13
-natba~rahita. Yrajate caranti

14

1

nityam daridra tribhir agnibhi sampradlpta

bhaYa-carake dukha15
-satair Yinibaddba-cittab

1 1
11

1

1

klesayrtas ca aYilokana
16-ccbanda-hinah

sugatana dharma-ratananu17pranasta-balah
|

samsara-srota-anuYabina~ moksa-trasta

me18
tr&yitavya drdha-Ylrya samarabhante

1 1
12 ||

jnanabhilasa anapeksa jagartha-cari

vyuparlksate katama beta jagasya mokse19
1

nanyatra n&varana-j firma tath&gatan&m20

jnanam. ca prajna-prabbaYam sugatana biantam
1

1 18
j

prajna srutat tu
21

iti cintayi bodbisatvo

jnatva tam arabbati Ylrya srutartha-carl
|

ratrim divam sravana-hetu ananya-karma

artharthiko bhavati dharma-parayanas ca
| )

14 |*|

1 nirlhakam R.K. 2 c
gatl anagatikam R. 3 paridravam

K. P2 . T. paridevam R. [Me. 4 manasya R.
5 nirayam T. 6 pagyati R. 7 samuccalanti K, saxaujjalam

ti R. 8 buddhlh T. 9 °tayam K.T. °tiyam R. 30 °yam

R. 11 °ram R. 12 °manah R. 13 airane^ R.
34 vipramocanartham Tib Chin. 35 dutikka R.K-T.
16 avalokana R.K.T." 17 ratana R. 18 inapi (mayi?) K.T.

maya Tib. 10 moksa K.T. .

20 jnanataya gatanam K.

jnanataya sugatanam R. 21 6rutattu R. 3ubh&tta K. suta tu T.
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mani-mukti-ratna-nilayan
1

priya-teirdhavams ca

rajyam ananta vividhan3 purasthana4
-sresthan

r>

1

bharya-sutains ca parivara-mano ’nukulan 0

anapeksa7
-cintu

8
tyajate vidu dharma-hetoh

| j 15
1

1

sira-hasta-pada
9-nayana svakam atma-mamsam

jihva ca damstra
10
-srava-nasika-sonitam

11
ca|

hrdayam t'upadya
12 priya-majja parityajanti

na duskaretam13 atha duskara yac chrnoti
1 1

16
j j

yadi kascid enam upagamya14 vadeyya evaip

yadi agni-garbha prapate
15

jvalitapi ghoram
|

prapisya
10 dharma-ratanam sugatopanltam

srutva adlna-manasah prapate gunarthi|| 17 ||

ekasya dharma-pada artha samera-murdhna17

trisahasra
18 agni-rucitam api brahmalokat19

1

sudurlabha20 imi jinasya
21 udara-bodhir

ye
22 m&nusyepa sukha23

labhyati evarupam|| 18 ||

yavattarena pavararsina
2

* juana-labhas

tavattaram dukham23 avlcikam utsahami
|

kim va20 punar viyidha-marmsa-dahkha-skandham

hantabhyupemi27 vara-dharmi-padarthi dulikham
1

1 19 ||

dharmam ca srutva puna yonisu28
cintayati

dhyanapramana-29
caturas ca tathfi arupya

|

panc&py abhijna-pravara abhinirharanti

na capi tesu
30

vasita upapadya yati
1 1

20
1

1

atra sthita gunadhara bahu-buddha-kotyah

1 °yam R. 2 °bam R. 2 °dham R. 4 purasphita K.
fi °tham R. 0 °kula R. 7 anavek^a K. ’napeksu R
H cltta K. 0 gira-pada-hasta R. 10

°§fcra R.K.T. 11 sonitam
R.K.T. 12 tu nadya K. upadya T. 18 duskarai(re K.)
nam T. 14 kagcid en’upagamya R. kaMd anupagamya K.T.
15 patita K. pate R. 10 prayi^ya K.T. 17 murdha R T.
18

°sri K.T. 10 brahmalokat api R.T. 20 durlabha R.K.T
21 jinanaip ca R. 22 ya R. 28 sukharp R.
24 parikar§ina K.T. 26 dutikham RK. duhkhag T. 28 ca T.
27 °upesi R.K.T. 28 punar yonisu R. °yanisu K. Left out in T.
20 °na£ ca° R.K. 30

tesa K.T.
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pujyanti niscita-mana srriuvanti dharmam
|

tanubhutva1 mithyapagatah parisuddhayanti

svarne yatha vigata-dosa pramana-tulyain
| j

21
1

1

atra sthita gunadharas tridasadhipatyam
karenti

2
Isvara nivartitn kama-ragah

|

maru^samgha-neka-vividhan4 kusaldna5 marge

sthapenty0 ananya-mana-buddha-gunabhilase
1 1

22
| j

atra sthita jinasuta 'viriyarabhante

labdhvd samadhina sahasra-satam* anunam
(

pasyanti buddha-vara-laksana-citri-gatram

bhuyo atah 0 prapidhi-srestha-gunapramanah
| j

23
| j

I(,

ity esa trtiya
11 bhumir nirdista sugatatmajah

j

sarvaloka-hitaisinaip bodhisatv&na ’nuttaina|| 24 ||

Bhumi III

Prose

(P. 30) A
(P. 31) B

0
D

E"

(P. 32) F

G

PI

I

Gatha
1 6

7

8

9

10

11

d

Prose

J

Gatha

(15

.16

i 17

18

'l9

(P. 33) K (

(P, 34) L 1

M
{

(P. 36) N {

o
f

a

b

G

d

a'

b
c

d

20

21

(P. 37) P
22

23

24

1 tanubhii R. cf. Mahavyutpatti, ed. Wogihara, section 50, No. 5

karayanti T. karanti B. 3 manu T.
^

4 °dham B.

kn^ala- B. 8 sthapyanti R.T. J
vxniya0 K. vinaya0

T.

satam B. [-~] 9 ata R, 10 Metre : Sloka.
11 trtiya R.K.T.
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IV. Fourth Bhumi, Initial Gatha.

Warn srunitva caranam vipulam

bhumy-uttamam manu-ramain pravaranr
|

samharsita
3 jinasutattamana

4

abhyo
5
kiranti kusumebhi jinam|| 1 ||

samkampita lavana-toya-dhara°

iha
7 dharmadesanam udlrayatam8

1

marukanyaka abhimano-rucirah9

samglti-yukta^bvaradharma-ratah
11

1 1
2

1

1

vasavarti devapatir attamana

mani-ratna-divya sugatasya ksipi|

v&cam12 abhasi atha eva
13

jino

utpanna artha guna-para-gato
1 1

3
1

1

kim karanam tatha hi
14 dharmavaram

sambodhisatva-
15cara^am paramam

j

bhumir vidunalfi iyam adya sruta

yasya sravo durlabha kalpasataili
1 1

4
) |

bhtiyah prabhasa naradeva-hita

caryavaram jinasutana vidu
|

srosyanti te
17 maruta saingha-gana

bhutam viniscayam ananya-padam
[ |

5
1

1

lp
vimukticandrah punar vlro alapf 9 sugatatmajam

|

caturthl-samkramantanaipi gocarain. bhana uttamam
1 1
6 1

1

1 Metre
: [ta, bha, ja, la, ga.] 2 bhumya vibhu-mana-rajita-

varam|R. bhumya vibhu (mibhu T.) mina-racita-pravarain K.T. sa

mchog dam-pa yid-hoh phul-gyi Tib. 8 Hahayino R. sahayito K.

sahamita T. ^in-tu-mgu-gyur Tib. 4 °manab RK. °manam T.
5 abhya R.K. u dharah R. 7 saha R. 3 udlritam R.
0 °kabhi manu-rucira R. °kabhi manu-ruvina K. °kabhi manu
garuvira T. yid-hton snan-palii Tib. 10 yukta R.T, 11 rata

R.K.T. 12 vacam R.K. 13 atha-r-eva R.K. artha vada T.
14 satvehi R. tatha hi K.T. 15 ca° R. 10 vidmm R.T.

vidura K. 17 me K, ma T. ime Tib. n Metre : Sloka.

alapl R. asapx K. alayi T.
19
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IV. Final Gatha.

^arikarmita trtiya
2
bhiimi prabhamkara.ya

satvacarya loka tatha dharnia vicaryamanah
|

akasadhatu manadhatu trayas ca dhatu

adhimukti3-asaya-visuddhi samakramanti
1 1 7

1

1

sabapraptu arcismati-bhumi mahanubhavah
samvrttu sastu-kuli bhuyu ’vivartiyatve

|

abbedya buddha-ratane tatha dharma-samghe

udaya-vyaya-sthiti-nirlhaka preksamanah
1 1

8
1

1

loka-pravrtti-kriya-karma-bhavopapattim4

samsara-nirvyti-vibhavana ksetra-satvan
[

dharmac ca purvam aparanta ksayanutpadam5

samvrttu bhavayati sastu-kulanuvarti
1 1

9
j |

so
0 esu-dharmu7-samupetu hitanukampi

bbaveti kayam api vedana-citta-dharman8

1

adhyatma-bahyubhayatha vidu bhavayati

smrtyopasthana-bhavana-niketa-varjita9

1 )
10

1

1

papa-ksayat kusala-dharma-vivardhita ca

samyakprahaiTLa10-caturo vidu bbavayanti]

catu-rddhipadan-bala-indriya bhavayanti

bodhyahga-ratna-ruciraru tatha margasrestham
| j

11
1

1

bhaventi12
tail janayatam13 samaveksya buddbim

upastambbayan ti
u pranidhim krta

15-purva-maitrah
|

sarvajhajn&nam abhiprarthana buddha-ksetram16

bala-srestbam uttama-patbam17 anucintayantab
1 1
12

[ |

1 Metre : Vasantatiiaka. * 2 trtiya B.K.T. [Me. - ^
3 mukty B. 4 °papatti B.K. papartti T. 6 ksayarm(t)

padam B. 6 sa B.T. de dag(te)Tib. 7 e^a-dharma K.T.
8 dharma B.K T. 0 smrtyopasthana-bliavana-niketa-vivarjitani K.
sinrtyopastha-vana-miketa-vivarjitani T. smrtyopasthapana niketa

viyarjitani? 10 °pradhana B.K. pranidhana T. cf. Mahavyutpatti,

ed. Sakaki, N. 957. 11 caturddhipada B. 12 bhavayanti B.

bhavanti K.T, ia janataip. B.K.T. [Me. ^ ~ ~ 14 °bhenti B,
15 krpa S. snih brtse byams pa shon Tib. 18 °tram B,
17 pathann B.
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vais&radam1
api ca dharma-ah&rya2

s&stuli

vara-buddha-ghosam abhiprarthayamfina3
dhlrab

j

gambhlra-marga-ratanam ca vimoksa-sthanain4

mahatam up&ya

5

samudagama bliavayanti
1 1 13

| j

satkayadrsti-vigat&s ca dvisasti-drstl

attattam Iya°-vigatas tatha jlva-labham
|

skandhas tu dvara' tatha dhatu-niketa-sthanarp 8

sarva-prahlna vidusam9 catuthaya bhunayfim
1 1 14

|

so yanimani sugatena vivarpit&ni

karmani klesa-sahajani anarthakani|

tani prahaya vidu &sayato10 visuddha
udharmarabhanti kusalam jagatayanartham

12

1 j 15
|

susnigdhau-citta-bhavato vidu apramatto

mrdu-cittu sarjava
14

hita
13
-sukha-&vahavas ca

apariklistas ca
1G
parimargati uttam&rthaip.

jnanabhisekam11

abhilasi jag&rthacarl
|| 16 I

guru-gauravesupagatah pratipatti-kamo’ 8

bhavate krtajna sutnanas ca
19 akdhakas20

ca
|

nirmayatagahana21
asaya-suratas24 ca

avivartya-vlryu bhavate samudanayantah'-3

[ j
17 ||

tasyatra
24

bhQmi-ruciraya pratisfhitasya

adhyasayam23
api ca suddham215

upeti dliarmam

1 °dam R. 2 dharmasainharya R. dharma asamharya T.
Left out in K. [Me. - -

1 []
8 “themana R.

*’

°nam R.
s makantupaya- R. makatan upaya T. * 0 atmatmlya K.T

.

7 ayatana Tib. 8 °nam R. ,

0 viduna Tib. 10 asayata
K.T. khon-nas Tib. 11 karma Tib. Chin. 12 jagatrayana(na)0

13 sinigdha R. [Me. ---•] 14 mrdu-sarjava R. mrdu-
marda(de T.)va K. [Me. — ~

I

- — |] mydu-mardava-cittah Tib.
15 hita R.K, hitali T. 18

aparikilistu R. “kilistra K. “kiriste T.
[Me. ” jfianabhisekam R. jBanain(°na- T.) vifesam
K. (Prose.) 18 dcamaii R. ia suvacas ca T.S. (Prose.) suvaraS
ca K. 20 °kas R.K.T. 21 cta-gahana R. c

ta sugata K.T.
thibs-po Tib. 22 surata$ R. 23 “yarnturn K. °yantam T.

°yatum R. 24 °tha K.T. 28 °yam R. 24 sraddhi T.
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adhimukti tapyati
1

vivardhati sukla-dharmo2

mala-kalmasam vimati-sarrisaya sarva yanti3

1 1
IS

1

1

atra sthita nara-vararsabha bodhisatv&h4

sugatftn aneka-nayutan abhipujayanti]

srnvanti5 dharma yatha sasani pravrajanti

asamharya sakya0 krta-kailcana-bhusanam va7

1 1
19

) |

atra sthitana viduna gunam asayam ca

jnanam upaya caranam ca visuddhi-margah
|

no sakyu mara-nayutebhi nivartanaya

ratna-prabhcva yatha8
varsa-jalair aharya°|| 20 |j

atra sthita nara-marud-gapa-puianarha10

bhonti suyama-patir11
Isvara dharma- carl

|

satvani drsti-gahanad vinivartayanti

sambharayanti kusala jinajhana-hetoh
1 1
21 ||

viryopapeta sata
x2
-koti nara-rsabhanani

pasyanti ’nanya-manasah susam&hitatvat
|

tata uttarim bahukalpam 13 abhinirharanti

jnanakara pranidhi-srestha-gunartba-carl
] |

22
1

1

1Jcaturthi itiyain bhumir visuddha subha-carini
|

gupartha-jhana-yuktanam nirdista sugatatmajah
] j

23
| j

1 tasyati T. tasya ’bhi° R. tasyablii K. cf. I )asabhumika-Sutra,

ed. J. Rahder, P. 40, J.
2 dharma R. 11 patti Iv.

4 °tva R. B srnonti R. 0 santi- R.K.T. thub-pa-med

(na sakya) Tib. 7 va R. H ratnu-prabheva vate R. na

tn prabhava patha K. ratna-prabhe ca yatha T. 0 aharya R.

10 nara-marut-pujanarha bhonti R. nara-ma-pujanarha K. nara-

maru-punarha T.
11 suyama-devapatir R. 12 tatha K.T.

18 °pam R.K.T. [Me. ~]
14 Metre: Sioka.
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Bhumi IV

Prose

(P. 37) A

(P. 38) B-

C

(P. 39) D

E -

F -

Gatha
1 6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Prose

(P. 40) G

H

I

J *

Gatha

f 10

17

IS

19

20

21

22

23

V. Fifth Bhumi, Initial Gatha.

^aranam atha srunitva bhumi-srestham vidunam3

jinasuta paritusta harsita dharmahetoh
|

gagani kusuma-var§am3
utsrjantl udagrah

sadhu sugataputra vyahrtam te
4 mahatma]] 1 |]

maru-pati-vasavartf sardha deva6 ganena

khaga-gata7 sugatasya pujanartham8
udagra]

vividha-rucira-meghah snigdha-abha manojhah

abhikira sugatasya harsitah prinitas ca
| j

2
1

1

gitaruta-raanojha vadya-turyabhinflda

deva-vadhu^prayukt&k s&stu sampujanartham
|

jina puna tatha
10-rupam darsayanti sma sthanam11

sarva-ruta-svarebhl eva-sabdah prayuktah
1 1

3
] |

12
sucirena asayu prapftrna

13 muneh14

sucirei^a bodhi-siva-prapta jinah
|

sucirena drsta nara-deva-hitah

1 Metre : MalinI, [na, na, rna, ya, ya.] 2 °nam B.
n

°,?am B. 4 tena K. ta T. 5 maru-pa vasavartti B.
6 deva B.K.B. deva-(na) or devl? 7 kha-gata B. khaga-pathi

S. * °tham B. a vadhu B.K. 10 sva- B. 11 °nam
B. °ne K.T, 13 Metre : Pramitaksara, Lsa, ja, sa, sa.]

n pratipurna B.B.T. 14 mune B.K.
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samprapta deva-puri sakyamunih
] j
4 1

1

sucirena sagara-jalah ksubhitah

sucirena abha-subha munni jane1

1

sucirena satva sukhitah w w - 2

sucirena sasu sruta karunikah
( |

5
1

1

. sucirena samgamu mahamunina3

samprapta sarvaguna-paramitah
|

mada-mana-darpa prajahitva tamaiii

pujarhu4 pujima mahasramai^am
1 1

6 ||

[
5iha puji-krtva khaga-marga gata]

iha puji-krtva sukha-neka-vidham
1

ilia puji-krtva duhkha-sarva-ksayefl

iha puji-krtva jina-jhana-varam
1 1

7 |j

gaganopamah paramu-suddhu jinu7

jagatl
8 aliptu yatha padmu jale

|

abhyudgato udadhi merur iva

harsitva cittu jina pujayatha
1 1

8
1

1

9de-skad dbyahs-su brjod byas-nas
|

lha-yi-bu-mo brgya-mah-ba
|

dkaly-bas rgyas-pas rab-tu-blta|

sin-tu-dkah-bas ri-ma gro-byed
1 1

9
1

1

10athabravldn vajragarbham vimukticandro visaradali
|

pahcamya bhumya12 akarfin nirdisasva vis£rada13

1 1
10

j |

V. Final Gatha.

^evam visodhita
15 catursu jina

1 *5

-carlsu

1 munti jane K.T. mukti muneh? 2 3 syllables are

missing in Skt. MSS. a °munlnam R.K.T. 4 °ba K.T.
6 The first pada of stanza No. 7 occurring here in the Tibetan and
Mongolian translations is missing in the Skt. MSS. 0 ksayau K.

ksayo T. 7 jino K.T. 8 jagat R. 8 Stanza

No. 9 occurs in the Tib. Mong. and Chin, versions, but is missing in

Skt. MSS. 10 Metre : Sloka.
11 °vlt R. 12 bhumya R.

IS °dah R.K.T. 14 Metre : Vasantatilaka. 15 °dhite R.T.

°dhitu S.
10 jina RK.T.
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buddhya triyadhva-samata anucintayanti
|

sllani ca citta pratipatti tul marga-suddhib

kaiiksa-vinlta
2
~vidu pancamf akramanti|| 11

1

1

smrti-capa indriya-isu
4
anivartitas

5 ca

samyakprahana^haya vahana7~rddhipadahs

|

panca-balah kavaea, sarva-ripu abhedyah9

surEnivarti-Yidu pancami Ekramanti
|j

12
1

1

hry-apatrapya-vastra
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IN BUDDHIST TEMPLES V.

KOYA-SAN

High up on the mountain of Koya, 3000 ft. above the

sea surrounded by forests of eryptomeria and fir, in a saucer-

like plateau, rests the temple village of Koya, the holy place

of pilgrimage to devotees of the Shingon sect. For a

thousand years the light has been burning in the Mandoro,

and here come pilgrims from all over the world to do homage

to Kobo Daishi, the great founder of the Shingon sect. On

the summit lies the village which extends with its borders of

temple buildings for two miles surrounded by eight peaks

which represent the eight petals of the lotus which in turn

represent eight Buddhas. It is said that the form of Koya-

san is like a sleeping dragon from West to East and like a

sitting tiger from North to South. An old poem states, “If

a man take a step on this mountain, at that minute his

troubles clear away by the wind that blows over Koya’s

many peaks.” Indeed Koya-san is filled with peace and

calm—a troubled soul may here find surcease of his woes.

Koya-san was discovered by Kobo Daishi. Wishing to

find a quiet remote place to establish a home for his mystic

teaching, he wandered over many mountains in the vicinity

of Kyoto and felt that he found in K5ya-san the ideal spot.

There is a story of his meeting the resident god of the moun-

tain, accompanied by his two dogs, who directed Kobo Daishi

to the summit of the mountain. Kobo Daishi had a friend

in the Emperor Saga and he asked him to give the mountain

to him. The Emperor heeded his request and the grant in

the handwriting of the Emperor is still preserved at Kdya
as one of its treasures.

In the ninth year of Konin (818 a.d.), Kob5 Daishi

began with the help of his disciples to excavate the mountain

and the first temple was built the next year and soon after

great temple buildings rose up. When it was entirely
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finished it must indeed have been a grand place with stately

buildings, elegant pagoda, golden Buddhas, with wonderful

pictures and statues and filled with priests entoning the holy

sutras. It was here that Kobo Daishi died or rather entered

into meditation, for his followers believe that he is still

living in the tomb, lost in contemplation, awaiting the coming

of Maitreya, the ' future Buddha. He predicted his own
death, and when the time came, summoned his disciples,

declared his will, and then sat down quietly, and entered a

deep meditation from which he never emerged.

His grave is the Mecca of throngs of devoted followers

who come to pray before his grave, offering incense and
candles. His tomb stands among the giant trees of his

beloved Koya at the very end of the great cemetery. At
Koya it. is believed that the spiritual light of Kobo Daishi

is still shedding its rays not only upon Koya but upon all

the temples and followers of Shingon throughout Japan. To
Shingon believers Kobo Daishi was not an ordinary man but

an incarnation of the Buddha. Popularly, he is revered as

a Bodhisattva and Koya-san is dedicated to his spirit.

In its best days the temples are said to have numbered
2000 to 9000, but there are only about 110 left. Most of the

temples at Koya receive pilgrim-guests. There is no fixed

fee for hospitality: every one gives what he can whether it

is a large contribution from a wealthy follower or the modest

offering of a poor pilgrim. The fare is strictly vegetarian.

The chief sight at Koya-san is the cemetery. It extends

a broad avenue one and a half miles long through a forest

of cryptomeria and hinold trees on each side of which are

monuments of all kinds, large and small, elaborate and

simple in the forms of slabs, shafts, pagodas with statues of

Bodhisattvas. Huge gorinto
,
the stone monuments in five parts

representing the five elements—earth, water, fire, air, space,

symbolised by square, circle, pyramid, crescent, and sphere

—

are many and whether large or small they are always impres-

sive. Here are tombstones or memorial stones for many
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famous men of the past, warriors and noble men as well as

of Shingon devotees and priests who have died recently. At

the end of the stately avenue is the tomb of Kobo Daishi

where lights and incense are always burning and devotion

is ever offered. Shingon followers like to be buried at Koya

if possible, and if not to have a portion of their ashes

interred in a common receptacle near the tomb of Kobo

Daishi.

On one side we see the graves of the celebrated heroes

Atsumori and Kumagai Naozane, we see the great tombstones

of prominent daimyo, memorial stones erected to the memory

of celebrated priests like Honen Shonin and Shinran Shonin,

to men of literature like the poet Basho, to actors like Ichi-

kawa Danjiiro, and near Kobo Daishi ?

s tomb is a separate

enclosure which holds the monuments of Emperors. In the

Hall of Light many oil lamps are burning in memory of the

dead. For a small fee the visitor may have a lamp burning

for a day or a day and a night or he may arrange to have a

light burning for a longer period. The burning of a light

is a pious offering in the eyes of Buddhists, and there are

some who believe that in whatever one of the six worlds the

departed one may be, he will be aware in some way of bless-

ing, of the flame lighted for him.-

There is a story told that recalls the story in the Bible,

of the widow’s mite. It is said that a very rich man offered

ten thousand lamps while a poor woman who possessed noth-

ing cut off her hair in order to sell it to get money for one

lamp. Her offering was acceptable and is said to be still

burning in the Mandoro Hall. The lamp lighted by the

Emperor Shirakawa in 1023 has never been extinguished.

The Great Kondo or Golden Hall of Koya was burned

in December 1926 and priceless treasures went in flames, but

it is now being rebuilt and it is said will be very beautiful.

The re-building of the Kondo shows that Buddhist piety is

still a living thing in Japan, for the money to do it comes

from the followers both rich and poor. In the vicinity of
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the Kondo are a number of small buildings containing

statues of the Buddha or Bodhisattvas, a pagoda and the

Mieido which enshrines a celebrated picture of Kobo Daishi.

It is considered a very holy object and is never shown to the

general public. Near here is the shrine erected to the My5jin

or mountain god who directed Kobo Daishi to Koya. It has

a beautiful setting of high trees and seems to give out from

its precincts a special atmosphere of quiet and calm. It is

interesting to note that the two dogs who accompanied the

Myojin are also enshrined here. The Emperor offered the

black dog for the province of Kii and the white dog for the

province of Awaji.

Koya has a great gate called the Daimon
;

it is 138 ft.

high. Besides it is a very large bronze statue of Kwannon,

the Bodhisattva of compassion. In the ninth year of Meiwa

(1772), a great fire took place in Tokyo, many people

perished, and this statue was erected for the peace of their

spirits.

The Kongobuji constructed by Toyotomi Hideyoshi in

memory of his mother, the official residence of the Abbot, is

the chief temple at Koya. It is extensive and impressive

with a splendid curved roof and fine wood-carving in the

gates and porches. The rooms are large and elegant with

wall screens painted by celebrated artists. These rooms are

named in accord with their decorations, the Willow Room,

the Plum Room, the Pine-tree Room, and so on. The Willow

Room is the site of the apartment where Hicletsugu, the

adopted son of Hideyoshi, committed harakiri at the command
of his august father. In the Hall of Ancestral Tablets, there

are those to the memory of the Imperial Family; and it is

interesting to note that here reposes the memorial tablet for

the Honorable Mrs. Gordon, an earnest student of Buddhism,

whose grave is in the Koya cemetery. K5bo Daishi is

enshrined here. The whole building is an example of the

spaciousness and beauty of an ideal Buddhist temple.

The Daishi Hall is a large and fine building erected in
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recent years and used as a church for all the activities of

the Kobo Daishi Association of Koya, which is organised for

the purpose of propagating and extending the teaching of

,the saint of Shingon. Here are held lectures, Sunday school,

summer school, and meetings of all kinds in connection with

the religious work of the sect.

There are many other temples in Koya and each one of

them contains treasures in the form of statues or pictures,

pagodas or gardens. The oldest and one of the finest is the

Kongo Sammai In. It contains a very wonderful screen, a

national treasure, by Oguri Sotan (1398-1464). But most

interesting of all is the Tahoto, a two-storied pagoda built by

the wife of Yoritomo in 1190. It is the oldest building in

Koya and contains some wonderful statues by the master

Unkei—the centre figure is Dainichi (Mahavairochana) with

Amida, Shaka, Ashuku, and Hosho. The expressions on the

faces of these figures reflect the beauty and compassion of

Mahayana Bodhisattvas and truly symbolise the characteris-

tic qualities of these Bodhisattvas of wisdom and compassion.

At the Shojo-shin In, the most elegant of the Koya
temples, there are many beautiful objects, screens, and

pictures in Kakemono style, statues and ornaments, while

the rooms themselves are works of art and the garden a

glimpse of beauty. There are some wonderful screens from

the brushes of Kano artists and also some fine monochrome
ink panels of Sesshu. The Hall of the Memorial Tablets is

spacious and impressive, all the ritualistic implements being

of fine workmanship. Here are found the tablets of em-

perors and shoguns, daimyos, priests, and laymen of all

kinds. Before them are intoned the sacred scriptures sup-

posed to help to bring peace to the departed spirit. An
atmosphere of quiet calm hangs over the precincts.

There are many stories and legends connected with

Koya-san but owing to lack of space I must refrain to tell

them. There are stories connected with Kobo Daishi and
other eminent priests, stories about Hicleyoshi and other
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notable historical personages, legends regarding rocks and
trees and birds, even romances connected with, fair women
in spite of the fact that from its establishment until 1868

women were denied entrance to Koya-san.

I must not forget however to mention the gardens of

Koya, the charming one at Sh5jo-shin In, where the pink

lotus bloom, the artistic one at Tentoku In laid out by Kobori
Enshu and a fine example of the master’s art, the picturesque

one at Fumon In serene in formality. Each temple has its

garden and each one preserves its characteristic impression.

The walks on Koya-san are beautiful, amid the giant

trees and with temples and shrines on all sides—a priest

passes in black robes rosary in hand—perhaps a procession is

met, priests robed in lovely gowns of purple, red, and gold

—

a group of young students passes—some pilgrims pause

before a temple gate.

There are schools and colleges at Koya-san—college and

university as well as elementary and middle schools. Some
of the most eminent scholars of the sect reside here; there

is a fine library and a splendid museum.
In the museum are preserved the most precious posses-

sions of Koya. It is impossible to describe them, magnificent

examples of the artist, sculptor, and calligrapher. There are

some from the brush and chisel of Kobo Daishi. Nearly

every one is a National Treasure.

There is only one that I can describe here and that is

the jewel in the whole collection. It is the famous picture

by Eshin S5zu of Amida and the Twenty-five Bosatsu. It

was painted in 965 a.d. at the temple of Enryakuji on Hiei-

zan. It represents Amitabha accompanied by Twenty-Five

Bodhisattvas welcoming the believer after death to the Pure

Land. The central figure, the Amida, is of great beauty

—

he is the Buddha of Boundless Light, and light seems to be

the characteristic of this painting. The colour of the picture

is a predominating gold which increases the atmosphere of

luminosity. The figures of the Bodhisattvas are grace com-
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bined with strength, the expressions are love fused with

power, and the golden Amida himself with his half-shut eyes

and half-smiling mouth is symbolic of tender compassion.

To this picture one can return again and again finding new
beauty at each visit.

Tradition says that it was at the temple of Ryuko In that

Kobo Daishi died and a small dark room in which an oil taper

is burning is shown to special devotees of Shingon. This

oil taper has been kept burning since his death. This temple

is in possession of mementoes of his,—his rosary given by

a Chinese Emperor, the Fudo sword and paintings and

writings which he made.

Near here is the temple of Myowo In which harbours the

celebrated Red Fudo painted also by Eshin Sozu said to be

done with his own blood. It is a serious and mysterious

picture which reveals its inner meaning only to a devotee of

Shingon.

The reader can see that there is a wealth of interest and

beauty, here at Koya-san. Nature, art, and religion have

been lavish in their gifts. He who comes to this lovely place

may feel as if he has come to an earthly paradise where he

can spend peaceful hours* among the lofty trees, amid the

sound of birds and the flutter of dragon-flies, listening to the

jump of the red carp in the pond, and the sound of the

ponderous but musical bell. Koya-san has within it the

element of peace which it has been drawing to itself since

Kobo Daishi, treading over the mountain, stopped here and
said, “Here will I build my temple. Here will I make my
religious home.”

AT KOYA

( 1 )

In the deep pool—-the golden carp,

In the pine-trees—the summer breeze,

On the rock edge—kingfisher blue,

In my heart's depth—profound calm,

Here in the garden of Sainan-In.
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( 2 )

Jow far away they seem

All the petty cares, the trifles of Life.

Here in the temple!

I feel myself expanding,

As I become the All, the parts drop away.

Indeed no parts are left,

There is only One.

(3)

Birds, birds, birds!

Wagtail, kingfisher, mountain dove.

Why do you come to this temple garden?

When I look at your pure beauty,

I feel sure that you have come

To worship the Buddha,

(4)

A strange quiet

As if a Buddha stood at the edge of the wood

With his finger on Ms lips.

The birds, the carp, the leaves, even I

Aware of his presence

Suspend all movement.

(5)

I walked among the graves at Koya San

City of the dead and giant trees,

Engraved stones a mile before me,

Chiseled stones a mile behind me,

Statues of Buddhas all around me,

I picture the dead living again,

Princes, daimyos, priests, devotees,

They walk among the trees at Koya San,

They seem living and I seem dead.

Thus beholding their pageantry

I walked among the graves at Koya San,

City of the living and great trees.

( 6 )

Among the lofty trees of Koya

The moon looks down upon the graves;

At the inner shrine stop and gaze

Where Kobo Daishi sleeps in peace

He is not dead they say,

He is sleeping (how near Death is to Sleep!)
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He is waiting for Maitreya. Is he lonely?

How can he be lonely?

The devotees come and go,

Beverence given, adoration.

Kobo Daishi sleeps in peace

Among the giant trees of Koya
Waiting he knows not of sorrow and loneliness,

Watching for Maitreya,

Watching for Maitreya.

Seiren
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Le Pensee de Rabindranath Tagore, by Susliil Chandra
Mitter. Paris: Adrien-Maisonneuve. 1930.

After a brief preface by Dr Sylvain Levi, who finds in

Tagore one of the two guiding voices of India in travail, and

a full bibliography of four pages, Professor Mitter proceeds

to trace the sources of the poet's thought, and then to discuss

what he calls his “transcendental humanism." In spite of

his protest the poet’s admirers insist that he is also a

philosopher.

This discussion, the latter half of the book, is the more
original, but the first half is equally useful to all who need

such a summary. Professor Mitter is well-qualified by birth,

training, and occupation to make it, and he gives us a clear

and sympathetic account of Tagore’s sensitive childhood, of

the influence of his father, the Maharshi, of his adolescent

promise, and of his brilliant achievements as educator, poet,

and thinker. The Upanishads, the Bhakti singers of Bengal,

Buddhism, and the songs of the people have all entered into

the soul of this eclectic thinker
;
but it is to Kabir, the weaver-

poet and to Rammohun Roy the synthetist that Tagore owes

most. A son of the Brahmo Samaj he has sung as no one

in our time the praises of the Unseen Lover, and in this

devotional dualism Dr Mitter finds his distinctive thought.

In the poet’s Jivanclevata, “Lord of My Life,’’ he sees

a new doctrine of the Self. Agreeing with Bergson that this

world is a process of things, Tagore, more poet than philos-

opher, sees in the calm and peace of personal communion the

proof that here is an abiding reality.

Tagore’s “philosophy" expresses itself in many ways,

perhaps best in his Asram Santiniketan, Abode of Peace.

Here is a practical expression of his Reality : and if it breaks

down in his own tendency to criticise without accepting

criticism and in his failure to realise that internationalism
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must be based on nationalism, this is because he is an intui-

tive rather than a systematic thinker.

In nationalism he sees the curse of our time and in the

“big and complex’ ’ organisation of our civilisation the trade-

mark of materialism.

The book concludes with a brief account of the poet’s

educational work, but unfortunately it has no index, and the

reviewer is unable to check his impression that far too little

attention is given to the influence of the West upon Tagore

whose music, drama, educational theories, and philosophy

have been more influenced than he knov7s by the “material”

West. Nor is there enough consideration of the influence of

Buddhism which inspires the Poet not only by its inter-

national spirit but by its central philosophic thought. The

contrast between the unreal and the real, the transient and

the permanent, the restless and the calm—it is this which

the great thinkers and artists try to express, and it is this

which Tagore has chosen as the central thought of his own
mystical transcendentalism. But why drag in Bergson whom
the Buddha anticipates by twenty-five centuries in making

Nibbana the calm state of the one Abiding Reality ?

Kenneth J. Saunders

The Spirit of Buddhism, by Sir Hari Singh Gour. Calcutta

:

Lai Chand & Sons
;
London : Luzac and Company. 8vo,

pp. xxxi+ 565. Price, 30s.

The beginning of the preface explains this work. It

says, “The subject of this book has given rise to a voluminous

literature in all the principal European languages. But all

these works have been written by European scholars. It

appeared to the present writer that there might still be room
for a work compiled by one who, though not an orientalist,

had yet lived in a system out of which Buddhism had grown

and who, by reason of his remote kinship with the Great

Master, might perhaps possess a mentality which may give
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him in some small degree an advantage denied to alien

writers, brought up under a different system and possessing

a mentality, which, has to be trained to the receptivity of

ideas and the appreciation of a doctrine, the elements of which

are familiar to all Hindus, and the depth of which can per-

haps be more easily sounded by those to whose forefathers

the doctrine was first preached and who, by their love and
devotion to their great compatriot and kinsman, are not

likely to forget easily its true meaning and significance.
’

’

This is the reason for the book and the author states that

he has followed the historical method, but in expounding the

tenets of the new religion, he has attempted to summarise the

then prevalent views of life and then give Buddha’s com-

ments and criticism upon them and the writer feels that a

work following this method must necessarily be a singular

departure from the beaten track hallowed by the tread of a

century of orientalists and European expounders of oriental

thought.
,
As the writer declares it is intended to be popular,

so it disarms criticism from a more scholarly point of view.

The author gives an exposition of the life of the Buddha and

the development of the doctrine and his views are indeed

often contrary to those held by European scholars and he

finds in Buddhism a higher teaching than is ordinarily pres-

ented. Buddha never truly denied the existence of God nor

of the soul—he was not truly understood.

A comparison with other faiths is made, with Jainism,

Avith Hinduism, Avith Christianity, with Islam, with modern

thought, and a final chapter presents Buddhism as the

universal religion. It should be classed as a world religion

because it possesses none of the bigotry and nothing of the

exclusiveness of sectarian creeds. It is tolerant of all creeds

but only intolerant of their superstitions and absurd dogmas

and offers a faith enlightened by reason and a convenient

formula for uniting all intellectual forces on the ground of

a common idealism.

In asserting that there is an esoteric doctrine in Bud-
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dhism, the author is in line with Mahayana Buddhism

especially with the Zen and Shingon sects of Japan. We
agree with the statement: “Buddhism has always had an

esoteric side
;
and that side places Buddhist metaphysics in

a plane higher and nobler than the base materialism to which

it is held associated. That higher teaching will not be

readily perceived by any one who reads only what Buddha

spoke in his popular discourses to the uninitiated.—That

Buddhism has for over two thousand years engrossed the

best minds of the East and has materially influenced

Western thought—shows that there must be in the plain

narrative of his doctrine an elasticity and a hidden meaning

which only a closer study of his teaching can reveal.
’

’ This

chapter is of much interest but we could wish that the

author knew more of the Mahayana so that he might stress

here the ideal of the Bodhisattva which is the gem of the

higher Buddhist docti'ine.

Comparative Studies in Vedantism, by Mahendranath

Sircar, M.A., Ph. D. Pub. by Humphrey Milford, Oxford

University Press. Pp. xii+314. Price, 10 Rs.

In India philosophy has never been divorced from life

and religion, and religion has often been deeply tinged with

intellectual subtleties. That- the highly abstract advaita

Vedantism of Sankara is contrasted to the concrete devo-

tional Vishnu worship of Ramanuja may appear strange, but

both are really branches of one great Indian life-tree.

Buddhism does not acknowledge the authority of the

Sruti, and in this respect it does not belong to the orthodox

Indian way of thinking. But it harbours also in its own
body two divergent systems of discipline—the highly meta-

physical Sunyata teaching and the devotionalism of the Pure
Land faith. When the two extremes are taken up for com-
parison, they seem to differ so much, indeed, that one doubts

whether they belong to the same system. Shin Buddhism
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and the Vishnu worship being analogous to Christianity in

so many points, they may all be considered to be of one

common origin; but after all the Shin is an offshoot of

Japanese Buddhism and the Vaishnavas are the Indian fol-

lowers of the Bhakti wing of Vedantism; they cannot grow
out of Christianity, which is the product of the religious

consciousness of the Israelites. Though religion is life every-

where, this life asserts itself in different forms under

different surroundings. This is why there are varieties of

religious expressions and yet so many points of mutual cor-

respondence.

“Vedantism,” it is rightly remarked by the author of

the Comparative Studies in Vedantism

,

“is as much an art

of life as a science of thinking, and life ultimately in its ful-

ness of growth embraces Truth and finds its meaning and

purpose therein. And it will not be wrong to say that

Vedantic systems are ultimately attitudes of life and con-

sciousness, which subsequently find out a logical support*

and basis. Though the later teachers are found engrossed

in working at the concepts, yet these concepts are formed and

woven out of a demand to meet the requirement of the

particular attitude of consciousness. And in the history of

Vedantism two attitudes of knowledge and love have almost

become fixed, and the psychological demands have given two

types of philosophical concepts and thinking.”

What Dr Sircar attempts to do in his book before us

is “to indicate the fundamental concepts of Vedantism, a

comparative study in the different lines of thinking of these

problems. I have, therefore, before me the two types of

thought—Transcendentalism of the Advaitins and Theism of

the Vaishnavas. Among Vaishnava teachers I have at-

tempted to throw light on the systems of Ramanuja,

Vallabha, Madhva, Nimvark, and the Bengal school. Though

the main profession of Vaishnava Vedanta has been theistic,

yet the Vaishnava teachers have minor differences amongst

themselves, and the cast of Vaishnavic thought has different
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moulds to suit the minor differences in logic.” The subjects

treated here for comparative studies are: Epistemological

Approach, Categories of Existence, Appearance, An Esti-

mate, The Creative Order, Sources of Knowledge, and

Realisation and Discipline.

The doctrine of grace is the weightiest one in all the

religious systems founded upon the experience of salvation.

Whether salvation is monergistic or "synergistic, whether it

is Tariki (other-power) or Jiriki (self-power), may be left

to philosophers to discuss and give a final solution to the

problem. According to Dr Sircar, “Vaishnavism counts

upon grace as the immediate cause of liberation from the

divided life consequent on association of the soul with

nature. Grace sheds forth kindly light and loving attrac-

tion which carries the struggling soul up to the fulness of

life and light. But before the soul can feel the touch of

grace and receive it, it is to be absolutely purified and

resigned. Karma gives this purity of being, resignation,

and humility. In lowliness and humility the spirit receives

grace. The Vedantists accept the ever-presence and ever-

expansiveness of grace, still they maintain that grace is

vouchsafed unto the spiritually fit. The importance of

karma and self-discipline has been emphasised in this affirma-

tion. Mercy bestows its genial protection and upward
stirring to every struggling consciousness, but the virtuous

and the meritorious alone are fit to receive them. The

unrighteous cannot receive them by the grossness of their

nature. Even in cases when the flow of divine mercy has an

unprecedented swiftness, the heart must have been pure, the

spirit lowly, and the intellect in tune with the synthetic

vision. Grace or mercy is consequent upon clarity of vision,

and lowliness of spirit. When the synthetic vision is in com-

plete sight, the heart moves in the rhythm of the synthetic

light and gradually begins to receive the loving touch and the

protecting care of Mercy. Such a conception of mercy is not

opposed to the self-effort and self-discipline.” (P. 310.)
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Against this, Shin Buddhism upholds absolute moner-

gism. The comparative study of all these religious experi-

ences in Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, etc. and the

philosophies which attempt to understand them intelligently

will.no doubt shed much light on the nature of the human
soul.

On the whole, Dr. Sircar has handled his subject with

lucidity and penetration.

The SAuisrDARAisrANDA of Asvaghosa, Critically Edited with

Notes by E. H. Johnston, M. A. Published by Humphrey
Milford, Oxford University Press. Price 12/6. Pp. xi

+ 171.

We have now a critically edited text of Asvaghosa’s

Saundarananda by Mr. E. H. Johnston, forming one of the-

Panjab University Oriental Publications. Besides the text

itself there are notes carefully worked out and a good full

index containing many Buddhist Sanskrit words which have

not been noticed much in the dictionaries. The text, as the

editor rightly remarks, has not been sufficiently studied by

Buddhist scholars. But really “it is the earliest Buddhist

work by a writer whose name is known to us and of whose

personality we can gain some idea from his writings. So too

it is the earliest work presenting to us a logical and carefully

thought-out description of the path to Enlightenment. That

the views set out are traditional makes it perhaps all the

more valuable
;
for it enables us to see the force and bearing

of technical terms and arguments, which are enunciated in

earlier Buddhist literature in a manner liable to cause mis-

conception. Further, as Asvaghosa is generally agreed to

have flourished early in the second century a.d., the indica-

tions he gives of developments in doctrine deserve considera-

tion.^ (Pp. v-vi.)

This neglect on the part of Buddhists in the past was no

doubt due to the inaccessibility of a good text of The Satin-
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clarananda, and we have to be grateful for Mr Johnston’s

painstaking work which -amply supplies the deficiency.

Buddhistische Symbolic with 68 plates in large octavo, by

Gustav Mensching. Gotha: Leopold Klotz Verlag. Pp
52 • price, 18 marks.

The author intends through this work to show the

religious symbology of Buddhism by means of many illus-

trations. They have been taken mainly by the author’s

uncle, Dr Schubert. The work has an introduction on Bud-

dhism and Buddhist symbology, and then explains the pic-

tures which illustrate the following subjects: the general

symbols of the teaching of Buddhism such as the Wheel of

the Law and the stupa, the Buddha and his Order, showing

statues of the Buddha and of the Arhats, the cult symbology

with pictures of altars and their ornaments such as drums
and bells, the architecture of temples, for example, stupas

and pagodas, and animal symbols such as the lion, the ele-

phant, and the deer. This is an extremely interesting and

suggestive book.

The Real H. P. Blavatsky, a Study in Theosophy and a

Memoir of a Great Soul, by William Kingsland. London

:

John M. Watkins. 8vo, pp. x+322. Price, 16s.

This book is a written endeavour to show how the

Theosophical Movement started and to reveal the soul of the

woman who was the central figure in the inception of that

movement. The author states that “ behind the rough, some-

what uncouth, stormy, and certainly most unconventional

H. P. Blavatsky, there lay for those who could put aside

superficial judgments, a nobility and force of character of

the highest quality, so in using the term the 1Real H. P.

Blavatsky I use the term first of all as correcting the false

representations and misconceptions which have been so com-

monly and so lightly accepted by the world at large and
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secondly as signifying what in fact each of ns possesses—an

inner Self, a real Self as distinguished from the fluctuating,

changing personality; a Self which, in that majority of us,

is only very feebly active in or through the temporary

personality. Setting aside all carping criticism, let the

reader try to look into the great heart of the woman whose

clear gaze was fixed on the great goal of Humanity, the

attainment by each individual of a divine degree of knowl-

edge and wisdom and who worked with iron will and

unswerving purpose and utter self-sacrifice if perchance a

few might receive the great message entrusted to her by those

custodians of the ancient Wisdom Religion when she herself

had found after years of ceaseless search.”

There is no doubt whatever that the Theosophical Move-

ment, made known to the general world, the main doctrines

of Mahayana Buddhism, and the interest now being taken

in Mahayana in the Western world has most certainly been

helped forward by the knowledge of Theosophy. Mr Evans

Wentz in his Tibetan Booh of the Dead writes, “The late

Lama Kazi Dawa-Samdry was of opinion that there is

adequate internal evidence in them of their author’s intimate

acquaintance with the higher lamaistic teachings into which

she claimed to have been intiated.” The Voice of the Silence

is true Mahayana doctrine. Undoubtedly, Madame Blavat-

sky had in some way been initiated into the deeper side of

Mahayana teaching and then gave out what she deemed wise

to the Western world as theosophy. It is true that some

things were added and some subtracted from the pure Maha-

yana doctrine according to the extent of her knowledge and

her judgment. As Mr Kingsland says, “She did more than

any other single individual to bring to the West a knowledge

of Eastern religious philosophy.”

The author proceeds to record the life of Madame
Blavatsky from her birth to her death, always with the idea

of discovering the real individual under the superficial per-

sonality. It seems that he has done his task well.
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Christos, the Religion of the Future, by William Kingsland.

London: John M. Watkins. Demy 8vo, Pp. xi-H123.

Price, 2/6.

Religion, according to Mr Kingsland, is the effort of the

individual to realise his innate spiritual nature and powers.

He believes that even in the remotest past there was already

a deeper knowledge, a real Gnosis which we are, in fact,

only now beginning to recover. It is that ancient Gnosis

which must be the religion of the future he thinks, and he

hopes to show that all our scientific discoveries and our

modern philosophical thinking tends to confirmation and re-

statement of it.

It is interesting to find Buddhist parallels. On page 18,

he gives the statements of Reality which exactly matches

that of Zen when he asserts that to find reality, “the man
must penetrate to the depth of his own being” and again

“the finding of the true Self is a continual negation, per-

petual loss of the phenomenal self.
} ’

On page 81, he gives the Buddhist standpoint when he

declares that the cycle of birth and death is to be conquered

through the attainment of a real spiritual consciousness, and

on page 84, a definition of the True Self which is quite Maha-

yanistic. On page 96, he seems to affirm the Bodhisattva

ideal of Mahayana. This little book gives a good introduc-'

tion to Mahayana Buddhism. For this reason, we recommend
it to all those wishing to taste something of the Mahayana
Wisdom.

Gotama The Man, by C, A. F. Rhys Davids. London
;
Luzac

and Company. Demy 8vo, Pp. 302. Price, 4s.

This is a puzzling book. At the first reading the new
ideas and irritating style created an unsympathetic judg-

ment, hut upon re-reading it and managing to put up with

the strange English style, the general idea of the writer was
caught and sympathised with.
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It is indeed true that the man Gotama as well as the

Buddha Gotama and his teaching have been so represented

and misrepresented by both ancient and modern writers that

“it is difficult now to get a true idea of either the man or his

message and that he does not sanction the worth in which

either he or his message is held to-day. ”

The author proceeds to write the life of the Buddha in

the first person, and this presentation is quite different from

the usual and orthodox one. For example, “It was not the

facts of old age, sickness, death that were brought home to

me, as if I had never known of them, as if I were a very

babe in knowing of these things. It was the More-knowledge

that the old man wanted, that the brahmans were scant in,

more-knowledge in the longer life, more-knowledge in the

things most needful here in our way-faring; it was the

back of this that sent me home most woeful, most lacking

light, most looking for a new world (p. 21).” And again,

“Let no book ever word any other message as mine:—the

worth in man as wilier to will, to choose his own welfare,”

(p. 51) i
again, “I held the very ‘man 5

in highest worth.

That there was no ‘I’ was unthinkable. I did not seek man’s

body, I did not seek man’s mind; I did not seek a bundle, a

complex of both. I sought ‘The Man’, the very ‘thee’ (p.

63).” “Never did we doubt that ‘I’ the very man, was real

(p. 65).” “The man in my word was the one thing most

real, man who. is neither body nor mind.... Here lies the

very centre of my teaching:—the man as wayfarer (p. 86).”

The writer examines the various doctrines of the Buddha
and re-interprets them. One must certainly agree with her

when she asserts (p. 146), “There is perhaps no teaching

that has been so fettered as is mine with the fixed formula,

the fixed refrains.” The Buddhism we know in the Pali

Canon is the fixed Buddhism made by priests. As the writer

says, “Not only were the fixed wordings not always worthy

but changes came which were not for the better.” In truth,

the Buddhism of the Southern School in its sutras is the
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record of one school only the Vibhajjavadin. There were

the records of other schools but it was the Mahayana which

sought to return to the real teaching of the Buddha, to get

his true spirit. That they made mistakes too is certain, but

they made fewer mistakes, and if they are accused of pre-

venting the letter of the doctrine, they made a brave attempt

to preserve its spirit. Mrs Rhys Davids ’ book is very

suggestive along this line. She says, “They had only, each

section of them, some sayings. None of them had a know-

ledge of all. Nor have they now, in countries where Bud-

dhism is held. They know only portions.” Let us add, in

Europe also.

Although the writer's ideas and conclusions are not

Mahayana, but quite independently characteristic of herself,

often exaggerated, often far-fetched but also the clear think-

ing of a trained scholar. Yet she suggests what the Maha-

yanist felt when they turned from the monk-made school of

the Vibhajjavadin to seek the true spirit of the Buddha’s

doctrine.

The Vision op Kwannon Sama, by B. L. Broughton, M. A.

(Oxon.) . London: Luzac and Company. Pp. 154.

Price, 5s.

This book, in story form, relates a legend, according to

Chinese sources, of the origin of Kwanyin, the Chinese Bodhi-

sattva of Mercy. It is difficult to understand why as the

story is Chinese, the Japanese term Kwannon Sama should

be used, and then the use of this term is popular, the true

form used by priests being Kwanzeon Bosatu, Kwannon
Sama being used only among the laity of less religious

knowledge.

The story is a charming one and was composed by a

Chinese priest: it was told to Mr Broughton by Chinese

friends. The beauty of personality and character of the

lovely Miao Shan is sympathetically related. The world of
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compassion is contrasted with the world of force and
Kwannon triumphs in the end as the ever-victorions Boclhi-

sattva of Love and Compassion.

Buddhism, by Kenneth Saunders. Benn’s Sixpenny Library,

No. 58. Pp. 79.

This is a very small book outlining Buddhism. It is

indeed Buddhism in a nutshell presented within a few
pages. Anyone who reads this little book cannot fail to have

his interest aroused in this great religion. The author

says, “The student who would grasp at once the wide

range of Buddhist developments and their inner unity may
do so without great effort in two ways. He may either read

typical texts in easily available translations, or he may study

the art forms in which their essence is embodied,” and he

adds that “if the first step is to realise the complexity of

Buddhism, the second is to trace the underlying unity

The key to the understanding of Buddhism lies in the concept

of balm in the midst of storm, of the Abiding in the midst

of the transient, of the real at the heart of the unreal.”

The Tannisho, Tract on Deploring the Heterodoxies, trans-

lated by Tosui Imadate. Kyoto : The Eastern Buddhist

Society. 16mo, p. xxviii+ 51. Price, ¥1.00.

The Tannisho is considered a gem by the J5do-Shin sect

and believed to contain its most important teaching. It was

compiled by one of Shinran Shonin’s immediate disciples,

Yuiembo, who found that his master’s teaching was variously

interpreted, not always in the spirit of the master. He
lamented the state of affairs and decided to write this booklet

quoting some of the most important sayings of Shinran

Shonin in order to put an end to the spreading of hetero-

doxies. It is supposed to present householder Buddhism the

gist of which consists in believing in the “Original Vow” of

Amitabha Buddha and the very spirit of the Buddha and
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the essence of his teaching is understood to be revealed in the

Tmnisho. As the Tcinnisho itself says, “When the thought

is awakened in your heart to say the Nembutsu, believing

that your rebirth in the Pure Land is attained through the

inconceivable power of Anaida's Original Vow, you come to

share in his grace which embraces all beings forsaking none."

The reader who wishes to learn something of Shin Buddhism
cannot do better than to peruse this little book.*

Chinesische Philosophies by Heinrich Haekmann. Mun-
chen : Ernst Reinhardt. Pp. 406. Price, M. 9.00.

This is a noteworthy book which deals with Chinese

philosophy from the earliest to modern times, describing in

detail the main ideas of Confucius, Laotse, Metse, Chuangtse,

Mencius, and then following with the development of Bud-
dhism in China, the history of Mahayana, its great teachers

and sutras, and then going on to Sung and modern Con-

fucianism. The book shows rare learning and is a most

necessary volume in the library of the student of Chinese

philosophy.

* With great regret we report that the translator of the Tcinnisho

died recently after this note had gone to the x>ress.



NOTES

By the death of Lieutenant-Colonel Dr E. R. Rost, which
took place in London in June of last year (1930), the Bud-
dhist community of London lost a faithful and devoted

worker for the cause. His passing occured soon after the

publication of his book, The Nature of Consciousness. His

funeral took place according to Buddhist rites.

We regret to have to record the death of Captain Ellam,

formerly editor of The Buddhist Review, who had given the

greater part of his life to Buddhist work. He died in

London in July of last year.

Another Buddhist who has left our midst is Mrs L.

Adams Beck, the well-known novelist, who wrote also under

the name of Barrington. She died on January 3, 1931, in

Kyoto where she had been making her home during the pre-

ceding year and a half. She gave her time to literary and

charitable work. Her books written under her own name
such as The Splendour of Asia and Garden of Vision show her

interest in Buddhism. Her Story of Oriental Philosophy is

a popular compendium of oriental teaching. She made, with

Professor S. Yamabe of Otani University, a translation of

the psalms of Shinran Shonin in The Wisdom of the East

series. She gave three contributions to our Eastern Bud-

dhist, the last one on “Milarepa the Tibetan Saint” appear-

ing in our last number.

Her friends greatly regret the passing of this brilliant

woman who was an enthusiastic Buddhist. A beautiful

memorial service attended by her Western and Japanese

friends, was held for her spirit at the Zen temple of Em-
pukuji near Kyoto.

It is with the greatest regret and the personal sorrow

of the Editor that we must record the death of Sir Charles
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Eliot, former British Ambassador to Japan, which took place

on March 17 on the steamer Hakone-maru between Penang

and Colombo while he was proceeding to England. Sir

Charles had been staying for some time in Japan, living in

the quiet city of Nara, gathering material for a monumental

work on Japanese Buddhism. He frequently visited Otani

College Library to consult books, and the Editor had many
pleasant interviews with him. On his last visit made shortly

before his departure, he seemed not in his usual health. He
was going to England for the purpose of seeing his book

through the press. It is deeply to be deplored that he could

not have lived to see the publication of his book, but it is

to be hoped that the work will be issued even without his

finishing touch. Sir Charles was a great scholar of Bud-

dhism and his death is a severe loss to the cause of Buddhist

scholarship.

A number of Western Buddhists have been coming

to Japan of late with the desire of studying Buddhism,

especially Zen meditation. The difficulty is that there is

no suitable place for them to stay. Their spirits may be

willing, but their bodies cannot stand the regime of temple

life and the hotels are too expensive and not suitable. Now
it is proposed to build a simple house as a Buddhist Hospice

where such students may come, pay what they can afford,

and have a quiet place with simple but comfortable quarters

where they may study and practise Buddhism.

It is stated that the establishment of the Hospice is for

the purpose of initiating Western people into Oriental

religion and culture and thereby to bring about a better

understanding and sympathy between East and West. The
committee consists of the following persons—Tesshu Kotsugi,

Abbot of Myoshinji; Shinichi Sagami, Governor of Kyoto
Prefecture

;
Kahei Told, Mayor of the City of Kyoto

;
Keishu

Ito, Abbot of Kinkakuji; Daisetz T. Suzuki, Editor of the

Eastern Buddhist

;

Ry5ichi Goto, Member of the House of
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Representatives ;
Koson G. Goto, Editor of the Sholorin and

Misho

;

and it contains the names, as hearty sympathisers, of

many prominent Buddhist priests. It is hoped that the

Hospice will be ready at the end of this year.

Recently two young men from America who were

ordained as monks in San Francisco under Rev Nyogen
Senzaki have come to Kyoto to study Zen Buddhism. Their

Buddhist names are Koun and Mokusai respectively. They

are now earnestly living the life of Zen monks at the Sodo

(Monks Hall), of Daitokuji temple.

Mr Broughton, the Vice-president of the English Maha-

Bodhi Society, is now in Ceylon working for the Buddhist

cause. We understand that later on he will be coming to

Japan where he will be very welcome.

The Pan-Pacific Y. M. B.A. Conference at Honolulu,

Hawaii, was held last summer and thirty-six delegates were

sent from Japan. Mr M. Iwakura represented our Society.

In the last Eastern Buddhist a note was made as to

using religious themes as subjects for moving picture films

and theatrical performances. The latest of the moving

picture plays of this kind is Muyuge which tells the life

story of the late Baroness Takeko Kujo, a devoted Buddhist

and a celebrated poet. Muyuge consists of a series of

pictures showing the beautiful personality of the Baroness.

The part of Takeko is taken by two young women, one very

young in the eariler scenes, and the other older to portray

the mature woman. Baroness Kuj5 preferred to spend her

life in working for Buddhism and the poor to moving in the

society to which she was entitled. Moreover, she was a true

Bodhisattva
;
she did not long for Nirvana but on her death-

bed asserted that she would return to this world to continue

her work in propagating Buddhism and helping the poor.
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In this, she was a true Mahayanist, for the ideal of Mahayana

is not to pass on to Nirvana but to return again to this world

of Samsara to work for others. The play Muyuge was suc-

cessful in showing something of the fine character and loving

personality of this remarkable woman.

The SuvamaprdbMsa^Sutra ,
or the Book of Golden

Splendour, which belongs to the Mahayana has been pub-

lished in the Devanagari under the joint editorship of the

late Professor Bunyu Nanjo and Mr Hokei Idzumi. The

first chapter of this sutra appeared some time ago in the

jEastern Buddhist together with an English translation.

While it contains in its present Sanskrit form a great deal

of the later phases of the Mahayana, there is no doubt that

it occupies a significant position in the history of Mahayana
Buddhism in India. For instance, the second chapter on

the age of the Tathagata breathes the same spirit which

inspired the Saddharma-pwidanka, the “ Lotus Gospel.
7 '

The idea that Sakyamuni as a Tathagata lives eternally

foreshadows the doctrine of the Trikaya (Three Bodies), one

of the principal dogmas of the Mahayana teaching. Though
the present text of the Suvarnorprabhasa does not contain

the chapter on the Trikaya, both Pao-kuei in 597 and I-tsing

in 703 used a text containing this chapter. Is this omission

in the one mere accident f And is the presence in the other

an intentional addition showing later development ? This is

one of those questions which, in spite of their utmost his-

torical importance, present almost insurmountable difficulties

for solution. The Sanskrit text of the “Golden Splendour”
as edited by Nanjo and Idzumi containing' pp. xxvi+ 222 is

supplied with an introduction. In it the editor Mr Idzumi

refers to the different Tibetan and Chinese translations and
to similarities of thought between the Suvarna and the

Pmdanka and other Mahayana texts. Published by The
Eastern Buddhist Society. Price ¥ 10.
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Dr Daijo Tokiwa has published another ponderous work

following his study of Buddhata (Buddha-nature). The new
book is entitled Buddhism in its Relation to Confucianism

and Taoism in China : size, 7^x10 inches, pp. 7504-28. To

treat the subject thoroughly is quite a gigantic task far more

than one scholar with all his learning and scholaidy acumen
could handle during his life-time. The author fully acknow-

ledges the enormity of the work especially because the field

has never been systematically explored. He is satisfied if he

has succeeded in clearing it up to a certain extent so that

those who come after can have a general survey much better

than before. It is a learned work showing great erudition

on the part of the author, who by the way had recently the

unfortunate accident of being run over by a motor-cycle.

The introduction treats of the general history of Buddhism

in China since its first transportation there and the

beginnings of its relationship with Taoism and Confucianism.

The main body of the work is divided into two general sec-

tions: Buddhism and Confucianism, and Buddhism and

Taoism. The first section is subdivided into (1) the period

prior to Sung Confucian philosophers, (2) Buddhism and

the Sung philosophers such as Chou-tze, Chang-tze, the

Ch‘ eng Brothers, Chu Hsi, Lu Hsiang-shan, etc., and (3) the

Ming Confucians headed by Hu, Wang, etc. The second

section contains a general survey of Taoism, Taoism as a

religion, its canonical books, the objects of worship, the

founders, the history of Taoism in the Three Kingdoms, in

the Northern and the Southern Dynasties, in Sui and T‘ang,

its collisions with Buddhism in T'ang, its organisation and

consolidation, etc. in Sung, Yuan and Ming, etc. The book

forms the thirteenth volume of the Oriental Library Series

published by the Oriental Library (Toy5 Bunko), Tokyo.

It is to be regretted that many scholarly works of a similar

nature which have international value are more or less in-

accessible, to students generally outside Japan.
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Professor Showun Toganowo, of Koyasan Buddhist

College, who is the author of the Study of the Mandalas has

published another elaborate work on the Rishukyd known in

Sanskrit as AdhyardhaAaUka^prajmpdramitd. It is entitled

The Study of the Rishyukyo, size 7^x 10 inches, pp. 541+ 43,

including numerous mandala illustrations, indices, the

Tibetan version, and the Sanskrit text. The Rishukyd is,

according to the author, one of the most fundamental'

canonical texts of esoteric Buddhism and the living fountain

of the Shingon school of the present day
;
it is also the gospel

of love in which Buddhist arts find their inspiration; it

belongs to this world and is close to life as it is lived here

on earth. What distinguishes this sutra boldly from other

authoritative books of the Shingon sect is the idea of

mahasukha (great enjoyment), and as this enjoyment lends

itself to two opposite interpretations carnal and spiritual,

the text becomes quite a dangerous instrument in the hands

of the unscrupulous followers of the school, which was really

the case once in its history even in Japan. Its use, there-

fore, was permitted only to those who were spiritually quali-

fied. Professor Toganowo now exhausts all his scholarly

attainments in order to bring out in an unequivocal manner
what he considers the orthodox interpretation of the sutra

not only from the philosophical but from the religious point

of view. According to Shingon symbolism, the whole secret

of the Rishukyd is represented in what is known as the

Gohitsumandara
,
or “Mandala of Five Secrets/ ’ The cen-

tral figure is Vajrasattva who is surrounded by the four

goddesses of love. When it is represented by a single deity,

we have Aizen-myowo, god of love, although in appearance

he is far from our worldly conception of a god of love. What
interests the reader most will be the author ’s view of the

monumental Boroboedoer temple. He thinks this is not only

a Chaitya dedicated to the Dharmakaya or Adhibuddha or

Vajrapani, but its karma-mandala. It is a tridimensional

representation on the most gigantic scale of the teaching of
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the Vajrayana school of Buddhism in India. The Bishukyo

itself is not a long one, and its teaching belonging to the

Vajrayana is altogether bold, direct, and radical. When it

is not rightly understood, it turns readily into the left

extreme (vdmamdrga ), which it purposes to bring under

subjugation. The author is to be congratulated in his suc-

cessful handling of the delicate subject full of pitfalls. It

also presents interesting material for students of religious

psychology, especially of the phenomena of ecstasy.

Professor Chijen Akanuma, of Otani Buddhist College,

Kyoto, who is the compiler of a comparative index to

the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas is now the

author of a Dictionary of the Proper Names that are found

in the Pali scriptures of Buddhism. It is a painstaking

work, and as we have it before us the result is quite a credit-

able one, and most thoroughgoing. References are given in

detail. So far we have four parts of it, pp. 1-672, “Abala”
—“Sutabrahma”. A fifth will complete the wTork. # The

proper names are chiefly biographical, geographical, mytho-

logical, etc. “Rajagiriya,” “ Bkavyohara, ’ ’ “Sakha,” etc.

are in themselves learned theses. Size: 7f xlOf inches.

Mr Bunkyo Sakurabe, of Otani Buddhist College

Library, has compiled a complete catalogue of the Kanjur

division of the Tibetan Tripitaka. The contents of each

sutra belonging to this division are carefully compared with

the corresponding ones in the existing Sanskrit, Pali, and

Chinese texts, giving the page-references. It goes without

saying that these comparisons and references immensely

facilitate the work of Buddhist scholars who had hitherto to

waste so much time and energy in finding out corres-

pondences. The whole catalogue, probably over 300 pages,

* While reading this proof, we are informed of the appearance of

the final part.
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is to be issued ill three parts, two of which are already out.

Size 7f x 10f inches.

Professor Unrai Wogihara, of Taisho Buddhist College,

Tokyo, has at last finished editing the Bodhisattvabhumi on

which he has been working for some years. The manuscript

prepared by him for publication some years ago had the

unfortunate event of going astray somewhere in India.

There are only two original manuscripts so far discovered,

the one in Cambridge and the other in Kyoto
;
but Dr Wogi-

hara’s erudition has enabled him to present us with a per-

fectly readable text of a work belonging to the Yogacara

school of Buddhism. The subject treated concerns the life

of a Bodhisattva, that is, what constitutes Bodhisattvahood

which is the essence of the Mahayana. We are glad that the

number of the Mahayana Sanskrit texts accessible to the

general reader is growing larger every year, and hope that

Japanese Buddhist scholars will not relax their efforts to

produce in the near future all the most important ones.

Dr Wogihara intends to publish the second and concluding

part before long. Part One is ¥ 5.00. Pp. 188.

The “Modern Meaning of Buddhism” by Bungo Hirose,

(Biso, Modern Religious Questions Number)—Of many

articles which we have read recently, this is rather remark-

able in its plain and clear statement, though in some respects

we cannot agree with the author. He contends that the

fallacy of modern idealism lies in its presumption of eon-

eeptional knowledge, while Buddhist philosophy upholds the

wisdom through practice which enables one to accept life as

it is. The duty of Buddhism in recent times in which social

consciousness is so developed, is not to seduce a social man
into solitude but to pick up those who have unfortunately

fallen into it and make them again heroes of society.

According to the author, Buddhism is an expression of

philosophical experience by means of religious faith, con-
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sequently, those who have understood philosophy well enough
can comprehend Buddhism though they have no specially

religious experience. Such remarks however may sometimes

cause mistake, for they blur the distinction between religious

experience and that of philosophy. The author seems to

have explained Buddhist experience too philosophically.

Aside from that, this article has a twofold value : it points

out the fallacy of modern idealism and it upholds the duty
of Buddhism towards modern consciousness.

Mr Albert J. Edmunds has recently issued a fourth

edition of his “ Dialogue between Two Saviors. ” As was
once noticed in one of the preceding numbers of this

magazine, the Dialogue takes place between Christ and
Buddha, in which they including 'also Confucius agree “to

found a house for man” not in these “seen worlds of birth

and death, torture and wickedness/’ but somewhere “over

the sunset bars” and “beyond the farthest stars.” Now the

author adds a new chorus entitled “Mahayana” which

follows

:

“The Buddha died, to far Nirvana gone,
And left the Truth behind to save us all.

But are we saved?—Samantabhadra rose,
The Altogether Good, an Eastern saint.

Said: T train myself for Buddhahood.
Ye fellow-bodhisattvas, one and all,

I charge you, enter not the final bliss

Till every soul be rescued from the Dark!’
And so the angels of the sunrise faith

Besiege the gates of hell with Christ and Joan.”

The editors of the Eastern Buddhist find it very difficult

to issue the magazine regularly. Hereafter it will be pub-

lished as time and circumstances permit, at least one and in

all probability two numbers in a year. They thank the

editors of the magazine exchanges who in spite of this

irregularity have continued to send their magazines. The

Eastern Buddhist will not be discontinued without due

notice.
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Buddhism in England continues to be of interest to

western students of Buddhism and, of late, Mahayana Bud-

dhism is receiving attention. The Japanese Buddhist sects

have received treatment in recent numbers, Zen by Mr
Dwight Goddard, Shin and Jodo by Mr Masatoshi Mori,

Shingon by Rev Akizuki of Koyasan and by Mrs Beatrice

Suzuki. The condensed reprint of Mr Suzuki ?

s Outline of

Mahayana Buddhism is continuing. The Buddhist Glossary

and Bibliography is of much value. Various other articles,

notes, reviews, and news make up each number of this in-

structive magazine.

The British Buddhist also gives notes of the Buddhist

world and interesting articles from the Hinayana point of

view.

The Hawaiian Buddhist Annual for 1930 has a number
of outstanding articles such as “Buddhism as a World
Force” by Su Hari Singh Gour; “Rally to the Diamond
Banner” by Bernard L, Broughton; “Sakyamuni as a

Youth” by Warren Takeda; “Life as a Unity Process” by
Martin Steinke

;
and many others equally interesting.

The Chinese Buddhist published by Wong Mow Lam in

Shanghai is a quarterly issued for the purpose of linking up
China with foreign Buddhists; articles on Buddhists and

Buddhism abroad together with other news and not'es make
this a welcome addition to Buddhist periodicals.

The Mahd-Bodhi is a Buddhist magazine published in

India under the direction of the Anagarika Dharmapala.
In a recent number there is a thoughtful article on Buddhist

Salvation by the late lamented Dr. Dahlke.

The Vedanta Kesari is devoted to the exposition of

practical Vedanta teachings as given out by the Order of

Ramakrishna-Vivekananda and has many articles of note,

illuminating to the Buddhist as well as the Vedantist student.

Prabitddha Bharati is another magazine devoted to the
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Vedanta. In recent numbers, there have been articles by
such eminent writers as Romain Roland, Swami Vive-

kananda, and Professor Radhakrishna besides those by
Swarnis connected with the Ramakrishna Mission. The
January number has an article telling about Mrs Sevier, a

devoted disciple of Swami Vivekananda, who established an
Advaita centre and retreat at Mayavati. Mrs Sevier’s life

was truly a noble one.

The Shrine of Wisdom is always interesting. It is like

a little jewel box of wisdom amid a flood of much materialis-

tic and sordid magazines of the present day. We look

forward to it with pleasure. The Winter Number contains

a selection from Porphyry and the Life of Porphyry, also

the Classic of Purity, a Taoist Classic.

Zeutschrift fur Indologie und Iranistik is. the organ of

the Deutschen Morgenldndischen Oesellschaft
,
edited by Dr

Wilhelm Geiger with scholarly articles on Oriental subjects

and fine book reviews. To mention only two in a recent

number, we notice “Die Quellen des Mahavamsa” by Dr
Wilhelm Geiger and another by D. Shinwachar “A Brief

Sketch of Dvaita Vedanta Literature.”

The Occult Review of London has often articles of

interest to Buddhists, for example, the editorial in the

November number on the artist, Nicholas Roerich, and the

article in the January issue on Zen by Bayard Elton. The
reviews in the department, Periodical Literature, the Book
Reviews, Correspondence, and Notes are always informing

and in nearly every number we find some articles of quality.

Extreme-Asie, Revue Indo-chinoise Illustree, is a hand-

some volume published in the French language at Saigon.

There are always interesting articles, well illustrated with

photographs and drawings. Mrs Sugimoto’s “Daughter of

a Samurai” translated in French has been running as a

serial. There are often descriptions of Chinese temples and

the “Annales du Voyages de M. Wa au Pays des Falin-ki”

was noticed in a recent number.
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The Message of the East is another Vedanta magazine

published in Boston, in the United States. In each issue is

an instructive article from the pen of Swami Paramananda

who is in sympathy with Buddhism.

The Mythic Magazine which comes to us from India has

an article on “The Buddhist Stupa, ” a comparative study

by Ramavarma, and a long and arresting one on 4 4 Hindus as

Pioneers of the World Civilization” by Dhyanchandra.

The Theosophical Quarterly published by the Theo-

sophical Society (Independent) of New York is a dignified,

instructive magazine having much affinity with Buddhism.

The first article in the January Number contains passages

with comments from the Buddhist sutras. There is also a

fine translation of the Brihad Arayaka Upanishad by Charles

Johnston and an article on Iamblichus by Stanley V. La

Dow. The Book Review department and Questions and

Answers are of value. The whole contents make up a most

worthwhile magazine.

The Burlington Magazine for December 1930 is a hand-

some number. The chief contents are

—

44A Persian Painting

of the Mid-Fifteenth Century,” by Laurence Binyon; 4

4

Re-

discovered Rembrandt Paintings” by W. R. Valentiner;

“Early Mudejar Woodwork” by Bernard Bevan; “Persian

Silks of the Middle Ages” by Heinrich Schmidt, and many
others of equal interest. The one which concerned us most

was the description by Osvald Siren'on
4 4 Two Monuments of

Early Chinese Sculpture” with illustrations of a lion and

Bodhisattva.

The Bulletin of Oriental Studies, Vol. V, Part IV and

Vol. VI, Part I, 1930. In the tables of contents of both

these numbers we find many noteworthy articles to the

Oriental student. The Book Reviews are very thorough and
in themselves are small articles of value.

The Bulletin of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research

Institute, of Poona, India. The volumes for 1930 are filled

with scholarly articles on Indian subjects.*
4

4

The Edict of
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Asoka Reconsidered” by D. R. Bhandarkar and a study of

.Krishna by S. N. Tadapatrikar were especially noted.

Other magazines received which we read with interest

and for which we give our thanks are.

—

The Journal of

Religion devoted to Christian Doctrine, published by the

University of Chicago Press.

—

The Epoch published by Mrs
James Allen at Ilfracombe, England, one of the best maga-

zines devoted to the New Thought.

—

The Rosicrucian Maga-
zine from Oceanside, California, which promulgates the

teaching of the Rosicrusians as given out to the world by the

late Max Heindel.

—

Le Lotus Bleu is the organ of the Theo-

sophical Society in France; it often contains articles of

interest to Buddhists, for example, the description of the

temples of Angkor.

—

La Revue Spirit c, Journal d ’etudes

Psychologique et de Spiritualisme Experimental. Its title

explains the contents of the magazine which concerns itself

with the subject of individual life beyond the grave.

—

The
Dawn. of Hyderabad, India, is devoted to the work and

writings of Mr T. L. Vaswani.

—

The Meher Message is the

organ for the teachings of the Master Shri Maher Baka of

Nasik, West India.

—

The Liberal Catholic

,

from London is

issued in the interests of the Liberal Catholic Church.

—

The

Theosophical Messenger reviews the articles of American

Theosophists.—The Canadian Theosophist is an independent

theosophical Magazine.

—

The Kalpaka

,

The Psychic Review

of the East from Tinnevelly, India.

—

The Vedic Magazine

edited by Pr. Ramadeva of Gurukura-kangri, India, which

contains informative articles on India and Indian Thought.

—

The Logos

,

Internationale Zeitschrift fur Philosophic der

Kultur, issued from Tiimingen contains scholarly articles on

philosophy in the German language.

—

Journal of the Andha
Historical Research Society

,

of Madras, India presents

learned articles connected with Indian History.

—

Journal

Asiatique of Paris contains scholarly articles and reviews of

interest to Orientalists.

—

Le Bulletin des Polaires

,

organ of

the occult fraternity of the Polaires of Paris.

—

Calamus, A
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Quarterly furthering the study of comparative religion and

all that makes for the realisation of the Unity of All Life,

under the direction of Will Hayes.

—

Illumination an Inter-

national Journal devoted to the Enlightenment of Man
published by the School of Life Foundation connected with

the Nicholas Roerich Museum of New York.

—

Inspiration

,

Organ of the Eliost Ministry of Brookline, Massachusetts,

U.S.A. an association for healing and practical instruction,

conducted by Waller de Yoe.

—

Review of Philosophy and

Religion being the Journal of The Academy of Philosophy

and Religion of Poona, India.

—

Indian Historical Quarterly

,

edited by Dr Narendra Nath Law, Calcutta, India .—II

Progresso Religioso
,
Rome.

—

Litterae Orientates

,

Orientalis-

tischer Literaturbericht issued by Otto Harrassowitz, Leipzig,

containing always a leading article by some eminent scholar.

—The Vaitarani, A Review of Current Literature, the only

English monthly of Orissa, India, edited by Bidyadhar Singh

Deo.

—

TheYoga-Mimansa ,
edited by S ’rimat Kuvalayananda,

Bombay, India.

We are sorry that four of our exchanges have expired

during 1930. The Quest, scholarly and suggestive magazine

ably edited by Mr Mead in London.

—

The Young East of

Tokyo which aimed to spread the teachings of Buddhism in

popular form.—Mr Goddard’s little Zen and last of all an

Italian friend Ultra. We regret them all and feel that the

world has lost something beautiful and vital in losing them.
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Art. I. The name of the Society shall bo The Eastern Bud-
dhist Society.

Art, II. The objects of the Society shall be to study Bud-
dhism, to publish the results of such study, as well as

to propagate the true spirit of Buddhism.
Art. III. The Society shall, in order to carry out its objects,

* undertake the following works:
;Jj Translation into Japanese of the original texts of

Buddhism;

(2) Translation into European languages of the" Bud-
dhist texts now existing only in Eastern languages other

than Sanskrit and Pali; publication of studies in the
Buddhist doctrines in Japanese or in any one of the
European languages

;

(3) Publication of a magazine in English aiming at

the propagation of Buddhism and also giving informa-
tion as regards the literary activities of Buddhist scholars
in Japan.

Art. l'V. The Society shall consist of (1)
(

-such members as
are in full sympathy with the objects’of the Society and

, (2) such as actively engage themselves in its work.
Members shall be elected by the Council, and every

application for membership must be endorsed by two
members of the Society.

Annual dues for members shall be ten yen.
Art. V. All expenses needed for carrying out the objects of

the Society shaE be met by the members* dues and by
general voluntary contributions.

Art. VI. The officfe of the Society shall be in Kyoto.

Persons interested in the objects of this Society are in-
vited to join.

,
. :

'

The Eastern Buddhist is free to members 'of the Society.

All correspondence should he addressed to

The,' Secretary,,, -
; .

Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki, .

.
39 Ono-machi, Koyama,

-

.
‘Kyoto, Japan.



NOTE
In order to publish the longer articles undivided instead of

cutting- them into several sections, we have decided to issue a
double number of The Eastern Buddhist, which will complete
Vol. IV. The first number of Vol. V will soon follow and in it

all the material such as notes, reviews, exchanges, etc., that
had to be excluded from this number owing to lack of space,
will appear.—Editor.
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Inspect our GALLERY of ORIENTAL ART.

All the books prescribed for students at the School of

Oriental Studies and the Universities are kept in stock.
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MERCER (S. A. B.). An Egyptian Grammar with Chrestomathy and

Glossary.

Roy. Svo, cloth, pp. vi, 1S4. Price 12s,

MOHAMMEDAN SAINTS AND SANCTUARIES IN PALESTINE.
By Taufik Canaan, (Luzac’s Oriental Religions Series, Yol. v.)

Roy. Svo, cloth, pp. viii, 331. Price 15s,

MAYNARD (JOHN A.). Seven years of Old Testament Study. A
critical bibliography of Old Testament Research from 1917-24.

Roy. Svo, cloth, pp. 100. Price 4s. Gd.

LUZAC & CO.,
Oriental and Foreign Booksellers,

Agents to the India Office; Royal Asiatic* Society; School of Oriental

Studies, London; Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta; Biliar and
Orissa Research Society, India; Society of Oriental Research,

Chicago; Siam Society, Bangkok, etc., etc.

40 Great Russell Street, London, W.C.l.

(Opposite the British Museum.)
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THE FIRST TRANSLATION OF THE MOST IMPORTANT
PART OF THE PALI TIPITAKA INTO A LIVING

LANGUAGE OF EUROPE
— •• © •

KARL EUGEN NEUMANN’S GERMAN TRANSLATIONS OF THE
BUDDHIST TEXTS

DIB LETZTENT TAGE GOTAMO BUDDHOS
(Mahanibbana-suttam)

Taschenausgabe. Pappband M 4.~, Ganzleinen mit Goldschnltt M G.

DIE HEDEH GOTAMO BUDDHOS
(Majjhiinan ikayo

}

Taschenausgabe. Drei Bande In einer Kasoetto zusammen Pappband

M 1G.~, Ganzleinen with Goldscbnitt M 24.-

DIE LIEDER DER MONOHE UND UTONNEN GOTAMO
BUDDHOS

(Theragatha und Therigatha)

Tasclienausgabe. Pappband M G-, Ganzleinen mit Goldscbnitt M 8.-

DIE REDEN GOTAMO BUDDHOS
GSutianipato)

Tasclienausgabe. Pappband M 7.-, Ganzleinen mit Goldscbnitt M S.-

DER WAHRHEITPFAD
(Dhammapadam)

Taschenausgabe. Pappban l M 3.-

* =s © =s- .--.—.

Today there is no literary work more highly esteemed in Germany
than that of Karl Eugen Neumann, who has been the first translator of

the most important parts of the Pali-Canon. Nobody who is interested

in the Buddhistic canonical books and is able to und rstand German
should fail to read those unrivaled translations. Faithful to the original,

word-for-word, they are so beautifully rendered into the German language

that the greatest German writers place the work of Karl Eugen Neumann
on the same level with Luther’s Bible translation. 'Whether in prose or

in verse in accordance with the original, Neumann’s style is always

inspired with the genius of the ancient holy atmosphere when the Buddha

|

was teaching his Dhamma to liis immediate disciples; and the master’s

thought, even his voice and rhythm, are distinguishable in the German
translations as wT

ell as in the Pali original.

(All the volumes are carefully printed and solidly bound. The prices

are low and within the reach of every intelligent reader.)

R, PIPER & CO VEBLAG MUNCHEN
1
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EASTERN BUDDHIST

Volume V April, 19B0 Numbers 2-3

CONTENTS

Passivity in tlie Buddhist Life.

Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki ........ .........

,

129

On the Pure Land Doctrine of Tz'u-min
"

Gemmyo Ono 200

Milarepa.

L. Adams Beck 211

The Hymn on the Life and Vows of Samantabhadra,

With the Sanskrit Text, Bhadracaripranidhana.

Hokei 226

The Temples of Kamakura, III.

Beatrice Lane Suzuki - • • 248

Book Reviews and Notes 262

Published for THE EASTERN BUDDHIST SOCIETY,

Kyoto, Japan

Price, single copy, one yen fifty sen; one volume of four numbers,

six yen ; in foreign countries, including postage

:

England, 15 shillings; IT. S. A., $ 3.50

THE PRESENT DOUBLE NUMBER IS 9 3.00



THE EASTERN BUDDHIST SOCIETY

Art. T. The name of tlie Society shall be Tbe Eastern Bud-

dhist Society.

Art. II. The objects of the Society shall be to study Bud-

dhism, to publish the results of such study, as well as

to propagate the true spirit of Buddhism.

Art. III. The Society shall, in order to carry out its objects,

undertake the following works:

(1) Translation into Japanese of the original texts Of

Buddhism;

(2) Translation, into European languages of the Bud-
dhist texts now existing only in Eastern languages other

than Sanskrit and Pali; publication of studies in the

Buddhist doctrines in Japanese or in any one of the

European languages

;

(3) Publication of a magazine in English aiming at

the propagation of Buddhism and also giving informa-

tion as regards tbe literary activities of Buddhist scholars

in Japan.

Art. IV. The Society shall consist of (1) such members as

are in full sympathy with the objects of the Society and

(2) such as actively engage themselves in its work.
Members shall be elected by the Conncil, and every

application for membership must be endorsed by two
members of the Society.

Annual dues for members shall be ten yen.

Art. V. All expenses needed for carrying out the objects of
the Society shall be met by the members’ dues and by
general voluntary contributions.

Art. VI. The office of the Society shall be in Kyoto.

Persons interested in tbe objects of this Society are in-

vited to join.

The Eastern Buddhist is free to members of the Soeiety.

All correspondence should he addressed to

The Secretary,

Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki,

39 Ono-machi, Koyama,
Kyoto, Japan.
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THE EASTERN BUDDHIST SOCIETY

Art. I. The name of the Society shall he The Eastern Bud-
dhist Society.

Art. II. The objects of the Society shall be to study Bud-
dhism, to publish the results of such study, as well as

to propagate the true spirit of Buddhism.

Art. III. The Society shall, in order to carry out its objects,

undertake the following works

:

(1) Translation into Japanese of the original texts of

Buddhism;

(2) Translation into European languages of Buddhist
texts

;
publication of studies in the Buddhist doctrines in

Japanese or in any one of the European languages

;

(3) Publication of a magazine in English aiming at

the propagation of Buddhism and also giving informa-

tion as regards the literary activities of Buddhist scholars

in Japan.

Art. IV. The Society shall consist of (1) such members as

are in full sympathy with the objects of the Society and

(2) such as actively engage themselves in its work.
Members shall be elected by the Council, and every

application for membership must be endorsed by two
members of the Society.

Annual dues for members shall be ten yen.
Art. V. All expenses needed for carrying out the objects of

the Society shall be met by the members’ dues and by
general voluntary contributions.

Art. VI. The office of the Society shall be in Kyoto.

Persons interested in the objects of this Society are in-

vited to join.

The Eastern Buddhist is.free to members of the Society,

All correspondence should be addressed to

The Secretary,

Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki,

39 Ono-machi, Koyama,
Kyoto, Japan.



A Journal of International Buddhist Brotherhood

Tlie Only Magazine of Its Kind Published in India.

English Translation of Original Pali Texts is a Special Peat ure.

Managing Editor—The Anagarika Dhamniapala.

Annual Subscription:

India, Ceylon, Burma, Rs. 4; Europe, 6 shillings; America,

12 dollars; Par East, 2 yen.

Apply to Manager;

THE MAHA-BODIII,
4 A, College Square, Calcutta.

A QUARTERLY BUDDHIST PERIODICAL
Dealing with Buddhism, Buddhist History, Literature, Science,

Philosophy, Researches, Travels, Culture, Art, Archaeology, Icono-

graphy etc.

The aims and objects of Buddhist India will he: 1. To he purely repre-
sentative of Buddhism in India and its wide propagation abroad. 2. To protect
and publish Buddhism, Buddhist Literature, Art, Culture, etc., in India. 3. To
he an organ for preaching Buddhism to the teeming millions of India who
merely worship Buddha as Vishnu Avatara. 4. To promote the forgotten posi-
tion of Buddhism as one of the living religions of India. 5. To properly
represent Buddhist religious problems in India.

DOUBLE OROAVN Svo. ABOUT GO PACES IX EACH ISSUE.
Original Articles, Translations and Illustrations a Speciality.

Yearly Its. 4, 4 yen, 6 shillings or 2 dollars. Single copy, one rupee, or Is. Gd.

Post Box 7894 Calcutta. J>. A. D IIARMA C f lAltYY A, V.n.M.

THE BUDDHIST ANNUAL OF CEYLON
(Annual Subscription, R, 1.50)

Edited by S. W* Wijayatilake and S* A* Wijayatilake

Published by W. E. Bastian and Company* Colombo, Ceylon
The Buddhist Annual of Cvj/lon is a large finely illustrated magazine

issued once in the year. Articles on Buddhism, Poems, Prize Essays, Pictures,

Notes and News of the Buddhist “World, Reviews of Books, etc., make up its

contents.

Among the contributors are Bhikkliu Silacara, Thera Niyanutiloku, Edward
Holms, Sunyananda, Bhikkliu Mahiuda, Reverend Ernest Hunt, Christmas

Humphreys, F. R. Woodward, J, F. Mrkerhnie, Dr. Edward Ureenly, I)r. Paul
Dahlke, Mine. Alexandra David-Neel, Mrs. C. A. F. Rhys Davids, and many
others known to the Buddhist world.



A Quarterly Devoted to Synthetic Philosophy, Religion and Mysticism.

Some Recent Articles

:

A Synthesis of The Bluigavad (iita.

The Golden Verses of The Pythagoreans.

The Chaldean Oracles.

Neoplatonism.

Mahayana Buddhism.

Annual Subscription 5/- post free.

THE SIIEINE OF WISDOM,
Lincoln House, Acacia Road, Acton, London, W.d

Indian Magazine in English. Published by Sri Ramakrishna Math, at

Mylapore, Madras.

Contains articles by the Swamis of the Order of Sri Ramakrishna on

the Philosophy and Practice of Vedanta.

Foreign Subscription, annually Rs. 4.8. ($2 or 8s.)

“LET Til E LION OF VEDANTA ROAR.”

THREE RECENT PUBLICATIONS OF THE
EASTERN BUDDHIST SOCIETV

A STUDY OF SHTN BUDDHISM. By Gessho Sasaki, Late President of
Otii ni University, Kyoto. Royal Hvo, pp.Vl.+ 145. Price, ¥15.00, post free.

CONTENTS: The Philosophical Basis of Shin Buddhism—What is the
True Sect of the Pure Land?—The Enlightened Mind of the Buddha and
the Shin T- ' V . Faith, and Salvation hy Faith—The Teach-
ing of Sh i : i., mo Moral Life—Kakunyo Shonin’s Life of
Shinran, the Founder of Shin Buddhism.

ESSAYS IN ZEN BUDDHISM. By Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki, Editor of The
Eastern Buddhist. Royal 8vo, cloth, pp. X4-42d, with ten plates. Price,
•V 9.50.
CONTENTS: Introduction—Zon as the Chinese Interpretation of the
Doctrine of ‘ 1 ” ” ’ ‘ 1

ml Ignorance—History of
Zen Buddhist to the Sixth Patriarch

—

Practical Methods of Zen Instruction—The Meditation Ilall and the Ideals
of Zen Life—The Ten Cow-herding Pictures—Chinese Notes.

STUDIES IN THE LANKAVATAllA SUTRA. By I). T. Suzuki. Royal
8 vo, cloth, tip. XXXI I -f 464, with frontispiece. Price, ¥10,50.
CONTENTS: 1. An Introduction to the Study of the Sutra—II. The
Sutra

_

and the Teaching of Zen Buddhism— III.* Some of the Important
Theories Expounded in the Sutra—IV. Sunskrit-Ohincsc-English Glossary.

ON SALE AT THE EASTERN BUDDHIST SOCIETY,
OTANI UNIVERSITY, KYOTO
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“A booh that is shut is but a block
”
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